
Producers Don Gehman and Jeff Lynne • Classic Tracks: The Dead's "Truckin" 
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changeithe 
you think alum. recording 

How do you unprove on the most 

successful professional multitrack tape 

recorder of all time? Listen to your 

customers. Do some heavy thinking, and... 

Make the transport four times faster 

and put it under constant software control. 

Incorporate advanced onboard digital editing 

with track copy, auto 

punch, track delay, tape offset, 10-point 

autolocator, rehearse mode and more. Use 

the latest oversampling converters for the 

ultimate in digital audio quality. Design a 

beautiful vacuum fluorescent display that 

provides all the critical information. Wrap all 

this well-thought-out technology in an utterly 

professional six-pound solid die-cast aluminu 

chassis. Of course, make it 100% compatible 

with over 70,000 ADAT's already in use 

worldwide. Introducing the new, definitely 

improved ADAT-XT" 8 Track Digital 

Audio Recorder. Consider it a think tank 

for your creativity. See your Alesis dealer. 

Don't think twice. 

For more information about the ADAIXT, see your Authorized Alesis Dealer or 
® Alesis and ADM- are registered trademarks. ADATXT is a trademark of Ales 

Alesis Corporation 3630 Holdrege Avenue Los An 

'amn 
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Unhiil Ii 11:?_111LJtli."1!:tia 

oh 3 10841 22 -2 

Corporation 

teles CA 90016 310-841-2272 alecorp@alesis1 usa com 
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The console 
that creates success 
An investment in a Solid State Logic console is an investment in 

success. Most of the world's leading producers and engineers simply 
won't work in anything other than SSL equipped facilities, and of all 

the SSL studios around the world, those equipped with our latest 
SL4000 G Plus consoles are amongst the busiest. 

G Plus consoles are lepandary for their sound quality, advanced 
automation and reliabihtv. And with a wide variety of frame sizes, 

configurations and automation options, it's never been easier to 
upgrade to an SSL. 

Talk to Solid State Logic about the SL4000 G Plus — the console 
that creates success. 

Solid State Logic 
Intertotioaa. Hedaquaders: Begbroke, Oxford OX5 IRU, England. Tel: (01865) 842300 Fa, (018651 842118 

Paris (! , 34 6046 66 Milan42) 262 24956 . Tokyo : 3) 54 71 r I 44 • New York 12121 315 1111 • Los Angeles (2131461 4444 
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• Every once in a while a product comes along which not only meets 
the ever increasing demands of the market, but one whose smooth 
commercial styling, ergonomics, durability and outstanding perfor-
mance demands respect. Introducing MR. LIMPET. U The LIMPET 
is a unique, compact design that combines a very high current toroidal 
power supply, fully discrete amplification stages, and ultra wide 
(10 Hz to 80 kHz) bandwidth capabilities in a very affordable system. 
• Built using a one piece high pressure die-cast metal housing, TAIWriy 
the LIMPET is not only very rugged electrically and mechani-
cally, its internal construction takes advantage of the industry's 
most advanced assembly techniques. U The LIMPET amplifica-
tion system can be used with a wide range of TANNOY 
professional reference monitor systems, and provides the user %poem 
with a number of improvements in both the performance of the 
loudspeaker system, and its flexibility. U Each single channel 
LIMPET system delivers an enhanced stereo image because the 
channels are fully separated - no power supply sagging due to Fi E jk R  performance 
inter-channel coupling, no crosstalk, no interference. Almost   unequaled at 
any kind of input level and connector can be used, since the a E LIE   VIE twice the price. 
LIMPET offers a balanced or unbalanced "combi" connector that can III Instead of settling for the ordinary, 
utilize either 1/4" or 3 pin jacks. a The ultra-low noise input section get a LIMPET and get a real grip on your reference monitor performance. 

High Power, 
Discrete Amp 

Durable, 
High Pressure 
Die Cast Cha 

Proprietary 
"Soft Clip" 
Circuitry 

High Current, 
Dual Voltage, 
Toroidal 
Power Supply 

- 

can accommodate either 0.775, 1.0, or 1.5 volt drive levels with no 
performance sacrifice. • The LIMPET's universal power supply, 
equipped with an industry standard MC connector easily deals with 
almost any voltage, making the LIMPET a true global traveler. Finally, 
you can take your monitors wherever your work takes you, and not have 
to worry about cumbersome and troublesome adaptors, power convert-
ers, or strange electrical systems. • In addition, the unique and propri-

etary soft-clip circuitry and the significant reserves in the power 
supply ensure that no damage will occur to the drive units 
while providing the headroom needed for even the most 
demanding requirements. U The LIMPET is ideal for 
professional recording, broadcast/post production facilities, 
remote and live recording reinforcement 
applications, and finally gives the 
private/home recording studio 
truly reference quality 

TANNOY/TGI NORTH AMERICA 14E. • 300 GAGE AVE., UNIT 1, • KITCHENER, ONTARIO, CANADA • 1424 2C8 • ( 5191 745-1158 • FAX 15141 745-2364 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 



Creative control, superlative sound and uncompromising support — Lexicon's commitment to the audio professional. 

The New 3001. with LUC: The World Class Touch. 

Introducing the Lexicon ea. the 

newedt addition to Lexicon'd world-

clam digital ebbectes ayatema. ¡t'a a 

new veraion ob the award-winning 

Model 300 — with ¡ARC control. 

Obbering analog/digital mixing, 

timecode automation, compreddion, 

unique madtering toad and a bull 

complement ob Lexicon 'o binedt 

reverb and ebbectó programa. 

And ib you already own a Lexicon 

300, you can upgrade. 

Lexicon Alphanumeric Remote Control 
Bring your favorite effects proct5sors under total control. 

Heard In MI The Right Naces 

lb you own a 3ooL, 48oL or 224XL, 

you can now have multi-machine 

LARC control via the LR-4 

FrameLink — genuine exampled ob 

Lexicon'a probeddional 

commitment. Few (studio toola are 

as bamiliar ad the ¡ARC — putting 

you in touch with the aounda the 

competition imitated but never 

duplicated, without ever leaving 

the meet apot. Call your Lexicon 

dealer tor bull detaild. 

Contact' roo Beaver Street, Walift.•m, MA 02154 Tel, 617/736-030o Fax 6.7/891-0340 E- Mail, 71333•434ocompuserve.com 

H A Harman International Company 
USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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FINEST STUDIOS 
A special Mix advertising sup-

plement on the hottest studios 

in the North Central United 

States begins after page 811 

Cover: Studio Two at Strong-
room Studios in London fea-
tures a Euphonix CS2000M 96 
console with 56 dynamics mod-
ules and an Otan PicMix multi-
channel pan system. Designed 
for mixing music and video proj-
ects, the room boasts a Neil 
Grant Boxer 15/T3 six-channel 
(LCRSS+sub) surround monitor-
ing system, Otan MTR-90 analog 
and Otan i RADAR digital 24-
tracks. 
Photo: Antony Oliver. 
Inset Photo: Steve Jennings 
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TOOLS 

Introducing the coolest upgrade path in all of digital audi , 

Here's news for every musician, editor, producer, and engineer: The industry standard digital audio workstation— Pro Tools 

from Digidesign—now comes in a range of products tailored to your needs and budget. Now you can start with the all-

new Pro Tools with DAE PowerMix for just $ 795. As your needs grow, you can climb all the way to the world's best-selling 

New. An amazing value that turns your Power Macintosh or Mac-OS clone 

into a multitrack digital workstation with no additional hardware. Pro Tools 

interface. Random access, non-destructive editing. Up to 16 tracks of play-

AudioMedia II 

This audio card adds 2 channels of high-quality 

analog and digital I/O, and comes with industry 

standard Sound Designer 11 software and entree 

to its family of DSP Plug- Ins. 

Pro Tools Project ." 

,e rà181. 

1 

New. Pro Tools software and Pro Tools Project Audio 

Card. Adds 8 tracks of simultaneous record/playback. 

Up to 8 channels of analog and digital I/O. Supports 

Sound Designer II and DSP Plug- Ins. 



workstation, ProTools Ill, with mountains of record 

tracks, I/O, and real-time effects and mixing. 

Each step of the way, you'll learn and grow with 

Pro Tools software, share work between 

Pro Tools Ilr 

ee'r' " 441le. 

The ultimate workstation. TOM virtual digital mixing and pro-

cessing environment accommodates a wide variety of real-time 

Plug- Ins. 16-48 tracks of record/playback. 8-64 channels of 

high-quality analog and digital I/O. New for'96: ProControl, 

an advanced tactile control surface with dedicated controls for 

mixing and editing, plus high-quality moving faders. 

systems, and take au upgrade path that lets you build on the value of your 

investment. Audio professionals now have more choices and flexibility than 

ever before. And gecting started couldn't be easier. To learn more about 

the clearest path to the best in d 

- 

For audio professionals and musicians, as 

well as for more than 100 Digidesign 

Development Partners, Pro Tools is the 

industry standard. That's why more audio 

professionals use Pro Tools than all other 

tal audio, call 1-800-333-2137 x206. 

Avid Audio Division AV'IDv 
o1996 Ditpdesign. Inc. Digidesign is an Avid company. All features and 

specifications subject to change without notice. Digidesign and Pro Tool: 



FROM THE EDITOR 
AUSTRALOPITHECUS MIX 
May 1996 has a special significance for anyone involved in technolo-
gy. Exactly 2 million years ago this month, a group of Australopithecus 
hominids—early human ancestors—living near the Olduvai gorge near 
the base of Mount Kilimanjaro in eastern Africa began fashioning rudi-
mentary tools for food gathering, hunting and preparation chores. 
Known as "pebble tools.- these were little more than fist-sized rocks, 
split or broken to expose an edge or point at one end. But the con-
cept of using simple tools was an enormous step in the development 
of humankind as we know it. Soon, pebble tools led to flint hand 
adzes, which after a while ( at least in geologic terms) led to the car-
bon microphone, high-frequency compression drivers and PC-based 
audio measurement systems. 

The technology may have changed, but whether preparing simple 
rock adzes before hunting in a pre-ice-age world, or using an analyzer 
to hunt for room nodes before an ice-rink rock show, the need for 
tools goes on. And as the complexity and power of tools increased, so 
did our dependence on these devices. Pocket calculators are com-
monplace today: When was the last time you did long division by 
hand or consulted a text to look up four-place logarithms? 

In the coming weeks, the industry hosts two major technology 
shows. The National Systems Contractors Association comes to St. 
Louis, while the 100th AES convention steams into Copenhagen. Both 
will present a dazzling array of products for audio professionals. yet as 
we walk through trade shows, salivating over aisles and aisles of 
goodies, its important to keep all this technology in perspective. 

In keeping with the sound reinforcement focus of this month's Mix, 
we launch headlong into some of the burning issues facing live sound 
pros today. Sound reinforcement editor Mark Frink reports from Syn 
Aud Con's annual Live Sound Workshop and takes Ramsa's flagship 
WR-SX1 high-performance mixer for a test drive. Engineer Steve 
McCale writes about the basics of earphone monitoring systems, while 
Michael Santucci offers applications tips from an audiologist's perspec-
tive. Speaking of too loud, our own Sarah Jones visits AC/DC's 
Bal/breaker world tour. Technical editor Chris Michie interviews top 
mixer Dave Morgan and chats with engineers and designers on the 
subject of system equalization methods. Ironically, one of the most 
interesting conclusions from this article is the reality that once a sys-
tem has been TEFed, CORREQTed, PREqed, SIMed or RTAed, the 
tweaking process is completed through a combination of the engi-
neer's aural sense and a few favorite reference CDs—the most basic of 
simple audio tools. 

Australopithecus would have been proud. 

George Petersen 
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INTRODUCING QUANTEGY. 
THE NEW COMPANY THAT'S BEEN MAKING 
AMPEX TAPE FOR OVER 35 YEARS. 

Nothing's changed, really. 

You still get the audio mastering tapes that go gold more than 

all other brands combined. 

The same top quality video tapes used by broadcast and 

creative professionals around the world. 

The same market-leading instrumentation 

tapes used by aerospace and government. QyANTEGY. 

And the same manufacturing, technical support and sales people. 

You even get the same Ampex- brand name 

The difference is that we're now the on/y media company 

dedicated exclusively to you. the recording professional. 

So call us today and we'll tell you more 

about Quantegy." 

After 35 years, she're just getting started. 
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Welcome homes 
Say hello to the first fully integrated digital recording 
workstation practically anyone can afford. The VS-880 
is for anyone who ever wanted more and more out of 
their home or studio recording environment. 

A 14- Channel Digital Mixer 
The VS-880 comes with 3 14-channel digital mixer 
with digital EQ. Fader, pan and mixer paraneters 
can be automated by MIDI centrol ;... iange messages. 
Internal snapshot automation is inc'uded. 

An 8x8/64 Virtual Track Digital Reclrder 
Eight primary tracks with eight levels of virtual tracks 
give you the ultimate in!recoriing "flexibility. Record 
multiple takes. edit or ando edits and compile the best 
parts of various takes to create the perfect track without 
compromise. You can accumulate!up to 64 instantly 
accessible tracks and zhaose eight for final mixdown. 

Digital Mastering 
The VS-880 is fully digital and nas digital in and out. 
This makes it compatible with all your existing digital 

ecuipment, both linen tape-based and non-linear 

hard disk format. 

The rear panel has four RCA and four 1/4' inputs, digital in / out, MIDI in emit for sync and 
automation, a programmable footswitch input. headphone lack.1w.o aux sends, master outs. 
and a SCSI port for archiving or adding additional storage devices. 

Digital Editing 
With the VS- 880. you get fully 
non-destructive editing capabil-
ities. You can copy. move. 
exchange. insert, cut and erase 
tracks. Because it functions like 
a word processor. you can 
select the perfect chorus of your 
song, copy it or move it some-
where else without re-recording it. Or cut out another 
section and have the remaining material slice over 
and fill the open space automatically And if you're 
not satisfied with a particular edit, simply return to 
the previous performance. Instant locate points make 
editing on the VS-880 as user-friendly as it gets. For 
advanced applications, functions like Scrub Preview 
or Time Compression/Expansion are available. 

Two Digital Effects Processors 
A VS8F-1 Effect Expansion Board car. be easily user-
installed, giving you two totally indepenlent multi-
effects processors. Reverb, stereo dtlay, chorus, 
flanging, vocoder as well as distortion/overdrive and 
guitar amp simulation are a few cf toe effects that 
can be added during recording or during final mix in 
realtime. Three dimensional effects based on 3oland's 
proprietary ASS system are also included 

The user installable VS8F-1 
Effect Expansion Board adds 
two completely independent 
stereo multi-effects proces-
sors. There are 200 patches. 
extensive effects including 
3-D RSS capability, and guita 
effects chains with COSM-
based guitar amp simulator. 

Digital Memory 
You can choose the type of memory which best suits 
your needs. Select a 540 MB internal drive or an inter-
nal 1 Gigabyte removable lomega JAZ drive capable 
of 500 minutes of recording time. A standard SCSI port 
allows for easy connection to external drives such as 
lomega ZIP , magnetic optical 3r ther storage media. 

Synchronization 
The VS-880 is MIDI compatible for synchnnization with 
MIDI Time Code ( MTC) as both a master or slave. MIDI 
Machine Control ( MMC) also allows aulonated trans-
port control, putting playback, fast forward, rewind and 
more at your fingertips. 

It's time to turn your home or wnrkplace into the studio 
you've always wanted. Call (213) 685-5141, ext. 798 
to order a free demonstration video. 

V;Studitcb 
vs.i-test) 

k_2Roland 
Roland Corporatior U.S.. 7200 Dominion Cirdle, Los Angeles. CA 90040 ( 213) 685-5141 Roland Canada Music Ltd.. 5480 Parkwood Way. Richmund BC 'J60 2M4 1604)270-6626 

COMPUSERVE . GC ROLAND Fax-Back Information: ( 213) 685-5141. ext. 271 Ihttp:i7www.rolandus.com 
All trademarks are registered by their respective companies. 



WORLD AUDIO NEWS 

CuRRE\ 
100TH AES CONVENTION 

The Bella Center in Copenhagen hosts 
the 100th AES convention from May 11-
14. Show highlights include 150 techni-
cal papers, 11 workshops, an education 
fair, technical tours and social events, 
including an awards banquet on May 
12. Additional meetings will be held in 
the days preceding the convention. For 
more information, call the AES at 
212/661-8528. 

MCA '96 
The National Systems Contractors Asso-
ciation Conference and Expo '96 is tak-
ing place this month at the America's 
Center Convention Facility in St. Louis. 
The show is being held May 12-14, and 
attendance is expected to exceed last 
year's record-breaking 448 exhibitors 
and 6,000 show-goers. 

Preceding the Expo on May 11 will 
he two industry networking events for 
show attendees. For more information 
about NSCA events and registration, call 
708/598-9777. 

INTERNATIONAL ALLIANCE 

FOR MULTICHANNEL MUSIC 

The future of the music business lies be-
yond 2-channel stereo. That was the 
message delivered to the 150 industry 
professionals gathered at the University 
of Southern California in Los Angeles to 
examine alternate multichannel formats 
for music and multimedia delivery. 
Hosted by the EC2 at USC and TMH 
Corporation, and sponsored by Mo-
torola, the two-day colloquium exam-
ined the basics of multichannel audio 
through various types of multichannel 
home playback systems. 

The collision course for all of these 
discussions, of course, is the imminent 
launch of the digital video disc (DVD) 
as a replacement for domestic VHS and 
Betamax video decks. The combination 
of a large installed base of home-theater 
systems and a new release medium 
with as much as seven times the replay 
capacity of the compact disc opens up 
some interesting possibilities for an 
audio-only version of DVD (not to men-
tion new music distribution media such 
as advanced cable, satellite and network 
systems). 

The conference, co-chaired by John 
Eargle ( classical recording engineer 
and currently director of recording at 
Delos) and Tomlinson Holman (inno-
vator of THX sound and founder of 
TMH Corporation), hosted sessions in-
cluding a comparison between the use 
of multichannel audio for music play-
back and mixing techniques for film 
and video, hardware requirements, se-
curing software revenues and musical 
opportunities offered by the medium. 

"The challenge for the music and 
recording industries," Holman said, " is 
to define the hest audio-only uses for 
such emerging technology, and to pre-
pare the infrastructure required to ser-
vice and expand the existing market 
for multichannel music. Our intention 
in organizing IAMM '96 was to provide 
a unique opportunity for music indus-
try professionals to discuss, define and 
influence this new music technology." 
A parallel Multichannel Hardware 

MIX PRESENTS 
FIRST ANNUAL L.A. OPEN 
Mix magazine and the Mix Founda-
tion for Excellence in Audio present 
the L.A. Open, the first golf tourna-
ment for audio industry profession-
als. The event will take place 
Monday, June 17, at the Knollwood 
Country Club in Granada Hills, 
Calif.; proceeds will be distributed 
to the House Ear Institute of Los 
Angeles for educational programs 
about safe hearing and the preven-
tion of hearing impairment from 
loud sound sources, and to other 
programs of the Mix Foundation. 

The Mix L.A. Open will be a 
"best ball" tournament with a shot-
gun start. Individuals or companies 
have been offered the opportunity 
to sponsor each of the 18 holes 
or one of three special awards: 
Longest Putt, Longest Drive and 
Closest-to-the-Pin. Cart and greens 
fees are included with the sponsor-
ships or with individual sign-ups. 
For information, call Karen Dunn at 
510/939-6149 or tournament direc-
tor Terry Lowe at 310/207-8222. 

and Software Engineering technical ses-
sion and workshop was coordinated by 
Terry Shultz, a leading promoter of sig-
nal processing applications for music, 
and currently Motorola program man-
ager for strategic DSP application. In 
cooperation with representatives from 
Digital Theatre Systems (DTS) and 
Dolby Labs, Shultz discussed hardware 
and software designs, including the 
new Symphony family of programma-
ble DSP chips from Motorola that can 
be set up to provide discrete 5.1-chan-
nel outputs from variable-format multi-
channel digital bitstreams. 
A Business and Marketing Round-

table focused on the viability of a new 
5.1 music format, plus use of a new 
Audio-DVD to carry 2-channel, en-
hanced bit-length material. A well-at-
tended Recording Engineering session, 
presented by Eargle, detailed the prima-
ry sonic and psychoacoustic differences 
between phantom center images deliv-
ered by 2-channel stereophony and 
those from a dedicated, hard-center 
image, in addition to production tech-
niques for capturing a realistic multi-
channel recording from classical music 
performances. A series of demonstra-
tions enabled participants to hear a va-
riety of playback formats. In the nearby 
Spielberg Sound Stage, attendees were 
treated to a number of choral and or-
chestral recordings made specifically for 
multichannel playback. Watch these 
pages for future developments. 

—Mel Lambert 

DVD PREMASTERING SYSTEM 

Sonic Solutions (Novato, Calif.) an-
nounced a plan for delivering a work-
group-based DVD encoding and 

authoring system and the launch of a 
DVD Production Alliance to facilitate 

delivery of DVD titles by the end 
of 1996. 

The system was unveiled at last 
month's National Association of Broad-
casters convention in Las Vegas. 
Called CD Creator'", it comprises audio 
and video compression and high-
speed digital media networking devel-
oped by Sonic Solutions, along with 
technology from Japanese partners 

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 16 
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e rondelli - Engineer/Producer 

DirFctoe r Capitol Recore Studios Nlik  

NI 

Ike Frondelli, 
I )i rector of 
(;apitol Records 

Studios, has a connoisseur': 
mic locker, including 
more than 50 
Neumann mics dating 
back to the 1940's. 
Newest in the collec-
tion? The mic Mike 
calls "the working 
noon's Neumann r the 
TLM 193. Because it 
sounds so good in so 
many applications, 
Frondelli recommends 
the TLM 193 as "the 
one mic to have" for 
Capitol acts setting 
up project studios. 
The TLM 193 

is a stripped dome, 
cardioid-only 
version of our famous 
TLM 170. It provides 
oodles of headroom, 
has virtually no 
self-noise, and can 
immediately give your 
project studio that 
professional sound 
(particularly on vocals) 
that you've been missing. 
(By the way, the TLM 193 
has become our biggest 
seller.) It carries a retail price 
of less than $ 1500. 

Robert Scovill, live 
sound stalwart and winner of 
three TEC awards for Live 

Sound Excellence, knows a great 
microphone when he hears one. 
He has toured as the front-of-

house mixer with bands like 
Rush, Def Leppard 
and most recently 

Tom Petty. 
"1 am using the 
new KM 184 
bath out on 
tour and at 

MusiCanvas." 
Robert's studio in 

Scottsdale.) 
"The KM 184 

II VI Iv; 

carries all of the 
Neumann signa-
tures, and I have 
had great success 
on a wide variety 
of sources, from 
the subtleties of 

violin to the 
extremes of 

distorted guitar." 
The KM 184 
is perfect for 

instruments of all 
kinds, and excels 

at overhead 
drum mikin£,, and 

capturing the elusive 
acoustic guitar. For 

professional quality at 
less than $700 each, a 

stereo pair of KM 184s can 
easily be a part of ANY studio. 

TWO PROS 
WHO KNOW 

GREAT SOUND. 
TWO MKS THAT 
MAKE HUM 
VERY HAPPY. 

Let's face it. While 
Neumann mics have a 
stellar reputation for 
rich, opulent sound, 
they are not the lowest 
priced mics around. 
Why? Because we 
have to ensure that 
our microphones 
satisfy even the 
most demanding 
engineers in hyper-
critical recording 
environments. But, 
we have found a 
way to take a few 
of the bells and 
whistles off a 
couple of our mics and 
still give you that big 
(HUGE) studio 
sound on a project 
studio budget. 
The bottom line 

is this: before you 
go dropping big 
cash on outboard 
gear trying to make 
your studio sound 
good, consider the 
most important part 
of the signal path, 
your microphones. 
The only way to 
get great sound out 
of your studio is 
to capture great 
sound. And no 
other microphone captures 
sound as well as Neumann . . . 
not even close. 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 

kober, 
• 

Neumann USA 
6 Vrsta Drive, PO Box 987 

Old Lyme, CT 06371 

Tel 203-434-5220 Fax: 203-434-3148 

In Canada: 221 LaBrosse Ave, 

Pte-Ciaire, PQ H9R 1A3 

Tel. 514-426-3013 • Fax: 514-426-3953 
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IS YOUR SOUND FORGE 

Whether you're a musician, sound designer or multimedia developer, full-fea-

tured sound editing for Windows has never been easier. The award-winning 

Sound Forge edits: produces audio-processing effects, creates loops and 

regions arid generates playlists. 

Sound Forge gives you access to the most extensive list of audio processing 

tools available on the PC. Processing features include: Graphic and Parametric 

,RECTRUNIC 
MUSICIAN 

I 9 9 
FDIIOEE 
CHOICE 

SOUND FORGE 3.0 

EQ, Time Change, Dynamic Compression, Reverb, Synthesis, and Resampling. 

Sound Forge's multiple window environment allows more than 50 sound files 

to be open at once. External samplers and synchronization to MIDI and 

SMPTE time code are fully supported. 

Both a 16 Bit (Windows 3.1 or Windows for Workgroups. 3.11)and 32 Bit 

version (Windows' 95 and Windows' NT) are included for all software. 
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SONIC FOUNDRY 'PLUG- INS 

ihe Sonic Foundry Plug-Ins bring even more power to Forge's already extensive wave processing and 

effects capabilities. All Plug-Ins install within Sound Forge 3.0 and are accessed through the Tools selec-

tion of the menu bar. 

WAVES LI - 

ULTRAMAXIMIZER 

PLUG-IN 

Combines an advanced peak 

limiter, a level maximizer, and a 

high performance re-quantizer 

in one powerful plug-in. The 

Waves L-1 requantizes digital 

signals based on the Increased 

Digital Resolution (IDR) noise-

shaping re-dithering process 

system. 

QSOUND 

QTO 0 LS 

PLUG- INS 

(Set of 3: QXpander/SF, 

QSRC/SF, QSYS/SF) Applies 

QSound Virtual Audio 3D 

effects for speaker playback 

and delivers professional 

quality anti-alias filtering. 

QSound - 3D audio that works. 

SONIC 

•••••, •• c.,..-4;1=••••• •  I 
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SONIC FOUNDRY 

NOISE REDUCTION 

PLUG-IN 

Analyzes and removes back-

ground noise such as tape hiss, 

electrical hum and machinery 

rumbie. A Vinyl Restoration 

tool, which detects and 

removes surface noise typicaily 

found in vinyl recordings, is 

also included 

Mint 

SONIC FOUNDRY 

SPECTRUM ANALYSIS 

PLUG-IN 

Identifies particular frequency 

components using Spectrum 

Graph or Sonogram display. 

Spectrum analysis includes 

one or two channel FFT analy-

sis and six different windowing 

functions. 

SONIC FOUNDRY 

BATCH CONVERTER 

PLUG-IN 

Converts tens, hundreds or 

even thousands of fifes to dif-

ferent formats automatically. 

The Batch Converter includes 

an Extract Regions tool which 

automatically creates indepen-

dent sound files from marked 

regions within a single file. 

`.\ 'N\ .\\ '`•\ '4\ \-\ 

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL SONIC FOUNDRY AT 

1 800 57 SON IC ( 577 66 4 2) 

FOUNDRY 
100 South Baldwn, Suite 204, Madison, WI 53703 Tel: (608) 256 3' 33, Feo: (608) 256 7300, CompuServe: 74771,1340 or GO SONIC, Internetsales@sfoundrycom. 

Some Foundry and Sound Forge are trademarks of Sonic Foundry, Inc Other products mentioned are trademarks of thér respective manufacturers. 

Sonic Foundry web:http,\wwwsfoundry.corn QSound wel:Ehttp:,:trwww.osound.ca\ Tel: 403 291 2492 

1/SE READER SERVICE CARD FOR .1IORE INFO 



WORLD AUDIO NEWS 

INDUSTRY I\ 
David Ravich was promoted to the 
position of executive vice presi-

dent and general manager of Fos-
tex Corp. of America (Norwalk, 
CT)... Night Technologies Interna-
tional in Provo, UT, brought on 
board Richard King as chief execu-
tive officer and president...AKG 
Acoustics in Northridge, CA, 
named Doug MacCallum to the 
newly created position of vice 
president of marketing and sales of 
its U.S. operations... David Freder-
ick was hired as director of prod-
uct marketing at Vista, CA-based 
TimeLine Inc...Sony Broadcast and 
Professional Europe ( Hampshire, 
UK) appointed Willie Scullion to 
the post of deputy managing di-

rector, Miles Flint as deputy man-
aging director and Hiro Matsumoto 
to the position of divisional direc-
tor...Jimmy Kawalek was named 
market manager of engineered 
sound at QSC in Costa Mesa, 
CA.. Yamaha Corp. (San Jose, CA) 
announced the appointment of 
Law Cypress (San Jose, CA) and 
New Wave Technologies (Gaithers-
burg, MD) to distribute its CD 
recorder products in the U.S...Cal-
gary, Alberta-based QSound Labs 
hired Carol Craft as software sales 

and media liason...Christine Hind-
ley joined SCV London as opera-
tions manager for the firm's UK 
distribution business... Harman Pro 
North America announced a new 
48,000-square-foot facility in 
Canoga Park, CA, for the AKG 
Acoustics, BSS and Soundcraft 
product lines. The mailing address 
remains at 8500 Balboa Boulevard 
in Northridge, CA 91329; the new 
phone number is 818/227-1800, 
fax 818/884-2974.. Jon Wisniewski 
is the new president of Track One 
Inc. in Lantana, FL...HHB Commu-
nications Inc. appointed NXT Gen-
eration Inc. (Greendell, NJ) as its 
sole authorized warranty service 
facility in the United States...Keith 
La Honta was hired as vice presi-
dent of sales and marketing at Mu-

OTES 
sicam Express in Reno, NV...ITA, 
the International Recording Media 
Association, relocated its head-

quarters to 182 Nassau Street Ste. 
204, Princeton, NJ 08542. Tele-
phone 609/279-1700; fax 609/ 
279-1999...The International Tele-
production Society New York 
chapter elected Howard Schwartz 
as president. Also elected as board 
officers were vice president Barry 
Knepper, treasurer Jeff Cohen and 
secretary Bill Kelly... Consolidated 
Media Systems opened two offices 
in Southern Californa. CMS Bur-
bank is located at 3815 W. Olive 
Avenue Ste. 101, Burbank, CA 
91505. CMS San Diego is at 9540 
Waples Street Ste. A, San Diego, 
CA 92121.. Innovative Quality Soft-
ware (Las Vegas) hired Giles Com-
munications of Mt. Kisco, NY, to 
initiate a nationwide marketing 
campaign for its software prod-
ucts...Sabine Inc. recently named 
Online Marketing and SECOM as 
its pro audio reps of the year for 
1995... Pyramid Audio is expand-
ing. A new facility is located at 
1187 Lewisburg Pike, Franklin, TN 
37064. Phone 615/591-2900; fax 
615/591-2901...Aphex Systems 
(Sun Valley, CA) named Next Gen-
eration, based in Hawthorn, IL, as 
its sales representative firm of the 
year...Level Control Systems has a 
new address: 10061 Riverside Drive 
#742, Toluca Lake, CA 91602... 
Renkus Heinz (Irvine, CA) an-
nounced the appointment of two 
new rep firms, Northmar Inc. in 
Seattle and Pearson and Pearson 
Marketing in Denver...Thomas A. 
Schindler and Kenneth W. Graven, 
principal consultants at Charles M. 
Salter Associates in San Francisco, 
received registration as professional 
electrical engineers in California... 
Technomad Inc. of Northampton. 
MA, hired Griffith Sales Associates 

(Marietta, GA) and BenchMark 
Associates Inc. (East Setauket, NY) 
as its newest sales representative 
firms. 

-FRO.11 PAGE 12. CI rIZRENT 

Toshiba and Daikin Industries Ltd. 
The DVD Production Alliance is a 

Sonic Solutions-sponsored initiative that 
focuses on driving technology, func-
tionality, authoring and encoding re-
quirements for DVI) tools. The alliance 
will also facilitate passage of DV!) titles 
into retail channels in time for the holi-
day season. Companies participating in 
the alliance include Warner Advanced 
Media Operations, Warner Bros.. Thom-
son Electronics and Crest National. 

WILLI STUDER REMEMBERED 
Willi Studer, audio pioneer and tkiunder 
of the Studer Revox group, passed away 
on March 1 at the age of 84. Studer 
began his career in audio in 1948 as an 
entrepreneur, founding a small elec-
tronics equipment factory in Zurich. He 
soon developed the first Studer ma-
chine, the three-motor Studer 27. 

In 1960, he joined with EMT Wil-
helm Franz GmbH, Wettington, Switzer-
land and began international shipment 
of Studer products. By 1986, the Studer 

Revox Group had more than 2,000 em-
ployees in ten countries; today, the 

company is owned by Harman Interna-
tional Industries. 

Studer was awarded an honorary 
doctorate in technical sciences by the 
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in 
1978 and received the gold medal of the 
Audio Engineering Society at the 1982 
AES convention in Montreux. 

NEW WEB SITES 

Cro‘\ n Audio's nuw h(mne page features 
product information and pictures. and 
publishes the most frequently asked 
technical questions and answers from 
its customer service department. Visit 
http://www.crownintl.com. 

Modified Online. the Web page 
from UK-based new media group 
Modified, showcases live 4-track audio 
mixing on the Net, and will include 
regularly updated interactive music 
videos and samples for free download. 
Located at http://www.compulink. 
co.uk/-modified/. 

SKB Corp. announced a Web site 

that includes product information, a 
dealer database, a chat area and a 
sweepstakes event. The address is 
tittp:' 'www.skbcases.com. 

CORRECTION 

The Ncw Orleans feature "The Big 
Easy Gets Bigger- in the March '96 
issue incorrectly referred to M.R. Mon-
tero as Montero Electronics. Mix re-
grets the error. • 
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4:::Deirlic in a while 

a product comes along that is so unique, so powerful, 

that it changes the way we look at things. 

Such a product is the Aphex 661 Compressor Limiter— creating a new standard by 

combining four Aphex inventions. A skillfully engineered instrument of unprecedented 

flexibility, ease of use and sonic excellence. 

Tubessence® - true vacuum tube technology and warmth; High Frequency Expander (HFX)TM for automatically 

retaining the high frequencies lost during compression; Easyridee circuitry for an Auto mode that really works; 

and the world's best VCA - the Aphex 1001, the fastest, most accurate and transparent available. 

The Aphex Model 661 - another revolutionary step toward improving the way the world sounds. 

API-HEX 
SEE US AT NSCA BOOTH #1208 

Improving the way the world sounds 
SYSTEMS 11068 Randall Street, Sun Valley, CA 91352 • Tel: 818-767-2929, Fax: 8/8-767-2641 

SM 
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THE FAST LANE 

FOR SALE 
ONE AUDIO INDUSTRY 
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MELLY THINGS: FISH 

Did you ever see the cartoon 
where a little fish is swim-

ming along, and right behind him 
is a bigger fish coming up on him 
with his mouth wide open, and 
behind him is an even bigger fish 
doing the same, and so on. and 
so on? 

Those of you who have any sort 
of CPU in your lives must notice 
that the fish cartoon represents an 
accurate model of the software in-
dustry. Companies are being con-
sumed (and often regurgitated 
shortly thereafter, only to be recon-
sumed by yet another big fish) on a 
daily basis. In some cases, this is so 
bad that some of us find ourselves 
calling information every week far 
the newest tech support number 
for some program that we depend 
on. Take WordPerfect: It was origi-
nally a product of the WordPerfect 

Corporation, but then one day it 

was Novell, but now it's Corel. Ac-
tually, I don't even know who to 
call today with a question that I 
have about column formatting. 

Adobe is the big Softfish right 
now. They have been on an acqui-
sitions feeding frenzy for a year-
and-a-half or so now. Two years 
ago they bought Aldus. They got a 
lot with that. Then they continued, 
and now they have "merged" with 
Frame and Ceneca. Adobe is now 
the world's third largest software 

company, after Microsoft and Nov-
ell. This makes them even bigger 
than my software company. 

You can basically desktop pub-
lish, make movies with unbeliev-
able special effects along with 
multitrack audio, lay out color ads 
(and do color-corrected CMYK sep-

BY STEPHEN ST.CROIX 

STEPHANIE MCWILLIAMS 

nations), design graphics and ma-
nipulate images—all under the 
Adobe label, and choose from 
competing Adobe-owned programs 
to get some of these jobs done. 
This is an interesting state of affairs, 
sort of like plasma, the fourth state 
of matter; very interesting, very 
temporary. How much longer can 
the Aldus and the Adobe approach-
es to the same task co-exist? 

Actually, all this doesn't bother 
me too much, as Adobe products 
seem to be so solid, so well-
thought-out and so powerful that 
sometimes I wish they would buy 
some of the other stuff I work with 
just so that they would fix it. 

A SHORT SWIM 

UP A SIDE STREAM 

And as a side note for those of you 
who've found that making music 
now involves ad publishing and 
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BUILT LIKE 
F A BATLESHIP. 

W11-1-1 A SOUND "L.--
THAI WILL BLOW 

YOU AWAY 
The Sony PCM-2600 and PCM-2800 DAT recorders 

are durable enough for the daily battles of the audio 

professional, sophisticated enough to provide day in 

and day out great sound. 

Four direct-drive motors ( on the head drum, 

capstan, supply 

and take up 

reels) QUA/TUMOR 
NOISE LEVEL (dB) 

and our servo-

controlled 

mechanism mean 

better tracking, 

lower error rate, 

longer motor and tape life, and faster, smoother 

high speed cueing and shuttling. 

\I 

FREQUENCY ( 11.) 

And only Sony offers Super Bit Mapping" (SBM), 

a patented technology used in major mastering facil-

ities and now available on our pro DAT recorders for 

improved sonic performance. 

SBN1 maintains much of the sonic quality of 

the 20-bit signal created in the recorder's advanced 

A/D converter and stores the data in the 16-bit 

DAT format. The result is superior sound resolution 

with added clarity and greater imaging. 

And the PCM-2800 adds Read-After-Write 

(RAW) confidence monitoring for those critical 

recording situations. 

But don't just take our word for it all. Call 

1-800-635-SONY, ext.SBM for more information. And 

prepare to be blown away. SONY 

©1996 Sony Electronics Inc. All rights reserved Reproduction in whole or in part without written permission is prohibited. Sony and Super Bit Mapp•ng are trademarks of Sony. 



THE FAST LANE ,mig2 

producing graphics as well, I will tell 
you what I use to get through a day at 
my company, Marshall Electronic. First, 
here's a condensed list of what we do 
out here. We manufactured audio 

hardware for over 20 years. Our two 
big hits were the Marshall Time Modu-
lator series and the Tape Eliminator. 
We also have a large music and film-
scoring studio (Lightning). Audio been 
berry, berry good to me. 

Then computers got real, so we 
bought some. This led to another spe-
cialized studio that does audio restora-
tion and forensic audio recovery (we 

did Gone With the Wind, The Wizard of 
Oz and many other films and CDs), and 
later, a graphics studio (Marshall Arts 
Center, get it?) that does packaging de-
sign and corporate logo/image design 
(we did Spectral's Prisma Music DAW, 
Quantec's XLC and interfaces for sever-
al other products, both in and out of the 
recording industry). Last year, we 
launched a new sister company, Intelli-
gent Devices, which creates software 
for the law enforcement and audio in-
dustries. There's more—involving 

weapons, racing and scuba diving—but 
it only gets weirder. 

Anyway, every one of these compa-
nies does every one of its projects sole-

IS THE 
COMPETITION 
KILLING YOU? 

Your rivals are automated. 
So what's stopping you from fitting 
Optifile Tetra console automation? 
If it's $, DO IT NOW with FlexiRent. 

Monthly rental puchase plans start as low as 
$249.00 a month* 

ieg Over 600 installed, 
Optifile is the world's 

leading retro-fit console 
automation. 

,44 Unparalleled speed & 
ease of use. With over 

a decade of experience 
letra is a proven performer. 

Ai Can be easily fitted 
using existing faders 

& mutes to almost any 
console. 

OPT I f I LE Tetra. 
Makes you master of the mix 

800-300-4756 SAscom mAR bre  
Fax 905-469-1129 G k 

FlexiRent is a rental purchase plan sponsored by the Optifile factory. Renting with FlexiRent is simplicity itself, 
with no banks or finance companies involved. You can be up and running within 2 weeks. 
Price based on a 24 channel system with a $2,400.00 deposit. 

ly on Macs, including Spectral's Prisma 
Music DAW—a Windows product. 
Why? Because we like to. The environ-
ment is fast and powerful, and the soft-
ware available is incredible, and 
improving every Monday. 

Now to the point of this side trip. For 
those of you who may be starting to ex-
pand beyond actual audio recording 
into the realm of all the stuff next to it, 

here is what we use to do it. We paint 
with the only game in town—Fractal's 
Painter. We do all our 3-D modeling 
(the silver ice Spectral Logo, the Intelli-

gent Devices metal text, and many other 
corporate logos) in Specular's Infini-D. 
We put it all together in Adobe Photo-

There seems to be 

as much 

food chain activity in 

our little industry 

as there is in 

the software world. 

shop, and use HSC's Live Picture for re-
ally huge files. We process these images 
with every Photoshop plug-in that HSC 

makes. We use every GE filter (yet an-
other Adobe acquisition) that there is. 
We do page layouts for ads with Adobe 
(Aldus) PageMaker, and books in 
Quark. We do animation and any mov-
ing-image work using a bit of serious 
hardware and Adobe Premier, Adobe 

After Effects (still another Adobe acqui-
sition) and HSC Final Effects. 
We have a lot of fun, are very 

productive, and we actually make 
more music than we did before we 
diversified. 

SMELLY THINGS: FLOWERS 
Okay, back to the original path. Does a 
rose by any other name smell as sweet? 
Does OSC under the name Macromedia 

work as well? Or how about Lexicon, 
Studer, DigiTech, DOD, BSS, Allen & 
Heath, Soundcraft, Turbosound, Orban 

and AKG all being absorbed by the Ul-
timate Audio Amoeba—Harman Inter-

national? Hannan has certainly carved 
out a position as one of the biggest 
Soundfish of recent time. 

Remember when Sony made a late-
night snack of MCI, and then every 
label and movie theater that they could 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 231 
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If our marketing department had been 
as talented as our engineers, irou'd 

probably be using a Prisma workstation 
right now. The alternative workstation. I 

Okay, granted, there are already a lot 

of digital audio workstations out there. 
Some are so expensive that you can only 
afford one for six editors. Some are little 
more than PC sound cards that can't lock 
to picture without timecode drift. Some 
are so complicated that after you've 
bought a Mac , 5 add-in boards, a bus 
expansion box and 12 pieces of software, 
it almost nearly works most of the time. 

That's why you should explore our 
radically different approach. Admittedly, 
were guilty of spending far more time 
perfecting our products than advertising 
them. But today, a growing number of 
major post production facilities and 
recording studios are reaping the ben-
efits of our meticulous engineering. They 
also rave about our great service and 
quick support - available without having 
to wait on hold for hours. 

One hardware platform; 
three software solutions.  

Prisma is our one-card hardware 
platform that frees up your CPU by 
handling all processing and signal flow 
on board. Its DSP capabilities are so 
massive that plug-ins aren't even an issue. 
Invest in Prisma hardware and then 
choose the Windows -based software 
package that fits your applications and 
budget. Each has an elegant, hands-on 
interface that's free from frustrating pul2-
down menus, and floating window clutter. 

—crommo, •••-••irofflINOPONCOMII 01121161211 
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EXPRESS- for PRISMA'_  

CI ClIrittC1 s 

Express presents a simple, 2-panel interface 
with all the tools you need on- screen - instead of 
hidden in a mass of annoying pulldown menus. 
Perfect for broadcast,commercial production, 

multimedia and small home studios. 

8 tracks Over 250 markers & 99 Auto Locate 
points 10- level Undo, Redo Fader automation 

Directly-draggable fades & cross- fades • Easy 
head & tail trim Fast hi-polar waveform views 

Snap anything to markers, current position or 
other sounds Compatible with & upgradable to 

Producer" Networkable 

Express' is a creative tool fcr broad-
cast and commercial production with a 
no-frills interface so simple to use that 
even a program director could 1earn it. It 
uses Producer's hot-key shortcuts to re-
duce the learning curve if you upgrade. 

Producer' 1-- takes the software 
recording studio paradigm to a new 
level. Its studio-friendly look and feel 
removes the impediments to creativity 
found in many current workstations. 

Studio Tracks XP has the tools you 
need for serious, hardball film and video 
post production. sound design, dialog 
editing and Foley work. XP stands for 
Cross Platform: StudioTracks runs on 
both Prisma and Spectral's even-more-
powerful AudioEngine' hardware. too. 
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PRODUCER- for PRISMA"  

Radically different than any other workstation 
software, Producer is a"vir ual studio"with 
direct access to familiar audio tracking and 

minfown tools including an automated mixer. Free 
from pull-downs and nested w•ndcrNs,Producer's 
direct interface boosts productivity & creativity. 

99 virtual tracks, each w /4 layers • 8/16-V24* 
or more tracks 4 sends & returns + 2 remix 
tracks - Rich DSP features 10 Undo levels 
A dtomated fades, pans, mutes, aux sends 2 Eps 
pe: mixer channel • Default cross- fades & butt-
splices or custom via built-in editor Markers 
• Snap anything to anything 3 waveform views 
inc:. fast bi-polar waveform eisplay • Grid can be 
set to bars beats, frames etc. • Direct VITC lock 
• C.in add timecode burn- in to video Networkable 

*via linked CPUs 

Get the whole, hitherto untold 
Spectral workstation story.  j 

Prisma Express , Producer and 
StudioTracks are just part of our product 
line. They all come from an established 
company that speciali7es in digital audio 
workstation and connectivity solutions. 
Call, fax or e-mail for complete, detailed 
information on our practical approach to 
enhanced productivity. 

We've been keeping it a secret for far 
too long. 
1:The software program Formerly Known As Prisma 
Music. Our previous Marketing Department did it. 

• 
A ove Stadiottacks edit strew below segment editor, tonel: dynamic. MP 
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STUDIOTRACKS XP 

Spectral's advanced, cross-platform solution for 
film & video dialog editing.sound design and 
other edit intensive workstation applications. 

256 virtual tracks 12 tracks w '2 sends & 
returns Internal track bouncing Auto-Conform 

Direct VITC lock Drag & drop SFX & dialog 
snips from library to project Spectrum 
analysis - Flexible dynamics processing 

Silence- stripping Envelope editing 2 EQs 
per channel Digital patchbay Textual play list 
for mix-to-pix or mastering Machine control 

Networkable 
Runs on Spectral's Prisma & AudioEngine " hardware 

SPECTRAL 
A Eupl-)onix Company 

18800 142'd Ave NE,Woodinville,WA 98072 
http: //www. spectralinc . cona 

info© spectralinc.com 
Tel: 206.487.2931 Fax: 206.487.3431 

I SE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MOR! : I\ r, 
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SOUNDING OFF 
WHAT HAPPENED TO THE FOH MIX? 

1
 y friend Grumpmeier 

barged, unannounced as 

II usual, into my office. "I 
hear they want you to write about 
sound reinforcement!" he snarled. 
"Just what do you think you know 
about it?" He planted himself on 
my desk. "Well, as much as the 
next guy," I replied. "I thought I'd 
talk about some recent advance-
ments in automation, and delay-
line design, and real-time impulse 
response analysis. and fiber-optic 
networks and..." 

"Bfffpt!" he interrupted, with a 
sound I hadn't heard outside of 

the Bronx since the Red Sox blew 
the '86 Series. "How about telling 
'em all live sound sucks!?" 

"Oh, I couldn't do that, I said. 
"I have friends who mix sound and 
clients who make the 

gear, and we have advertisers..." 
"Forget them!" he barked, as he 

jumped to his feet. "They're all full 
of it. Live sound is a joke. Here, 
what do all these people have 

in common: Bol) Dylan, Richard 
Thompson, Richie Havens, the 

Grateful Dead, Patti Smith and 
Emmylou Harris?" I tried to be 
helpful. "They're all dinosaurs?" 
"No, dummy. they're all people 
I've paid good money to see in 
the last couple of years, and they 
all sounded awful!" 

Dylan? I thought he was only 

playing medium-size theaters, with 
a small hand. How could the 
sound be bad there? " I'll tell you 

BY PAUL D. LEHRMAN 

btRI ZAMMARCHI 

how. All you could hear was 
drums. Couldn't understand a 
word the whole night. I mean, 
Dylan mumbles a lot, but most of 
the time you couldn't even tell 
whether or not he was singing. 
The guy at the mixing board, even 
though he had a clear path to the 
aisles, never moved, never walked 
away to see what it sounded like 
anywhere else. In fact, now that I 

think of it, I don't remember him 
ever taking off his headphones. 
Maybe it sounded great in the 
cans, but it sure sounded awful 
where I was. To make it worse, 
even though he had a real hot gui-
tarist up there with him, ol' Bobby 
insisted on playing guitar hero in 
every tune. He only knows about 
three notes, but I guess the sound 
guy liked 'em, because every time 
Dylan hit his lead switch, that's all 

you could hear, those three 
notes over and over again. 
For this I paid 35 bucks!" 

Okay, but how could 

22 MIX. MA r /9% 



WITHOUT DIGITECH'S VOCALIST, 
YOUR 5-PART HARMONY 
MAY SOUND ANIMATED. 

Now there's a vocal processor that doesn't make the human voice 

sound so inhuman. Our Studio Vocalist's patented technology lets you 

easily create harmonies with human characteristics like random pitch 

fluctuation, timing imperfections and Gender BenderTM. Gender 

BenderTM allows you to make your background singers sound like a 

mixed group and not just you. Recording those harmonies won't take 

multiple passes, either—just lay down a track, then play it back in 2, 3, 

4 or 5 part harmony. In a variety of styles. Ideas get from your brain 

to your ears sooner. And the design is just as human as the sound, with 

controls, jacks and features suggested by thousands of original 

DigiTech Vocalist owners. So choose a vocal processor that doesn't 

sound so processed. Visit a DigiTech dealer today. 

• Natural harmonies and pitch 

correction 
• XLR and 1/4" ins and outs; 
separate outs for each voice 
• 48V phnntcm power 
• Intuitive operation 
• Bright, easi-to-read display 

ees 
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Digital I/O for the Studio Vocalist 

STUDIO VOCALIST 
• Full frequency response 
120 Hz - 20 kHz) 

• VHM-5 and Vocalist II 
download feature 
• Keystroke MIDI out 

for automation 

The SV-I/O card is designed for 
Studio Vocalist owners who require 
the sonic purity derived from transfer-
ring signals into the digital domain 
and keeping them there. It offers 
AES/EBU & S/PDIF formats with mul-
tiple sampling rates and it's easy to 
install. 

FLECTRINIC 
MUSICIAN 
•c5Pbn' 

WITH THE NEW MIDI VOCALIST, 
GREAT HARMONIES ARE A SIMPLE TOUCH AWAY. 

MIDI VOCALIST 
The MIDI Vocalist makes it easier than ever before to 

achieve soaring vocal harmonies from c single voice. Now 

even the novice can connect a microphone and MIDI 

keyboard and be making fuller sounding music right now! 

All controls have been placed within easy reach so that with 

the touch of a front panel button, a foot switch or a MIDI 

controller, arranging vocal accompaniments can be 

performed when the creative urge strikes. 

EE Meech 
MO 

• Easier to use than ever 
before 
• Vocal arrangements can be 

created instantly from the 
front panel 
• 4 harmony voices 

• Vocoder, Chordal, Scalic, 
and Detune harmony modes 

• Front panel buttons 
transmit MIDI for sequencer 
control 
• Choice of line or mic inputs 
• All parameters accessible 

via MIDI 
• Footswitch controllable with 

optional FS- 300 

SEE US AT NSCA BOOTH # 1814 

H A Harman International Company 

©1995 DigiTech 8760 South Sandy Parkway, Sandy Utah 84070 USA ( 801) 566-8800 Fax (566 -7005) 
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Richie Havens sound bad? He's only 
got one or two musicians up there 

with him. "You'd think that would be 
hard, huh?" said my friend. It was an 
outdoor show in a park in the middle 
of a city. They made a grass-covered 
amphitheater and brought in a really 
nice sound system. We'd heard a 
whole international folk festival there 
the week before, with a dozen differ-

ent acts in two hours, and it sounded 
pretty good. Havens played with just 
an electric guitarist and a conga player, 

hut the balance was ridiculous. The 
conga was so loud, it was bouncing 
off half the buildings in town, and the 
guitar was on the edge of feedback 
most of the time. Richie probably 
would have been better off not show-
ing up. I know I would have." 

And the Dead? C'mon Grumps, 
their attention to sound was legendary. 
They probably had the most evolved 
system in the business, and their crew 
was with them for years. "That was an 
interesting one." He was warming to 
his topic. "You know, I used to see 
them at the Fillmore East, before they 
started going nuts with that 'Wall of 

Sound thing, I thought they sounded 
damn good just through those stacks 
of Altecs. You could hear every note, 

After The Beatles tried 

to play Shea Stadium 

and nobody could hear 

anything, either on 

the stage or in 

the stands, they realized 

it was ridiculous for them 

to tour any more. 

But no one else has 

bothered to learn 

that lesson. 

from wherever you w'cre sitting. It had 
been years since I'd seen them, and a 
coupla years ago I thought I'd check 

them out at the Boston Ganden— 
thank God they've finally closed down 

that toilet. Turned out it was the last 
time they would ever play Boston. 

"I went on the third night, figuring 
they'd have all the kinks worked out 
by then, ya know? So half the floor is 
taken up with this sound booth, which 
has got more computers than NASA, 
and there's 2,000 pairs of shotgun mics 
sticking up in the air, like the fans ex-
pected there was really going to be 
something worth recording. The whole 
first half of the concert, there was just 
this dull roar, really loud, and totally 
undifferentiated. Can't even tell who's 

playing. Garcia looks like he's about to 
fall asleep, and Bobby Weir looks 
pissed off, and they obviously can't 
hear anything onstage either. The fans 
think they've gone to heaven, but I just 
wanted to run out of there as fast as I 
could. But they did finally get it to-
gether—the sound guys I mean—dur-
ing the drum solo, and the band came 
back and you could see on their faces 
something had changed, so they 

played a pretty decent second set. I 
know it's not the easiest room in the 
world, but with all that technology, 
and all that experience, and all those 
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people, how corne it took 'em three 
days to get any kind of mix?" 

"But Grumps, you listen to a lot of 
different types of music," I said. "Jazz, 
and folk, and that world music you're 
always talking about. All the new 
clean-sounding mixing boards and 
high-efficiency speakers around must 
be helping that scene out a lot." 

"Hah!" he rejoined. "It's just as bad. 
Everybody wants to have the coolest 
sound equipment in the world, even if 
it's just two clowns with guitars. But 
half the time, all those toys just make it 
worse. I went to check out this really 
interesting group, four women singing 
cappella in half a dozen languages, 

and playing hand percussion. Some-
one decided it would be cool to give 
them wireless headset mics. But no-
body told them how to wear them. So 
one of them had that little Styrofoam-
ball wind screen right up under her 
nose, and every time she breathed, it 
would set up a standing wave at about 
35 Hz that I swear was making peo-
ple's fillings fall out. This was in a real-
ly well-tuned hall, built for electric 
music, so that sound just hung there. 
People were looking at each other 
wondering whether there was an 

earthquake. The sound hoard must 
have been at some cancellation point, 
or else the mixer was wearing cotton 
in his ears, because it went on like that 
for almost an hour. 

No matter how much 

power you throw 

out there, or how hip 

your time- and frequency-

domain processing are, 

there's no way 

to produce anything 

that sounds decent 

in a football stadium. 

"What solved it was that they start-
ed to get taxi calls in the speakers. 
Heck, the theater was about a block 
from the two largest transmission tow-
ers in the state, handling UHF, VHF, 

FM, cellular, microwave and who 
knows what else, each one pumping 
out a few dozen megawatts of ERP 
from DC to light, so something's 
bound to creep in to the wireless rig, 
am I right? So after a couple of minutes 
of hearing some guy with marbles in 
his mouth asking whether anyone feels 
like going to the airport, they yanked 
the headset off the woman with the 
heavy breathing and gave her a hand 
mic. Immediately, you could feel 2,000 
shoulders relax. And from then on, it 
was a great concert. 

"It's laziness, man." He was on a 
roll, so I just shut up. " It's like the 
sound companies hear that some ma-
chine will do half their work for 'em, 
so they buy two. They've got automat-
ic equalizers, spectrum analyzers, 
power monitors, gates on every input 
and output, MIDI-controlled snapshot 
automation, hut no one's listening. 
Sometimes I think it's like what's hap-
pening in the medical industry, where 
your doctor isn't allowed to tell you 
that you have a cold unless you've had 
a week of tests. There's so much 
money riding on these shows that no 
one trusts anyone to run the gear. 
Leave it all to the machines—that way, 
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BETTER EQ section 
with each band covering 20-20K 
with filters in series. 

BETTER output section with main 
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INSIDER AUDIO 

if the thing comes out awful, there 
won't be anybody to blame or to sue. 

"I don't blame the sound companies 
completely—the bands and the promot-
ers are trying to make as much as they 
can in as few days as they can, and Sc) 
they're booked into impossible places. 
I mean, after The Beatles tried to play 
Shea Stadium and nobody could hear 
anything, either on the stage or in the 
stands, they realized it was ridiculous 
for them to tour any more. But no one 
else has bothered to learn that lesson. 

"The manufacturers have an impos-
sible job, too. No matter how much 
power you throw out there, or how 
hip your time- and frequency-domain 
processing are, or how many giant 
neon stairways or inflatable donkeys 
you build, there's no way you're going 
to produce anything that sounds decent 
in a football stadium. You've got steel 
and concrete, and slapback delays into 
next week, and two-thirds of the audi-
ence sitting at 90-degree angles to the 
stage. These are places designed to sell 
beer, not for listening to music. 

"But as far as I'm concerned, the 
ones who are really at fault are the fans. 

As long as they're willing to put up with 
this nonsense, it's going to go on. If 
they're going to stand outside some 
ticket outlet all night and then shell out 
50 or 60 bucks for the privilege of being 
somewhere in the same ZIP code as 
someone they've seen on MTV, and be 
grateful, then I don't think they're going 
to be all that picky about how it 
sounds. If it sucks, they're certainly not 
going to complain to anybody about it. 
But it makes me sad. Obviously, these 
performers got where they are because 
they had at least some talent, but if the 
only time we can hear them is through 
an overblown, no-human-intervention, 
let's-reach-the-next-county sound sys-
tem in an acoustically irredeemable set-
ting, we'll never get the chance to know 
what it was." 

Grumpmeier slumped back down 
onto the desk, obviously exhausted. He 
reached over and grabbed the floppy 
disk sticking out of my computer and 
started brushing the lint off his jacket 
with it, immediately erasing the column 
I thought I was going to run this month. 
"So, do you mean you haven't heard a 
decent concert in two years?" I sighed. 

"Of course I have. I heard a local 
band at a church hall last month. High-

energy, world heat rock 'n' roll, with re-
ally elaborate arrangements, lots of per-
cussion, three-part harmony vocals. The 

place was a nightmare—high ceilings, 
huge windows, and what wasn't wood 
was cinder block. And they sounded 
great! The sound guy—there was only 
one, and he was probably getting 
something like 50 bucks for the night— 
had a little 16-channel mixer, a reverh 
and a couple of power amps, and that 
was it. But he never sat still. He would 
jump around the hall, listen, run back 
to the board and tweak, ask people 
how they liked it, run up next to the 
stage to listen to the monitors, I even 
saw him go outside to hear how it was 
carrying. It took him about half a song 
to get it to sound pretty good, but he 
didn't stop; he kept right on running 
around, making it better. The band was 
hot and really tight, they could obvi-

ously hear themselves just fine, and 
everybody had a fine time. And it only 
cost me six bucks to get in." 

If I know Grumpmeier, that was his 
favorite part. 

Paul D. Lehrman, composer, educator, 
music jùn and long-suffering writer, has 
recently swirled locking his office door. 

FromV the IVI00 TwoDA-1 Multitrack 
to S-38 Track 
PANASONIC STACKS UP. 

For the dealer nearest 
you, call 1-800-777-1146 

One Panasonic Way, 

Secaucus, NJ 07094 

Panasonic 
Televreer, Seaeor, 



frequency: AU I LIT Y 
audio: PURITY 

absolute: STABILITY 
what more can you ask? 

WeP, how about this? 

- UHF synthesized system 

- 64 frequencies available in one UHF TV channel 

- S;multaneous operation of up to 75 frequencies in one TV channel 

- "Channel Grip" ¡dent tone locking system 

- PC windows based control and monitoring facility 

- MJIti-ùser memory facility (MUM) 

The U 6GC. UHF wireless system is the solution for 

all of ./D4L Jr wireless problems! 
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FEATURES: 

8 tk, simultaneous disk recording 

Non-destructive editing 

Multiple TAXE function 

Expand to 128 tracks 

link up to 8 machines 

You Could Always Hear What 
ARAI Did For Your Music is, 

min 1992 we introduced low cost disk recording with our 4-
track DR4d. Thousands of DR4d's have found their way into 
broadcast facilities, recording studios, post production houses, 
and project studios. Combining our experience with input from 
thousands of end users, we created the ORB and DRIB. 
Whether you're just starting out with your first 8-track, upgrad-
ing your current tape-based MOM, or even if you're planning on 
a double-whammy, 128-track, multi-interfaced, graphically-based, 
post production facility, the new DR Series from Akai will serve 
your needs and grow with you in the future. It's an important fact 
to consider when someone tries to sell you a "budget" digital 
recorder that never really meets your needs. Check out these 
features and you'll "see" what we're talking about. 

MORE FEATURES: 

18 ail ADC • 64X oversampling 

20 tit DAC • 88 utiersampling 

24 bit internal processing 

16 chattel digital mixer 

Dynamic MIDI mix Mutation 

Built-in min preamps 

2AUX sends 

109 point aututocator 

MUM and MAW Akita, YU 

50 pin SCSI part 

EVEN MORE FEATURES: 

Balanced 1/4° IRS in/out 

Switehable +4/1088 line levels 

Bin 8 out + stereo master 101181 

8 in 16 out + stereo masterlDR161 

Media 

Record/Edit The new DR Series utilize our latest 24-bit internal 
processing technology enabling simultaneous 8-track recording with the 
transparent digital audio quality that has become an Akai trademark 

Three dedicated LSI's (Large Scale Integrated circuit) for recording, 
mixing, and optional EQ provide real-time performance and stability of 
operation that computer based units simply cannot provide. 

Real-time random-access editing features like copy, insert,copy + 
insert, move, move + insert, erase, delete, slip, and sliptrack inspire creative 
efforts that are simply unthinkable with tape based recorders. The TAKE 
function allows you to record up to five separate takes of a critical solo, or 
enables you to compare separate effects treatments of a singular passage. 
The jog and shuttle wheels make finding precise edit points a breeze, while 
the familiar tape-machine style transport controls and autolocator make 
operating the DR Series recorders like working with an old friend. 

ORB - $3495 00 . Sugg. Retail Price 

El Track Disk Recorder 

DR 1 6 - $499 00 
• Sugg. Retail Price 

16 Track Disk Recorder 

The ORB can be equipped with an optional internal 1 GB SCSI drive, while the DR1 6 is 
available with an optional 2 GB internal SCSI drive. The DR Series recorders are both equipped with a 
standard 50 pin SCSI port alowing a combination of up to seven SCSI drives with disk overflow recording 
capability. Lists of compatible drives are available from Akai product information. 

Data backup is achieved through standard audio OAT or Exabyte. 
At the time of this writing, the lomega Company is preparing to go into production with their new 1 GB 

"JAZ" drive, a removable media SCSI drive which will greatly enhance the capabilities of our new DR Series 
recorders. Stay tuned for more info in our upcoming ads. Better yet, test drive a new DR Series recorder 
today at your local Akai dealer. 



N ow You Can See It. 
Mixing Some of our competitors' disk recorders use a portion of their recording LSI to 

provide mix capability. While this saves money, it can also produce audio artifacts like "zipper" noise 
when adjusting such critical functions like ECI, pan, and fader level. On top of that, many disk recorders 
won't even let you make real-time adjustments during mix down, eliminating a critical part of the creative 
recording process. The heart of the DR mixer is a 16-channel, 24 bit custom LSI designed to provide 
real-time dynamic digital mix capability. Built-in 99 scene snap-shot automation for all functions and 
dynamic automation via external MIDI sequencers, combined with 8 or 16 channel 3-band parametric 
El option, ensures that the only limit in the DR Series mixer is your imagination. With its built-in 16 
channel mixer, the ORB becomes the perfect compliment to any 8-track recorder you might currently 
own. It can mix down its 8 tracks of internal digital audio with an additional 8 inputs from a sampler, 
tape machine, or a live performance, all in the digital domain. The MT8 mix controller provides a 16 
track console format for dynamic remote control of all mix and ECI parameters. 
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Keyboard Interface 

OPTIONS: 

SaperView SVGA card,. 

ADAT interface - $299 

MIDI interface • 5299 

5.M.P T.E. read/gen • $379 

115422 video sync • $299 

Behase film sync - $299 

2nd SCSI port - $299 

MTII MIX controller - $199 

8 channel 3 band parametric Ell - Safi° 

16 channel 3 band parametric ED • 569' 

SuperView We sort of went into 
a frenzy packing new features into our ORB and 
DR16. When we stepped back to take a look at 
what we'd done, we realized we crammed a 
whole roomful of equipment into a single 5U 
box. In order to help keep track of everything 
that's going on inside our "studio in a box", we 
developed the SuperViewTM SVGA monitor 
board. SuperViewTM mounts internally in the 
ORB or DR16 and provides envelope and track 
information for up to 16 tracks of audio, as well 
as region highlighting for record, playback, and 
edit. SuperViewTM is further enhanced by 16 
track level meters with indicators for left/right 
master out and aux 1/2 out. The time indicator 
will read in the same format as the DR front 
panel. SuperViewTM requires no external com-
puter, simply plug your SVGA compatible moni-
tor into a SuperViewTM equipped DR Series 
recorder and you're ready to go. SuperViewlm 
enables real-time video representation of audio 
status; no waiting for screen re-draws. What 
you hear is what you see. 

,ELECTRONIC 
MUSICIAN 

1 9 9 6 
EDITORS 
CHOICE 

To increase the power of SuperViewTM even further, we added 
an ASCII keyboard input to the SuperViewTM card, allowing a standard ASCII keyboard to operate as 
a control interface for SuperViewTM equipped DR Series recorders. Function keys will provide the ability 
to zoom in on a single track, as well as zoom irVout timewise for precise edit capability. All tracks and 
locate points can be named, allowing you to manipulate and track large amounts of data in a very simple 
manner. A unique interface has been developed to allow track arming, transport control, and edit 
functions directly from the keyboard, providing enhanced productivity through an intuitive human 
interface design. 

DIGITAL 
Akai Digital 

1316 E. Lancaster Ave. 
Fort Worth, TX 76102, U.S.A. 

Ph. 817-336-5114 
Fax 817-870-1271 
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DON GEHMAN 
NICE GUYS FINISH FIRST 

T
he biggest-selling album of 
1995 wasn't by a household-

  name act or some angst-rid-
den flavor-of-the-month publicity 
darling. It was by a group of 
down-to-earth average Joes from 
South Carolina whose image is so 
downplayed that their album 
cover contains only blurred sil-
houettes of the band, and their 
name misleads many as to the 
identity of the lead singer. While 
Michael Jackson was barely mak-
ing HIStory (in spite of the self-or-
dained "King of Pop's" huge 
publicity blitz), Hootie & The 
Blowfish went on to move an as-
tounding 14 million units of their 
debut record, Cracked Rear View. 

The production vision behind 
this astonishing sales success is 
Don Gehman, a journeyman pro-
ducer/engineer who understands 
the value of good songs, perfor-
mances and the need for support-
ive, unobtrusive production work 
that can still shoot sparks. 

Gehman got his start working 
for the Clair Brothers concert 
sound company in the '60s. Dur-
ing his seven-year stint there, 
Gellman did live sound for pre-
mier acts such as Crosby, Stills, 
Nash 8e Young, James Brown, Yes, 
The Supremes, Loggins 8c Messina, 
Chicago, The Temptations and 
other major headliners of the day. 

He was also involved in putting 
together Clair's groundbreaking 
modular flying P.A. and stage 
monitor systems. 

Stephen Stills, sensing Gehman's 
potential, gave the young engi-
neer his first break by taking him 
to Criteria in Miami to work on 
the artist's Illegal Stills album in 
1973. Gehman's first production 
credit was the Platinum Stills-
Young Band's Long May You Run 
album—not a bad start. After that 
experience, Gehman momentarily 
decided to eschew a production di-
rection, choosing to dig in as an en-

BY RICK CLARK 

gineer and learn under great pro-
ducers such as Tom Dowd, Bill 
Szymczyk and brothers Ron and 
Howie Albert. During that time, 
Gehman manned the board for 
Barbra Streisand, the Bee Gees, 
Pure Prairie League and other no-
table acts. 

His next significant production 
was John Mellencamp's 1982 mega-
Platinum American Fool. That led 
to a string of hugely successful pro-
jects with that artist (Uh Huh, Scare-
crow, The Lonesome Jubilee), and 
opened the door for him to work 
with artists such as R.E.M. (Life's 
Rich Pageant), Jimmy Barnes, Treat 
Her Right and many others. 

As well as wrapping up work 
on the second Hootie & The 
Blowfish album (tentatively titled 
Fairweather Johnson), Gehman's 
more recent projects include The 
Dainbuilders, Clarissa, Ugly Amer-
icans and the critically lauded lat-
est effort by Tracy Chapman called 
New Beginnings. A résumé like 
that, coupled with Hootie's phe-
nomenal success, could encourage 
many people to begin blowing 
their horns rather gracelessly. Don 
Gellman definitely doesn't resort 
to that. During the course of our 
interviews, Gehman conveyed a 
level-headed appreciation for his 
good fortune. He was also quick 
to give credit to others and happy 

How many Don Gehmans can you spot in this QuickTime VR photo? 
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ilndustq Standards 

So You Can Create Musical Standards 

We'd like you to take Opcode's Open Music System ( OMS) and 
Digidesign's Audio Engine ( DAE) for granted. After all, we 
created these standards — which make everything from computer 

hardware and software, to audio equipment and musical 
instruments, work together in harmony. So you can concentrate 

on music rather than technology. 

After setting the industry standards, and creating so many award 
winning products, you might think that we'd be testing on our 
laurels; but that's just not our style. We're devoted to using these 
standards as a foundation to give you greater musical power 
and easier access. 

That's why today's Pro Tools III and Studio Vision Pro integrate so 
beautifully, giving you the most powerful, musical, recording 
system available on the planet. 

You can count on us to create tomorrow's technological standards, 
and we'll count on you to create tomorrow's musical standards. 

Callus today for more information and the name 7f the 
Oprade and Digidesign dealer nearest you. 

OPCODE 
1-800-557-2633 ext 460 

3950 Fabian Way Palo Alto CA 94303 
415-856-3333 fax 415-856-0777 
World Wide Web: www.oprode.com 

cligicIiçjri 

A Division of Avid AVID 

1-800-333-2137 ext 211 
3401A Hillview Ave Palo Alto, CA 

415-842-7900 fax 415-842-7999 
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to share the things he has learned 
along the way. In this case, nice guys 
do finish first. 

Congratulations on the multi-Platimun 
success of Hootie & The Blowfish. It is 
amaring the level of success that 
album has achieved. 
Thank you. This has been a wonderful 
time. I've been enjoying this Number 
One position. 
Do _mu think that anyone at the label 
had expectations that this album was 
going to do anything in the initial 
planning? 
No. There were probably four of us 
who thought the record had a shot, but 
certainly nothing like this. We were 
hoping for a couple of hundred thou-
sand units to start a career. That is all 
you can ever hope for, really. We 
thought we had songs that could be 
hits, but the timing was certainly a big 
part of it. You just never know. 
We were very fortunate in that the 

label, step by step, became more com-
mitted. The band, who are all lovely 
people to work with, and totally pro-
fessional, also continued to do every bit 

of work. promotionally and marketing-
wise, that was asked. They were always 
there and ready to do a good job. It is 
rare that you get all of those pieces in 
place. Audiences really like them, too. 

Atlantic has been marketing the sin-
gles off of this album the sanie way 
each time. They start AOR and then 
they cross over to CHR. They will try a 
few alternative stations, to see if they 
will play it, and maybe some Adult 
Contemporary stations. It's been that 
kind of a flow. 
It's obvious°, working. 
This is as good as it gets. This is every 
producer's dream—where you get to 
work with a band that is this success-
ful. The thing that has been so great 
this time, as opposed to so many oth-
ers, is that everyone feels like they are 
part of a team. You have this giant 
good vibe going on where we had 
great luck as a team before on that first 
album. We know that this team is 
something that works, and we are 
doing it again for the new album. 
How are you going about capturing 
Hootie in the studio this time around? 
It's very much the same style of record-
ing that we had before—the only dif-
ference is that we're spending a little 

bit more time actually performing the 
songs, because the songs really haven't 
had much time to be played in yet. 

It's the usual sophomore problem of 
a big record, where the band has been 
so busy. We went to Bermuda for ten 
days of writing, and got maybe 25 or 
30 things down in a demo form, that 
were very sketchy. There were hardly 
any lyrics when we came here. We 
spent two weeks demo'ing up about 23 
songs and finishing the lyrics on all of 
those. That process of writing and 
demo'ing took a month. 

There are a lot more different kinds 
of songs this time. We have a section 
of songs that are "unplugged," for lack 
of a better word; they're all acoustic. 
Then there is another section of songs 
that are really rocking, much more than 
anything we had before. There is a 
kind of width to the material. We cut 
23 songs. We've overcut by so much 
that we have the best possible combi-
nation of songs that we can hopefully 
have to get past this sophomore record 
[jinx] thing. 

The A&R guy, Tim Sommer, has 
been very active with creative ideas. He 
knows the material as well as anybody 
and has a real focus on the changes 

The longest lasting 
battery* for the home... 

DURACELL 

'Comparison of leading non-rechargeable battery brands. 



that we want to make. He gets cas-
settes all the time, but he's here for 
three days out of every week. He al-
ways knows the latest versions of what 
is going on, and is actually in the mid-
dle of the process. 
This isn't the first time you've worked 
on an album that has gone through 
the roof saleswise. You probably expe-
rience a strange dynamic of people 
trying to give you space to work, and 
at the same tune, applying anxious 
pressure. 
There are many people who want to 
be a part of the process, and that 
makes it a little more taxing. That's one 
of the reasons we came up here to 
record at The Site la secluded studio in 
Marin County, Califomial. We felt we 
should get out of the middle of the en-
tertainment industry while we record. 
If people want to hear stuff, they have 
to come up here to check it out. 
So you don't have a problem with peo-
ple hearing your work in progress? I 
know some producers refuse to let 
people come in and hear the evolution 
of a project, and they won't send out 
cassettes until the mixes are absolutely 
done. 
I don't have a problem with certain 

people coming and listening. In fact, I 
like that. It's a great way to get reac-
tions, so you can see if you are on the 
mark or not. On the other hand, I don't 
give anybody copies of anything. I've 
been very strict. I've always been that 

Over the last few years, 

we've looked for 

solutions that solved 

the problems 

of the cold, thin, 

bright CD medium. 

That is why 

tube gear came back. 

way. I don't let people have cassettes 
of anything, until it is finished. We are 
basically signing people's lives away, 
even in the band, to let copies out. 
I've always been antsy about giving 
out cassettes of unfinished work. 

I think you're taking your life in your 
hands. It's a chance for someone to 
make a judgment in a fixed point in 
time on something that is still a work in 
progress. For that reason alone, it's a 
great way to shoot yourself in the foot. 
I can't tell you how many managers 

and A&R guys have come to me over 
the years and said, "Man, I do this for a 
living. I know what I am listening for." 
I tell them, "No you don't. You have no 
idea what you're doing. The only way 
that this makes sense is if you are here 
everyday. Otherwise, it's going to be 
something that you lock in time. Fur-
ther on down the road, when I decide 
that this is the record, and you still 
have that older mix, you're going to 
think that your mix is better. That's be-
cause you've gotten used to it, and you 
didn't take the time to listen to the new 
mix and understand where it is going." 

If I give that tape out, I risk having a 
back-seat driver or producer that I am 
going to have to deal with for a long 
time. Many times, it taints the whole 
project, if that person is in any position 
of power or has played it for people in 
positions of power. 
What speakers did you use to mix the 
new floolle ému? 

...is also the longest lasting 
battery on the job. 

That's because PROCELL" PROFESSIONAL' batteries are DURACELL® batteries 
— the longest lasting alkaline batteries available. PROCELL is Duracell's line of 

alkaline and specialty batteries made for professionals. They deliver DURACELL 

dependability, DURACELL value and DURACELL performance. 

PROCELL's superior performance is the result of a new Duracell 
alkaline battery design with features so unique they're patented. 

See for yourself that PROCELL is the Whe pkgee M. Nee 
longest lasting battery you can buy. For more 

information or a distributor referral, 
call 1-800-4PROCELL Ext. 23. 
USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 

DURACELL 
PROCELL PROFESSIONAL BATTERIES 
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I mixed on these new pc iwered 10-inch 
Tannoys, AMS-10s. They're self-pow-
ered with 400-watt bass and 100-watt 
tweeter. They are bi-amped and time 
aligned, and they are brutal. I have 
never been so close to final results in 
my life. This happens because I involve 
my mastering engineer, Eddie Schreyer 
over at Future Disc, from the beginning 
of the mix process, instead of after-
wards. Eddie and I set up the mix in 
two different Tannoy-equipped rooms 
to make sure that the sonic relationship 
is correct. I basically went into master-
ing with my mixes on the money. 
Eddie added 1 dB of compression, and 
a dB-and-a-half at like 2 kHz to make 
up for what the compression took 
away, and that was all. We were clone. 
There were no bottom or top adjust-
ments whatsoever. 
I like the fact that the Tannoys are 

single-point source speakers. They are 
very phase-coherent—much more so 
than when you have a woofer and a 
tweeter separate. The sound is coming 
out of one point, so the image is going 
to be right, and you will have an un-
derstanding of what is really going on 
with the balance. These are the ni()st 
accurate, balanced speakers I've heard 
yet. That means when I'm mixing, I 
don't work quite as hard on doing 
things that are not necessarily right. 
I think that is why mastering engi-

neers are trying to adjust balances that 
were never clone correctly. I think that 
none of us really spends enough time 
to make sure that we have balances 
nailed down. 
What other new gear have you used 
recently that has got you excited? 
There are several things I've acquired 
that I feel have macle a very significant 
improvement in my style. I bought a 
set of Manley Gold Ref microphones, 
which I'm floored by. I used them for 
overheads on this liootie record and a 
little bit on Tracy Chapman's record, on 
piano and violin. As far as a currently 
built tube microphone that does some-
thing similar to a C-12 with even more 
sensitivity—and especially more dis-
tance sensitivity—they are just amazing. 
They still have that really electric, 
sparkly top end that a C-12 has and a 
real smooth midrange with no harsh-
ness at all. 

I've been floored by Manley's new 
variable MU limiting system. It's a 
stereo limiter. A lot of mastering peo-
ple are using them now. As a result. t 
also like to drive the Manley limiter 

with an Oram Hi-Def EQ, 
which has a real sparkly sound 
that I find desirable. Chris Pelo-
nis turned Eddie and me onto 
the Oram and Manley gear. Eddie 
was trying to get me away from 
depending on the 551. stereo bus 
limiter, which I have always used. 

I've always liked the SSL limiter, 
but mastering guys just don't like 
them, because they have a tenden-
cy to squeeze up the frequency 
response and the stereo imaging. 
The depth kind of goes away. This 
Manley limiter stereo imaging and 
placement is totally rock-solid. The fre-
quency response is huge. You hear it 
limiting, like a Fairchild, but you don't 
really hear it as anything that you 
would take out of the circuit, if you 

know what I mean. It is a very analog 
type of sound, which is what I like 
about it. It adds a lot of warmth. When 
you flip it in, it just gets thick and rich. 
All of the echoes and stereo still stays 
together. I used that on Tracy's record. 

The making of 

Life's Rich Pageant 

was a really 

charmed experience 

and a great 

turning point 

in my career 

in how to 

produce records. 

Manley has also built this copy of 
the LA-2A that is really clear and a nice 
step forward for me from the LA-2A, 
which was my favorite vocal limiter for 
years. I had gotten to the point where I 
was hearing too much distortion from 
them. so I went to this one and it is 
much cleaner. 

Obviously, what has happened over 
the last few years is we've looked for 
solutions that solved the problems of 
the cold, thin, bright CD medium. That 
is why tube mics came back. That is 
why tube gear came back. All of that 
stuff helps warm up the bottom end, 
and that definitely translates onto CDs. 
You can hear tube gear on CDs. It 
works. These particular companies 

appeal to my basic 
philosophy of blending old tedmol-

o¡,7y with new. This [makes up for] what 
digital doesn't bring to the picture. 
With your work on Mellencamp, Treat 
Her Right and other gritty, organic en-
sembles. has it been frustrating for la-
bels and some critics to peg you as 
essentially a "roots)," rock kind of pro-
ducer? Or is it a natural place for you 
to be.? 
It's probably both. I actually enjoy that 
kind of music, so it isn't a problem. I've 
always tried to convince people that I 
can do something else, because I come 
from these places of, like, working on 
Bee Gees or Streisand records. It's pret-
t, easy to convince someone that I can 
do stuff like John Mellencamp. Fortu-
nately, I had that success with the 
R.E.M. record, Le's Rich Pageant. That 
record opened up a lot of doors for me 
in the alternative movement, per se. 
Nobody can deny the granddaddy of 
alternative music being R.E.M. I did 
one of their records that most people 
consider to be among their best. As a 
result, most of the new bands will at 
least take a look at me. 
I agree that Life's Rich Pageant is one 
of R.E.M.'s best albums. 
REM. was the next thing that really hit 
for me after working with Mellencamp. 
The making of Lye's Rich Pageant was 
a really charmed experience and a 
great turning point in my career in how 
to produce records. I think that's when 
I finally put all the pieces together and 
relaxed a little. Up until that point, I 
was certainly subscribing to the "con-
trol" producer philosophy, where you 
have got to comp everything, put 
everything together, edit it and make 
sure that it's in time, and all that kind 
of mentality. R.E.M. showed me that 
music has a little bit more mystery than 
that, and I started loosening up and 
trusting my instincts more. 
After your stretch with Mellencamp 
and REM, you went through a period 
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"RIGHT CAL FOR Y 
Anyone can sell you boxes. But what's best for you and your. music? There's a good reason why 
Sweetwater has beepLAmerica's fastest growing music:retailer for three straight years. We under-
stand that when you're investing your hard-earned dollars, you want to get exactly what you need, 
when you need it and within your budget. Why is Sweetwater best equipped to do what's right for you? 

1 

I „Me----

KNOWLEDGEABLE SALE STAFF 
Our sales engineers are professionals with 
serious, real world knowledge of the prod-

ucts we represent. Most have their own studios. Many 
have spent years as engineers at major studios. We 
even have a Grammy winner on board. We make it 
our business to be absolutely sure the product you 
order is exactly the product you need. 

HUGE IN-STOCK 
INVENTORY 
We stock products from 

over 100 of the best names in the busi-
ness like Alesis, Digidesign, Kurzweil, 
Mackie, Roland and TASCAM, just to 
name a few. The "other guys" may tell 
you they can get it fast, but how long 
will it reallytake? Our giant warehouse 
is packed with the latest gear, ready 
to ship right to your door — in most 
cases the very same day you order! 

2 

3 
PRICES THAT ARE AFFORDABLE 
Not only do we have the best selection of 
the finest products in the entire music 

industry, but our prices are so affordable, you won't 
have to take a second job just to start making music! 

4 
OUTSTANDING 
TECHNICAL SUPPORT 
Got a question about a product 

you've purchased or are thinking about pur-
chasing? Just give us a call! Whether you're 
a novice or a seasoned pro.our technical sup-
port team has the knowledge and experience 
to answer any question you might have. And 
no other dealer has anything like our huge, 
{mime product database that gives our staff 
instant access to technical information 
about thousands of products. 

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE 
Because if you're not totally sat-
isfied with any product you pur-

chase from us, we'll work with you to make it right! 
If you're not happy, we're not happy! 

DEPENDABLM ON-TIME DELIVERY 
Whether you need it in a week or a day, 
we have a shipping department that's up 

to the task. We can have your equipment packaged 
and shipped out within hours of receiving an order. 

We ship via all major 
carriers. Just tell us 
when you need it and 
it'll be there! 

LATEST UP-TO-
THE-MIUTE 
INDUSTRY NEWS 
There are new prod-
ucts being released 

every day, and you want to know about them. You 
also want technical information and tips on mak-
ing the most of your equipment purchase. That's why 
we're the first major retailer to maintain a full-time 
presence on the Internet. And why we publish our 
exclusive, free full color Sweet Notes newsletter. 

8 
STATE-OF-THE-ART SERVICE 
When your gear isn't working, you want it 
fixed right the first time. Sweetwater is a 

factory authorized service center for all the products 
we sell, with over a dozen highly skilled technicians 
trained right down to component level repairs. What's 
more, all the work is done right here on the premises. 
so your equipment is returned to you the minute it's 
ready with no delays and no excuses. 

CUSTOM 
FINANCING 
PROGRAMS 

We accept cash, checks and 
all major credit cards, but 
we also offer our own 
Sweetwater Technology 
Card, as well as our ex-
clusive new line of 
credit accounts and 
leasing plans. 

ADD UP 
THE VALUE! 

Close to 100,000 customers world wide already 
call us. Shouldn't you be one of them? Call right 
now 3nd experience the Sweetwater difference! 

219.43208176 
5335 BASS ROAD • FE WAYNE, IN 46808 • FAX 219.432.1758 
sales@sweetwater.com http://www.sweetwatercorn 
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A Sound Choice 
SR-4400A/If 
Desktop CD Duplicator 

User Friendly 
Interface 

Modular 
Design 

Autoloader 
Support 
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CIFNUSIS 
Standalone 

CD-R Autoloader 

MediaFORIV1 
GENESIS CD SOLUTIONS 

Exton, PA 19341 

Telephone 610-458-9200 

Fax 610-458-9554 

EMAIL info@Mediaform.com 

Web Page www.mediatorm.com 
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I I NiUSIS 
PC Based 

CD-R Duplicator 

Call for bulk CDR pricing 

Toll Free 7-800-220-1215 

where you sort of dropped out of sight 
in the Stateside market. 
Everybody's career has its ups and 
downs. I had four or five records with 
John [Mellencamp] that were all pretty 
successful. Then we got to a place 
where we had basically worked to-
gether for ten years and enough was 
enough. I moved on to other things. I 
liad Life's Rich Pageant and enough 
other things that people were looking 
at me as a record producer. It was no 
problem getting work, hut getting hit 
records is difficult. You don't have 
multi-Platinum artists every day. 
I started working with an Australian 

artist named Jimmy Barnes, and that 
led nie into working with quite a few 
artists in Australia who were success-
ful there. It kind of took up my time 
from working in the States, so I kind 
of disappeared [from the U.S. marked 
for a while. Looking back, I think it 
was good. It kind of gave me a rest, 
but when I began trying to work my 
way back in again, I got the message, 
'If you want to try and do any of these 
bands that will help get you back in 
the face of America, you need to fig-
ure out how to do it for $70,000,' so 
that's what I did. 
When I realized I had to make 

records for under $ 100,000, that meant 
I had to engineer, which meant that I 
needed to have reliable things around 
that I was familiar with that I could set 
up and get good sounds on right 
away. I now have my own drums, gui-
tars, amps, organs, percussion, and all 
the stuff needed to record an artist or 
hand. That has been part of my for-
mula, to be a "band in a box" kind of 
producer. I just roll the stuff in and set 
it up. Bring your guitars and plug in,' 
you know. This way I can basically 
take an artist who has a great song 
and make sure that I have great 
sounds. It makes it easy for me to get 
something quickly that will work. If I 
need a great acoustic guitar sound, 
I've got one that I know will record 
well. The sanie goes for drums, bass, 
amps. I also own a lot of old gear, like 
vintage microphones, Fairchild limiters 
and API equalizers. I also bought a lot 
of instruments, too. 
Did Hootie & The Blowfish's debut 
fall into this under- $100,000 budget 
category? 
Yeah. It was $75,000. When you go in 
for like under a hundred grand, a label 
will take another chance on another 
hundred thousand with the project. I 
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don't think anybody is really hurting to 
spend two hundred and fifty grand on 
a project that they sign. I think it hurts 
when they spend a half a million and 
lose. I think a gamble of two hundred 
and fifty grand is something most la-
bels are willing to take, if they can get 
their video, promotion and marketing 
all in place. 
This is one project that has recouped 
handsomely with this stripped-down 
philosophy. 
Oh, yes! [Laughs] It's a great study in 
how to make it work and get every-
body on it. I spent about 28 days on 
it-20 days of recording and eight 
days of mixing. It took me about six 
weeks, because I work five-day 
weeks. The band already had about a 
30,000-unit base in Columbia, South 
Carolina, and several other towns in 
that area. 

Atlantic is a very pragmatic compa-
ny. They are going to follow whatever 
looks like it's working. Hootie obvious-
ly worked in their hometown, so At-
lantic followed through and they tried 
out one more market. They followed it 
there and then tried another market 
and followed it there. They just built it 
up like that, block by block. 
Your recent production of Tracy Chap-
man's latest offering, New Beginnings, 
is doing quite well. 
It's a record that you put on and it 
"plays" behind what is going on in 
your life, and somehow, it gets in your 
blood. I can't explain it any other way. 
I see other people reacting to it in the 
same way. I put it on and they enjoy 
the hour of music that is there. It isn't 
like they put the album on to just hear 
a song. They put it on for an experi-
ence, and her ideas, which are gradu-
ally sifted into you through osmosis. 
It's the only record that I've done that 
really does that, and that's what I real-
ly enjoy about it. What I added was a 
production concept that actually macle 
it soothing and warm, and it's still a 
live band. 
Tell me about The Site, where you 
recorded the latest Tracy Chapman 
and Hootie albums. 
It's beautiful. Both bands loved it as an 
environment. You're seven miles from 
civilization, and it has wonderful views 
and incredible food. The actual studio 
itself is "A" class, and it has as good a 
signal chain as any I have ever heard. 
They have a huge Neve 8078 that they 
built themselves out of about three 
consoles. The facility is well-main-
tained and they have an on-site main-
tenance person all day, which is rare 

for a one-room facility. They also have 
a full-time assistant named Kevin Scott, 
who is amazing. 
What would you say is the sign of a 
good assistant? 
When I was coming up as an engineer, 
we were always told that we were sup-
posed to guess what the next move 
was, and he set up for it, before we 
went there. Sometimes that means 
doing two or three things at once, hut 
that's the mark of a good assistant. 
Have you thought about taking an 
extended vacation, after all of this 
Hootie success? 
I could, but no way! Would you? 
[Laughs] You work hard to get into this 

spot, to where you get a choice on 
what to work on and maybe get one 
other thing that might have a career. 
I was talking to Ron Albert yester-

day. We worked together at Criteria. 
We were talking about how you hope 
every record you make is great, but 
great is just not good enough to guar-
antee success. There is a huge quo-
tient of luck sitting on top of that, in 
terms of whether something is suc-
cessful. Nevertheless, you won't get a 
shot unless you set out to make great 
records. 

Rick Clark is a Memphis-based song-
writer, musician and producer. 
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copy of SMPTE Made Simple, the 
definitive book on time code. 
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As the Internet has expanded 
beyond lulu realm of government 
and academia, music has become 
one of the most popular Internet 
subject areas. At the same tinte, the 
availability of real-time audio play-
back on the World Wide Web using 
systems such as RealAudio and 
Stream Works ( both covered in this 
space last issue) has macle "Web-
casting- one of the hottest new ways 
to use the Web. These two trends 
converged around the 38th annual 
Grammy Awards, which were not 
only televised as usual but were also 
covered on the Internet, with a 
home page at grammy.apple.com. 
that has remained available for ex-
ploration months after the real event 
at Los Angeles Shrine Auditorium 
was over. 

Expanding the depth of Grammy 
ciwerage—and allowing the public a 

glimpse of many Grammy-related 
events that never make it into the 
telecast—was largely the idea of Chris 
Andrews, whose Palo Alto, California, 
media pniduction company, UniDisc, 
has been closely associated over the 
years with NARAS, the organization 
that presents the 
Grammys. Andrews 
produced a number 
of NARAS-related 
CD-ROM projects 
and recently formed 
a second company. 

Intercast, to focus on 
producing Internet 
events. Andrews got 
NARAS together with 

BY PHILIP DE LANCE 
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Apple Computer, and the Grammy 
Awards on the Internet was born. At 
the time of this interview. Andrews 
was preparing to jump a jet to Los 
Angeles to begin final setup for the 
event. 

What (DV the various components 
nun make up the Grammy ..111YMIS 
()11 die Internet? 

The Grammy Awards on the Inter-
net is a co-production of NARAS. In-
tercast and Apple Computer. The 
three organizations have signed an 
agreement to produce an integrated 
production, which will be at gram-
my.apple.ciml. for at least a month 
after the Awards, probably several 
months. It has two phases: The first 
phase is called the Grammy Insider. 
That is a claily " publication- giting 
from February 15-28 with things like 
interviews with artists. background 
on the Grammy Awards, and " Back-
track.- which takes each year the 
awards have been around and talks 
about that year as it relates to music. 
There will also be a section of the 
site called Tools that will allow you 
to download RealAudio and Quick-

Time VR and a 
bunch of other 
helper applications 
and technologies 
that you will need 
for the second 
phase, which is the 
live on-site produc-
tion that Apple is 
calling QuickTime 
Live. But you don't 
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need those extra tools to use the 

Grammy Insider, which is a text. 
photos and graphics publication. 

In QuickTime live. we will cover 
different events throughout the 
week before the show, and they 

each have a slightly different treat-
ment depending on how interested 
we thought the public would be in 
what was being offered. The sim-
plest treatment is a " roving re-
porter... one or two people with a 
QuickTake digital camera. They 
write about and take photos of par-
ticular events. We will be doing that 
at a lot of the Grammy events. For 
instance, there is a Hall of Fame 
event. a Quincy Jones benefit, and 
a number of other things just about 

THE WEB ALLOWS 

A GLIMPSE OF 

MANY GRAMMY-

RELATED EVENTS 

NEVER TELECAST. 

JI 

every night from February 23rd on. 
Some of these events we bump to 
the next level of coverage, which 
means that we add live audio, liter-
ally broadcasting live on the Inter-
net from the event. This would 
include on-site interviews with 
artists. We will set up an area the 
day of the event where we can in-

terview people. One of the nice ad-
vantages of streaming audio, such 
as with RealAudio, which we are 
using for this particular pr(xluction. 
is that it can be listened to live or it 
can also be available for listening 
later on. 

There is also a section we call 
the Super Guide, sort of a combina-
tion of a schedule and a table of 
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contents, which helps tie the Grammy 
Insider and the QuickTime Live parts 
together. You can look at the content 
by artist, by event, etc. 
What are some examples of the events 
you will cover live, and how will you 
cover them? 
Three key events will get full treat-
ment: there will he a reporter/pho-
tographer, we will shoot some video, 
and we will broadcast live audio. One 
is a Carlos Santana benefit concert for 
the NARAS Foundation at the Univer-
sal Amphitheater, which is also part 
of honoring Carlos Santana into the 
Hollywood Rock Walk. We are plan-
ning on live Webcast of the audio 
from that concert. Another key event 
is the Grammy Showcase, which is 
sort of like Grammys for unsigned 
bands. They had 3,500 bands enter 
the competition, and they ended up 
with four bands who will be playing a 
concert from the Palace, and we are 
covering that in two ways: On the 
Grammy Insider we are covering it 
with profiles on those artists, and we 
are also covering it live. 

Probably the most exciting and 
complex part of the event is backstage 
during the Awards show itself. We will 
have our own area at the Shrine that 
the artists and presenters and perform-
ers will stop by to get their photo 
taken and say a little something for the 
Internet. We will also have a number 
of different cameras around the Shrine, 
video cameras that will be generating 
stills at a rate of about a frame every 
minute or so, so people can look at the 
backstage area and the entrance. And 
we are also taking a live audio feed 
from the TV and radio interview area, 
where the artists go to get interviewed 

after they have won an award. The 
challenge will he to integrate this 
whole series of things, and to make it 
easy for the users to get at, because we 
will have so much happening at partic-
ular peak times. 
What is it about the Internet coverage 
that adds interest and value com-

through traditional coverage, and if 
they were covered, they wouldn't he 
covered the way we are going to 
cover them, because we have an en-
tirely different approach from TV or 
radio. People will be able to see a lot 
of behind-the-scenes-type things—in-
terviews with artists, rehearsals—and 
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the normal, the non-cynical, the return of the good-time fiat party 
iii, any have argued that it vas just waiting to happen: A celebration of 

band. Probably not since Huey Lewis end the News (themselves 
Grammy winners) has such an =apologetically blue collar R&B 
bar band become the toast of the music world. The reign of rock in 

the ' 905 has been held by the unsettling youth angst of the Seattle grunge scene, 
the often unnerving menace of dark-hued industrial rock, and the snot-nosed 
return of punk. Hootie and the Blowfish (Darius Rucker, Jim Sonefeld, Mark 
Bryan, and Dean Felber) have captured the world's music stage with the unlikely 
combination of wholesome mainstream rock and a genuine good-guy image. It 
may partly have prompted Garth Brooks to refuse his Favorite Artist trophy at the 
American Music Awards recently, noting he thought Hootie "shoulda won." Rock 
bad boys rarely see that kind of sportsmanship. 
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pared to the coverage most people get 
by watching the show on TV? 
It should he emphasized that we feel 
it is a noble cause to break some new 
ground. At a minimum, there are a 

number of things that you won't see 

THIS MEDIUM IS ABLE TO OFFER 

NOT JUST ONE HIGHLY PRODUCED STREAM 

OF AN EVENT LIKE TELEVISION-BUT A 

NUMBER OF WHAT I CALL "SLIGHTLY 

PRODUCED" STREAMS FOR PEOPLE WITH 

DIFFERENT INTERESTS. 

-CHRIS ANDREWS 

we will be covering it in a way that 
people can go back and choose to 
look at anytime they want, and it will 
have a combination of editorial, pho-
tos and audio. So it is really an attempt 
to carve out a niche for this medium 
as being able to offer not just one 
highly produced stream of an event— 
like television—but a number of what 
I call "slightly produced" streams for 
people with different interests. 

The goal for me is to make some 
kind of contribution for people who 
don't necessarily want to sit at that 

moment in time and watch TV, hut 
want to go into another level of depth 
and interaction with the event. So- in-
stead of the three hours of TV—which 
is a great show that a billion people 
will see—our focus is a week-long se-
ries of events that culminates with that 
particular show. 
Current Internet technology doesn't 
support live transmission of any kind 
of watchable motion video. Given that 
fact, do you suspect that people who 
have a choice during the Awards cere-
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mony between visiting the site or just 
turning on the TV will find the TV cov-
erage more involving and engaging? 
I don't see what we are doing as being 
in competition with the TV broadcast. 
But the closest we come to Internet 
video is that on the day of the show, 
people with ISDN lines will be able to 
use Apple's QuickTime Conferencing 
to get video by Internet standards, 
which is a frame every number of sec-
onds. I'm not emphasizing it, because 
it will be a cutting-edge kind of thing. 
We are a year or two away from being 
able to do any decent frame rate in 

video. But there will be a helper ap-
plication available for download from 

the Website to decompress the Quick-
Time Conferencing video. 
Wihat was the genesis of this idea, and 
how is the whole thing coming together? 
This is an expansion of a relationship 
that I have had with NARAS since 
about 1990. I have been involved with 
every new media project that the 
Grammy Awards have been involved 
with, including a number of CD-
ROMs. We started working on the idea 
about six months ago. I went out 
seeking a partner—a little bit on 
NARAS' behalf and a little bit with an 
entrepreneurial spirit. I interviewed 
about 15 companies, big and small, 
and Apple scored very high, largely 
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because of their QuickTime Live team. 
Things really started coming to a boil 
in December when we felt we had to 
make a decision, and that is when we 
got into a lot of intensive talks with 
Apple, because we wanted to know 
who our partner was by the time of 
the Grammy nominations on January 
4. Satjiv Chahil, Apple's VP of market-
ing, personally helped to pull this to-
gether, so it has a high level of 
support from Apple, which was im-
portant for everybody. 
How would you define the different 
roles that Intercast and Apple are each 
playing in the production? 
Myself and Rob Senn, the general man-

ager of NARAS, are the executive pro-
ducers of the whole Internet event. 
Intercast is officially the managing pro-
duction company, but it is really more 
of a co-production with Apple. What I 
do and what Apple does are very com-
plementary. They are really on the 
technology side, and I am more on the 
creative side, working with the writers, 
the artists and the photographers. I 
come up with concepts and coordinate 
the execution, but on the live part of it, 
the Apple producers will have a lot of 
creative license. 

The real Apple emphasis is on the 
live events. QuickTime Live is more 
than just a technology. Apple is really 
looking at it as a name for a live Web-
cast: the technology, the people, the 
process. It is a QuickTime Live produc-
tion. I looked at a lot of companies, and 
Apple was the only one that actually 
had a team to do this. Right now, there 
aren't a lot of people with the skills to 
do live Internet broadcasting except for 
within Apple or the other companies 
that have the technology. Approximate-
ly 30 people from Apple will be in-
volved. They are providing the 
hardware and software behind this, and 
the Website is an Apple server. 
How will the whole production 
process work for the live events? 
We are breaking a lot of new ground, 
so we are spending a lot of time in 
meetings trying to determine how to 
really do a live event on the Internet. 
First of all there are a lot of specialists 
on the team—audio, cameras, writer, 
photographer—and it looks very much 
like a live television crew, but we 
don't have the remote vs. back-home 
partition yet. In other words, we can't 
just send a reporter and a producer 
out to a site. We might need to send 
out equipment and engineers to the 
site in order to do a production. For 
instance, we have to bring 25 to 30 
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We can't guarantee the 
record deal and fringe 
benefits, but we can make 
feedback problems a thing 
of the past. The MAQ'r 
Series of dual monitor amp 
have two 15-band graphic 
equalizers with our 
Feedback Locating System 
(patent pending) built in. A 
LED above each EQ slider 
illuminates when that 
frequency band has the m 
energy present. Under 
feedback conditions there 
no more guesswork, just p 
down the offending band. 
Save time, save speakers, 
save your ears.., all for les 
than the cost of buying 
separate equalizers and 
power amps. In addition tc 
15 bands of graphic EQ, 
each channel has an 
adjustable low cut filter to 
pull rumble and power-
robbing low bass out of th 
monitors. The MAO 300 
delivers 2x150 W @ 4 oh 
while the MA0 600 puts 
2x300 W @ 4 ohms. 

• FIS Feedback Locating 
System (pat. pending) 

• Bass roll-off filter, adjusto 
from 25 Hz to 300 Hz 

• Dual 15-band graphics 
with 45 MM sliders 
500 Hz to 4 kHz 1/3 
octave bandwidth 
160, 250, 400, 6.3 k 
10 kHz 2/3 octave 

• Balanced XLR input, 
bol/unbal 1/4" IRS inr 

• 1/4" IRS thru out jack 
(only on one channel) 

• 1/4" EQ Out and PowE 
Amp In insert points 

• Stereo/Mono link switc1 

• MAO 300-2x150 W 

ohms in on XR type 

top box 

• MAO 600-2x300 W 
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people down to the Shrine for nine 
days to do this. 

The way the process works is that 
we start by looking at what a good 
creative concept is for the screen, and 
then we work back from that. Take 
the example of the artist who just won 
an award and will stop by our produc-
tion area in five minutes. What do we 
do with those five minutes? We had to 
map it out, and we decided that we 
have a predesigned graphic displaying 
that artist as the winner, and a writer 

who knows the industry very well 
who can comment on the significance 
of that person winning. So when the 
person comes to our area, we have 

everything except their live photo, and 
maybe something for them to say. 
They come in, we take a digital photo 
to post to the site, and we take a 
quote from them, which is typed in at 
that moment as a caption on their 
photo. So then we have a nice pack-
age that is the first time after their 
speech on television that there is 
something about them "in print." 

That is one example of maybe a 
dozen or two dozen specific process-
es—a combination of a high-tech en-
gineering process and a creative 
process—that we have had to map out 
very carefully. There are 90 awards 
over a six-hour period, because we 
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are covering the "pre-tel," the 60 
awards or so prior to the live broad-
cast. In that particular process you 
have about seven or eight people 
working from start to finish. You have 
the writer, you have someone who 
knows the technical layout on the In-
ternet, you have the editor who proofs 
it all, you have someone who posts 
the content to the main site, someone 
who takes the photo and dumps it into 
the computer. So half the team for a 
given process may be high-tech and 
the other half creative. 
I would say that the production shop 

at the Shrine will not be that different 
from the art and editorial departments at 

a magazine publishing company. That is 
the way I look at it. It just happens a lot 
faster. Even the audio portion goes 
through a process of compression and 
testing, so there is still the element of 
material sitting in the computer for some 
time, even if that time is minute. It all 
has to flow with the rest of the produc-
tion, so there are certain characteristics 
that are closer to radio, but there is a di-
rector at that moment, who has to know 
what is going on not only with live 
audio but with graphics and canned 
audio segments. When I observed the 
QuickTime Live team at the San Francis-
co New Year's Eve event, there were a 
number of different work stations with 
signs like "Audio Production" and "Web-
master" and "Reporting." 
How does the live audio feed integrate 
into the overall production process? 
The audio station will look from the out-
side just like any of the other stations, 
and it will have some cabling to the 
audio pool for the TV and radio feed. 
But the biggest challenge isn't in the 
production of the audio but in the deliv-
ery, accommodating a lot of people lis-
tening at one time. That is difficult 
because they are all using the available 
bandwidth at the same time, as opposed 
to when they download audio or click 
on audio, listen to it, and then go do 
something else. We want to make sure 
that there are enough audio streams— 

thousands, I would say—which means 
a lot of RealAudio servers. Apple has 
contracted with a local company in 
Santa Monica to be able to accommo-
date that. The feed will go through Real 
Audio compression at the Shrine, and 
then go out to the servers in Santa Mon-
ica over a Ti line. 

Mix's media & mastering editor, Phil 
De Lancie, is a mastering engineer 
and multimedia designer for Fantasy 
Records in Berkeley, Calif. 
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IN THE TIME IT TOOK TO 
WATCH THIS FRAME, CEDAR 
RESTORED THE AUDIO. 

Slower solutions are never as good. 
While the competition is still loading the hard disk, you o an be 

on to your next lob with CEDAR, the first — and still the only — 

audio restoration processors to offer mastering quality real-

time scratch, click, crackle and buzz removal. CEDAR was 

also the first to combine unparalleled noise reduction with 

remarkable dynamics processing and both IIR and FIR equali-
CEDAR 20 PC-based system 

sation. And then there's CEDAR's unique ' Noise Free 

Equalisation' which boosts the signal without re-introducing any hiss. 

Not only do all CEDAR's products work in real-time, they can also be cascaded to per-

form all your audio restoration requirements in a single real-time pass. 

So whether you prefer a computer-based system or our rackmount modules one thing 

is for sure. With CEDAR, by the time you've played 

the tape or watched the movie, you've also 

restored the audio. 

CEDAR 

Leading The World In Real Time Audio Restoration 

HHB Communications Ltd • 73-75 Scrubs Lane, London NW10 60U, UK 
Tel: 0181 962 5000 • Fax: 0181 962 5350 • E-Mail: salesghfib.co.uk 

HHB Communications Inc • 43 Deerfield Road, Portland, Maine 04101 1805, USA 
Tel: 207 773 2424 • Fax: 207 773 2422 • E-Mail: 75671.33160compuserve.com 

DH-1 De-Hisser 

DC-1 De-Clicker 

CR-1 De-Crackler 

_ 

AZ-1 Azimuth Corrector 

HHb 
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VLZ CIRCUITRY FOR 
ULTRA-LOW NUISE 

AND CROSSTALK. Did we just 
make up .a fancy name for 

the same old circuitry? 
Nape. VLZ (Very Low 

Impedance) is a Mackie 
innovation based on solid 

scientific principles. 
Through the careful 
deployment of high 

operating current and low 

resistor values at critical 

points in cur consoles, 
we're able to dramatically 
reduce thermal noise & 

adjacent-channel 

crosstalk. Open up all the 
channels, subs & 

masters on a Mackie 
if3•13419 console and 

ampere what you 
ear (or reeler 
on't hear) with 
ny grand X 

onsole. Because 

ery Low Impedance 

ircustry needs loads of 

igh current, we ship a 
umongous, 220-Watt 

riple-Regulated power 

upp& with every 808us 

Mentior In thle ac denotes usage 
nly. as reported to Mackie 06114.0. 
rid Is In no way intended to 
onetltuts official endorsement by 
he artiste or groupe listed. 

A. compiled by a leading 
dependent Coneole Video Factoic 
valuation Laboratory. Your count a. 
uperior Mackie .5.13us console 
MN may vary. 

THIS AD CONTAINS B REA 
FREE 1-HR. MACKIE DUR 

IT EXPANDS ALONG WITH YOUR 
NEEDS AND BUDGET. You'd be 

surprised just how many 8•8us 
console setups like the one below are 
currently in use. But you don't have 
to start out this way. Start out 
with a 2408 or 32.8 and then grow 
your 808us console 24 channels at a 
time with our 244,E add-on modules. 
1, 2 or even 3 of 'em connect in 
minutes. They come with their own 
220-watt power supply; optional 
meter bridges are available. 

it) IMPECCABLE MIC PREAMPS. A 
console can have motorized 

dooflammers and an optional MIDI 
espresso attachment, but if the mic 
preamps aren't good, you don't have 
a fulbeuseful production board. Our 
discrete preamps with large-emitter-
geometry transistors have won a 
critical acclaim for their exceptional 
headroom, low noise (-129.5d8m 
E.LN.)& freedom from coloration. VLZ 
circuitry in the preamp section also 
reduces crosstalk 
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Above. 24.E 24-ch. expander with opt,onal 
M13.E meter bridge and stand. 

MAC E WINDOWS 95-
BASED AUTOMATION THAT'S 

RELIABLE, PROVEN AND AFFORDABLE. 
Along with 

affordable digital 
multitrack recorders, 

the Mackie 8•8us has 
made it possible to do 

world-class productions 
on a modest budget. But until now, 
Sig Studios have still had one 
remaining and unattainable creative 
"secret weapon"... computerized 
level automation. That's why we 
developed the UltraMixTm Universal 
Automation System. It gives you 
fully editable and recallable control 
of input, channel and master levels 
— plus features not found on even 
the most expensive proprietary 
Mega-Console automation 
systems. Equally important, it 
doesn't degrade sound quality, 
introduce zipper noise or cause 

audible 
"stepping." 
UltraMix is 
currently being 
used to mix 
network 
television music themes and 
on several major album 
projects - by seasoned 
engineers who grew up on Sig 
Automation Systems. Their 
verdict is that UltraMix is a 
serious automation solution - 
stable, reliable and frankly easier to 
use than more expensive systems. 
The basic system controls 34 
channels and can be expanded to as 
many as 128 channels. UltraMix &on' 
software, for 030/040 & Power PC 
Macintoshes and PCs (Windows ° 95 
required), includes a wealth of 

a THIS CONSOLE JUST PLAIN 
SOUNDS GOOD. Sure, you may 

be able to buy a brand X console for 
less. But you end up with a console 
that sounds like...well...a Brand X 
console. Granted, we're getting into a 
pretty subjective area here...but we 
have tall mounds of 8013us warranty 
cards that rave about our consoles' 
"clarity," "sonic purity," "sweet sound," 
"transparency." "lack of coloration" 
and a lot of other superlatives we 
wish we'd thought of first. 
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UltraMiel includes the 
Ultra-34 Interface, 
UltraPilot Controller 
and software for $2797 
suggested U.S.. retail. 
Macintosh• or Windows. 
95-compatible PC not 
included. 

features like editable fader curves, 
built-in level display, unlimited 
subgroups, SMPTE time code 
display, event editor with pop-up 
faders, optional control of outboard 
effects devices and the ability to 
play Standard MIDI files from within 
the program. 



SONS TO BUY OUR &BUS CONSOLE. 
¡IDEO CONTAINS AT LEAST 71.5* MORE 

a PROFESSIONALS REALLY USE THEM. The members of Boyz Il 
Men could have afforded any console 
they wanted for their studio's second 
room. They chose an 80-input bogus 
with 102 channels of UltraMix" 
automation. In the studios of 
artists as diverse as k.d. lang, Yes, 
Queensryche, Lee Roy Parnell, 
Aeroemith, Bryan Adams, Carlos 
Santana, Whitney Houston, Eric 
Clapton & U2, our consoles really are 
used to make great music. 

Above: 24•E 24-ch. expander with optional fvIB•E 
meter bridge and stand. Above left: 32.8 with 
optional MF3•32 meter bridge and stand. 

WIDE MID 
RANGE El 
Whether 
you're 
tracking or 
mixing, 
equalization 
is one of your 
most important creative 
tools. We concentrated 
on important things like 
giving you Classic English 
Console EQ capabilities. 
Sy that, we mean extremely-wide-
bandwidth peaking equalization that 
can be used to achieve effects that 
simply aren't possible with narrower 
EQ. Most brand X midrange EQ5 have 
a fixed bandwidth of about 2 octaves 
(blue graph above right). You can 
sweep it up & down the frequency 
spectrum, but the "sharpness" of the 
EQ curve is always the same. 

10K LID 

ICK 

This kind of 
EQ is good 
for some 
purposes...but 
if you've worked 
with it before, 
you know it's too 
drastic and 
localized for gentle 
changes in overall 
tonal cotoration. 
The 8013us' true parametric 
Hi Mid lets you spread the 
bandwidth out to as much 
as 3 octaves (red curves at 

left). That extra octave of "width" 
gives you a whole new creative palette. 

E( 1996 MACKIE DESIGNS INC 
All RIGHTS RESERVED 

FREE MEO! Choosing the right 

8-bus console can be 
pretty confusing these 
days. That's why we've 
whomped up a free video 
that gives you some solid 
reasons to buy a Mackie 8013us. 
This eclectic compilation contains 
excerpts from our epic S•Bus Video 
Owner's Manual, an introduction to 
UltraMix" Automation System and 
an award-winning short subject, The 
2nd Mackie Home Video. Watch all 
three parte before you part with 
bucks for any 8-bus console. 

\' I.Auttmumu -ea ismemmxxxx ..é., e. s--.,7,1e,wouvalmautemommeet. egy . 
.`"Ak:ell'IlUnXIXel'ellle'CltrOM .4-8 . 

Above: The 5ideCar. 
matching 8.13us equipment 
rack. 

LEGENDARY 
RELIABILITY. 
This is one 

of those factors you 
probably don't think 
much about — until your 
console goes down at in 
the middle of a critical 
session...at 2AM on a 
holiday weekend. Built with 
pride in Woodinville, WA, USA, 

80f3us consoles have an enviable 
3-year track record for enduring 
continuous, round-the-clock 
use and abuse. 

m16220 Wood-Red Road • Wmdinville • WA • 58072 t.800/898-3211t.208/487-4337 • e-mail 
Represented in Canada by SI Marketing t.800/363-8855 • Outside the USA t.20F1/487-433 
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SEE US AT NSCA BOOTH #1629 

FREE VIDEO FINE 3RINT. Visit 
your .ocal Authorized 
Mackie >Bien for a 

real live .9•3us 
demo and then 
snag your free 

e. video. This 
3 handee.rneeffer is 

gooe while:supplies 
last, o- until1August 31, 
1996, whichever occurs 
first. So, yau snooze, you 
looze limit :one per 
customer. f you just 
can't seem to make it to 
a deaier, its available 
from Mackie by phone or 
fax nrcluee — mo reader 
response caris. Allow \ 

e.x wees for delivery. \\ You will also receive 
our 4,8-page 

5•Burs and 
t.11raMixr° 

Jniversal 
Automa-
tion 
System 
color 

taáloid. This video offer " 
aysilable to kespondents 
in the U.S. only. anadie 
reeders call SF 
Market mg at the toll-fre 
pnone ',ember below. In 
other cunt ríes, please 
cari.sult your local Macid 
Gesigns Authorized 
netritector. 
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Clockwise from top left: 

Jarvis Cocker of Pulp, 

Michael Jackson, Brian 

Eno and RadioHead, 

David Bowie and the 

Pet Shop Boys. Back-

ground photo: Simply 

Red onstage live at the 

The Brit AJkards. 

Background photo: 

Dave Hogan 

Mies: 



EMENT, BROANIST AND POST FOR THE KING OF PO 

BY ZINON SCHOIPII 

The Brit Awards 

show has something of 

an identity crisis. It pre-

sents itself as the defin-

itive British music 

awards ceremony, but 

much of the British 

public doesn't see it 

like that or appreciate 

it as such. This percep-

tion is partly due to the 

fact that the British 

don't actually like 

awards ceremonies— 

the gut reaction tends 

to be one of revulsion 

that prime-time TV 

should indulge the 

choice and influence of 

a few and then cele-

brate it so lavishly. The 

Brit Awards have even 

been compared in sig-

nificance in the past to 

the reviled Eurovision 

Song Contest—that an-

nual atrocity that 

proves, if proof were 

needed, that the Euro-

peans can sink as low 

as anyone in the name 

of music entertainment. 
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Truly a technology shift in digital audio systems — 128 floating-tracks'! 
Envision every audio segment freely moving, fading and gain adjusting, all graph-
ically. "Mixing with MicroSound'' is the ultimate automation." Eddie Ciletti, EQ 
Magazine. Assembling and mixing now changes from a real-time nightmare to 
intuitive automation, so safe it invites experimenting. "My first day I produced the 
first perfect 4 hour mix of my career!" Todd Chatman, CCM Communications. 

Equally impressive to your creativity is the breakthrough in non-destructive edit-
ing — true Random-Access-Editing' — freeing you na adjust anything, anytime. 
Why be frustrated by undoing edits and the fixed regimens of other workstations. 
With MicroSound's flexible toolset you will polish every sample instantly, 
whether in spot ads or multi-hour projects that demand perfect SMP'TE or video 
sync-lock resolving. 

Proven 
Technology 

Breakthrough 
Because your quality is your reputation, MicroSound delivers crystal clear audio 
with a - 110dB noise floor. Fade and gain changes execute on every sample; no 
distortion or clicks ever. 

Because your success pivots on your reliability, MicroSound clients worldwide 
have never lost a file in 6 years! Even unsaved work survives power outages. 
Experience the creative rush of this sophisticated, yet friendly system. 

The performance you dream of...the support you deserve. I guarantee it. 
David Cox, President, MTU 

Turnkey Pentium systems starting in the $ 5000s, or seven models for your com-
puter starting in the $2000s. 

If this is your first workstation or you are ready to upgrade, contact us today to 
discuss your needs and how MicroSound is the answer you have been looking for. 

microiesound. 
Micro Technology Unlimited, PO Box 21061, Raleigh, NC, U.S.A. 27619-1061 

Tel. 919-870-0344 Fax 919-870-7163 
Web:http:\\www.mtu.com Email: info@ mtu.com 

Quality Digital Audio since 1977 

USE RFADER SERVICE CARD FOR »ORE INFO 

This year's Brits, held at Earls Court 
rather than the smaller Alexander 
Palace venue used in previous years, 
was definitely better than past attempts, 
and the television coverage that most 
saw was certainly improved. Credibili-
ty—or sell-out—was enhanced by the 
presence of Michael Jackson, whose 
"live" performance was prefaced by an 
incongruous video montage portraying 
the artist as the "King of Pop." 

The highlight of the show for those 
who attended was undoubtedly an inci-
dent that occurred during Jackson's full-
length rendition of "Earth Song," which 
he performed on a pyramid set com-
plete with moaning, clawing, miming 
and seriously overacting post-environ-
mental-disaster extras. The song cli-
maxed with Jackson stripping down to 
an all-white costume and adopting a 
Jesus-like pose as he welcomed the now 
gratefully smiling extras into what could 
only be supposed to symbolize the 
bright light of heaven behind him. Most 
surprising was the unexpected appear-
ance of a heavily stylized Hassidic Jew-
ish gentleman, whom Jackson kissed on 
the forehead—there was some sort of 
symbolism at work here, and minds 
raced in incredulity to make a connec-
tion. Jackson then treated us to some en-
vironmental and social statistics and told 
us that he loved us. The set finished 
with Jackson turning and walking into 
the bright light, surrounded by small 
children and with his hands out-
stretched, the middle and index fingers 
of each hand extended. If this is show 
biz, then John Paul II ought to look out 
because somebody is after his job. 

But wait, there's more! During the 
performance Jarvis Cocker, lead singer 
with British band Pulp, was so over-
whelmed with indignation at the pom-
posity and bogus sentiments of the 
spectacle that he darted onto the stage, 
allegedly flicking V-signs in the general 
direction of the King of Pop as he went 
(the two-fingered V-sign is the British 
equivalent of the American middle-fin-
ger gesture). He was pursued by secu-
rity guards, resulting in a scene that was 
described by those who witnessed it as 
similar to a Marx Brothers movie. 

Cocker was caught and spent the re-
mainder of the evening and some of 
the morning as a guest of Her Majesty's 
Constabulary, supposedly because 
some of the extras had been ruffled 
during the chase. Most of the evidence 
of this occurrence was cut from the TV 
coverage of the show that went out the 
following night. Jackson later issued a 
statement saying he was "sickened, 
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saddened, shocked, upset, cheated, 
angry but immensely proud that the 
cast remained professional and the 
show went on." In his own statement, 
Cocker said: "My actions were a form 
of protest at the way Michael Jackson 
sees himself as some Christ-like figure 
with the power of healing. I just could 
not go along with it anymore." 

Cocker was not without sympathiz-
ers. Record producer Brian Eno, who 
won the Producer Award, told BBC tele-
vision news that he wished he'd protest-
ed himself and said that Cocker's actions 
were as if to say "This is such rubbish, 
please let's not stand for this." Maybe 
Jackson should have come on and sang 
"Rockin' Robin" and none of this would 
have happened. However, happen it 

JARVIS COCKER, 

LEAD SINGER WITH 

BRITISH BAND PULP, 

DARTED ONTO THE 

STAGE, ALLEGEDLY 

FLICKING V-SIGNS IN 

THE GENERAL 

DIRECTION OF 

THE KING OF POP. 

did, and it did no harm to the TV rat-
ings, which topped 11.7 million on ITV 
in the UK. The show, which was broad-
cast live on Radio One, is expected fi-
nally to reach audiences in 133 countries 
when syndication is complete. 

Band-of-the-moment Oasis bagged 
Best Band, Video and Album awards. 
Best single went to "Back for Good" 
from Take That, who recently an-
nounced, after much speculation, that 
they were breaking up. There were also 
live performances from Simply Red, Ala-
nis Morissette, Pulp and David Bowie, 
who received a Lifetime Achievement 
award. Michael Jackson won an Artist of 
a Generation award, and although the 
whole show was cut back severely for 
broadcast, his acceptance speech was 
included unedited in all its long, paused 
and nervous splendor. 

SOUND REINFORCEMENT 
It was a big production for a Brit 
Awards show. Three thousand three-
course meals were served in an hour 
and a half by 700 catering staff and 50 
chefs, and the move to Earls Court 
added a sense of scale and urgency to 

What's the best way to 
keep your clients? 

Surround them! 

N
early 20 million home entertainment systems are 

equipped with Dolby Surround sound, and the 

number is skyrocketing. That's why clients today want 

and need to produce in Dolby Surround—music videos, 

TV productions, documentaries, ad spots, CDs and video games. 

We've just made it a lot easier to equip your facility with the 

tools your clients need. You can now purchase both the 

Dolby SEU4 surround encoder and the SDU4 surround decoder 

outright from your Dolby dealer. Equipping your facility with the 

industry standard for 

surround sound has 

never been so simple 

or cost-effective. 

For more information and the name of your Dolby 

professional products dealer or distributor, contact us at 

415-558-0200. 

Dolby Laboratories Inc. 100 Potrero Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94103-4813 Telephone 

415458-0200 Facsimile 415-863-1373 

Wootton Bassett Wiltshire SN4 8(3J England Telephone 01793-842100 Fax 01793-842:01 Dolby 
St t the 1..1,9. an. klemuL, Idoreionn Lken,n, Cerra., C19, Lk69 Latoren, In 9, 
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SASC m ING deeSup 
TORONTO MONTREAL 

LOS ANGELES 

LeA%)NT 

AUDIC AB 

rDP-ÍJFJI E 
Tetra 

11 Audio 
• • 

PHONE 905.469.8080 
FAX 905.469.1129 

VISIT OUR WEB SITE AT: 
http://www.bserv.com/sascom,html 

Michael Jackson live onstage ot The Brit Awards 

the proceedings. FOH sound was pro-
vided by Dimension Audio ( the com-
pany's third I3rit Awards), who were 

faced with a bigger stage than at 
Alexander Palace, a much shallower al-
though wider auditorium arrangement. 
plus One day less to install. Stage con-
struction fell behind, and sound checks 

were made while building continued 
on Sunday for the Monday evening 
event. Derek Zieba, direc.or and gener-
al manager at Dimension Audio, says 
the schedule and the echo-y acoustic; 
of Earls Court's large hall had the mak-
ings of "a wee bit of a nightmare. 

"The big problem for me was that 
there wasn't any acoustic baffling at all. 
which is traditional wl-ien you do a 

rock show in Earls Court." Zieba ex-
plains. "We had to fly everything and 
get it well-angled down at the audi-
ence. and if we let the levels go over-
board the second and third reflections 
coming back would have been very ap-
parent on the broadcast." Dimension 
Audio's own Turbosound Flashlight 

and Floodlight systems were spaced in 
what was in principle an LCIZ flown 
arrangement. "Clearly with the environ-

ment they'd created there really wasn't 
the place for any stacks, so we ended 

up w ith a 16-cabinet cluster of Flash-
light mid-tops in the center, two nine-
way dusters of Floodlight at the sides. 
with the bass bins stacked as columns 
either sick. of the stage behind mask-

ing," Ziebit says. "We would have been 
helped if there had been a position for 
bass bins somewhere in the center be-

cause it tended to get a bit bass light." 
While the artists and the heads of 

the industry sat at the back of the audi-

torium, around ¡ Of.) screaming Take 
That and Michael Jackson fans were 
placed in a pit area in front of the stage, 
where their audio needs were served 
by Meyer UPA front fills. 

"We had three FOH boards—two 
Yamaha PM4000s and one PM3000," 
Zieba says. One of the PM4000s was 
dedicated to Simply Red, the other 
coped with David Bowie and Pulp, and 
the PM3000 handled Alanis Morissette 
and "all of the other stuff to do with the 
awards ceremony—like DAT playback, 
walk-up stings, VT support and podi-
um mics. 

"We had three monitor desks back-
stage—two Midas XL3s and a Sound-
craft SM16, which was a late addition 
because we got line lists quite late from 
all the bands, and it was clear that it 
would he a nightmare reset." Zieba 
adds. Sidefills were flown Floodlights 
for up-stage and down-stage positions 
to cover Simply Red's staircase set and 

Michael Jackson's pyramid set. The re-
mainder of the monitoring system was 
standard bi-amped 2x12 and li-inch 
boxes with a fair smattering of in-ear 
monitoring and radios. 

In a departure from previous years, 
most of the bands brought their own 
engineers for FOH and monitors. (The 
two acts that didn't have FOH engi-
neers were Take That and Michael 
Jackson. whom Zieba handled. In Take 

That's case, it was vocals to DAT play-
back, and in Jackson's case. lust DAT 

playback apart from his narraÉve at the 
end of his performance.) Zieba believes 
this is the right way to do it. 

"They tour with those engineers, 
they only have one two-hour sound 
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MAKE YOUR OWN CDs! 

#1 Selling Recordable CD system 

Easy to use software-

make CDs within minutes 

Store 74 minutes of audio 

sound tracks on each CD 

..11 71 d• r 

Low-cost Recordable 
CD media only $15 

(100 year shelf life) 

Recordable CD media 
readable on most 
CD players 

Audio editing application 

allows you to mix & master 

your own custom CDs 

Recordable CD System Only $995* 
Pinnacle's new RCD 5040" Recordable CD system 

is the first CD Recorder priced below $ 1000 - making it 

the most popular and affordable system available. 

This system can create custom data, audio and video 

CDs within minutes and it's also a fully functional 

CD-ROM player. The system comes complete with 

everything you need to produce your own CDs, 

including the CD recorder, controller card, 

cables, and software to make it all happen. 

Pinnacle's unique audio editing 

approach will allow you to professionally •R(7, 5„.„, 

mix and master custom audio CDs easily PC MAc 

and quickly. The RCD system is available in 

both 

The 

an internal and external model. 

internal model fits into most 

PC computer bay 

slots. The external 
la I PC Sie J5" 

6 , O. . 1. •••• ••••• 1••• 

ele.1±.!U.L•-1 

Audio Uri:Jig Applualron 

model comes in a stylish 

case that connects directly to 
your PC or Macintosh computer. 

Computer System Requirements 

PC: IBM or compatible with 486 processor, 8 MB RAM, 

hard disk access time of 12 ms or better, nnimimum 

sustained data transfer rate of 800 KBs, MS DOS 6.2 

with Windows 3.1, Windows for Workgroups 3.11, 

Windows NT or Windows 95, one open 16 bit ISA 

iiterface card slot. 

MAC: Macintosh or compatible with 68040 

processor, System 7.0 or later, 8 MB RAM, 

hard disk access time of 12 ms or better, 

minimum sustained data transfer 

rate of 800 KBs. 

Pinnacle Micro is the world's 

, leader in Recordable CD systems. 

/ Best of all, it's now affordable - it's 

ijoi recordable. To order or for a local 

r dealer call: 800.553.7070 

PI h.11•1 ACLE 
THE OPTICAL STORAGE 

dir 

Call to recerve your free 
Dude To Compact 

[Mc Recordable ((DR) 

ICRC) 
COMPANY . 

Tel: 714-789-3000 Fax: 714-789-3150 
http://www.pinnaclemicro.com 
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check, and it's in front of all the music 
biz so they want to get it absolutely 
right. The quickest way to do that is 
bring in their tour engineers," Zieba 

says. The band sound was actually 
very good, and we achieved the sort of 
levels they wanted, taking onboard that 
it was a show for TV and if we went 
mad on the FOH P.A. you'd get col-
oration [in the broadcast sound]. The 

levels were perhaps less than you 
would normally achieve at a concert, 
but it was still pretty punchy stuff." Ac-
cording to Zieba, it was the podium 
mics that posed the greatest problems, 
due to the variety of different mie tech-
niques displayed by award presenters 
and recipients. Presenter Tina Turner 
grabbed one of the AKG 747s at the 
podium and hollered down it as only 
Tina can. "Yes, she gave it loads," 
laughs Zieba. "I was catching cones at 
the back there." 

BROADCAST 
Toby Alington, who specializes in 
music gigs for TV and live concerts, 
was sound supervisor in charge of all 
the broadcast sound. The perfor-
mances were recorded to 32-track Mit-
subishi digital with both a main and a 

backup running in two trucks from 
The Manor Mobiles. All the broadcast 

feeds were split from the onstage 
sources, with additional mics placed 
for audience pick up, for a total of 172 
mie lines. Alington split the recording 

duties with Manor Mobiles' Will Shap-
land, and taped the appearances of 

Simply Red, Take That and Michael 
Jackson at Manor's newly refitted 48-
channel SSL E Series; the other bands 
were recorded through the second 
Manor truck's 7 2-channel Raindirk. A 

total of 22 audience mies were em-
ployed, with the adoring pit area 
served by Crown cardioid PZMs 

placed around the front of both stages, 
all mixed down through the Manor 
SSL truck's 24-channels of API with re-
mote mic amps. 

Cameras for event producer Initial 
TV were provided by Chrysalis, whose 
Dave Taylor oversaw the mix-to-picture 
in the Chrysalis truck. Taylor recorded 

the stereo feeds from each truck plus 
the stereo audience mix and the pre-
senters' mics on 16 tracks of DA-88, 
with safety copies on analog Beta SPs. 

For the final dub to picture, the pro-
ducers relied on Taylor's mix as much 

as they could, although some of the 

presenter "overloads" had to be 
remixed. 
A hard disk system was used for the 

walk-on and walk-off music. "We used 
a (SAV) SADiE in the SSL truck for the 
playbacks, which is excellent for re-
hearsals because it's instant cue up, and 
if they suddenly want clicks on the 
front it's a doddle," Alington says. " It's a 
good toy for that kind of thing." 

Alington says that organization dur-
ing the rehearsals is crucial for survival. 
"What I always try and aim for in this 
kind of thing is to leave one channel 
per mie so, bar changing effects, you 
can leave a band set on a desk and 
switching between bands is then a case 
of just muting the relevant bank:. he 
explains. "The show roars past so 
quickly and there is so little time left to 
do any line checks just before a band 
is due to go on. You can't really do it 
on a festival-type rig of bringing differ-
ent hands' inputs up the same chan-
nels. Doing three bands in the big 
Manor truck went very well, but it is 
pushing it slightly simply from the ef-
fects point of view. If we go live broad-
cast next year, like they're talking 
about, then we'll be looking at an ad-
ditional truck." 
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POST-PRODUCTION 

The video and audio post-production 

were performed at Telecine in London. 
As for last year, the Manor SSL truck 
was parked outside Telecine, enabling 

Alington to carry on mixing and to pop 
into the dub to see how Telecine's Nick 
Berry was progressing. It also meant 
that as soon as Alington finished a mix 
it could be sent up tielines directly to 

the AMS AudioFile in dubbing, thus 
shaving a few minutes off the process. 
Every minute counted, as the show had 

to he cut back quite drastically for 
broadcast the following night. The 
show had run about half an hour over, 
which meant chopping and tucking 

every single link and walk up and even 
editing some of the band numbers 
down. Michael Jackson's performance 
went out full-length, with his promo 
video at the head of it, whereas 
Bowie's excellent 16-minute set was 
sliced down to eight minutes. 

"I sat down with my monitor mixes 
and cut those on the AudioFile to make 
sensible music edits," explains Alington, 
"and then gave those show timecode 
points to the VT editor, who then did 
exactly the same cuts and managed to 
make the pictures work around them." 

"We started mixing at about 2 a.m. 
and started dubbing at about 4 a.m. 
loading in previous segments that we'd 
prepared," he continues. "We finished 
the last part at about 8 p.m., so the 
whole show was with Carlton ( the 
broadcasters in the UK) before it went 
on air by about 30 minutes. We 
watched the opening of the show in 
the pub across the road." 

The amount of editing and the time 
constraints conspired to make the job 

that little bit more difficult, according to 
Alington. " It's all the usual problems of 
this type of multi-artist live show— 
there's never enough get-in time or re-
hearsal time, and the show goes by in 
the blink of an eye," he says. " It's very 
much a case of sort it all out in the post. 

"The Brits is always a bit of a strange 
gig to do, because it's a fantastic show 
but it is the gig from hell from the stress 
point of view," Alington says, "grabbing 
four hour's sleep on the Sunday night 

and then working straight through for 
40 hours. But everyone seems pleased 
with it, and Initial TV are very pleased 
with the product so, hell, I guess I am 
too!" This year's Brits makes very inter-
esting viewing. If you get an opportu-
nity, watch it. 

Zenon Schoepe is a freelance writer 
based in the UK. 
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The pedigree 

System 9098 Equalizer 
by Rupert Neve the Designer 

" The SYSTEM 9098 EQ is a 
high peiformance Equalizer and 
Preamplifier designed to originate 
microphone signals of the highest 
quality and to process signals 
generally in terms of frequency 
response. The circuitry is based on 
the research I put into the 9098 
console and the .approach bears 

many similarities to that used in the 9098. Paramount 
importance has been given to the sonic quality of the 
audio path, taking great care to retain the highly-prized 
musical character of the famous old designs of this 

pedigree. 

The SYSTEM 9098 EQ embodies the original curve 
shapes now enhanced by improved circuit-1y which 
provides swept frequency bands in place of the discrete 
switched steps of the past. Thus the EQ has become even 

t 
UK Head Office, Factory & Sales: 

Telephone : 0161 814 6747 

Fax: 0161 834 0591 

more powedn1 yet remains a subtle and creative tool, 
using the same basic circuit configurations which have 
been successful ever many years. However, new 
ample'« devices and better quality components have 
resulted in lower noise, lower distortion and the ability 
to handle higher fiiequencies. 

The result is au equalizer which has the solidity and 
sound of Class A without the cost, heat and weight 
penalties and thus provides the 'best of both worlds'. We 
have also left behind cumbersome and expensive hand 
cabling, noisy connectors, &my separate power supplies 
and outdated assembly techniques which contribute 
nothing but nostalgia. Apart from the robustness, 
repeatability and reliability, we have now made one of 

my designs moire erdable than ever before." 
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INTERNATIONAL UPDATE 

INFLIGHT PRODUCTIONS 
AIRBORNE AUDIO FOR THE MASSES 

SADiE editing systems in use at InFlight Productions 

The best place to see a feature 
film is not on an airplane. 

  But in-flight entertainment— 
whether it's a movie, a short sub-
ject on the city the plane will land 
in, Cheers reruns or the special little 
radio in the seat arm (really called 
the "personal channel unit")— 
certainly figures in determining 
whether or not passengers enjoy 
their flight. So, it follows that the 
range and quality of the audio and 
video material are a concern of the 
airlines. That's why many carriers 
hire London-based InFlight Produc-
tions to provide their in-Flight en-
tertainment. 

IFP was founded in 1979 by two 
radio journalists, Steve Harvey and 
Douglas Moffitt, who started out 
providing customized audio pro-
grams for Laker Airways and British 
Caledonian. Since then, the compa-
ny has grown to a $ 12-million-per-
year enterprise that encompasses 
full-service audio and video pro-
duction, mastering and duplication 
for dozens of airlines, including 
KLM, Cathay Pacific, Virgin Atlantic, 
Singapore Airlines, Swissair, etc. 
The company has always had its 
own facility, and in its early years, 
there was also quite a bit of remote 
and in-studio broadcast and record-
ing work. But as the in-flight aspect 
of the business grew, the more tra-
ditional audio projects took a 
coach seat. 

"In the early days when I 
joined here," says technical direc-
tor Leigh Mantle, who started at 
IFP as an engineer in 1987, "there 

InFlight Technical Director Leigh Mantle 

was a spate of a lot of American 
radio stations coming over to Eng-
land and doing their breakfast 
shows. It was fun, and because 
Steve and Doug were ex-London 
Broadcasting Company Radio, 
they had that background. Like 
one time, Howard Stern came in 
to do his radio show for a week 
from London, and we helped with 
that. But our core business has al-
ways been the in-Flight entertain-
ment, and it just grew into a very 
big setup." 

The company owns two audio 
studios, which are used for pro-
duction, mastering and duplication 

BY BARBARA SCHULTZ 

of in-flight audio as well as a small 
amount of radio-oriented work 
(which includes the internationally 
broadcast Rock Over London host-
ed by Paul Sexton). Both rooms 
are equipped with Denon CD 
players, Panasonic and Sony DAT 
machines and a number of SADiE 
editing systems with removable 
hard drives. The SADiE systems are 
a recent acquisition that Mantle 
says will streamline their opera-
tions and offer the facility a so-
lution to its massive archiving 
problems. "I worked out that if we 
invested in about 12 SADiEs and 
12 DAT machines, it would actual-
ly pay for itself in about 18 months 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 69 
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FACILITY 

SPOTLIGHT 

CARACOLE STUDIO 
Ochoa 's New Roomful of Musical Possibilities 
e said to ourselves, if 
we're going to take a 
gamble, we might as 

well gamble all the way," says Tony 
Ochoa, owner and manager of Puer-
to Rico's largest studio complex, 
Ochoa Studios. The facility has just 
undergone a complete rehaul. All of 
the rooms have been reconfigured, 
redesigned and re-equipped, but the 
"gamble" Ochoa refers to involves 
just one studio: Caracole, Ochoa's im-
pressive new music-recording room. 

"A year-and-a-half ago, we had a 
total of five rooms," explains Ochoa, 
who has run the facility since 1971, 
when his father, the studio's founder, 
retired. "We had two music rooms, 
one project studio and two post 

rooms. Advertising is very big in Puerto Rico. There are 
114 radio stations, 60 advertising agencies, and the island 
is only 100 by 35 miles, so you can imagine the concen-
tration. So, we decided to focus more on the post-pro-
duction end of the business and reduce the music 
facilities to one room. But we wanted to rebuild the ex-
isting music room to attract more clients internationally. 
That's why we went to all the trouble and expense that 
goes with building a world-class studio. To my knowl-
edge, there had never been a world-class music-record-
ing studio in Puerto Rico, so it's a somewhat risky 
proposition.' 

Design of the music-recording room 
was handled by two New York consul-

[ants: Francis Manzella of FMRTS 
Design (acoustics/architecture) 
and John Klett of Singularity Enter-
prises (system design/equipment 
restoration). "What I found when I 
first looked at the existing studio 
was a very 70s-style design," re-
calls Manzella. "It was a very large 
room—about 22,000 cubic feet— 
and completely dead. It was so 
absorptive that it was actually un-
nerving to speak in there. But they 
have always recorded a lot of salsa, 
and Ea dead room] is very applicable 
to that type of recorcûng: Its very 
dry, very minimal on the effects and 
ambience. 

"Tony's main objective with the 
redesign was to attract international 
pop work, but at the same time he 

didn't want to shun his bread-and-butter business, the 
focal customers. So this became the design challenge: to 
modernize the room without taking away its effective-
ness for loc,a1 customers." 

Manzella's design required stripping the room entire-
ly, back to the hare structure of concrete slabs and ma-
sonry units ( no sound isolation problems here). 'In the 
control room, I used an RFZ approach to the design," 
explains Manzella. "You have a Reflection-Free Zone 
where the engineer sits. You steer a lot of the reflected 
energy to the hack of the room and return it to the front 
with a diffusor system." Manzella worked with Troy 
  Jensen of RPG Diffusor Systems to de-

BY BARBARA SCHULTZ velop diffusors that would be function-
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ART's REFERENCE SERIES provides uncompromised performance as 

well as quality signal and dynamics processing for the professional 

audio engineer. 

Our new Pro MPA tube-based microphone preamplifier offers two 

channels of exceptional quality preamplification, ideal for use with 

any microphone type. Reminiscent of the popular classic preamps 

of early European consoles, the Pro MPA has a sound all its own. 

Housed in a steel chassis, the Pro MPA is designed to deliver consis-

tent, quality performance. 

Equipped with traditional VU meters and a unique 'tube character' 

ten-segment LED ladder, the Pro MPA provides constant input, out-

put and tube-saturation level information. The LED 'tube character' 

meter is precisely calibrated to the output of the 12Ak7A's output 

circuitry and accurately displays the role the tube's gain and related 

distortion plays on the input signal. 

Each channel of the Pro MPA features independent input and out-

put level controls and a variable high-pass filter. Due to the filter 

design, you can gently remove unwanted rumble and low frequen-

cy information without changing the overall sonic character of the 

input signal 

Check out the Pro MPA at your favorite ART dealer today. It's the 

only tube mic preamp you'll ever need. 

_ART  
APPLIED RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY 

"The Pro MPA is 

exactly what I'm look-

ing for. Its sound is 

exceptional. The day 

we received it, we 

used it for my vocal 

tracks." 

-Jon Anderson, Yes 

"I am very impressed 

with the toaal quality 

of the Pro MPA from 

ART. We've used it all 

over the live and stu-

dio albums for vocals 

and for direct record-

ing of instruments. 

It's a great product." 

-Tom Fletcher, 

Producer, Yes 

SOUND SOLUTIONS FOR THE REAL W ORLD 

Applied Research and Technology, Inc. • 215 Tremont Street, Rochester, New York 14608 
Phone 716-436-2720 • Fax 716-436-3942 

World Wide Web: http://www.artroch.com • email: artroch@cis.compuserve.com • HOL: artroch 
USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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f it isn't captured by the microphone, it isn't present on the 

CD. That's why the first step in producing a CD is to 

choose the microphones. And when the engineers at 

DMP Records reach for a mic, they often choose the 

Sony C-800. 

This Sony mic is the product of five years of research, develop-

ment, listening and testing with both acoustic and electric 

music. It's a condenser mic with superb capabilities, including 

a maximum input of 150 dB SPL, a hand-selected 6AU6A vac-

uum tube and a dynamic range of more than 126 dB. But the 

specifications alone can only hint at the sound. 

"The C-800 has a very 

smooth frequency 

response and is very 

natural sounding," 

says Tom Jung*, 

engineer/producer at 

DMP. " It's the most 

versatile microphone I have used in the studio. It works well 

on just about any instrument. When I compared the C-800s 

to my reference mics, there was no contest. The Sony mics 

sounded more like what was happening on the studio floor. 

As it turned out, I ended up selling my reference mics." 

The Sony C-800 and the C-800G, which is equipped with a 

Peltier-Effect cooling system, are the latest and best in Sony's 

line of condenser microphones. They're joined by other con-

denser and dynamic mics that reflect one simple fact — Sony 

engineers are just as fanatical about sound as you are. 

*Tam Jung-
Elgineer/producer at DMP 

"When I compored the C-800s 

to my reference mics, there 

was no contest." 

C -8 00G . tube I 
condens c with 
Peltier-Effect cooling for 

lustrous vocals. 

1111"1.1111111with large gold-coated 
'diaphragm, and Uni/ 

Bi/Omni-directionality. 

C-536P. Sony's most 
affordable condenser 
mic. For in-;truments. 

l
ECM-999. Mid/side stereo 
electret condenser mic 
with frequency response 
20-20,000 Hz, 104 dB 
Idynamic range. 

F-740. Dynamic mic for 

vocals or instruments 
with high-efficiency 

alnico magnet. 
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=SONY MAKES=, 

TV NEWS. 

ou hear them on the network news, the 

local news and the tabloid news. You hear 

them on late night talk shows and daytime 

talk shows. And you hear them on soap 

operas and live TV events. They're the Sony 800 

Series Wireless Microphones and TV is their medium. 

Because broadcast environments are thick with RF 

interference, every 800 Series mic was designed to 

operate on any of 94 frequencies. In the event that 

one frequency is a problem, you can instantly switch 

to another. Sony's Space Diversity Reception uses 

two physically separate antennas to keep the signal 

strong, even when the talent moves around. And 

Tone Squelch helps assure that you get just the signal 

— not the noise. 



"They're frequency agile," says Greg O'Connor, tech-

nical equipment supervisor for CBS TV in New York. 

"So we simply change frequencies if RF interference 

ever pops up. We've got seven studios in this build-

ing, all with wireless equipment. And for sound quality, 

we mate Sony bodypacks with Sony lavaliers." 

Scott Bartlett is an award-winning videographer at 

Montage, Inc., a Washington DC stringer firm that 

shoots for TV magazine shows and political events. 

"I'm convinced there's no more dependable mic on 

the market," he says. "We shot a Latin American 

president's conference in Argentina where there were 

camera crews from all over, plus police and secret 

service guys all talking on the radio. A single-

frequency wireless mic could be useless. With two 

frequencies, you might be OK. Sony gives me 94 

frequencies." 

Broadcasters also pick Sony for interview mics, cam-

era-mounted shotgun mics and mid/side stereo mics 

of exceptional durability and sound quality. Which 

gives Sony one of the broadest lines in broadcasting. 

9M CONVINCED 

THERE'S NO MORE 

DEPENDABLE MIC 

ON THE MARKET." 

ECM-999. Mid/side stereo electret con-
denser "c, i irequen tesponseel io 
20,00]  tyn.. •e. 

ECM-672. Battery-powered short shot-
gun for video cameras, 101 dB dynamic 
range. 

ECM-670. Short shotgun fotigdeo cam-
eras, 92 dB dynamic range. 

ECM-77BC. Our most highly-acclaimed 
lavalier. 1/4" diameter. 

ECM-166BC. Sony's most affordable 
professional lavalier for wireless. 

ECM-66BC. Unidirectional lavalier 
head, 7116" diameter. 

ECM-55BC. Omni lavalier head, 7/16" 
diameter with response 30 - 18,000 Hz. 

WRT-860A. Sony's high-power wireless 
bodypack, 20 mW transmitting power. 
94 frequencies. 

1 WRT-820A. An all-time favorite. Sony's 
standard wireless bodypack. 94 
frequencies. 

eameir 

WRT-810A. Dynamic handheld wire-
less mic/transmitter. 94 frequencies. 

WRR-860A. Advanced diversity 
portable receiver, battery-powered for 
camcorder use. 

le VViRreA. Non-diversity battery-
powered portable receiver for 

"Fiel 

WRR-850A. New dual-dieersity receiv-
er wiei battery power display for WRT-
860Afransmitter,, ,„_ 

1111111111111 
ineget. 

WRR-840A. Dual diversity receiver for 
use with two microphones. Rack 
mountable 

WRR-820A. Single diversity receiver 
for all 800 Series wireless micro-
phones. Rack mountable. 



"Pe 'tee user) eogy wit.etess wits 
is( ssci4 usbe iuckes of t.eb bust." 

ECM-MS5. Mid/side 
stereo mic with three 
capsules, adjustable 
directivity. 

ECM-530. TaOI31111 
onference/lecture 

stand and 

7/ ECM-531. Telescoping table-top mic with 
gooseneck. Plugs 
into lectern XLR 
connector. 

ECM-668C. Uni-
directional lavalier 
head, 7/16" diameter. 

M j. 
valier head, 7/16" 
'ameter with 
sponse 30 - 
8,000 Hz. 

ECM-448C. Omni la 
lier head, 11/32" diatTe 
ter with response 401 
-15,000 Hz. 

ECM-166BC. Sony's 
most affordable pro-
fessional lavalier for 
wireless. 
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ew York City makes for strange neigh-
\ 

bors Every year one of the city's 

most popular musicals takes up residence 

above one of its busiest train stations. 

"They're right on top of the station," says Lew 

Mead of Pro Mix, the supplier of micro-

phones for the show. "They've got RF signals 

from the radios for the inter-city trains, plus 

New Jersey suburban trains, plus Long Island 

suburban trains, plus radios for the police on 

the subways. Sony wireless mics cut through 

the clutter." 

Time after time, Sony's 800 Series Wireless 

Microphones have proven themselves in 

tough situations like this on Broadway and in 

concert. One reason is Sony's range of 94 

radio frequencies. If one frequency cbesn't 

work, you can always switch to another. And 

Sony's new WD-880A Channel Multplier 

lets you operate 42 wireless channels simul-

taneously — for even greater flexibility. 1 14 
. 

. 

.0 

¡Atli recently, you could operate a 
maximum of 19 Sony wireless micro-
ones in one location at one ti-ne. Mow 

Sony ups the ante with the remarkable 
WD-880(1 Channel Multiplier. This new sys-
tem expansion component lets ycu run 42 
channels simultaneously! 

ee 
frttC 

deo production, 
utional vocals 
peech. 

it 

WRT-860A. Sony's 
high-powei wireless 
bodypack, 20 mW 
transmitting power. 
4 frequencies. 

F-710. Affordable 
hand-held dynamic 

vi di mic with Neodymium 
magnet.  

L 

_WRT-820A. An MI- -• 
:.time favorite. Son? 
,standard wireless 
bodypack. 94 fre-
quencies. 

Capabilit es like these earn Sony wireless 

mics a place on the road with chart-busting 

rock and rollers. "We've used Sony wireless 

mics in Irdia under inches of red dust," says 

Rocky Holman, veteran monitor engineer at 

Desk Job Audio. "We've used them in Spain 

where we have to cart them over cobble-

stone street5. I want stuff that works every 

day without being massaged. That's Sony." 

Sony's commitment to sound reinforce-

ment extends to rugged dynamic mics 

our legendary lavaliers and lectern mics. 

All are the work of engineers who are just 

as comfortable backstage as they are back 

in the lab. 

WRT-867A. Superb 
handheld wireless 
mic/transmitter. 
Dynamic capsule, 
alnico magnet. 

INRT-810A. Dynamic 
ndheld wireless 

rensmitter. 94 

-850A. 
-diversity receiv 

VVRR-820A. Single 
diversity receiver for 
all 800 Series vote-
less microphon.s. 
Rack mountable. 



What makes Sony 
microphones so good? 
A glossary of Sony technical highlights. 

42 Simultaneous Channels. Sony's new WD-880A is a boon 
to sound reinforcement. This Channel Multiplier enables you to 

assemble a system with up to 42 Sony wireless mics on one site, 
at one time. 

Alnico Magnets. An alloy of Aluminum, Nickel and Cobalt, alnico 
may well be the most precious magnetic material used in micro-
phones. Its high energy increases a microphone's sensitivity, to help 
deliver high output, high dynamic range and low noise. 

At the heart of every microphone is the magnetic 
circuit that generates voltage. Sony optimizes every aspect of the 
circuit - even the choice of voice coil wire. We often select Copper 
Clad Aluminum Wire - and wind it flat - for higher efficiency and 
increased output. 

Channel Plans. A boon to producers using multiple Sony wireless 
mics in one location, Sony channel plans map out the optimum 
channels for minimum mutual interference. If interference does 
occur, you can change any channel on the spot. 

Frequency-Agile. Also referred to as "frequency synthesis." It's the 
ability of wireless microphones to switch to alternate radio frequen-
cies in the field. In today's RF environment, cellular phones, police 
radios and AN electronics can all interfere with wireless mics. Being 
able to switch — at a moment's notice — to alternate channels is 
your only protection. Sony offers 94 channels. 

Heritage. We were making microphones and mic mixers long 
before our first TV set and our first transistor radio. We've been in 
pro audio for almost 50 years. And it you can hear it. 

A Sony specialty. Sony mics are the " house lays" at count-
less TV stations across the country. 

Mid-Side Stereo. A microphone with two capsules at a 90° angle, 
for matrixed stereo sound. The directivity pattern can be varied elec-
tronically from wide to narrow just by changing the matrix. 

Neodymium Magnets. Used in Sony's more affordable dynamic 
microphones, Neodymium delivers high energy in a small size. ( See 
also "Alnico Magnets.") 

Peltier Effect. Heat is the enemy of all electronics, but tubes are 
especially vulnerable. Sony cools the top-of-the-line C-800G Studio 
Condenser Tube Microphone with a distinctive Peltier- Effect semi-
conductor heat pump. It carries thermal energy to a pipe filled with 
heat-conductive liquid, which whisks the energy into a heat sink 
located a safe distance away. 

All Sony portable wireless receivers are designed 
to clip onto your video camcorder. The new WRR-855A actually 
plugs into a dedicated slot on new Sony digital camcorders. A water 
resistant seal keeps the slot safe from the elements. 

Space Diversity Reception. RF reception varies according to small 
changes in the position of the transmitter and the receiver antennas. 

Sony's Space Diversity Reception maintains consistent performance 
by always giving you the better of two receiver antenna signals. 

Vacuum Tube. Tubes are active circuit components sometimes 
preferable to solid-state transistors and diodes. Tubes impart 
a smoother, rounder sound to studio microphones that many 
producers prefer. 

• Tom Jung quote excerpted with permission from the 

January/February 19% issue of Pro Audio Review. 

© 1996 Sony Electronics Inc. All rights reserved. 
Reproduction in whole or in part without written permission is prohibited. 

Features and specifications subject to change without notice. 

Sony is a trademark of Sony. 

SONY-

Sony Electronics Inc 

3 Paragon Drive 
Montvale, NJ 07645 For more information on Sony Microphones, call: 1-800-635-SONY (Ext. Mics) 
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al, affordable and somewhat elegant. 
-We also opened up the ceiling and 

used a sawtooth design. which bought 
us some ceiling height." Manzella con-
tinues. "Now, instead of a compression 
ceiling, we have a series of angled sur-
faces that step up as you move back." 
He also specified all-new fabric-covered 
trappings. solid oak trim and finishes. 
and new lighting throughout. In addi-
tion, a vocal booth was constructed ad-
jacent to the control room, taking up 
part of the area that used to be occu-
pied by the second music studio; the 
rest of that space is being converted to 
an artists lounge. 

Manzella says the studio room also 
gradually changes acoustically from one 
end to the other. In the more live end. 
one corner is finished in hardwood. 
and one corner is finished in stone. 
One long side breaks out into a control 
room-style finish with wood slats over 
fabric trappings. On the other long wall 
is the control room glass. As you work 
your way down from the live end of 
the room toward the more absorptive 
end, about two-thirds of the way down. 
all the finishes turn to fabric-covered 
trapping. and the far end has the most 
absorptive material. The studio ceiling 

Custom RPG diffusor system in Caracole% control room 

also has a sawtooth design; the surfaces 
that face the live end are sheet-rocked, 
and those facing the deader end are 
treated with an absorptive surface. 
There is also a series of ceiling clouds, 
which achieve a similar acoustical effect 
and contain recesrl lighting. " By mov-
ing mics and other things around." 
Manzella says. “I think now you can 
come up with an infinite amount of dif-
ferent styles of recording." 

"Caracole" is a new name for this 
room, reflecting its new image and 
range of sonic possibilities. And now 
that it's complete, the design sounds as 
straightforward as it is ingenious, but 
the implementation of the plans— 
thnsagh no fault of the design itself— 
encountered some difficulties. John 
Klett, whose responsibilities to the pro-
ject originally included commissioning 
the new Neve VIII console and rebuild-

WREN Mc[1[11111IFS 
CELTIC J0111110 
by Barbara Schultz 
Fans of Loreena McKennitt know that 
her music walks a road somewhere 
between traditional Irish folk and the 
more ambient strains of acts such as 
Enya or Clannad. In her latest pro-
duction, a long-form video entitled 
No Journey's End, McKennitt takes lis-
teners on a trip that reveals the con-
nections between her obvious Celtic 
influences and other early musical 
traditions. The 26-minute film in-
cludes footage of McKennitt traveling 
through typical scenery in Scotland, 
Ireland, Spain and North Africa, and 
archive footage of traditional music 
being performed, accompanied by 
pieces of the artist's music that best 
illustrate her affinity for each region. 
There's also voice-over and interview 
tape in which McKennitt describes 

DEBOUAu SAMUEL 

both her own musical journey, and 
the historical ones that she used as 
inspiration. 

To create the audio track for the 
film, the more recent recordings of in-
terviews and of the ambient sounds 

from the locates McKennitt visited 
were pieced together with existing 
musical recordings and house mixes 
from McKennitt's live performances. 
Locky Butler. the audio post-produc-
tion engineer at Tommy Ellis Audio 
(Dublin, Ireland) had the task of creat-
ing a fluid score from the disparate 
source material'. 

"The pictures were all edited on an 
Avid," explains Butler, who has been 
with Tommy Ellis since 1992. He edits 
on an AudioFile and mixes on an AMS 
Logic 3 console. McKennitt and the 
film's producer/director, Philip King of 
Hummingbird Productions, sat in on 
the entire post-production process, of-
fering their input as to how to empha-
size what was obviously the most key 
element of the audio track: the music. 

'Because the subject of the pro-
gram is very much anchored in music. 
the most important thing from a tech-
nical standpoint is to allow the music 
to come across with as much depth as 
I would want in the studio," says 
McKennitt, who has produced all of 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 66 
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STUDER D19 Series 

Mice/ID 

8-channel Mic/Line Preamp with 

Digital Output 

à .3•1 

• 8 high-quality MIC/LINE preamps • High 

performance 20-bit A/D converters • AES/EBU 

outputs • DSP Dithering and Noise Shaping for 

best quality on 16- bit media • Optional ADAT' 

or TDIF TM 8-CH outputs • Stage Version and 

dedicated Remote Controller available • Remote 

control of all functions via MIDI or RS422 

optional • Outstanding price/performance ratio 

for more inlomution 

Smtzerland Iworldwidej + 41 I 870 75 IL Aaiun + 43 I 866 54-0, 

France + 33 I IS 14 47 86, Germany + 49 30 II 39 34-0, 

UK + 44 181 207 SO SO, Canada + 7416510 13 47. 

Japan + 81 3 34 65 22 I 1. Smgapore + 65 225 Si 15. 
USA + I 615 191 33 99 

STUDER 
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO EQUIPMENT 

ti A Harman International Company 
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ing, upgrading and modifying the main 
monitors and a number of tired tape 
machines, visited the island part-way 
through the construction and found that 
the project was not being built accord-
ing to plan. Two months worth of 
work had to be ripped out and restarted 
with a new crew, and Klett became the 
project's new construction supervisor. 
Rut Klett's attention, along with that of 
the equipment installer, Jack Kennedy, 
and a local named Johnny Gomez, got 
the project back on track. 

The most important thing. if you're 
building a studio someplace you've 
never been before, particularly a for-
eign country, is to have a guy who 
knows where everything is,- Klett says. 
"Fortunately. while t was looking 

around for a new crew of local carpen-
ters and tradespeople, we found a fel-
low named Johnny Gomez, who 
managed to find all the stuff we need-
ed. If someone said they needed a 
12.5min framistan with a left-hand 
twist, well. I might know where to find 
that in New York, but I was lost in San 
Juan. Johnny would somehow find it. 
He even helped us tremendously when 
we discovered that .-inch strip-oak 
flooring like you'd find in pretty much 
any studio in the States was not even 
imported onto the island. It turned out 
that he had worked with a couple of 
guys in Miami who had a truck. He 
made the calls up to Miami and found 
the flooring and the flooring tool that 
we needed and had these guys, who 
he had not seen for maybe ten years, 
pick it up and take it to a freight for-

-FROM PAGE 65, LOREENA MCKENNITT 

her own CDs. "We're talking about 
EQ and widening the sound or deep-
ening the sound, and then, of course, 
there are some technical hurdles as 
far as the interviews, where we were 
trying to match the room tone. My 
mandate in that stage was to con-
tribute where I could in addressing 
those technical problems, and at the 
same time protect the integrity of the 
music." 

Butler says he appreciated McKen-
nitt's involvement, especially because 
she had such a clear vision of the 
way her songs should be used. "She 
could tell us in certain terms if we 
were trailing off pieces of music a 
certain way. She would say, 'Well, is 
there any way you can leave it trail 
longer because there's a certain sec-
tion here,' or 'There's a break in the 
music here that I want to keep in.— 

During the mix, Butler listens on 
Dynaudio MI monitors. He says he's 
comfortable with the way they sound, 
and he's learned to recognize the way 
the sound will translate to television. 
"But I also have a small TV hooked 
up to the mix bus so that, if someone 
says, 'How is that going to sound on 
TV?' I can play it through a TV speak-
er. I do know, of course, that there 
will he additional processing at the 
television station, but having a 
knowledge as to how the TV stations 
process their sound, I do make al-
lowances for that when I mix." 

Butler says that, unlike in the U.S., 
audio post studios in Ireland do not 

lay back the final tracks. "What hap-
pens here is when we finish master-
ing the project onto a DAT, the DAT 
goes out-of-house and is laid back in 
a video facility. It's just the way the 
business has developed on this side 
of the world. We don't have any 
video capabilities [at Tommy Ellis] in 
terms of editing or very high-tech D-2 
equipment or anything like that. So 
the mix from the Logic 3 was laid out 
onto DAT, and once the DAT goes 
out the front door, it's in the hands of 
other people." 

No Journey's End began being 
shown in the U.S. on PBS channels in 
March and will continue being aired 
in various cities through this June. 
McKennitt says she doesn't have any 
particular agenda about what viewers 
will glean from the film, but she 
hopes that the feeling it gives her will 
come across. "It was funny, because 
we were sitting around in the editing 
suite and trying to determine the title," 
she says, "and I guess what was res-
onating through my mind is that, in 
terms of this whole path that I've an-
chored myself to—the Celts and the 
history of the Celts and the contem-
poraries of the Celtic people, whether 
it's 2,000 years ago or the present— 
there is no end to the journey. The 
Celtic expression has certainly 
evolved and been shaped, hut there 
still is something that continues to be 
identifiable as Celtic. It was in that re-
spect that I felt that my involvement 
with this subject matter implies that 
there is no journey's end in sight." al 
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RODE 
to 

Recording 
Success 
Starts 
Her 

[LE MU Mfl ML, 
P.O. Box 4189 

Santa Barbara CA 93140-4189 

voice 805-962-6926 

fax 805-962-3830 

l'SE REAOER SERVICE CAR ., I uR Vokl 

The real passion behind a hit song 
lies in the performance. You want 

all the emotion and the expression cf the 
performance to burst onto the track and 
shine Its way through the mix. Whether it's 
a truly great take or just a happy accident, you 
want that moment captured in all of its glory. 
When that inspired moment occurs, you need 
to have the right rnic...the RODE" NU. 

The RODE' has all the special stuff: 

• Dual Gradient Transducers with Large 
Diaphragm and Gold Plated Membrane 
to warmly receive and translate the full 
body of the performance 

• Internal Gold Plated Connections, 
insuring warmth and precise signal 
transitions for years to corme 

• Transformer-less low-noise circuitry 

• Switchable Filter enabling you to 
change the low frequency response 

• Switchable Pad enabling you to handle 
high gain 

• Switchable Pattern providing cardi Did 
or omni patterns 

• High SPL (sound pressure lerel) allowing 
it to work cleanly for screaming vocaJs or 
iiiseuinents, or even soft spoken word 

• It even comes with a Shock Mount, 
net Case, and Pop Filter. 

The RODE' large Diaphragm Condenser Mic 
is hand-assembled in Australia. In the tradition 
of the great microphones, it's designed to 
furnish outstanding, vintage-flavored vocal 
or instrumentation iniking—at a tr uly 
untraditional, breakthrough price . . $749.00 

Step on the road to recording suc.cess 
by seeking out your nearest EVENT 
Electronics dear. Listen tciee NT2 and 
hear the difference a great tine can make. 

RODE is a trademark of Freedman Electronics. 



Earthworhs 

A New Standard of Accuracy 

jakimri!), We humans perceive 
significant information both a s ve and below the range 
which we can hear as tones. Earthworks' mics offer you 
a window into a realm of unprecedented realism. 

Accura be ond descri • tion. 
Earthworks' microphones achieve the goal of truly 

capturing the experience of live sound! 

TC3OK — 3Hz to 30kHz — $499 each 

TC4OK — 1Hz to 40kHz — 5899 each 
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Fane and is much more efficient than 
the original that really acted more like 
a passive radiator. I also bypassed the 
big wire-wound pots in the crossovers 
with jumpers or fixed resistors because 
these pots are a source of problems. I 
guess what we have is something like 
an 813B, but with a more extended bot-
tom and more power handling." 

For near-field speakers, on Klett's 
recommendation, Ochoa acquired pairs 
of Genelec 1031As and B&W 805Hs, 
along with an additional set of Yamaha 
NS-10s and components to further ac-
commodate pop recording engineers 
and artists. Klett says another impres-
sive feature of the studio is its collection 
of vintage gear from UREI, Pultec and 
dbx, and the wide array of mics from 
Schoeps, Neumann, beyerdynamic, 
Shure, Sennheiser and others. 

"I think it's one of the nicest rooms 
I've helped put together," Klett says. 
"It's very comfortable, the sound is great 
and I like really big rooms. There's 
hardly any big rooms built anymore, so 
when somebody puts together a nice 
big room, I get really excited." 

"We want people to know that this 
room is as good as any room that can 
be found anywhere," Ochoa says. "The 
response from people has been great, 
and we want the opportunity to bring 
people from the States or anywhere 
else in the world to check us out. Any-
body with money can huy equipment, 
but the circumstances here—being in 
Puerto Rico, and the attitude of the 
people here—create a change of pace 
in the recording atmosphere; it can be 
more relaxed. We're not on the beach, 
but we're 15 minutes from the beach. 
and we've macle arrangements with 
people who can take clients sailing or 
scuba diving, to really take advantage 
of the island. Our other idea was to 
put a studio on a floating barge and go 
island hopping.. .hut this is the next 
best thing." 

—FROM PAGE 62, INFLIGHT PRODUCTIONS 

with what we save on tape and studio 
time," Mantle explains. IFP's video 
facility is a short walk away, in Covent 
Garden. It was an existing complex— 
four floors of edit suites and duplicat-
ing operations—that IFP rescued from 
receivership, including all the staff 
and gear. 

The music programming IFP offers 
is determined through extensive con-
sultation with the airlines and some-
times with local DJs. "We look at the 
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airline's demographics and find out 
what they want, what kind of passen-
gers they fly. For instance, it's no good 
giving an Asian carder all British pop or 
American music. So we also bring in 
people who know about music in Chi-
nese, Japanese and other languages. 
When it comes to a specific genre like 
country music, we'll probably use a 
specialist who broadcasts on [BBC] 
Radio 1 or Radio 2." The same type of 
process is used to determine what 
types of films to offer. The material is 
then acquired through a licensed dis-
tributor, and, in the case of feature 
films, comes in whatever format re-
quested (VHS, NTSC or PAL, etc.), the 
language requested and, if desired, 
edited for prime-time. "There was a big 
debate among the airlines about When 
Hany Met Sally," recalls Mantle, "about 
whether or not they should keep the 
scene. And there are certain movies that 
have never been shown on an aircraft 
simply because many producers and di-

rectors don't want their films edited, 
and they won't give permission." 

Mastering any audio for presenta-
tion on an aircraft can he "very sensi-

tive," says Mantle, whose 
career before IFP includ-
ed nine years of music 
recording for Ian Ander-
son's Maison Rouge stu-
dios. "You know how if 
you go to the pictures 
and they've got the latest 
sun-ound sound, it's very 
atmospheric. But some-
times that doesn't work 
very well on an airplane, 
purely because of the 
multiplex systems that 
they come through. We 
also have to be very 
careful with things like 
levels and compression. 
The noise of things like 
the engine and the air 
conditioning and the air 
rushing over the fuse-
lage can actually knock 
certain frequencies out." 

Another factor that comes into play 
is the incompatibility of the airlines' 
equipment. "Over the years, the air-
craft have evolved; they've gotten 
newer systems or new fleets, or they 
have some new fleets and some older 
fleets. Sometimes it doesn't fit togeth-

Ccdhay Pacific is one of the airlines beginning to offer its passengers 

individual screens and entertainment choices. 

er. For instance, recently one of our 
clients retrofitted to CD, and on one of 
their aircraft types, they have all the 
equipment supplied by the same 
company, so the video audio and 
CD levels are the same as the output 
levels. But on another system on an-
other aircraft, the video audio level is 

Design, Print and Apply CD L 
Design 
On Your Computer 

2 Print On Any 
Laser Printer 

KIT INCLUDES 

• Label Design Templates ( PC & Mac) 
• The Amazing Neato Labeler 
• Complete Instruction Guide 

roPaten 
presents 

NEATO 
CD LABELER KIT 

The $7995 
Solution 

ORDER FREE 
Now 100 LABELS 

—J 

Apply 
with NEATO! 

• 

Perfectly Every lime! 

800-648-6787 203-466-5055 • Fax 203-466-5054 
In Europe: 44 181 932 0540 • Fax 44 181 932 0480 
MicroPotent • 250 Dodge Ave. 
East Haven, G 06512 U.S.A. _ _SR 
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with an expert 

The Wizard M2000 comes with free expert: You! 

In designing this multieffects processor, great care 

has been taken to create easy access to all of its 

outstanding capabilities. For example, with the 

Recall Wizard you can instantly 

find the preset that suits your need 

in any situation. You simply enter 

your preferences, such as gentle 

reverb for vocal', and the Wizard 

serves you a short list of presets 

ready to compare and use. The single-layer inter-

face also ensures that all parameters are always 

only one menu-level away - no more paging through 

endless menu-levels. 

Wide Stereo ChoruE-

Ultimate effects is a given when you deal with TC 

Electronic, a company with 20 years of experience in 

the field. For example, among the reverb algorithms 

you will find the CORE. ReverbTM, that is built on a 

whole new concept for reverberation, 

which creates a smoothness, 

intensity, and desity beyond any-

thing you have heard to date. 

Contact your local Authorized TC 

Dealer, and hear more about Ultimate Sounds. Find 

out why this unit is number one in Digital Processing. 

Check out the Preset Gliding, Dynamic Morphing, 20 

bit audio path. and hear the Magic. 

Call 1-800 7g8-4546 for the dealer nearest you. 

Wizard l M2000 
Art + Science = Magic 

t.c. electronic 

TC Electronic Inc.. 705-A Lakefteld Road, Westlake Village, CA 91361 

SEE US AT NSCA BOOTH #1616 
Phone: (805) 373-1828 Fax :(805) 379-2648 Email: usinfo@tcelectronic.com 
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INTERNATIONAL UPDATE— ne:  

totally different from the CD audic 
level. So, we've often gone out to dif-
ferent places around the world and 
spent time with the engineers and 
with manufacturers. 

"And then the most key thing be-
comes the headphones on airplanes. 
Some carriers still use the old air-
phones that you stick in your ear and 
the speaker's in the seat. You can have 
the best audio in the world, and it 
comes down to headphones. But obvi-
ously. headphones are an enormous 
expense for the airlines." 

Straight audio tracks—the " radio" 

programs—are edited at IFP, which 
Mantle says can be challenging, too. It 
can be hard, for instance, to get a sym-
phony program to fit a 120-minute for-
mat. So, they often trim the speech 
portion of a program to accommodate 
the music. The tracks are then assem-
bled on a 4-track master, which goes 
onto Otan i duplicators to make the cas-
settes that go to the aircrafts. 

"If audio cassettes are required," 
Mantle explains, each of the tapes con-
tains four tracks recorded in one direc-
tion using two 45-minute cassettes for 
each program. The tape has 30Hz cues 
at the front and end to switch cassettes. 
Each player takes six cassettes, and you 

Orannter 1.1d..Charlotte Street Business Centre. Charlotte SlreecRakeneld. Rest Nrkshire %CFI 1111. ENGLAND Tel:- + 49 1929 378669 Fax, + 99 924 290960 
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CANADA 
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TEL:- (416) 696 2779. FAX:- (416) 467 5E19 

MEXICO 
AUDIO DYNAMICS 
TEL:- (5) 538 0050. FAX:- (5) 519 6977 

SEE US AT NSCA BOOTH #2421 

can have a selection of mono and/or 
stereo programs. Typically, there are 
two 90-minute stereo programs and 
eight 90-minute mono programs, all 
recorded using dbx noise reduction. For 
CDs, each disc has four mono tracks or 
two stereo tracks, and each track is 120 
minutes long, so you can archive eight 
hours mono or four hours stereo on 
each disc." 

IFP also provides a daily news serv-
ice to several airlines. Sources include 
the BBC World Service and Rupert Mur-
doch's UK satellite Sky News for flights 
leaving Manchester, London, Paris and 
Frankfurt, and CNN for flights leaving 
Los Angeles, Vancouver and Toronto. 
"We package it, we put the commer-
cials in. Everyone tends to watch the 
news," Mantle explains. "So it's useful 
to the passengers, and advertisers want 
to link to that, as well." 

Because most airlines change their 
entertainment programming monthly, 
the facility is constantly processing a 
huge volume and variety of material. 
At press time, projects in process in-
cluded a short subject on the 1996 
Olympics for Continental Airlines; a 
rock special featuring an interview 
with Mick Jagger, presented by Richard 
Skinner, for Swissair; an interview spe-
cial with David Bowie and destination 
videos about Japan and Bangkok for 
Cathay Pacific; and numerous audio 
and video mastering projects. Mantle 
says their deadlines are mostly deter-
mined by the print deadlines of the air-
lines' in-flight magazines—the only 
aspect of in-flight entertainment that 
IFP does not provide. 

Before any films or audio cassettes 
are played on airplanes, however, 
each tape is quality-checked at one of 
IFP's satellite studios, in El Segundo, 
Calif. (The company also has a studio 
in Singapore, which Mantle says is 
helpful as a hub of many of the Asian 
languages and cultures they need to 
accommodate.) IFP took over the El 
Segundo studio in early 1995 from 
Matsushita, the manufacturer that 
makes a lot of the playback equip-
ment that the airlines use. The players 
must be designed to aircraft engineer-
ing specifications. In fact, the same en-
gineers who design airplane navigation 
electronics systems are in charge of 
the video players, which also means 
that the playback machines are de-
signed to run on airline-type power-
400 cycles at 115 volts—which means 
all of IFP's studios must have specially 
generated power supplies to run the 
machinery. 
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"THE SOUND IS UNBEATABLE" 
Stephen Bray,'96 

Stephen Bray, who gained wc.rld wide recognition' as produceri and 

co-writer of Madonna's " Express Yourself" and " Into the Groove," 

along with engineer Tony Shepperd,ystalled a ELphonix CS2000 

console in his Los Angeles based studio, Saturn Sound. Why a 

Euphonix Stephen?... 

"From tracking to mixing, the speed of the C5200).SnapShot 

RecallTM and the instantaneous access to hard disk is amaziing."' 

"We are attracting producers and engineers who require infinite 

flexibility. With the Euphillwou save at least an hour or two 
_— 

every time you change projects. We can go from mixing a TV show 

to a music album mix in seconds." 

"We've joined a thriving community of artists, producers and 

engineers who understand the beauty of digital control and che 

advantages of rxetworking with the many talented 

Euphonix users. 

Does this sound familiar to sou?... 

If you are tired of waiting for old technology to 

keep up, if you want to get 

"sound from oLt of this would," 

contact the Euplhonix office 

nearest you. 

400' 

Visit us at Booth #25 at the Latin-American 

Pro Audio & Music Expo, Mexico City 

Headquarters 
(Polo Alto, West US) 

Lep, 
P..h, Alto LA 'I MU, 
(415) 855 0400 
Fax 1415) 855 0410 

Los Angeles 
(West US S loti) 
11112 Ventura Blvd 
';turho Crty CA 91604 
(818) 766 1666 
Fax (818) 766 3401 
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Sound 
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world 
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(Japan) 
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Professional Isolation 
Acoustic Systems' 
Voice Over Booths provide 
a cost-effective solution re 
to your sound isolation 
needs. Our acoustically 
engineered enclosures 
are self-contained, 
complete with floors, 
ventilation and 
electrical service. 
Starting at $3900, 
our BB/Econoline 
booth is available 
for immediate delivery. 
Acoustic Systems' 
Voice Over Booths' 
modular design 
provides the flexibility 
to relocate without 
losing your investment. 
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INTERNATIONAL UPDATE ' 

"The thing to remember about air-
craft equipment is that it has to be G-
tested and fireproofed, and it has to 
have FAA or CAA approval before it 
actually goes on," Mantle says. "So you 
can't just go and buy a domestic video 
player or anything like that. It's not a 
standard machine, and sometimes 
quality suffers from the fact that they 
haven't got the latest product. It costs 
so much money to put these machines 
through all the testing and into a for-
mat that will work on the aircraft. They 

height producer Adrienne Quartiy 

can't just go out and get the latest ma-
chine because it's got VHS and it's got 
digital tracking on it." 

Mantle says a typical aircraft ma-
chine room, which is normally situated 
in the avionics bay of a plane (along 
with the black box and other aircraft 
electronics), consists of as many as 21 
S-VHS VTRs with four audio outputs 
each, and up to two CD players with 
four CDs in each. The VTRs are usually 
S-VHS or Video-8/Hi-8 (the 8mm format 
is popular because the player package 
and tape size are smaller than S-VHS). 
All of the video and audio outputs are 
fed into multiplexers before being dis-
tributed, typically by a single cable, 
around the aircraft in a similar manner 
to a cable TV system. 

So, technically, a lot of what IFP has 
to be concerned with is unique, and 
some of it is pretty hush-hush, because 
federal aviation requirements might not 
always mesh with movie producers' or 
record producers' artistic wishes. It's 
IFP's job to find the happy medium and 
still please planeloads of totally diverse 
audiences. 

The work Mantle is most excited 
about right now is still in the R&D 
phase. IFP is working as technical con-
sultant and liaison with several airlines 
and manufacturers to develop the next 
generation of in-flight entertainment: 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 231 
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WorldNet' audio codecs and peripherals are 

the proven and effective solution to the 

worldwide acquisition and distribution of full 

bandwidth stereo audio over direct dial 

digital circuits such as ISDN or Switched 56 

DSM 100 Digital Audio 
Transceiver - uniquely provides 
the combination of high quality 

coding, low coding delay and error 
immunity essential to the 

professional audio community. 

Pro-Link ISDN Manager - 
incorporates a direct dial-up 

adaptor and maintains maximum 
transmission security at all times - 

for both audio and other high 
speed data requirements. 

DRT 128 Digital Reporter 
Terminal - delivers high quality 

stereo audio from remote 
locations. Lightweight, rugged and 
portable, the DRT 128 is the ideal 

solution for the mobile reporter. 

. • 
' -7mq10. 

•,, 

MCE 800 - the elegant solution to 
the distribution of multi-channel 
audio over Tl and El digital 
circuits. Up to eight simultaneous 
channels available. 

MCD 800 - for point to multipoint 
distribution the decoder 
incorporates demultiplexing for up 
to eight simultaneous full 
bandwidth audio channels. 

RMC 240 - using the embedded 
data facifity on all APT codecs, the 
RMC 240 provides complete 
remote control over all DAT 
functions. 

deke. 
AUDIO PROCESSING PROCESSING 
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Headquarters Tel: +44 0 1232 371110 

Japan Tel: -481 3 3520 1020 

United States Tel: +1 213 463 2963 
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JEFF LYNNE 
PRODUCING HISTORY 

I
elf Lynne, horn in Birming-
ham, England, in 1947, is one 
of today's most gifted all-

around musicians. Talented as a 
songwriter, singer and instrumen-
talist, he has produced some of our 

most memorable records, including 
the new Beatles tunes "Free as a 
Bird" and "Real Love." 

Lynne became a member of the 
English group The Move in 1970, 
which led to the Electric Light Or-
chestra in 1971. His Beatles-influ-
enced orchestral rock yielded such 

hits as " Roll Over Beethoven" 
(1973) "Can't Get It Out of My 
Head" ( 1975), "Telephone Line" 
(1977), "Evil Woman" and "Strange 
Magic" ( 1976). 

In the 1980s, Lynne established 
himself as a producer with artists 
such as Dave Edmunds. This led 
to production credits with George 
Harrison (Cloud Nine, 1987), co-
production with Harrison of the 
Traveling Wilburys ( 1988, 1990), 

Roy Orbison (Mysiely Girl, 1989) 
and Tom Petty (Full Moon Fever, 
1989). 

Currently, Lynne is working as a 
producer with both George Harri-
son and Paul McCartney on their 
upcoming solo albums, and 
is enjoying the suc-

cess of the new Beat-
les tracks. 

Bonze Why did you 
become producer of the 
new Beatles songs? 
Lynne: I don't think any-

body else wanted to risk 
it ! laughs]. No, I'm kid-
ding. It was mainly be-
cause of my friendship 
with George Harrison. 
We've been working togeth-

er for nearly ten years now. 
and I suppose it was just a 
natural progression. When he 

BY MR. » FIRM 

asked me to do it, I was totally 
thrilled, and I'm really glad that I 
was able to do it. 

Bonzai: Was there any caution 
from the others? 
Lynne: I think Paul may have been 
a hit wary at first, because I was 

George's pal coming in to the ses-
sion. But as it turns out, I became 
really good pals with Paul, as well. 
And I'd known Ringo for a while— 

produced a few tracks with him 
before. Once we'd been in the stu-
dio for a couple of days, we were 
all having great fun. 
Bonzai: What is the story regard-
ing George Martin in these new 
tracks? 

Lynne: I believe George didn't 
have any time to do new ones, be-
cause he was preparing the An-
thology for the last two years 
nonstop. I went to Abbey Road a 
couple of times to have a listen to 
the old tapes coming out of the 
vaults as he was preparing them 
for the album. 
Bonzai: I was lucky enough to be 
invited to some of the sessions for 
The White Album when they were 

raiding the old vaults for sound ef-
fects and strange bits... 
Lynne: Funnily 

a * e 
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ossiiii( 1)(', all things to all r!ople." 
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When post production 
yiineers and studio owners 

out about 0 1, 4,, they 
tel ,us how erCited they are 
aboeriirrounding them-
selves" with the industry's 
most inexpensive LCRS 
console. Those with a more 
"musical" bent are stoked 
about having faders in the 
in-line monitor section and 
six bands of extended range 
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STANDARD 

EQ to work with. Your 
typical "golden ear" types 
rave about the wide open 
sound of D&R's High 
De i ition electronics 
an 's unique routing 
possibilities. And everyone 
comments about the by-
passable on-board VCA's 
and the amazing array of 
automation options available 
at a fraction of the cost of 

other rsystem5. 
Whatever your reason for 
sitting behind a mixing 

' 
desk, there's doubt that 
DSLR's  has "upped 
the ante" in your search for 
the be all, end all mixing 
console. is it really possible 
to be all things to all people? 
Call your D&R representa-
tive today for the answer. 

D&R Mixing Consoles 
Internatiunal Headquarters. 

R1inkade 158 

1382 GS Wtsp The Netherlands 

Amsterdam +31 (294) 418 014 

Dallas r903) 485-2344 

Los Angefes (818) 291-5855-

Email: drnaekoyote.corn 
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enough, I went to a session on The 
White Album. 
Bonzai: Was that your first meeting 
with The Beatles? 
Lynne: Absolutely. I was making my 
first record in a studio called Advision, 
and the phone rang. It was a friend of 
the engineer who asked, "Would you 
like to come down and watch The 
Beatles recording at Abbey Road right 
now?" Yes, please, and whoosh, I was 
down there. Unbelievable. 
Bonzai: You were only about 20 years 
old? 
Lynne: Around that age, yes. I was 

trying to become a producer and had 
already been doing some songwriting. 
So, to go down and listen to what 
George Martin had done with The 
Beatles was fantastic. They were just 
doing "Glass Onion" at the time, and 
doing the strings with George con-
ducting the orchestra. 
Bonzai: When you started on this new 
project, in what form did you get John 
Lennon's song? 
Lynne: It was just a cassette with John 
playing piano. It was in mono, and it 
was an old tape, so it was a very tricky 
hit of source material to use. 
Bonzai: No separation between the 
voice and piano? 
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Lynne: None at all, no. There was no 
way of EQ'ing it because he was play-
ing right in the midrange, which is 
where his voice is. So, there was no real 
way of separating them, and we had to 
make it into something instead of get-
ting rid of it. 
Bonzai: What were your feelings the 
first time that you listened to the tape? 
Lynne: My first feeling was that I real-
ly liked the song, but then I thought, 
how are we going to make this into a 
Beatles record with everybody playing 
on it when the lead voice is already so 
quiet? That was the tricky one, but I 
knew it could be done. I just didn't 
know how to do it at that point. It was 
a matter of just working on it and see-
ing what happened, really. It was un-
charted territory. 
Bonzai: When I first heard the finished 
song, I felt that John's voice sounded 
like it was in a different space, but now 
I realize that's the way it should be, 
with John singing across time with the 
other guys. 
Lynne: Yes, it's exactly that. Obvious-
ly, EQ and stuff—I couldn't do much to 
it. I couldn't fatten it up, because that 
fattened up the piano. I tried every sort 
of EQ, and it is a different sound—that's 
the sound he had on his cassette player 
when he was singing at his piano. 
That's the sound he made in his room, 
and there is no way I could alter that. 
That is what he did and there is noth-
ing I could do to mess with it. I just 
wanted to keep that as pure as I could. 
Bonzai: And the production work was 
done at Paul's studio. What is his stu-
dio like? 
Lynne: Just like any other really good 
studio in the world. Top of the line. All 
the things you might like, a big Neve— 
a whopper, with Flying Faders. 
Bonze Did you bounce over to a dig-
ital multitrack? 
Lynne: No, analog: two Studer 24-
tracks locked together. Normally, I 
would try to squeeze it onto 24 tracks, 
but in this project, it was pretty much 
impossible with all the tricks and things 
that had to be done. 
Bonzai: What came first with the new 
stuff? 
Lynne: First, we actually all sat around 
strumming it to get a feel for it. So, the 
first new recording was George and 
Paul on acoustic guitars and Ringo's 
drums. Then came the normal way of 
adding instruments as we go. George's 
lead guitar and his slide guitar, all the 
riffs. Paul on piano. 
Bonzai: Did Paul emulate John's piano? 
Lynne: Yes, he did. That was really the 
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LUNCHING WITH BONZAI 

only way of doing it, so that it was a 
continuous sound, like a weld trying to 
get the voice into the track. 
Bonzai: Who was in charge at this 
stage of the game? 
Lynne: Me, I suppose, because that 
was my job—to make it work. That's 
what I went for, to try and get The 
Beatles to play on a record again. But 
there again, it was very much a coop-
erative effort. 
Bonzai: And Geoff Emerick was 
your engineer? 
Lynne: Yes, Geoff and his assis-
tant, John Jacobs. You could say 
co-engineer. 
Bonze: After all these years, what's 
your opinion of Geoff) 
Lynne: A really great bloke, very 
knowledgeable and a nice guy. 
After the sessions, we'd go down to 
the Indian restaurant, or over to 
Paul and Linda's for dinner. We 
hung out and talked about making 
records. In fact, when we first went 
into the studio. I was sort of ner-
vous about fleeting Geoff Emerick, 
because he had been doing all 
those fantastic I3eatle records for all 
those years along with George Mar-
tin. It was a tough thing to follow. I 
remember thinking that it was the 
biggest test for me. 
Bonzai: No friction at all? 
Lynne: Well, funnily enough, we 
thought along the sanie lines immedi-
ately, and there was never any friction, 
no. We got on really well, musically 
and soundwise. 
Bonzai: Did any surprises come up in 
the studio? 
Lynne: Not really. It was pretty much 
well-thought-out about the parts and 
harmonies, and then George and Paul 
started working on the backing vocals. 
It was such a thrill, because it sounded 
just like The Beatles, which it was, of 
course. Just in the kitchen, you know, 
striking it up and doing a two-part har-
mony and practicing. A lot of things 
were magical simply because when 
Paul plays piano and bass, it sounds 
like him, you know? When George 
plays guitar it sounds like him. When 
they sing harmonies it sounds like 
them. So, you didn't have to do any-
thing to make it sound like that—it just 
happened naturally. 
Bonzai: How many tracks did you fi-
nally end up with? 
Lynne: 35 or 40, something like that. 
Bonzai: Was there any new and special 
equipment that was indispensable? 

Lynne: Well, basically it was made with 
the equipment you could have had 
then; 99 percent of it was equipment 
that was available in 1978. 
Bonzai: No gadgets? 
Lynne: No gadgets. The synchronizer 
between the two tape recorders was 
probably the biggest gadget. Nothing in 
the way of sound enhancement. It was 
basically just EQ, a bit of compression 
here and there, and nothing that you 
wouldn't find in any studio for the last 
ten or 15 years. 

Bonzai: Isn't there a strung Iceling ol 
John, similar to his solo albums as well 
as his songs with The Beatles? 
Lynne: That's exactly it. I think the 
song dictates the way it goes, because 
of his chord structures and his melody. 
That's a real John Lennon song, the 
structure of it. Because he's done it, that 
dictates the feel of it. 
Bonzai: Ringo's drums are very faith-
ful—good or Ringo, laying it down. Is 
there a lot of compression on his 
drums? 
Lynne: There's some compression, 
like there always was on all the Beatle 
records. I think it's no more excessive 
than the old records. The reason I can 
say that is because Geoff Emerick was 
the engineer, so we knew what realms 
we were in, the parameters of the 
sound. 
Bonzai: Have you heard al3out another 
take of "Free as a Bird" on the Internet? 
Lynne: Don't know anything about 
that. I did hear that John's original 
piano demo of the song is on the 
Internet. 
Bonzai: "Real Love" is part of the sec-
ond Anthology installment. How long 
after the first song was that recorded? 
Lynne: Nearly a year later. 
Bonzai: Anything different? 

Lynne: Yes, I had to bring in Marc 
Mann for this one. He's a great musician 
and a computer expert. I brought him 
into my studio to clean up the vocal 
track, which had about a thousand 
clicks on it, tons of white noise and 
some nice rumble underneath from AC 
current. The clicks were like static and 
we managed to get every one out, and 
get rid of the hiss and rumble. 
Bonzai: What did you use for that, 
Sonic Solutions? 
Lynne: That and a few other pro-

grams. It took a week's work just 
to do that, until I had a clean 
enough tape to take to England 
to work on. 
Bonzai: How did things fall to-
gether then? 
Lynne: More or less the same as 
the first one. Same idea, running 
through the song. Ringo playing 
along with acoustic guitars to 
start with. They had a good feel-
ing for John's song, obviously, 
having worked with him for all 
those years. 
Bonzai: Is it true you're going to 
continue working with Paul? 
Lynne: Yes, I've done three new 
songs with Paul and nie produc-
ing—three of Paul's songs that are 
great. I'm really pleased with 

them, and I think he is too. We did 
them at Paul's studio in Sussex. 
Bonzai: Let's move back to your begin-
nings, with the band The Move in 1970. 
Were you in a band before that? 
Lynne: Yes, I was in a band called 
The Idle Race. It was in that period 
that I got to go to The Beatles' session. 
The Move liad been going for about 
four years when I joined them and 
were sort of not doing that well, you 
know? We decided that we were 
going to make this new group, ELO, 
and so I joined with Roy Wood and 
drummer Bev Bevan. We played it 
with The Move for a bit while invent-
ing this new group. We kept playing 
as The Move for about a year, and 
then we stopped and went straight 
into ELO. 
Bonzai: ELO went on for what, 20 
years? 
Lynne: Not really. I would say it fin-
ished—it should have finished—by 
1980, but it went on till al)out '84. It was 
contractual obligations of mine that re-
quired nie to keep making albums. I re-
ally had had enough by then of doing 
that format. 
Bonzai: Did your original concept of 
the band fulfill itself? 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 209 
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North Central Studios Cover Many Bases 

by Dan Daley 

I
t was a mere 200 years ago that the American West ended at Chicago. A hundred years later, it began there. 

This is not a lot of time in the grand scheme of things. But then again, this country, like the audio industry, 

has changed a lot in a very short time. The last ten years have seen tremendous growth in the three power-

house cities of the North Central region: Chicago, Detroit and Minneapolis. All three have developed sig-

nificant alternative music scenes and, in the wake of those developments, the recording studio communities 

of each have grown as well. Each has its own unique history, but the three have much in common, as 

America refocuses on its own heartland as a new source of entertainment and commercial audio. 

For Chicago, the city's traditional base of blues and jazz continued as the pop music industry swept through 

in the 1960s with acts like The Buckinghams and into the '70s with Corky Laing and, perhaps the epitome of 

the city's pop musical heritage, the band Chicago, whose lead singer, Peter Cetera, continues to land on the 

charts. The studios that developed to handle this musical expansion attracted many visitors, from Eric Clapton 

to Todd Rundgren, Neil Diamond, Madonna, Eric Clapton and Johnny Winter. After a quiet period, music has 

again picked up in the late '80s and '90s with artists like R. Kelly, Smashing Pumpkins, Michael Jackson and Pearl 

Jam making regular pit stops in the city. 

But the '80s were a fast-paced time for Chicago on another front, too: The advertising industry went into 

high gear there as more and more national spots were generated from the major agencies that are headquartered 

there, such as Leo Burnett and J. Walter Thompson. Now, 1996 finds Chicago balanced with a high growth in 

both music and broadcast commercial audio. 

Meanwhile, in Minneapolis in the mid- 1980s, what had been regarded for a long time as a haven for winter 
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sports and summer fishing exploded as Prince (now the Artist Formerly Known As...) led the city onto the nation-

al stage, with acts like Vanity 6 and The Time following in his Purple wake, while independently Jimmy Jam and 

Terry Lewis carved out their own niche as brilliant songwriters/producers. A renaissance in the city's downtown 

area and a reputation for a high standard of living brought record companies and other music industry people 

into the city looking for the abundance of talent that was blossoming there. Minneapolis became the first of the 

"alternative" cities to become a powerhouse musical center. 

Recording studios in both cities blossomed as well. Chicago's anchor facilities, Chicago Recording Company 

and Streeterville Recording, became the hubs for a plethora of newer facilities, many of which continue to cater 

to both the music and the commercial domains of audio, a balancing act that no other city in the U.S. has ever 

quite so consistently achieved. In fact, the two fields seem to feed each other: The music has helped keep the 

city's scoring and jingle output diverse and fresh, while the tight ships needed for commercials have given the 

city a reputation for high levels of productivity, attention to client detail and maintenance. 

Since the Minneapolis alternative scene was kick-started in the mid- 1980s by seminal acts like Hüsker Du 

and The Replacements, and later strengthened by a second generation that included Babes in Toyland, Trip 

Shakespeare and, perhaps most notably, Soul Asylum, Minneapolis has become a haven for a broad and diverse 

array of new alternative acts from within and without. From the regular visits by major rock acts to Paisley Park, 

the city's largest facility, to the in-house production work at Jam and Lewis' per-

sonal recording facility, the city has been literally humming consistently for the 

last five years. 
Detroit has seemingly been the quiet spot in the region in recent years. But 

it has not simply rested on the laurels of Motown Records since the label 

packed off to Los Angeles in 1972. In fact, the newly appointed Motown label 

president announced in March that Motown would this year open an office in 

the city where Berry Gordy created the Sound starting back in 1958. And 

Detroit has given the rock world artists like Ted Nugent and Bob Seger, both of 

whom continue to be fertile producers of music. But in recent years Detroit has 

maintained its base of classic artists in several genres, including jazz great Earl 

Klugh, blues singer Anita Baker and gospel legends Fred Hammond & Radical 

For Christ. At the same time, the city continues to nurture new artists, includ-

ing best-selling new jazz artist Jerald Daemyon on GRP Records, Alexander 

Zonjic, Straight Ahead and Marion Hayden. 
Detroit's studio base is small but determined. And perhaps above all, at a time when culture has looked to 

disposable icons like Planet Hollywoods and Hard Rock Cafes to dangle the equivalent of cheap earrings while 

patrons eat overpriced hamburgers, Detroit is home to the Motown Museum, a precise re-creation of the site of 

Motown's greatest years, including the studio that produced most of the label's hits with acts such as Marvin Gaye, 

The Temptations, Gladys Knight and dozens of others. The restored studio—down to the pack of cigarettes lean-

ing against an ashtray on the home-made console—should be a required pilgrimage for anyone in the recording 

industry. Foundations like that give Detroit a base from which to continue as a center of U.S recording. 

The reach of this recording region has also spread to contiguous areas, from Madison, Wisconsin, to the orig-

inal core of the '70s rock bastion in southern Illinois, where Champagne was a required stop on any major rock 

tour of the period. John Mellencamp's facility in Indiana is a reflection of the fact that much of America's music 

has never left the area, never left home. As America changed, so did its heart. As the country's demographics and 

radio programming embraced an ever-wider scope, so did the place where the music came from. 

History is said to repeat itself. What's been happening in the North Central region reflects the fact that the 

area's audio history is deeper than is often commonly perceived. That depth is also the foundation that will carry 

the region well into the next century as an important place in an increasingly global audio village. 
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udio Recording Unlimited's (ARU) location is as impres-

sive as its client roster. Four audio suites overlook Lake 

Michigan and the downtown area from a perch in the 

clock tower of the gleaming white terra cotta Wrigley 

Building, built in 1920, on North Michigan Avenue. The 

list of agencies that regularly have their audio posted there 

include national giants Leo Burnett, DDB Needham, Foote, 

Cone & Belding, as well as regional agencies Cramer-Krasselt, 

and Bayer Bess & Vanderwarker. Audio Recording's commer-

cial spots speak (and sometimes sing) for themselves, includ-

ing national spots for United Airlines, McDonald's, Budweiser, 

Bud Light, Ameritech, Chicago White Sox 

Tribune and several major auto manufacturers. 

At a time when many facilities add 

audio post-production as a secondary 

capability, founder and company president 

Mike King, whose work has been recog-

nized nationally and locally with Clio, 

Addy and Windy Awards, says that Audio 

Recording Unlimited is designed to focus 

on audio post as a primary mission. 

"That's what we do here," says King. 

"And just as importantly, we help people 

do it. We see a lot of people come in here 

from out of town, because Chicago has 

such a diverse and broad talent pool. That's 

one of the things that we specialize in: 

The Chicago 

Studio Specs 
Owners: Mike and Susan K rig Manager: Betty Rake 
Engineers Mike King. Don ArbocKle, Rich Choinowski and Mark 
Zeboski. Dimensions: Control A: 26x22, Studio A: m3x18. 
Control D. 18x22. Studio D: 8x12. Control 18: 22x20, Studio 18. 
15x11, Control 20: 20x26. Studio 20: 14x20. Mixing Consoles 
Automated Sony Me-3000 (2), SL Scenaria, SSL Screen5ound 
Lexicon Opus (2k Tape Machine: Fostex, Panasonic anc Sony 
DAT machines. Sony analog (al Kirmats) Signal Processing 
Drawmer, Apex, Harmonizer, De-neter, TC Electronic, Loxicor. 
480L. Monitors Bag End and titEl. Of Special Interest: AP' 
digital stereo. Keystone digital sb.reo, EDNet digital stereo. new 
Emulator sampling system. 

AUDIO RECORDING UNLIMITED. INC. 

Audio Recording Unlimited 

400 North Michigan Ave., 

Suite 1900 

Chicago, IL 60611 

Tel. (312) 527-7000 

Fax (312) 527-3360 

helping clients achieve what they're looking for." 

ARU has four editing/mixing suites, the latest of which— 

Studio 18—was opened in the clock tower in November 

1995. That room houses a new 32-track SSL Scenaria system 

with Total Recall. The studio's core technology includes an 

SSL ScreenSpund system in Studio A, and a Lexicon Opus in 

both Studio D and Studio 20. The studios all offer an exten-

sive array of digital and analog outboard signal processing 

equipment. 

But King stresses that the technology is only part of the 

equation. King, along with Don Arbuckle, Rich Chojnowski 

and Mark Zeboski, represent a total of nearly 80 years' worth 

of cumulative post and broadcast audio experience. Betty 

Rake, a co-founder of ARU, supervises 

music searches via the studio's 15-plus pro-

duction libraries that house more than 

40,000 themes, and 17 effects libraries 

with more than 100,000 sound effects, 

hundreds of which are custom-designed. 

"We tend to stay on top of technolo-

gy," says King. "But most importantly, I 

think, is that we've developed the right 

kind of attitude here. People can say we 

have the best technology, but I like it better 

when they tell me we're the friendliest 

place in town. I don't know if you can get 

a higher compliment than that." 
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hicago Recording Company is located jusl. off Chicago's 
Magnificent Mile in the heart of the city's creative post and 

advertising community. CRC has become nationally noted 

for both its extensive post-production capabilities and for 

the prestigious recording artists it has hosted. Since its 

founding in 1975, with sessions for artists 

Players, John Prine and Jerry Butler, CRC 

has gone on to record Smashing Pumpkins, 

Michael Jackson, Pearl Jam, R Kelly, Sting, 

Toni Braxton, Buddy Guy, Mannheim 

Steamroller, Sonia Dada and many others, 

and hosted producers such as Flood, 

Brendan O'Brien and Steve Albini. 

Perhaps what really sets CRC apart 

from the pack is the depth of both its tal-

ented 40-plus staff and its extensive tech-

nology resources. The facility contains 16 

individual multitrack studios, digital editing 

suites and multiformat transfer rooms in 

three downtown locations. From the origi-

nal Studio A, designed in 1975 by Tom 

Hidley (the last of the legendary Westlake 

rooms), through its latest digital audio 

suites located in the Leo Burnett Building 

downtown, CRC has always been a leader. 

The studio brought the first 24-track 

like the Ohio 

Studio Specs 

Owner Alan Kubicke_ Managers Hank Neuberger and Jo Srurn. 
Dimensions. 16 sticks, including Studio 4 and 5 Gontrol 
%oms: 26x28, Studios 30x70; Studio D Control: 213x24. 
30x65. Mixing Consoles Nene VR72 with Flyina Fedirrs 
automation, SSL 6064 E/G. Harrison Ten. AMS Logic 3, ',ell 556 
with Diskmix automation, Euphonix, other; Tape Modem's 
Studer A827. A800, 080. Mitsubishi X-850 Signal Processing. 
Lexicon 4801, variety of tube compressors including 
570, multiple AMS and Eventide processors. 60 channe,s øf oit-
board Focusrite micpre/E0s and dynamics, GML ED. Mowitors: 
Lakeside/TAD, Genelec, Yamaha. Of Special Interest AMS 
AudioFile Spectres r9). Sonic Solutions 171. Synclavier r:J). °ro 
Tools. SampleCell. Emulator E.3. Steinwe (2) and Bor;erdorfer 
pianos. 

Chicago Recording Compary 

232 E. Ohio Street 

Chicago. IL 60611 

Tel. ( 312) 822-9333 

Fzx ( 312) 822-9189 

INebsite 

http://lAnnw.chgo-rec.comistudios 

recorder to Chicago and helped introduce DAWs to the 

Midwest market many years later. 

The trusi,: division's success is built around large Neve 

and SSL consoles, an extensive collection of processing gear 

and expert.'.sx. to provide for every professional audio need in 

every format, from ADAT to 48-track. Today, the audio post 

and sound design division boasts the largest 

inventory of DAWs in the Midwest. (See 

specs.) 

"CRC has become the hub facility for 

professional audio in the Midwest," says 

studio manager and 1994-95 NARAS 

Chairman Hank Neuberger, a noted record-

ing engineer himself. "We've been able to 

contribute to both multi-Platinum albums 

as well as top-drawer commercials. I think 

we've had spots on every Super Bowl and 

Olympics broadcast since we've been in 

business. Combined with the numerous hit 

records we've been a part of over recent 

years, we've truly become competitive with 

the major studios on the coasts. 

"Chicago is simply a great place to 

record, whether it's music or commercial 

audio," adds Neuberger. "The technology is 

here, the talent is here, the pizza is here." 
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 inge's simple name belies its technological sophistica-
tion. Located in the heart of Chicago, Hinge opened its 

doors in January 1994. As its name implies, Hinge can 
also be viewed as a pivotal facility in Chicago's changing 

market, as a new diversity of music increases its presence 
in Chicago's professional audio industry mix. 

"There was no intention to make Hinge be one sort of a 
studio or another in terms of music." says studio manager 

Craig Bauer. " It was intended to be a good, technologically 
forward-thinking studio that provided a comfortable, creative 
setting for a wide variety of music and commercial audio. And 
that's what we've managed to accomplish." 

Designed by acoustician Stan Roller 
and architect Michael Pado, Hinge's phi-
losophy of broad coverage and leading-
edge technology is reflected in the facility's 
look of gray-on-gray interior decor, curved 
lines, quiet hallways and state-of-the-art 

equipment. A Euphonix CSII with DSC 
option is the centerpiece of the control 
room, which looks out onto a spacious 
and acoustically variable recording stu-
dio—via various absorptive and reflective 
surfaces—which was meticulously tuned 
after construction. Several isolation areas 

Studio Specs 
Manager: Craig Bauer. Engineers Craig Bauer, Scott Steirer. 
Neil Gustafson, Danny Leake Dimensions: Control: 22x1x12. 
Studio: 30x26x18. Mixing Consoles, 48-fader ( 144 inputsl 
Euphonie CSII w/OSC. Tape Machines: Otan i MIR-80 
Otan RADAR 24-track hard disk recording system. Signal 
Processing GML ED. Focusrite EQ, TC Eectronic M-500C, 
lexicon 300, outboard Euphonie dynamics units, various omer 
pieces. Monitors Tannoy OMT-15 Mk11. Genelec 1031A. Of 
Special Interest 8-channel Pro Tool.: system. 

HINGE 

complete the main recording room. 
Hinge also reflects Chicago's own tradition of a mixture 

of commercia' and music recording, with a nearly even split 

between the two, rounded out with considerable work by 
upcoming music acts. Those who have used Hinge's facilities 
in the studio's two years of operation include Ce Ce Peniston, 

C.hantay Savage, jazz artists Brian Culbertson and Bob 
Mamet, and noted gospel vocalist liblanda Adams, who 
recorded a cut for the recently released Rosa Parks tribute 
album. Hinge has also garnered significant film audio cred-
its, including Jessie Campbell's performance on "Where Is 

the Love" on the soundtrack for the film 
Dead Presidents. 

Bauer, who began as an assistant engi-

neer in Cleveland before moving to 
Chicago several years ago, says, "We felt 
that there was a need in Chicago for a facil-
ity that was technologically advanced, yet 

was accessible to the range of new artists 
who were using Chicago as a home base. 
This is a city with a lot of audio post work, 

and Hinge is designed to participate in that. 
But the resurgence of music in Chicago 

allows us to help fill the need for affordable, 
capable, creative music facilities." 

Hinge 

320 W. Ohio Street 

Chicago, IL 60610 

Tel. (312) 337-0008 

Fax (312) 337-3008 



Solid State Logic 
IN CONJUNCTION WITH 

PRESENTS 

WORLD TM 

A UNIQUE VIRTUAL TOUR OF TEN OF THE 

WORLD'S FINEST RECORDING STUDIOS, ON CD AND THE INTERNET 

RECORD PLANT, LARABEE, OCEAN WAY, THE HIT FACTORY, RIGHT TRACK 

MASTERFONICS, TOWNHOUSE, THE CHURCH, W1SSELOORD, GUILLAUME TELL 

• 

• Explore the studios using a QuickTime VR virtual reality tour 

• Meet leading artists, producers and engineers including 

Bob Clearmountain, Dave Stewart, Bruce Swedien, 

Frank Filipetti, John Gas, and Rudolph Schenker 
• Visit George Lucas's remarkable Skywalker Sound facility 

• Audition audio tracks recorded at selected studios 

Lei 

• 

• See how the CD was made, using the latest multimedia tools 

at 21st Century Media's multimedia production studio 

• Connect directly to the Prestige Studios Web site 
using CompuServe Connect software, supplied on the CD 

• Play the integrated CD & Web game and have a chance 

to win a day in one of the featured studios 

A SHOVVROM sm INTERACTIVE AUDIO CD WITH INTEGRATED INTERNET 
FOR AUDIO CD PLAYERS, AND MACINTOSH AND WINDOWS COMPUTERS 

COMING THIS SPRING FROM MIX MAGAZINE - CALL 415.453.9407 FOR MORE INFORMATION 

DEVELOPED & PRODUCED BY 

ALL TRADEMARKS ARE THE PRCPERTY OF 

THEIR RESPECTIVE OWNERS 883 FOURTH STREET 

QIFWB 
CompuServe 

enhanced 

2 1 ST CENTURY MEDIA® 
SAN RAFAEL CALIFORNIA 94901 415.453.9407 www.c2Imem.com 

CO- SPONSORED BY 

011C MMIUIOCILIf kIC Adobe MACROMEDIA 

1995 21, C., 

KABA 
GROUP 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE IVFO 



ustudisc 

\
I onsterdisc was founded in 1992 and at once raised the 
• mastering capability and quality of the Chicago region 

significantly. Chicago's first Fully dedicated mastering 

studio, Monsterdisc's large room ( 24x20) was designed 
by locally renowned engineer Jay O'Rourke, who co-

owns the facility with his wife, Ginny. The room was intend-

ed to provide a new level of mastering achievement for the 

city and its expanding base of independent labels and record-

ing artists. 
Since its opening, Monsterdisc has provided mastering 

services for a broad array of acts, including Liz Phair, Material 

Issue, Poi Dog Pondering, The Snaithereens, 1996 Grammy 

nominee Albert Collins and 1995 nominee 
Koko Taylor, as well as considerable mas-

tering work for local recording labels such 
as Alligator Records and Touch and Go 

Records. 
"One of the things that Monsterdisc 

set out to do and has done is to keep more 

of Chicago's recording artists here in town 
for their mastering," explains Jason Ran, 

one of Monsterdisc's mastering engineers. 

"There's a tremendous and growing base of 

talent in the Chicago area, and Monstetdisc 
was started to service them on two levels: 

The established talent now have a master-

ing facility of the quality that they were 
used to finding elsewhere, and newer acts 

on independent labels now have a facility 
that has introduced them to the concept of 

mastering, something that many of /hem 

weren't fully aware of before." 

With a full 95% of the artists using the studio for their 

mastering needs being local, a high level of client service is a 

hallmark at Monsterdisc, as is forward technology; the facili-

ty is based on the PMCD as its main mastering format. Other 

technology includes a Sonic Solutions system running on an 

Apple Quadra 900 with an HP 2.0GB hard drive, Apogee con-

verters, the Sony StartLab CDW-900E CD recorder, a 44/88 

SyQuest removable drive and a Sony PCM-7030 DAT. 

Monsterdisc also offers full-service CD replication and cas-

sette duplication services, as well as graphics, design and even 

liner notes services. 

Studio Specs 

Owners: Jay O'Rourke, Ginny C'Rourke. Managers: Ginny 
O'Rourke, Bob F einei.de. Engineers: Jay O'Rourke. Jason Rau 
(CD and CS reolicarion: Dan lessee Dimensions: 24x22. 
Mastering Sateen/Hardware: Sonic Solutions. Apple 
OLadra 900 with HP 10GB hard drive. Apogee converters, Hefter 
Pro 2400 amp. Storage Sony StartLab CDW-900E CD recorder. 
44/98 SyQuest removable drive, Sony PCM-7030 DAT. Uteri 
MX-5050 2-track ( 15 p ). Signal Processing: Lexicon NuVerb. 
Drawmer I 960 tube compressor. Monitors: Meyer HD-1. UREI 

BCE. Auraton-.. Yarràla NS-10 & NS-A635A. Of Special 
Interest: AvaiIable services include CO premastering, digital 
trausfers. CD and Of -ROM replication and tape duplication in 

lori and snort runs. 

-STEIDIK 
Monsterdisc 

1333 N. Kingsbury, Suite 203 

Chicago, IL 60622 

Tel. (312) 266-5770 

Fax (312) 649-1870 

mdbox@AOL.com 

In designing the facility, ambience was 

considered on a par with technology. The 
room is quietly lit, and sofa seating is 

arrayed before the Meyer HD-1 powered 

speakers—the studio's main monitoring 

system—as well as various other monitors 

the facility has. available. "When people 

walk into the room they're usually 
impressed by the feel as well as the equip - 

ment: says Rau. "They're comfortable even 

before we press 'play— 
More and more mastering work is 

coming in from outside the region, testi-

mony to Monsterdisc's own growing repu-

tation. "That's also part of the fact that 

more people are becoming aware of the 

Chicago region as a center of recording," 
says Rau. "It's becoming a very cool place 

to be." 
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a clear winner! 

stereophonic analog-to-digital converter 

"We have never encoun-
tered this level of image 
width, image depth, 
and low level detail in 
an A to D converter" 
- Sony Classical Productions 

"It's far and away. 
'the best converter 
I've ever heard." 

- Dave Collins, A&M Mastering 

"The AD122 has the 
widest dynamic range 
of any converter I have 
measured. It comes 
with the widest choice 
of re-dithering and 
noise shaping choices. 
It is my new standard." 

- Bob Ludwig, Chairman 
Gateway Mastering Studios 

'. -.311fflaar_EillinlIu...-

> Distributed worldwide by: 

AUDIO INTERVISUAL DESIGN 
1155 N. La Brea, W. Hollywood, CA 90038 

(213) 845-1155 FAX (213) 845 -1170 

AD122? Unlike other converters, it actually measures .../-122 db THD& N, the most accurate measurement of 
performance. In shootouts around the world, the AD122 has beat all 

the competition in A-D conversion. It's not "warmer," "sweeter" or 

"punchier" - you just hear the source like never before. Superior 

linearity, fast and accurate transient response, extremely small 

quantization steps and low noise performance enable the AD122 to 

produce highest resolution digital audio, clearly the winner!!! 

NEW from dB Technologies... MODEL MICPCPCIPS 
DIGITAL OPTIMIZER 

• 44.1 - j KHz sampling rate converter 

• Selectable Noise Shaping • Superb Metering • Format Conversion 

• THD and N measurements • Adjustable gain/attenuation 

• External sync input for film & video • Adjustable Delay 

...and much more! 

From the think tank at 

'Technologies 
))))/M 
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1Pcurds Inc. 
arFin Records represenn, the model for a modern recording [I 
studio. Housed in the stately 1885 Colonial Warehouse (a 
former cigar/wine warehouse in the center of the 
Minneapolis arts warehouse district) and minutes from the 

city's airport, diversity o1- restaurants and showcase clubs, 

OarFin Records is the hub of a number of enterprises, includ-

ing OarFin Records' own independent label. 

booking agency, prornotional/publicity ser-

vice and national record distribution ser-

vice. Formerly Metro Studios, OarFin has 

grown by acquisition uf other area studios 

into a four-room analg/cligital facility cater-

ing to the city's significant base of regional 
recording artists. The facility- is also home to 
recording work by major national acts 

Sheryl Crow, Wade Hayes, En Vogue and 

Kid Jonny Lang, film scoring work (Disney 

and New Line Cinema) and advertising 

work for major Minnesota agencies. Now 

entering its second decade. OarFin's various 
studios were designed by a combination of 

Chris Huxton (Studio A), Jon Dresse! & 

Associates (Studio B) end engineer Stephen 

Buck (Studio C). The spacious rooms offer a 

variety of acoustical and artistic settings, 

ranging from large enough for a 45-piece 
orchestra to intimate enough for small 

acoustic ensembles. Studios A and B are tie-

lined together to increase that flexibility, and 

all studios offer clients spacious, private 
lounge areas. And as part of the studio's 

OarFin Records Inc. 

21C Third Ave. North 

Minneapolis, IVIN 55401 

Te.. (612) 673-0508 

Fax (612) 673-0776 

E-mail al.... -...4 r•reill•c• ;irs•mrrseat r.rr. rgal • 

Studio Specs 

Owner: Oar; in Bet:I-cis Inc . Jon DeLange ( President) Rcoen 
Pickering ;CD/VP). Studio Coordinators: Jon Belange, James 
Walsh SCDIT Dietsdke, operations manager. Engineers. David 

Streeby, Drier' eogireer. Todd Fitzgerald. Blake Anderson, Shane 
Washington, Taylor Borr, Joshua Holland. Peter Kosch, S:ephen 
Buck, Jc-rym Roberis Dimensions: Control A-. 25x20x8. Studio 
A: 36x36,11. to: 1 Sx15x10 and 2 sound locks): Cortral 8: 
25x15xE. Stadia B: iso: Rxtix13, Control C 25x2ix10 (2 
sound km:. StudiA E: 25e20e12 Mixing Consoles 54- -mot 
Trident 'Series BOB w/ARMS II automation. 36-input Arnek 

Angela. 32 input tiscam M3700 with internal disk-based 
autornaqon. Tape Machines. Otari MTR-90II. Alests ADA; (9). 
Ampex AIR-10e. Tam 85-16B. :ascent MSR-16, Tascank MS-
16. Frarirtior'c SV-:.7D0 DAT. Sony PCM2500 CAT. Cas DA-2 
DAT, Tee 9A-P2C JAT. Signal Processing. Lexicon, 1.113E1. 

AN1S, Eventide, GML, Drawmer. API. dbx. nore. 
Monitors.. ::07.4 CF2000, Yamaha NS- 10, Auratone 5C, Tannoy 
sue 17 w I PuA u 5, JBL 4430. Of Special Interest n arse-
nal of outage nid new microphones (Neumann. AKG, 
Sennemr, 54, Slime, Sony, Groove Tube), Weber baby grand 
piano, Hammond B3 with Leslie. hard disk editing/mastering. 
CDR n teeme ouplication. sync to video. specialtv ecprivient 
ard track a.laIng available upon request. Ato -emoterecord-
ing capability evai able. 

multifaceted approach tu the music industry, OarFin's large stu-

dios and lobby have been used for record release parties and 

special performances. 
"All of that is pan of the full-service approach we've taken 

here," explains Scott Dietsche,. OarFin's operations manager. 

"The focus is on client needs and a broader definition of those 
needs, from recording to special equipment 

requests to catering a special event. We have 

a combination •of experience in not just 

recording brit in all aspects of record pro-

duction, writing, promotion and distribu-

tion. By offering that range of capabilities, 

we're in the proce of redefining what the 

term ' full-service: really means in the studio 

industry." OarFin's building also houses its 

contracted maintenance company, reflecting 

what chief engineer David Streeby says is the 
f...ict that, deipite the diversity of its offerings. 

OarFin never loses sight of its primary pur 

post: making good records and offering a 

high level of technology and expertise. 
"Minneapolis is definitely still growing 

as a center for original music in America 

e- and in the world," says Dietsche. "Acts like 

Kid Jonny Lang and Soul Asylum have 

helped establish iz as a legitimate musical 
mecca and as a prime rock city. As the 

industry itself undergoes significant 

.,hanges in how records are made and mar-
keted, OarFin can stay as much on the edge 

of those changes as any studio can." 

1/11 /99,-, MIX North Centrals Finest t3 



A revolutionary new microphone 
auditioning tool on CD-ROM! 

Allen Sides has recorded and mixed 
sessions for dozens of world-class 
artists such as Ay Cooder, Count 

Basie, Ray Charles, Sinead 
O'Connor and Brian Selzer. 

David Schwartz, producer of this 
CD-ROM project, is the founder and 

former editor- in-chief of Mix. 

BE A MICROPHONE EXPERT! 

Allen Sides' 
Microphone Cabinet® 

FROM CARDINAL BUSINESS MEDIA 

also publishers of 

MIX . ELECTRONIC MUSICIAN and MIX BOOKSHELF 

1.0-K11101 t  1 
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Microphone Cabinet is 

a required reference tool 

all of our classes. It really 

ws students the impor-

e of subtle differences 

een mica, but best of all, 

n secretly use it tool" 

David Gibson 

Founder and Chief Administrator 

California Recording Institute 

t a great educational tool! 

students can now learn 

technical specifications 

the sonic characteristics 

icrophones which nor-

ly aren't available to 
. With studio time in 

demand, it's a great way 
t to know the mica 

re going into the studio." 

Wesley Bulla 
Coordinator of Recording Studio 

Curriculum 

Belmont University 

I got the CD-ROM and it's 
ti Finally, you get a 

nce to look in a top engi-

r/producer's toolbox with-

having to buy all of the 
Is. " 

David Miles Huber 

Author and musician 

This unique, fully interactive CD-ROM lines up the top classic and contemporary professional microphones fora series of audio com-
parison tests on dozens of instruments.The disc features: 

• A " Selector Cabinet" of both popular and classic mics for recording each instrument. 
• 16- bit Red Book audio samples of the selected mics and instruments. 
• Allen Sides' "Tips" for getting the best sound from each microphone. 

• A high- resolution color photograph of each microphone and the mic placement setup for each instrument. 
• Complete specifications for each microphone. 
• A color photograph and description of each musical instrument. 
• A " Microphone Basics" section by noted author John Woram. 
• A directory of the microphone manufacturers. 

This amazing disc features tests of 68 mics and 33 different instruments. The microphones were chosen from the world-renowned col-
lection at Sides' Ocean Way/Record One studios in Los Angeles. Sort by microphone to check out the best instruments for each, or sort 
by instrument to see which mica you should use. Item MC) $69.95 plus $9.95 shipping and handling. 

Colt Tall-Pree 
800.233.9604 



PaWpm Siudlo 
fi

uilt into a hillside overlooking a 40-acre, heavily wooded 
private park, Pachyderm Studio has taken its place 
among the world's leading residential recording facilities. 
Located 40 miles southeast of Minneapolis/St. Paul, 
Pachyderm's private and isolated recording environment 

is close enough—yet not too close—to the urban center's 
offerings and the international airport. Pachyderm's setting is 

unique and extremely conducive to creativity, as is evident in 
the extraordinary performances and songwriting output from 
the studio over the past five years. The spring-fed 
stream, abundant wildlife, winding paths 
and bridges provide the ideal "getaway" cli-
mate. The spacious 6,000-square- foot 
home, with four bedroom suites, extensive 
living areas, full kitchen and laundry, and 
indoor pool and sauna, provides comfort-
able lodging for both artists and the pro-
duction teams. 

Most important, however, is the stu-
dio itself, where Nirvana's In Utero, Live's 

Throwing Copper, P.J. Harvey's Rid of Me, 

Golden Smog's Down by the Old 
Mainstream, and numerous other great 
recordings by the likes of Soul Asylum, The 
Connells, The Jayhawks, Hum, Babes in 
Toyland, Kelly Willis and Son Volt were put 

trout 

Studio Specs 

Engineer' Brent Sere. Edo DeMaa. Dimensions Control: 
23x21, Studio 32x25, will adioining granite Iso Room: 1208. 
Other Isos 1007 1001 Mixing Consoles: 32-input Nene 
8068 Tape Machines. Smiler A820, A827, A80 w/Dolby SR. 
Signal Processing iocusrre, Tube Tech, GML, Ouantec, dbx 
and more Monitors. Tenelec 1030A, Westlake BBSM4. 
Yamaha NS-10, Tannoy FM Bi NFM-8. Of Special Interest. 
Large tube mii• list, including AKG C-12, C-24, Neumann U47. 
CVM-563 (2, East Gemar origin) and many more. Also. 
Bosendorfer paid piano, litramond B-3 organ w/Leslies. Vox 
AC30, Bluesand Dumole Dvertkive Special and many other vir-
tage guitar are-os neorlahlr 

to tape. The acclaimed live room's sound. perfectly matched 
with vintage tube microphones, a classic bleve 8068 console 
and Studer tape machines, is perhaps Pachyderm's biggest 
allure. The combination of soft maple wood and glass creates 
the distinctive live room sound, considered by many produc-
ers to be among the very finest. An adjoining granite room, 
two "dead" isolation rooms and the wired lounge room pro-

vide five isolated recording areas, each with clear sightlines 
into the control room. 

Pachyderm offers two outstanding house engineers, 

Brent Sigmeth and Bob DeMaa, who have a 
combined five years' experience working 
the room. Their work as head engineers 
can be heard on Pachyderm's Cool Beans 
compilation (recently released as a charity 
benefit—"The Pachyderm Sessions") and 
on the radio program The Pachyderm Show 
(on Minneapolis radio station REV- 103 
and possibly headed into syndication)_ 
Sigmeth's first recording as head engineer 
at Pachyderm was the Grammy-winning 

South Coast by Ramblin' Jack Elliott. 
Pachyderms' reasonable rates, com-

bined with lodging capabilities, enable 

cost-effective productions for projects large 
and small. 

Pachyderm Studio 

7840 Co.17 Blvd. 

Cannon Falls, MN 55009-4048 

Tel. ( 507) 263-5276 

Fax ( 507) 263-2002 



If You're Serious About Your Music, 
Think wri of* Professional Sound 
Starts Wit rofessional 
Equipment-

CONSISTENTLY 
EXCELLENT... 
Guitar Plugs 
Microphone Connectors 
Audio Adapters 
Audio Patch Panels 10.00 

i I i 

felf....et 

Switchcratt, Inc. 

5555 North Elston Avenue 

Chicago, IL 60630 

(312) 631-1234 • Fax (312) 792-2129 

http://www.raytheon.com/re/swc.html 

SEE US AT NSCA BOOTH #1817 



hiSiq Park NidS 

iii
aisley Park has entered the cultural consciousness ot an 
entire generation as few studios in history have. Built in 

1987 as the creative headquarters for 4.. Paistey Park was 

intended from its inception to also share its creator's 

muse with the recording industry in gieral as a for-hire 

facility. "One of the really nice things about Paisley Park is 

that it's not an artist's personal project studio that was later 

opened for other artists to use; it was designed from the 

beginning to be a recording studio that was world-class in its 

capabilities and available to outside 

clients," explains Sal Greco, Paisley Park's 

chief technical engineer. "There's a definite 

vibe here based on the owner, but at the 

same time, you know as soon as you walk 

in that you're also in a very professional, 

dedicated recording facility, one in which 

many things are possible." 

Designed by BOTO Design, Paisley 

Park takes the term "full-service facility' 
and redefines it. Three studios radiating otf 

the sunlit central atrium offer large control 

rooms and spacious, multitextural, multi-

timbrai recording areas, as well as a selec-

tion of SSL, vintage/custom API/De Medio 

and Soundcraft consoles. In addition, 

Paisley Park also offers a huge rehearsal 

stage suitable for preparing arena-sized 

touring package rehearsals The same space 

is also designed as a video shooting and 

sound stage. and an Avid nonlinear digital 

Studio Specs 
Owner 4'. Manager Marci Meyocks. Engineers: Steve 
D.,ree, Shane Keller, Tim Hoogenakker, Hans Buff. 
Dimensions: Control k 25x20, Studio A" 40:30, Control 
2*.x, (1. Studio B. 25x40; Control C. 12x15, Studio C: 46x32. 
Mixing Consoles: SSL 8088 G. w/Ultimation: :Custom API/De 
Meiji° w/GML moving fader automation, 46-input, 24-bus; 
SDLndcraft TS-24. 36-input Tape Machines and Storage 
Studer 0820 digital 48-track, Studer A800 Mk;11 analog multi-
teics 141, Sony JH-24 multitrack, Studer A820 2 track w/CTTC 
M. Sony PCM 7030 ,imecode DAT 121 and Paraionic SV-3700 
C.ar 141, Akai D01000 digital editor, Studer D740 CD recorder. 
Signal Processing: Lexicon, Roland, Yarreha, Eventide, 
lo,:usrite, Nene Pultec. Publions. Avalon, 'ettronix, UREI, 
';urnmit Audio, dbx, Massenburg, Orban, Ap,gee converters. 
'.1ark.Teknik, more. Monitors. Westlake HR-1 totir-way system, 
W,,stlake 88SM-4, Westlake SM-1 five-way system. Tannoy 
rSM, Yamaha NS-10 Auratone. Of Special Interest Avid non-
'Wear digital video editing system. 

Paisley Park Studios 

7801 Audubon Road 

Chanhassen, MN 55317 

Tel. (612) 474-8555 

Fax (612) 474-6328 

Website 

http://www.bitstream.nettpaisleypark 

video editing system is available. "You can do your project 

here from start to finish," says Greco. "Pre-production, pro-

duction. overdubs, mixing, remixes, videos and tour 

rehearsal." 

Among the acts who have done records there are REM.. 

Fine Young Cannibals, Soul Asylum, &g Head Todd & The 

Monsters, Bobby McFerrin, Paul Westerberg and George 
Benson. Artists who have fine-tuned their live performances 

prior to world tours include the Bee Gees, Neil Young and Jeff 

Beck & Stevie Ray Vaughan's co-tour. 

Commercial clients such as AT&T, Chrysler 

and Kerrip's have also used Paisley's facili-

ties for national broadcast spots. 

"The various studios have an overall 

neutral design to them so as to make them 

as widely acceptable as possible," explains 

operations manager Marci Meyocks. "But 

within each studio are several environ-

ments, each with its own character, such as 

all-wood surfaces or a rock-walled isolation 

space. We combined that with a very broad 

range of technology in terms of consoles, 

automation, analog and digital tape decks, 

microphones and outboard equipment." 

Paisley Park's staff can arrange a wide 

variety of accommodations to suit all bud-

gets and tastes. And while the studio is 

only a short drive from the Minneapolis 

area's clubs and amenities, Meyocks adds, 

"It's a world unto itself." 



Bookmark this. 
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Hiver North Sliiilius 
II

iver North Studios has Lo\ c 1 ed a lot of ground since w-, 
founding in 1985. Designed by its ownef and founder, 

producer Joe Thomas, the large multigeometric record-

ing studio and 72-input SSL G-Plus console—which was 

Chicago's largest SSL when it was installed—has evolved 

into the core facility for River North Records, which opened 

in 1989 and continues to host sessions for other major and 

independent labels nationally. 

"As far as design goes, the A room was meant to be as 

bright, as big and as loud as we could make it," says Thomas. 

The room is about 30% hardwood maple, 30% tile, and the 

rest is a 16x30-foot exposed-brick wall, which also acts as a 

diffractor. In that kind of space, says Thomas, "You wind up 

with a lot of acoustical possibilities. In 

addition, there are three separate isolation 

booths, each of which has a pretty unique 

sound to it. So your sonic potential is sub-

stantial." 

River North has significant record 

credits under its belt: Billy Idol's "Mony, 

Mony" was the studio's first Billboard 

Number One record in 1986. Since then, 

the facility has done records for David 

Bowie, Gus Dudgeon's and Bruce 

Hornsby's work on "Madman Across the 

Water" for the Elton John tribute record, 

and live location recording work for Paul 

McCartney's Tripping the Light Fantastic 

tour appearance at nearby Soldier Field. 

Studio Specs 

Owner Joe Thomas Manager: Joanna Basile. Engineers. 
Rck Fritz, Steve Weeder, Claw] Foster, Matt Fevold: studio Such: 
Stan Miller. Dimensions: Control A: 20x25, Studio A. 40,50, 
Ccntrol E: 20x35, Studio E: 20x35; Control D: 20x25. Mixing 
Consoles: 72- input SSL G. w/Ultimation, 40- input SSL 
put ODA. Tape Machines. Studer 827 (2). Otani 32-track eigi-

til  Signal Processing: M-5000 la IC Electronic TC290 
(7). AMS RK1X AMS DMX, Lexicon PCM-70 an. 
Eventide H3000SE 121, many other digital and analog outb,:ard 
p eces. Monitors: Genelec 1031, TAO. UREI, Yamaha anc cher 
near-field monitors. Of Special Interest Otani ProDisk. Digi-
cbsign Pro Tools. 

RIVER 
NORTH 
STUDIOS 

River North Studios 

610 N. Fairbanks Ct. 

Chicago, IL 60611 

Tel. ( 312) 944-1107 

Fax ( 312) 944-7258 

"Live tecordirs 1411 one of our regular services, but when one 

of The Beatles asks you to do it, you find a way," Thomas 

laughs. 

The brightness and size of the studio have also induced a 

number of artists to choose it for live broadcast work, includ-

ing on-air performances by Jackson Browne, Tori Amos and 

John Mellencamp. More recently, Madonna's latest single was 

remixed at Rives North, and River North Records recording 

artist Peter Cetera's solo record was done there—the disc 

spawned two Top 10 singles. Current projects include a River 

North Records collaboration between the Beach Boys and 

noted artists including Willie Nelson, Lorrie Morgan, Junior 

Brown, Toby Keith and Eagles bassist Timothy B. Schmit. 

"The studio hasn't been considered 

mainstream in the industry," says Thomas. 

"Not to say the projects done here haven't 

been significant—they have. But we've just 

stayed off the beaten path. We have given 

our artists and clients the privacy and 

atmosphere they need. They can be as 

intense and focused or as laid-back as they 

want. It's like Chicago itself in a way—it's 

in the heart of the Midwest, it has all the 

amenities of a big city, and it's central to all 

the major Midwest concert venues. There-

fore, various artists continue to stop by on 

their way through town. River North is a 

great place to record in a great city. Even in 

the winter." 
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hen it's time to pick up your copy of the essential North American 

music business & production directory. 

The Recording Industry Sourcebook is the # 1 

source for industry contact information, containing over 10,000 listings 

in 55 categories. Listings include names and titles, phone, fax, style of 

music represented, whether or not unsolicited material is accepted, 

notes and more. In production categories there is even information about 

rates, equipment, credits and specialties. 

$79.95 plus $9.95 shipping & handling. 
To order by phone call (800) 233-9604, fax (908) 225-1562, or send a check or money order 

made payable to: Recording Industry Sourcebook, c/o 1Nhitehurst and Clark Inc.; 100 Newfield 

Ave.; Edison, NJ USA 08837-3817 

°WM 

"The Sourcebook is the 

essential guide to 

breaking into the 

recording industry. 

Finally, someone knows 

what they're talking 

about." 

Shawn Vezinaw, Tower 

Records 

"A must have directory." 

Music Connection Magazine 

"Indispensable" 

Guy Eckstine 

National Director 

of A&R 

Verve/Polygram 



treeterville Recording is situated one block off of Michigan 

Avenue in the heart of Chicago's famous Loop district. 

Founded in 1969, Streeterville is a seven-studio complex 

offering diversified audio services for local, national and 

international clients. These rooms have served a spectrum 

of clients from music legends like Muddy Waters, Todd 

Rundgren, Neil Diamond, Eric Clapton, Madonna, Jaco 

Pastorius and Johnny Winter, to national advertising agencies 

whose clients include United Airlines, McDonald's, Sears, State 

Farm and Miller, as well as film productions such as A League 

of Their Own, Bachdraft and The Princess Bride, and TV produc-

tions including The Wonder Years. 

One of the leading-edge studios of the 

Midwest, Streeterville can boast a string of 

Chicago firsts: the first 16-track recording 

(1969); the first studio to open a dedicated 

audio-for-video suite ( 1983); the first multi-

room facility to install and network digital 

audio workstations as the main format for 

audio post-production ( 1988); and one of 

the first studios in the U.S. to introduce 

satellite and fiber-optic audio transmissions. 

Streeterville's first studio was designed 

in consultation with Chicago native Bruce 

Swedien's Northwest Audio company. The 

other two main music rooms were designed 

by George Augspurger and Jack Edwards, 

with the four audio post rooms designed by 

Streeterville itself. 

"What makes Streeterville work is our 

full-service approach to clients," explains 

owner Jimmy Dolan, who started at the stu-

Studio Specs 
Owner/President. James Dolan Director of Operations Bob 
I) Iii, Engineers Paul Shoo«, chief engineer, nine staff mixers, 

as,istants and freelance eng fleeting database available. 
Dimensions: Control 1: 25x17x12, Studio 1: 47x22x14; Contra: 2: 
24x17x1Z Studio 2: 37x17x12; Control a 21x22x12. Studic 3: 
14x15x12; Control 5: 21x15, Studio 5: 14x25; Control 6: 14x16, 
S:udio 6: 19x9; Control 7: 14x16, Studio 7: 9x9. Mixing 
Consoles New VR 5056 with Flying Faders automation, NeveVR 
4840 with Flying Faders autination, SSL 6048 E/G with Tidal 
Recall and Motionworks. digital audio rooms featuring Avid 
Audiovision and Dig idesign Pr. Tools. Tape Machines: Sony/MCI 
JO-24 (2), Otan MTR-90 ( 2). Otan MTR-90MkIll Signal 
Processing: Lexicon 4801 and 224XL digital reverbs, EMT 140 
arid 240 plate reverbs. Eventide, AMS. Yamaha. UREI, Lang Allec. 
AM, Dolby, Focuvite and othe- signal processing. Monitors- Main 
music moms are UREI anct Genelec, various near-fields. Of 
Special Interest All studios offer audio and video lock-to-picure 
capability; IDS and EdNet digital transmission services available. 

Streeterville Recording 

161 E. Grand Avenue 

Chicago, IL 60611 

Tel. (312) 644-1666 

Fax (312) 644-2849 

dio in 1971 as an apprentice engineer, rose through the ranks 

to become the studio's top music mixer and, by 1983, pur-

chased the facility with his family. "Over the years we've been in 

business we've seen the tremendous range of ways people work, 

and as a result we've been able to turn that experience into a 

broad range of options for every client who uses the facility. 

There's no one set way to work here. That, in combination with 

our technical and session support experience, offers clients a 

high-quality, low-stress vibe to do their work in." 

Streetemlle sprawls over two floors of its building, offer-

ing music clients an array of Neve and SSL consoles, and post 

clients Avid, AMS and Digidesign worksta-

tions. All rooms have video/audio synchro-

nization, and access to IDB and EDNet and 

DGS digital audio transmission services. 

Streeterville continues to attract a 

broad array of music clients, such as 

Collective Soul, Nine Inch Nails, Buddy 

Guy, as well as a range of post and film proj-

ects for Disney, MTV, Columbia Tri-Star and 

others. And the studio continues to func-

tion as one of the major hubs of an ex-

panding Midwestern audio market. 

"Chicago is filling itself out in all entertain-

ment areas," says Dolan. "The creative base 

in the market is expanding in relation to 

technical opportunities. People have been 

tapping into the talent base here for a while 

now, and more people are becoming aware 

of it every month. Chicago has been the 

professional audio world's best-kept secret 

for a long time. But that's changing." 



¡Live from 
Latin Arnerioa! 

If you're taking your audio products on 

the road to Latin America, Mix— Edición en 

Español is the only Spanish phrase you need 

to know. 

With approximately 20,000 copies per 

bimonthly issue, Mix— Edición en Español 

is the most widely-distributed profession-

al audio and music publication in the 

Spanish-speaking world! 

Your ads in Mix— Edición en Español 

reach live sound and recording profes-

sionals, aspiring pros and musicians in 

virtually every country in Central and South 

America, plus Spain and Spanish-speaking 

regions of the United States. 

Mix contract advertisers are eligible for 

special discounts in Mix— Edición en Español. 

Call your Mix advertising manager for 

details on your company's discount level. 

EDICIÓN EN ESPAÑOL 
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Control por Computadora 
Directorio: 
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PEORO 

There's only one source for profes-

sional audio and music coverage in 

Spanish: ¡Mix— Edición en Español! 

September/October 1996 
Ad Close: June 14 

Materials Due: June 21 

Associate Publisher • Jeffrey Turner 
(510) 653-3307 

Eastern Ad Manager • Michele Kanatous 
(212) 563-5301 

So. Cal./Southwest Ad Manager • Terry Lowe 
(310) 207-8222 

Northwest/Midwest Ad Manager • John Pledger 
(510) 653-3307 

6400 Hollis Street # I2 • Emeryville, CA 94608 

tel (510) 653-3307 • fax (510) 653-5142 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 



%[liol Recorthnq Inc, 
tudio A Recording was founded in 1981 by Eric and Nlarilyi t 

Morgeson as a 4-track facility, eventually growing to ! ts cur-

rent 48-track capability. Success enabled them to build, in 

1985, a state-of-the-art recording facility This move cement-

ed Studio As place in Detroit's newfound renaissance of 

music and art. "There's an incredible amount of music going on 

in this town," says Eric Morgeson. "Detroit has become a focal 

point for gospel music, and the jazz, rock and R&B scenes have 

never gone away" 

Studio A has evolved to meet the needs of Detroit's growing 

music community. Designed by John S:oryk of Walters-Storyk 

Design Group, the main recording room offers an intimate envi-

ronment with bright ambience and clear sight Pines between 

musicians and control room. An isolation 

booth off the main recording room features a 

7-foot 1898 Steinway grand piano. An SSL G 

Series console is the centerpiece of the main 

control room, which also includes an array of 

analog and digital storage and processing 

gear. A second room is a MIDI-based track-

ing and scoring environment which features 

a host of digital equipment, including a 

Synclavier music system. 

"But as good as the technology is, what 

keeps the artists and producers coming back 

are the people," says Eric. -We have the best 

team of engineers and producers in Detroit.' 

This combination of technological sophisti-

cation and professional acumen has resulted 

in Studio A working with a wide array of 

accomplished artists, including Motown 

greats Barrett Strong ("I Heard It Through the 

Studio Specs 
limners: Eric & Marilyn Mules°, Manager: Marilyn Morge-
r2A Engineers: Eric Morgeson-, Iridd Foirall, Steve Capp. 
Dimensions Control l r 25x2, Studio: 30x40, Syn. 
clavier/MIDI Stu:ha: 12x12. Mixing Consoles: -.51. 6000G 40-
hp-rt. Mackie '32x8. Tape Machines: Sory/MCI JH-24 (2), 
Aseirs ADATs 14 track, VrtubiCii y-03C. &17 2500 DAT (2), 
,or  5003 2-r•ak. Som LI-matic •.'03850. Signal Processing 
I eicibon 224. Frocusrite 1133 molds.% Tube Teal, Klark-Teknik 
DN70. AMS RMX 16, Yamaha, VVey Feirple. Kepex, BBE, 
Lve-itide, AlesiF, more. Monitors. :ienelec 1038A. Tannoy NFM-
d, WA, Auratcne Of Special Interest Synclavier 
:real worksraton, 1898 Stiinway 7.foot grand piano. Roland 
DM-BO hard disk system. 
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Studio A Recording Inc. 

5619 North Beech Daly 

Dearborn Heights, MI 48127 

Tel. (313) 561-7489 

Fax (313) 561-6736 

Grapevine"), Ivey Hunter ("Dancin' in the Streets") and Mack 

Rice ("Mustang Sally"). The Queen of Soul, Aretha Franklin, 

worked on a special project with Arif Mardin producing, and the 

studio has hosted R&B songstress Anita Baker. Studio A also 

continues recording relationships with jazz guitar master Earl 

Klugh (Warner Bros.), chart-topping jazz violinist Jerald 

Daemyon (GRP) and gospel great Fred Hammond (Benson). 

Studio A has also welcomed other musical endeavors, most 

notably commercial music production and record production. 

The Morgesons, partnered with Mario Resto, make up the nucle-

us of Musicworks, a commercial music company that garnered 

several Caddy and Monitor Awards for national television spots. 

Musicworks composed and produced music for the national 

campaigns of the Chrysler Neon car launch 

and the 1995 Ply mouth Minivans. 

Additionally, the production company has 

produced songs and albums for artists on 

Warner Bros., Motown, Atlantic, Capitol and 

Epic. And they are currently recording an 

album for Motown session great Dennis 

Coffey ("Scorpio"), jazz flutist Alexander 

Zonjic (with Bob James and Kirk Whalum) 

and gospel singer/songwriter Parkes Stewart. 
"What Studio A is all about is giving the 

talent base in Detroit access to the kind of 
studio they would find in New York, L.A. or 
Nashville," explains Marilyn Morgeson. "The 
talent base that worked on all the great 
Motown records is still here, and it's done 
nothing but grow and diversify over the 
years. People can come here and use Studio 
A for both its technological and human 
resources." 
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True Condenser Studio Microphone 

• 

The Electro-Voice RE1000 

is a monumental break-

through in studio condenser 

microphone performance 

and value. Its sound quality 

and perform* 

many of the nest 

microphones,. s of 

price. One liste will 

reveal that this se dio 

tool belongs in your dio. 

MARK IV company 

n, MI 49107 
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It May Come As A Shock To Yu.. 
But many manufacturers combine solid state circuits with tubes (known as hybrid circuitry). This may he e 
less expensive, but certainly will not 'warm up' or 'fatten' your sound like an ALL-TUBE product. 
Anthony DeMaria Labs is the company that brings you the finest handbuilt, pure-tube equipment in the 
world. Of course, you don't have to take our word for it. Check out our client list and hear the difference! 

Remember... It's not ADL unless it's ALL TUBE. 
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"Top Dog hi Audio" 

Partial Client List: 
The Rolling Stones • Flood (A, Depeche Mode), London • Bob Clearmountain • Bon Jovi • Sony Music, NY • Butch Vig (Nirvana) • Bearsville Studios, NY 

Peter Moshay (Mariah Carey) • DJ Pooh (Ice Cube), L.A. • Chung King House of Metal, N.Y. • lsley Bros. • Heart • Hall & Oates • Foreigner • fAasterdisk, N.i. • The Cult 
Paul Northfield (Rush, Oueensryche, Alice Cooper), Canada • EMI Studios, Australia • Sunset Sound Factory, L.A. • Neil Dorfman (Sting, Paul McCartney, Def Leppedj NY 

Platr.um Studios, Thailand • Bad Animals Studio, Seattle • Marganta Mix, L.A. • Steve Barker (L.A. Philharmonic, jazz & blues feshvals), L.A. •' Sony Studios, Japan 

John Jennings (Mary Chapin Carpenter), Nashville • Glen Phimister (Olivia Newton John), Australia • Bernie Becker (Nei: Diamond) • Jimmy Buffet e Shawn :olvin 

Anthony DeMaria Labs 
Sales: (818) 340-0228 • Fax: (818) 340-4331 • Service: (914) 256-0032 



SONGS FOR THE W HOLE FAMILY 
STEVE RASHID AT HOME AND WORK 

or his past two al-
bums. Steve Rashid 
has won nine national 

awards, i hold .your 
hand, a collection of self-
penned lullabies, was re-
leased in 1993, and a year 
later came Fidgety Feel, a 
playful, swinging jazz romp 
through Americana, inter-
spersing standards with 
hidden treasures. Children's 
music would be the easy 
label: family music would 
be more accurate. 

"We teach our kids categories," 
says Rashid. who with his wife, 
choreographer and dance instructor 
Bea, is raising two boys, Robert, 
age 7, and Daniel, 3, in Evanston 
Ill. "We teach them that this is rock 
'n' roll, this is jazz, this is the blues. 
But before we teach them those 
categories, they either like it or they 
don't. Nobody is more passionate 
and nobody is going to scream 
louder than a 2-year-old. So if 
you're going to let them rock to 
something, why not give them 
some real rock 'n' roll. 

"I think we tend to underesti-
mate what kids are able to hear 
and comprehend and enjoy—we 
think it has to be light and twinkly 
all the time," he continues. "I be-
lieve there's a way to create music 
for kids and adults that invites a 
shared listening experience. It's 
kind of the Bull inkle test. I still 
laugh at Bullwinkle. and so does 
my 7-year-old son. Someone said 
it very succinctly the other day: 
Older plays younger, but younger 
seldom plays older. I'm trying to 
play both ways." 

The seeds for Rashid's career 
were laicl early. In die 8th-grade 
band, he was 11th chair of 11 trum-
pet players—"a horrible, miserable 
player." he says. His dad's birthday 
was coming up, and he asked him 
what he wanted. Dad said, "A 
Louis Armstrong record," and on 
the night of his birthday, Rashid's 

father down with the 1.3- year-
old Steve. 

"I remember it like it was yester-
day," Rashid says. "We were sitting 
in my room, and I had my trumpet 
in my lap. He put on the record, 
and I burst into tears. The light 
went off in my head, and that was 
the moment I decided to be a mu-
sician. There was something so 
magical about the way he played 
his horn, and something so unde-
niably beautiful—like a big secret 
that someone just told me and I 
had to share. My dad died when I 
was 15. But he was a writer and 
photographer. and I feel like I un-
derstand him better for the writings 
and photographs he left behind. So 
one of the reasons I'm doing this 
series of albums is purely selfish— 
creating artifacts for my own family. 

Rashid is a musician first and 
foremost, a keyboard player and a 
dabbler who woke up one morn-
ing and found that he owned a stu-
dio. After completing his master's 
degree in musical composition at 
Northwestern, he was interested in 
putting his ideas on tape, and he 
began an apprenticeship under 
Justin Niebank (now engineering 
hits in Nashville) at a small Evan-
ston studio known as Q&R Record-
ing. Niebank left soon after for 
Streeterville in Chicago, and Rashid 
began managing the facility and 

BY TOM KENNY 

engineering, not to men-
tion assuming a second ca-
reer in jingle writing. Eight 
years later, he bought the 
place, redesigned it, up-
graded the equipment and 
renamed it Woodside Av-
enue Music Productions. 

Woodside today lies 
somewhere in that nebu-
lous zone between com-
mercial facility and project 
,, tudio. There are paying 
clients, hut they come for 
Rashid's production chops. 

Two studios feed the single con-
trol room, which houses a Tascam 
M-3500, 24 tracks of ADAT ( with 
BRC). B&W DM560 monitors, 
Panasonic SV-3700 DAT, a synth 
rack with a Roland S-50 as the 
controller, Sound Tools, and his 
new favorite piece of outboard 
gear, an Aphex Tubessence 107. 
("I sing through a Neumann U87 
or Shure SM7." he says, " run 
through Tubessence.") He writes at 
a grand piano and arranges in 
Master Tracks, Performer or Studio 
Vision, Audrey Clarke has been his 
assistant for a few years now. 

The commercial aspect of the 
studio is likely to be trimmed back 
soon. and Rashid may be looking 
for new digs in the neighborhood. 
He's tiring of running a business 
and would like to spend more time 
creating music. 

"I would rather be writing than 
engineering," he says. "And I would 
like to lower my monthly nut. Basi-
cally. I would like to scale hack the 
facility so that I can feel comfort-
able sitting alone in the studio just 
writing for a day without making 
any money. For the last five or six 
years. I've been building credentials 
in this kids' field, yet the only pro-
jects I've pursued are my own 
albums. That's ridiculous. If I'm 
looking to do things besides my 
own albums, then I should be 
looking at other opportunities with-
in the kids' educational field." • 
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The Alesis BRC' Master 
Remote Control... 

the ul 
for the 
Rec. 

iâdat 
MASTER REMOTE CONTROL 

• Control up to 16 ADATs (128 ADAT tracks) from—brite icgatiz 

• Synchronize ADAT to SMPTE time code, or MIDI systems to 
ADAT using SMPTE, MMC, MTC or MIDI Clock 

• Create digitally-assembled productions using bars/beats or 
second/frame/sample display references 

• Store 460 locate points, 420 with user-definable names 

• Copy and paste digital audio between ADATs with single-sample 
accuracy 

• Auto Punch In/Out, Pre/Post-Roll, Rehearse Mode, Track Delay, 
Digital Crossfading, Auto Loops, Session Data Backup and more 

• Completely compatible with the new Alesis ADAT-XT 

For more information about the BRC, see your Authorized Alesis Dealer or call 310-841-2272. 
Alesis and ADAT are registered trademarks; SRC and ADATXT are trademarks of Alesis Corporation 

Alesis Corporation 3630 Holdrege Avenue Los Angeles CA 90016 310-841-2272 alecorp@alesistusa.com ALEsus 



Cleveland 

EILMMIE 

and Cincinnati 

umMli> 

Shine as Secondary 

1:»MaMC. 

Commercial Hubs 

M Pretching from the Land o' Lincoln to the Buck-
eye State, encompassing Hoosiers and Walleyes, the North 
Central U.S. is simultaneously huge and anonymous in the 
recording world. It resurrects memories of a time when the 
modern entertainment culture was 
a heartland nexus, a breeding 
ground for a wide variety of music, 
from the Ohio Players to Grand 
Funk Railroad to John (Cougar) 
Mellencamp. A time when Cham-
pagne, Ill., was a required stop on 
any serious club tour and the 
Agora chain of clubs throughout 
Ohio launched a plethora of acts, 
as did the smaller but singular 
venues like Bogart's in Cincinnati. 
Hey, did I mention Michigan? De-
troit gets its own hook. 

The region hasn't changed, but 
the culture did. What happened in 
cities like Cleveland and Youngs-
town in the 1970s is a lot like what 
happened in Seattle in the '90s. 
(And if it's any consolation to those 
in Indiana and other North Central 
states, Sony Records didn't set up an office there, either.) So, 
the business end of the culture moves on and loc)ks for the 
next big thing in the next new place. That leaves what we're 
calling the North Central U.S. with a lot of memories. Perfect 
place to put the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. 

But other kinds of business continue to   
thrive, and Cleveland and Cincinnati, on op- BY DAN DALEY 

George Gates, president of Commercial Recording Studios, 

Independence, Ohio 

posite ends of Ohio but inextricably linked in terms of pro 
audio, have become busy hubs of regional and national ad-
vertising. And at a time when commercial audio has become 
more high-end than ever, that has meant that the recording 
infrastructure of those cities has changed along with it. 

"Neither one is a real music city anymore," recalls George 
Gates, owner and manager of 
Commercial Recording Studios in 
Independence ( near Cleveland), 
which in 22 years has seen most 
every phase of Cleveland's audio 
history. "There was a time when 
Cleveland was a big place for 
music, when the city meant some-
thing significant from a recording 
artist's standpoint, when Cleveland 
Recording Studios would do Grand 
Funk records. But that's all gone 
now. What we're doing now is a 
lot of advertising work. And that 
business is doing very well for us 
and some other [areal studios. Fif-
teen years ago, local studios dealt 
with advertising work as filler 
around their music projects, and 
the local agencies had to go out of 
town for studios. Now [commer-

cials arel the main business here." In the process of shifting 
from a music base to a commercial one, Cleveland and 
Cincinnati have become microcosms of the change under-
gone by all secondary markets in the U.S. recording industry. 

Gates' studio has four rooms, each 
equipped with Lexicon Opus workstations. 
One room also has an extensive MIDI se-
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quencing and synthesizer component running through a 
Neotek console. The lack of linear storage reflects the fact 
that, like many of the other major facilities in the region, vir-
tually all of Commercial's work is, well, commercials, with 
spots for such agency clients as Appleby's Restaurants, Ster-
ling Jewelers and the Cleveland Plain Dealer—and agencies 
of all sizes have come to expect digital audio. 

Despite the fact that virtually all work is for regional 
agencies, Gates says technology has opened up Cleveland's 
advertising and audio base, primarily via ISDN communica-
tions, which makes talent from Los Angeles and New York 

Beechwood Studios Audio A recording suite; right: Beechwoocts John Cesorio 

instantly accessible. " It diminishes the emphasis on loca-
tion," says Gates. "We have the same access to talent pools 
as anyone else, and as a result, so do our clients. Now, we 
realize that that doesn't mean we're going to draw work 
away from New York or Chicago. But it does allow us to 
widen the range of work we do and the range of services 
we can offer clients." And additional services benefit overall 
revenues; projects that used to be finished in larger market 
facilities now can get completed in Cleveland, Gates adds. 

GOING OVER THE BORDERS 

Still, studios in Ohio, as in other secondary markets, have to 
cast a wider net than those in primary markets. "If we had 
to rely on local business, well, there's simply not enough of 
it," states Jack Streitmarter, president and creative director 
of Sound Images in Cincinnati. Streitmarter's four studios. 
two of which house WaveFrame sys-
tems, are used for post and scoring 
work for local and national accounts, 
including McDonald's, Procter & Gam-
ble (whose Cincinnati headquarters 
provides significant work for several 
Ohio studios), TCI Cable and Totes. 
"There's a lack of big-account work re-
gionally," he adds. "To give you a 
comparison, in St. Louis, a similarly 
sized city, the agencies there do over 
$100 million in billings annually; 
Cincinnati tops out at around $70 mil-
lion in billings. So you have to look 

Studio A, Sound Images Inc. 

into other regional and even primary markets in order to 
get enough work to maintain profitability." 

The other key, says Streitmarter, is to keep a regional 
studio's repertoire as varied as possible. Like other area stu-
dios, Sound Images does original music as well as straight 
agency recording. And scoring has become a larger pres-
ence in the business mix for the facility, raising the budgets 
and the stakes. In addition, Streitmarter stresses that in-
house talent is becoming increasingly important as agencies 
emphasize cost-effectiveness for their own clients. "The 
clients have gotten pretty sophisticated when it comes to 

the technology of digital 
recording," he says. 
"They've spent time 
working in facilities in 
New York and Chicago, 
and that's raised their ex-
pectations. Our response 
is not so much to empha-
size the specific equip-
ment as it is to have the 
[technical] talent that can 
get the most out of it for 
the clients. The clients 
aren't as technology-
buzzword conscious as 

they might have been in the past. They know the names of 
equipment and what it can do. So a studio has to make sure 
they can get all they can out of their technology, and the 
key to that is having the best talent. You have to rely more 
on the person behind the board than on the board itself." 
Sound Images has staff editors and engineers from far be-
yond Cincinnati, including one staffer from New York. 

In casting wider nets, some studios have gone to the 
mountain rather than waiting for the mountain to come to 
them. Rich Goldman Productions, which operates two Pro 
Tools-equipped digital suites (one with Dolby Surround ca-
pability) in Cincinnati, opened a satellite office and forged a 
relationship with a local studio in Chicago several years ago. 
Although that relationship is no longer in place, Goldman 
contends that it did much to both increase business and 
awareness of his facility beyond city limits. "We've still held 
onto the accounts that came from that venture," he says. 
Current national accounts include McDonald's, Sprite and 
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Showtime, as well as local accounts for 
Procter & Gamble and Lenscrafters. 

CORPORATE WORK 
AND OTHER SPIN-OFFS 
As tor related revenue producers, Gold-
man notes that companies like Procter 
8z Gamble have a need for corporate 
audio work, as well as commercial 
work through agencies. " I'd say that 
local studios probably get more consis-
tent work along those lines than for 
their commercials," which requires both 
in-house original music capability as 
well as extensive sound libraries, he 
says. Wider geographical and repertoire 
nets have also brought Goldman's stu-
dio into new fields, such as audio work 
for interactive game software from San 
Francisco and Chicago, including audio 
for Sony's Playstation system and other 
CD-ROM-based products. "When 
you're in a place like this, you have to 
go out to new clients," he says. "At the 
same time, one thing you learn is that 
studios and facilities in other parts of 
the country are sometimes overworked 
in terms of specialized audio, like 
gaines. If you have the capability to do 
specialized work like game audio, you 
can get clients that might have stayed 
in their own backyard to corne to you." 

Technologies like ISDN also make 
studios seem "like they're around the 
corner" from distant clients. Goldman 
adds, noting that he recently story-
boarded a project for an out-of-town 
client using QuickTime via the Internet. 
"The higher the technology, the more 
level the playing field becomes," he 
states. However, he adds, that is limited 
mainly to specialized audio projects 
like games. When it comes to spot 
commercial work, " Digital does not 
level the field. Not when plane tickets 
are cheap and they can go wherever 
they want for one day's work." 

Back in Cleveland, Beechwood Stu-
dios gets its work from a combination 
of regional and national accounts, in-
cluding spot work for regional agencies 
like Malone and for national agencies 
like J. Walter Thompson and Wise Ad-
vertising. Some of the spots for the 
smaller chains like Appleby's and The 
I lome Place wind up running national-
ly. "You get national spot work, but 
often it comes by way of regional spots 
going national," explains studio manag-
er John Cesario, who says that regard-
less of how a spot gets wider 
broadcast, it helps the credibility of the 
studio that handled the audio. 

I3eechwood has more extensive 
video capabilities than most area stu-
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Control Rocm A, Goldman Production, Cincinnati, Ohio 

dios, including an Avid suite to com-
plement its In- track Post Pros, Eu-
phonix console and 2a-track analog 
capability. "You don't have to be full-
service for this market. but it helps,-
Cesario says. -We can shoot the spot 
and i-iost it. But mainly you want to 
have a spLcialty that gives ytm a lead 
in a niche in the market.-

Underscoring earlier 'en :arks about 
the increasing sophistication t)f clients. 

Cesado notes an interesting trend he's 
observed recently: Clients are less 
brand-conscious of technology. but 
they're becoming more feature-con-
scious. "They understand and want 
thing-. like instant recall capability to be 
able : o change sp. Os quickly,- he says. 
Bran. Is ct nuinue to play an important 
part of technology decision-making, 
though. " In ternis of buying an instant-

recall console. I could have gotten 

away with something like a Yamaha 
02R and spent considerably less 
money,- he says. " But you have to et ni-
sicler that clients come in from all over, 
and they're used to certain names. The 
Euphonix naine made a difference in 
the decision to buy, as did our feeling 
that it was also a good music onisole.-
(Beechwood does music recording as 
well as post work: Filter, an offshoot of 
Nine Inch Nails, did work on their first 
record there.) 

Finally, the ectmoinics of regional 
studios work to their advantage when it 
conies to both local and national work. 
Lock-to-picture work at the studios men-
tioned runs between $ 175 and $.,... Il) per 
hour, considembly less than the '.,3( X) to 
$350 that Chicago and New York facili-
ties routinely charge. Audio-only rates 
average $ 130 per hour. But as Gates of 
Commercial Recording puts it. "Things 
cost differently for different markets. 
Everything is relative, except the quality 
of the finished product. At that stage. 
you're competing with the world.- a 

Dan Daley is Mix's ¡fast Coas! editor. 
He pla,red evet:), club diem was in 
Ohio, at least once. But !bat was a 
long lime ago. 
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The maturation of the live sound industry has led to 
the increasing standardization of practices and equip-
ment. Today, most sound equipment rental companies 
can provide a system capable of producing 20 to 20k 
Hz with passable accuracy at more than adequate lev-
els. Modern FOH mixing boards offer multiple submix 
and matrix outputs, which ease the creation of the 

summarizes the options. "Architectural solutions are 
great when you can get them,- he says. For highs and 
mids, they're quite economical and are beneficial to 
very large sections of the audience. When it conies to 
km. frequencies, architectural solutions are humon-
gously expensive, tremendously impractical and, for a 
touring professional. often a complete impossibility— 

LIVE SOUND ENGINEERS 

multiple subsystems necessary for 
optimal coverage in some appli-
cations. Loudspeaker manufac-
turers have one or two decades 
of experience in trying to perfect 
arrayable clusters. 

These advances have greatly 
simplified the assembly of con-
sistent touring systems. Today, 
competitive systems are general-
ly reliable, deliver high SI'Ls and 
occupy much the same amount 
of truck space. Of course, most 
manufacturers and rental compa-
nies claim their systems sound 
"better" or are more cost-effec-
tive than the competition's, and 
most live sound engineers have 
a preference for particular sys-
tems and components. But most 
agree that the one factor that 
most affects the sonic character 
of a sound system in a room is the 
r()oin itself. 

At present there are only two ways 
to change the room system response: alter the rot)m 

acoustics or electronically adjust the frequency re-
sponse of the sound system. Bob Mc-
Carthy, director of SIM engineering 
for Meyer Sound ( Berkeley, Calif.), 

Simply running 

pink noise through 

the system and using 

third-octave graphic 

EQs to get a "flat" 

response on the 

display of a 

real-time analyzer 

is no guarantee of 

good sound. 

they have no cards in their hand. 
An electronic solution is the only 
game in town.-

The electronic solution in-
volves the following: A known 
signal source, such as a swept 
sine wave or pink noise ( or even 
music, in the case of SIM and re-
lated systems), is reproduced 
through the sound system. One 
or more measurement micro-
phones placed in the room feed 
an analyzer, which displays ei-
ther the resulting room, system 
response or the differences be-
tween the known signal source 
and the measured output. By 
manipulating equalizers placed 
across the loudspeaker system 
inputs, the operator modifies the 
system response so that reso-
nances and other anomalies 

introduced by the room are eli-
minated, or at least reduced. 
There's a lot more to it than that, of 

course. Simply running pink noise through the system 
and using V,-octave graphic equalizers to get a "flat" 

response on the display of a real-
time analyzer ( RTA) is no guarantee 

BY CHRIS MICHIE of good sound. Some peaks and dips 
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can be caused by path length differences between mul-
tiple drivers and can only he rectified by synchronizing 
arrival times, either by delaying components or realign-
ing multi-element arrays. Reflections from balconies, 
rear walls and other architectural fettures can produce a 
variety of interference patterns. some of whidi can be 
dealt with by complementary equalization, some of 
which should be left alone. Of course, once the audi-
ence enters, increasing humi(hty and temperature and 
bringing in acres of absorptive surfaces, any analysis 
performed earlier in the clay in an empty. cold hall must 

SYSTEM Ell 
NUIPMEIT CHOICES 
For sy.stem EQ, David Scheinnan prefers digitally 
controllable units such as the BSS Varicurve or 
Klark-Teknik DN3600 that offer the facility to store 
and recall various EQ settings from memory. Ross 
Pallone is currently using the Yamaha YDG2030 
digital graphic EQ. "I did some AM tests between 

be consklered suspect. But, provided the operator takes 
these and other factors into consideration, it is fair to 
say that judicious system equalization can improve the 
sound of most loudspeaker arrays in all but the most 
hopeless acoustic environments. 

MEASUREMENT IS KEY 

The key to successful system equalization is measure-
ment. All measurement depends on standards, howev-
er, and until comparatively recently, the standards for 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 95 



HO 111THIVIE111 WITH 
OR VID 11101E111 
David Morgan has been a concert 
sound engineer for 20 years. A perform-
ing musician for 13 years before that. 
Morgan began mixing for an L.A. band 
called El Chicano in 1975. In 1978, Mor-
gan went to work for the Doobie Bros. 
as part of the road crew and was mixing 
FOH by the end of 1979. His clients in-

clude Bette Midler. Kitaro and Lionel 
Whit.. but his primary occupation for 
the last few years has been as Paul 
Simon's sound man. 

Morgan characterizes himself as a 
"seat of the pants" engineer. Though 
not at all opposed to the appropriate 
use of test and measurement equip-
ment, Morgan equalizes his sound sys-
tems by ear. "I'm not a guy who flies a 
747. I'm more like a guy who flies an 
old biplane. I do it the old-fashioned 
way—I listen," he says. Morgan's views 
on production values are also tradition-

al: lAs a mixer] you're out there as a 
representative of the band, and you 
have a responsibility to give the ticket 

buyers what they paid for, which is a 
good clear shot at hearing the artist that 
they love, and you're also there to get 
them to come back the next time. The 

ticket buyer is the reason you're out 
there in the first place. Those of us who 
make our living in rock ' n' roll have 
been given kind of a gift life. We 
should take full advantage of that gift 
and try to give some of the good ener-
gy back and give everyone as good a 
show as they deserve. I try to take my 
ego out of the setup of the system as 
much as possible." 

The following conversation offers a 
fascinating glimpse of the working 
methods that have rightly brought Mor-
gan three TEC: Award nominations, the 
respect of his peers and compliments 
from satisfied audience members 
around the globe. 

What kinds of rooms do you feel you 
bave the most experience with, and 
which do you prefer? 

I've clone as many arenas and stadiums 
as anyone; I prefer a nice-sounding 
arena to almost anywhere else in the 
world. I like the energy you get from a 

big crowd of people having a good 
time. There's some nice-sounding are-
nas here in this country. My favorite 

sports arena for music here in the U.S. is 

David Morgan and son at the board 

the Palace in Auburn Hills. You can 
make that place sound just like your liv-

ing room. A lot of people don't like 
doing the bigger venues, and make up 
all scats of reasons why they're awful. 

but I have a good time doing them. I 
even like stadiums. I lust like the way 
the peniamers relate to the crowd. 
What 's Twir method or technique for 
room tuning? 
My method is to put on a routine of 
songs. I start with "The End of the In-
nocence" by Don Henley. I listen to 
that one because it's got some pretty 
unfriendly bottom end to it between 
60 and 100 cycles. It's not a beautifully 
recorded bass or kick drum. It does. 
however, tell me how much energy 
in the room I'm 'allowed' with my bot-
tom end. That's the first test: How 

much of the 18s in the S-is—I use Clair 
Bros. most of the time—am I allowed 
in this particular room. That song'11 tell 

"My choice of songs is 

based as much on their 

sonic deficiencies as 

their sonic advantages. I 

don't play these songs 

because they're perfect 

recordings; I play them 

because they're perfect 

for what I'm doing." 

ine before lit done with ti c first tm,c) 

measures. I know where that cross-
over's going to go right away. Some-
times you just reach for it and rip it all 
the way down, and then back it hack 
up. and sometimes go, "Oh, the low 
end's not too bad in here; maybe I can 
leave it up." 

I don't try to impose my will on a 
room. I'll take what the niom gives me. 
I don't come in with a preconceived 
idea of what the show should sound 
like in any given venue in the world— 
t! ut  wishful thinking. If you try to co-
operate with the n ,orn and take what it 
gives you. and base your pertbrmance 
on your physical surroundings, then I 
think you get a much better result. If 
yc 'Wye got a room that's res(mant in the 
low end, there's no sense leaving the 
bottom end up where it's just going to 

overpower your inix all night long. 
\'c aire going to be fighting it just be-

cause you want that great kick drum 
sound. What I want the P.A. to do is not 
as important as what the room will 
allow. 
You mentioned turning down the 

crossover Do you turn dou,n the bass 
or fiddle with the crossover frequency? 
It can be either, depending on the 
crossover system. With Clair's CTS sys-
tem I can't get into it and move the 
cnissov(r, so it's a matter of turning it 
down. Some people i()ok at a crossover 

and figure that you have to start with all 
the knobs at the 12 o'clock position. be-
cause that's what the manufacturer rec-
ommends. The first place I start Eging 
is at the crossover. If I can't get it right, 
then I'll start playing with the 'A-octave. 
So I try to do very slight adjustments 
with the '4-octaves because I'm worried 
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about bass coherence. No matter how 
good a X-octave is, there's only so many 
filters you can go through with diffèrent 
gains at adjacent frequencies—other-

wise your phase is just going to fall 
apart. A cut or a boost—well, I hardly 
ever boost—a cut of 6 dB is a lot for 
me. I try to do it mostly with shaping. 
Instead of big 12dB cuts, Ici rather do a 
little "smile" here and there. 

Next I go to the fourth cut on that 
Don Henley album, "The Last Worthless 
Evening," which is the exact opposite— 

it has a nice, tight kick drum and a nice 
bass guitar. Henley's vocal on it is 
screechy in the 2 to 4kHz region, which 
it is naturally—Don's got a lot of serious 

overtones in that neighborhood. This is 
certainly not meant as any criticism of 
his voice, it's just what I hear. At that 
point I'll start going through the upper 
midrange and sm(x)th that out. Usually 
the two anomalous areas in the room 
will he in the extreme lows and upper 
midrange area, the real "barky" area. 
We all use 2-inch exit HF devices, and a 
4-inch diaphragm will always have a 
problem due to physics in that 2 to 
3kHz range. That's where ear fatigue 
comes at a concert. You've got to get 
that range right. 

Then I take that CI) off and put on 
Lyle Lovett's Pontiac, and I listen to " If I 
Had a Boat," which has really beautiful 
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ered maximum performance and in-
novation at a price just about every 
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HF on it. The high end and reverb on 
the acoustic guitar and the sparkle on 
his voice—that's a beautiful recording, 
direct to digital 2-track, I believe. There 

I'm listening to what's going on above 
that obnoxious 2 to 4kHz area and to 
see what's going on in the overtones if 
they're coming through. If not, maybe I 
have to take out more in the 2 to 4kHz 
range and then push the HF in general. 
A lot of wireless microphones seem 

to have a node around 6.3 and 8 kHz. 
You often have to take a little of that 
out of the P.A. This Lyle Lovett cut lets 

me know what I'm going to have to do 
with the vocals. If it's really pingy up 
there in the 8kHz range, I'll have to take 
a little out. 

After I get through that part of my 
judgment process, I go back to lower 
midrange and do the 400 to 1k Hz area 
[with Lovett's voice as a reference]. 
Lyle's got a big 800-cycle product in his 
voice—real nasal. There's a song called 
"L.A. County" on the same album that 
has pretty layers of acoustic and electric 
guitars—if I can hear all three parts per-
fectly then I know I've got the balance 
in the high-end correct. 

The next song I put on is "More 
Than This" from Roxy Music's Avalon. 
We're talking a little lower low 
midrange in the 300 to 600 range. If I 
can understand Bryan Ferry mumbling, 
if I get good articulation, then I'm doing 
really well. Then I'll put on the track 
"Avalon," which has a great bottom end 
on it. That's a nice overall assessment of 
how the P.A. is operating. Then I'll go 
back to the Henley record and put on 
"Heart of the Matter," just because I love 
it [laughs], and I'll play it really loud. If it 
sounds good really loud then I've done 
a good job. 

Those six or seven cuts do basically 
what I need to hear out of a room. It's 
an extremely personalized way of look-
ing at the output of speakers, but it's 
something I can relate to and it's things 
I know really well. On "The End of the 
Innocence" we all know what Bruce 
Hornsby's piano sounds like—it's in 
your blood. If you can make it sound 
like a cross between an RMI and a small 
Yamaha grand, then you're pretty close! 
What equalizers are you using? 
I use the TC 1128 programmable EQ, 
which I've become addicted to. I can't 
remember how it was possible to move 
faders on multiple graphics all at the 
same time before. 
You do the same EQ on multiple parts 
of the system at one time? 
Trying to match left to right was always 

a problem when you had faders with 
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slightly different tapers. If you're using 
a couple of conventional graphics and 
park the fader on the silk-screen, you 
never know if it's right. You might be a 
dB or two off. The tapers on any given 
faders are never the same. When you're 
controlling a left and a right with a pair 
of TCs and you take 3 dB out at 400 on 
each side, you can be secure that it will 

happen. 
With Clair Bros. you have F cabinets 

and P cabinets. P cabinets are the top 
row, long-throw cabinets, and the F 
cabinets are the old classic S-4-style 
short- to medium-throw cabinets. Then 
you have various groundfill cabinets. I'll 
usually have four stereo pairs out there 
that I have to work on. The TC really 
helps, it just moves you faster. 
Do you haze to play the songs several 
tiznes to get each section of the P.A. sort-
ed out, or can you do it one run 
through.? 
I'll do the short- and medium-throw 
first, and repeat certain of the tracks for 
the long-throw rows. The frontfills al-
most always stay the same—we're talk-
ing near-fields. However, if you have an 
obnoxious frequency that you take out 
of the main P.A. then it behooves you 
to take it out of the near-field stuff as 
well. The closer you are to a sound 
source, the less you need to EQ it or 

change it once you have it where you 
feel it sounds reasonably good in a free 
soundfield. 
You haven't mentioned that you play 
any Paul Simon CDs. 
No, I don't. Sometimes I'll play a Lady-
smith Black Marnbazo cut, the guys 
who sing a cappella, to check out vocal 
decay and articulation. I'll play that at 
Carnegie Hall and find out about intelli-
gibility with multiple voices. I don't play 

Paul Simon. Paul's studio records are so 
contoured—Roy Halee does an amaz-
ing job. What a great engineer and pro-
ducer. Every song is so unique-
sounding that for EQ'ing a P.A., it's real-
ly something you'd want to play after 
you've finished. There's so much depth, 
stereo placement, that the subtlety 
would never come through if it was the 
first song you played in an untreated 
18,000 seat arena. If you want to hear 
the AMS reverb on the toms on "Dia-
monds on the Soles of Her Shoes," you 
ain't going to hear it when you first turn 
the P.A. on in a big old ugly room. All 
you'll hear at Wembley Arena is Big 

Red, the old back wall. 
My choice of songs is based as much 

on their sonic deficiencies as their sonic 
advantages. I don't play these songs be-
cause they're perfect recordings; I play 

them because they're perfect for what 
I'm doing. 
How long did it take you to arrive at 

this list? 
I've been using this list since The End 
of the Innocence came out—that was 
my latest addition. I used Toto IV for a 
few years. A lot depends on whether or 
not it satisfies the criterion for salient 
frequencies. For a while there were a 
couple of Doobie Bros. cuts I played. 
I've used various artists, but this particu-
lar combination has been working great 
for years. I just have a couple of DATs 
with me with these songs in order. I've 
added a few songs at the end. After I do 
the Roxy Music or "Heart of the Matter," 
I like to put on Vince Gill—a song 
called "Trying to Get Over You" on the 
I Still Believe in l'on record. It's a gor-
geous recording. That's something you 
can put on after you're done with the 
EQ. Incredible reverb depth on his 
vocal and the snare drum. The layers of 
his vocal are so beautiful, and the 
piano's recorded really well. I'm a big 
Vince Gill fan, and that particular song 
does a lot for me. 
On Joshua Judges Ruth, Lyle Lovett's 

fourth record, I believe, there's a song 
that George Massenburg put an amaz-
ing amount of bottom end on in the 20 
to 30Hz region. It really shakes. It's 
called "She's Already Made up Her 
Mind," and that song is a nice one to 
sneak in when the crowd's in the build-
ing right before the show to see how 
much absorbency I've got from the 
crowd in the extremely low-frequency 
range and see if I can turn up the 18s— 
I might have been timid about them 
earlier in the day when it was empty. 
There's a few songs I'll play in the half 
hour before the show if the artist is 
amenable—sometimes they demand 
that you play a specific program of 
walk-in music. 
When you can choose, what kind of 
walk-in music do prefer? 
I like to put on African music. I think it 
puts people in a good mood. A lot of 
the guys in Paul's band have done solo 
records, so I'll put on a lot of their 
stuff—that's always fun. The African 
stuff—there's a lot of syncopation to it, 
so I can actually here how much defin-
ition I'm getting out of the room. 
Any pitfalls to your method of doing 
room EQ? 
I've had pretty good results with it. The 
only pitfall is if the mixing position is to-
tally unrepresentative of the rest of the 
room. I'm mostly doing arenas and sta-
diums so I usually have a good mix po-
sition exactly where I want to be. If I'm 

in theaters, I may have a problem. I did 
Kitaro in theaters last year, and that was 
really enjoyable—that man does beau-
tiful music, and he's really a prince to 
work for—but they stuck me under bal-
conies all the time, so thank God for the 
100-foot cable on the TC Electronic re-
mote head so that I could sit in the 
good seats and listen. The caveat of my 
method is that if the mix position is 
awful, then you're in trouble. I just fin-
ished doing Ms. Ross at the Super Bowl 
half-time show, and the mix position 
they gave me there was as had as it 
possibly could be. I had absolutely no 
reference—it just sounded horrendous 
where I was. Plus I was in front of a 
beer stand and a major rest room area, 
so I had screaming drunk people 
around me all the time. Not only could I 
not hear the P.A. in a representative 
fashion, I could hardly hear it anyway. 
But it sure turned out well. Diana sang 
the show live—one of the few times 

anyone has sung a modern half-time 
show live—and it came off really well. 
We were all extremely pleased with the 
way the EAW system performed. • 

-FROM PAGE 89, SYSTEM EQUALIZATION 

loudspeaker performance tended to be 
theoretical, even fanciful. Touring sys-
tems made up of separate bass bins, 
mid horns and tweeter boxes were in-
evitably set up slightly differently at 
every venue. Any misalignment of HF 
horns relative to mid woofers, for ex-
ample, might result in cancellation 
rather than addition at crossover fre-
quency. As a result, it was often hard to 
separate the variables of sound system 
performance from the effects of room 
acoustics. 

However, by moving to the integrat-
ed modular systems approach—all the 
drivers in one box with associated and 
dedicated control electronics—manu-
facturers have been able to eliminate 

the alignment variables inherent in com-
ponent systems and can now produce 
full-range systems that consistently meet 
specifications. Ken DeLoria, president of 
Apogee Sound ( Petaluma, CA), dates 
his interest in advanced analysis and 
system equalization to complaints from 

customers that their Apogee systems 
sounded different in different environ-
ments. He knew that his integrated 
speaker systems performed consistent-

ly, so he focused his attention on the 
system/room response. 

"We all know that the room plays a 
big part in how any loudspeaker 
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sounds." says DeLoria. " But what I 
learned is that the room can make a far 
greater difference than I ever realized... 
before I started carrying instrumenta-

tion around and making actual mea-
surements." DeLoria found that the 
effect of an acoustically hostile environ-
ment on his loudspeaker systems 
"could be of an order of 20 to 30 dB in 
the low end." 

The measurement system DeLoria 
developed, Apogee Sound's COR-
REQT, allows the operator to use 
music as a reference source, as do 
Meyer's SIM System II and the PRE; 

(Precision Room Equalization) system 
from the Solstice Company of San 
Rafael, Calif. All three systems make 
use of digital spectrum analyzers oper-
ating in the Fast Fourier Transform 
(FFT) mode in order to compare am-
plitude and phase response vs. fre-
quency between two sources, typically 
the output of the mixing console and 
the input from several measurement 
microphones. Not surprisingly, sonie 
training is necessary in order to oper-
ate CORREQT and SIM systems cor-
rectly ( PREq is offered on a 

consultancy basis only), and the de-
signers of all three systems are quick 
to point out that faulty analysis of the 

data can lead the operator to make 
changes that can exacerbate the origi-
nal problem. 

POPE ON A 'SCOPE 

)espite their expense and technological 
complexity, SIM. CORREQT and PREq 
systems are gaining wide acceptance. 
Trained SIM operators are frequently 
called in for Broadway musicals and are 
often included in the sound crews for 
traveling cartoon-characters-on- ice 
shows. David Scheirman of Concert 

Sound Consultants ( Bainbridge Island, 
WA) regularly designs sound systems 
for large-scale events and notes that 
some crews regularly include what he 
refers to as an equalization technician, 
or ET. Under Scheirman's definition, the 
ET's entire responsibility is to set up, 
calibrate and operate a measurement 
and analysis system and provide the 
sound system chief or mixer with infor-
mation about the unique acoustical 
properties of the performance space— 
information that includes how the sys-
tem is responding in that space and 

how the system response is affected by 
equalization. 

"There's a general trend at higher-
end, more complex events to have a 
dedicated ET," says Scheirman, who 

will on occasion specify an ET for his 

"If it is the opening and 

closing ceremonies for 

the Olympics, if it is the 

Academy Awards, if it is 

a presidential inaugural 

ball, you're going to 

have a lot of reasons to 

have precision system 

adjustment. The whole 

world is watching and 

listening..." 

David Scheirman 

projects. For Pope John Paul's 1995 ap-

pearance at Giants' Stadium, Scheirman 
designed a 22-zone speaker system 
based on Meyer Sound loudspeakers, 
some of which were 1,000 feet apart. 
"To me. one of the most appropriate 
things to do was to have a SIM techni-
cian there on site," says Scheirman. "SIM 
is a labor-saving, time-saving procedure 
and a proven technique that allowed us 
to analyze and adjust a very complex 
system in the shortest amount of time." 

Acknowledging the additional ex-
pense of adding an ET to the crew, 

Scheirman explains that " if it is the 
opening and closing ceremonies for the 
Olympics, if it is the Academy Awards, 
if it is a presidential inaugural ball 
you're going to have a lot of reasons to 
have precision system adjustment. The 
whole world is watching and listening, 

due to media coverage." Scheirman 

notes that crews and producers in 
broadcast and remote trucks will be 
able to hear things in their acoustically 
isolated control facilities that may go 
unnoticed at the FOH mix booth. "They 
can hear how your sound reinforce-
ment system is energizing the acoustical 
space through their audience mics," he 
says. "These specialized EQ systems 
give the sound reinforcement engineer 
an effective way to deliver the best, 
most palatable product that does not in-
terfere with the broadcast and media 

hookup and the overall media presen-
tation of the live event." 

It should be stressed that though 
modem instrumentation techniques for 
measuring system/room response can 



be very accurate, different techniques 
require different skills and may not al-
ways be suited to the application. 
"Once I am dealing with an entire loud-
speaker array I find measurement 
tools—at least the ones that are avail-
able to me on a regular basis—are not 

as accurate as using my ears," says 
David Revel. A professional sound man 
for almost two decades, Revel has re-
cently been working with jazz arti-r 
such as Lee Ritenour and Chick Corea 
and has directed multimedia events for 
Pepsi-Cola, Lexus and other corporate 

clients. He has also worked on Concert 
Sound Consultants' projects with Scheir-
man for the New York Philharmonic. 

the Metropolitan Opera and the Korean 
Liberation Day Celebration in Seoul. 

Korea. 
Revel notes that acoustic problem:, 

caused by path length differences and 
comb filtering are particularly tricky to 
identify correctly. "Using an RTA with 
only A-octave resolution can really lead 
you astray more than it can help you. 
he says. As Meyer's McCarthy explains. 
"SIM II requires a lot of experience and 

training. RTA requires no experience 
and training, but it also can't get you 

very far. With RTA, you're seeing a mi-
nuscule part of the picture, at low reso-
lution, and [you're looking at] amplitude 
only." ( By contrast, FFT-based methods 
allow the operator to examine many 
more aspects of the sound system per-
formance, such as the phase response 
and time arrival of different speakers, as 
well as amplitude at every frequency 
with resolution of up to 1/2. octave.) 

David Morgan is also skeptical of tlie 
pink noise/RTA method. "I don't use ' - 
octave analyzers. SPL meters, anything 

other than my ears," says Morgan, FOH 
mixer for Paul Simon. "I used to. When 
¡vie came out with that portable hand-
held 'A-octave analyzer in '78, I tried 
using that for a while. I'd build myself a 
gorgeous-looking curve, but when I put 

music on it would sound awful. Why 
bother?" 

Scheirman emphasizes that the sys-
tem chief or FOH mixer is still ultimate-
ly responsible for the sound quality. " If 
the ET is there to perform a service and 
defer to your creative judgment, then 
the outcome is probably going to be 
more favorable than if the person is 
there to explore the outer limits of the 
unique technology that he or she is still 
perfecting," says Scheirman. "But if you 
have the budget and a compatible per-
son to work with, [using an ET] is al-
ways worth the effort." 

Revel agrees. "I recently had the op-
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portunity to work very closely with a 
SIM operator on a show I did in Las 
Vegas at the MGM Grand Garden and 
was very impressed with the ability to 

look at the entire system as a whole 
with much greater resolution than with 
a 'A-octave analyzer," says Revel. "Given 

my druthers. I'd like to have a SIM sys-
tem at even. show." 

TONES AND TUNES 

Of ( ourse. n) )1 every system setup is as 
demanding as a Papal Mass in a football 
stadium, and many clients have much 
more stringent budget considerations. 
What does Scheirman recommend 
when SIM, CORREQT or PREq are not 
realistic options? 

"The very first thing that I typically 
do is give the system a swept sine-wave 
input, sweeping from highs to lows, to 

confirm the power-band response of 

the system," says Scheirman, naming 
Gold Line's Loftech TS-1 variable-tone 
oscillator as an affordable and useful 

test tool. When working as an FOH en-
gineer employed by the client/per-
former, Scheirman typically relies on the 

sound company's system engineer to 
perform test functions and ensure that 
the system is working up to specifica-
tions. After he has established that the 
system has flat power-band response— 
"meaning the lows, mids, and highs 
have the proper relationship to each 
other"—and that multiple zones are in 
the correct time relationship with each 
other, Scheirman plays a CD. 

"One that I've had good success with 
is called 'I've Got the Music in Me' by 
Thelma Houston," says Scheirman, re-
ferring to a direct-to-disk recording first 
issued on vinyl in the 1970s. "Direct-to-
disk recordings have the highest possi-
ble quality with the least distortion and 

fare] the best way to simulate live music 
without having to inconvenience all the 

artists early in the day to do a very ex-
tensive sound check just to confirm that 
the system drive components are ad-
justed properly." 

"I like to start by looking at one indi-
vidual speaker box—that may be a 
three-way or four-way box, depending 
on the system," says Revel. "I start by 
turning on one speaker cabinet, all by 
itself, and measuring that cabinet. I gen-
erally use pink noise and an RTA be-
cause I don't always have access to nice 

tools like SIM and TEF. I try and make 
the response of the one cabinet as ac-
curate and relatively flat as I can, and 

then I go on and turn on the rest of the 

system and use various CDs and music 
program to tweak the response of the 

"I just sit there und 

listen all day long— 

what it sounds like 

when somebody drops 

a shackle or a piece of 

plywood. You can learn 

a lot about the 

frequency content of 

the room...just by 

listening to the sounds 

of people talking, 

yelling, things 

dropping, wheels 

rolling..." 

David Morgan 

array as a whole. I try to pay a lot of at-
tention to how I stack the speakers in 
order to minimize coverage overlap and 
the comb filtering that comes with that. 

But at low frequencies, obviously, one 
can't have a lot of effect on that.' 

All of the FOH engineers I spoke to 
use recorded music as a test source and 
all have particular preferences. (See the 
David Morgan interview sidebar for a 

revealing look at how music can he 
used as a test signal). Ross Pallone's ref-
erence mix is The Night/it' by Donald 
Fagen. "I've been using it for twelve 
years now, ever since I started doing 
live sound," says Pallone, who began 
his career in recording studios and went 
out on the road with Michael McDonald 
after recording his second album. Pal-

lone is now FOH mixer for John Tesh, 
and was nominated for an Emmy for 
Tesh's "Live at Red Rocks" TV special, 
which Pallone also recorded. "There's 
not a lot of effects on [The Neel, it's 
not real wet, and I know exactly how 
the highs and lows should sound com-
ing off of that CD. If there's an RTA in a 
room I'll look at it, but it's not a neces-
sity for me," Pallone says. 

Revel generally picks a Cl) similar in 
musical style to the program that will be 

played at the event. "So for example, if 
I'm doing a jazz show with Lee Ritenour, 

I would probably pull a Lee Ritenour 
CD. If I was doing a show with opera or 
classical, I would use an opera or classi-

cal music CD," says Revel. In addition to 
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the Thelma Houston Cl), Scheimian rec-
ommends playing recorded speeches by 
"a good, fiery orator who is trying to ad-
dress a large crowd through a micro-
phone." Malcolm X and Martin Luther 
King Jr. are good examples. 
How long Revel spends on system 

EQ depends on the situation and his 
role. " If I'm the band engineer just com-
ing in at a festival, then not more than 
fifteen minutes to half an hour," he says. 
"If I'm the systems engineer for a large 
festival and I get to start from scratch. 
I've spent as long as three to four hours, 
sometimes longer, depending on the sit-
uation.- Pallone works fast. "In a typical 
situation, where I'm carrying my own 
P.A. system, I can do it in about ten 
minutes," he says. "If I patch into the 
house system and they have under bal-
cony fills and high balcony fills, it'll 
maybe take me about twenty minutes 
or so." 

Like most professional touring engi-
neers whose travel arrangements make 
it possible, Morgan likes to spend as 
much time as he can setting up his sys-
tem EQ. "I come in at rigging call," says 
Morgan. "I don't come in at four in the 
afternoon with the band. I ride on the 

bus with the crew. I go over the P.A. 
with the sound company guys, what 
we're going to use, how we're going to 
use it that day, at rigging call, whenever 
that is. Once we've determined how the 
P.A. is going up and the guys don't 
need my help, I just sit there and listen 
all day long—what it sounds like when 
somebocly drops a shackle or a piece of 
plywood. You can learn a lot alx)ut the 
frequency content of the room and you 
can have the room pretty much pre-
Eqd in your brain just by listening to 
the sounds of people talking, yelling, 
things dropping. wheels rolling—there's 
all sorts of little things you can have al-
ready cataloged in your mind before 
you even touch the P.A." 

SASS RUMP FOR POPS 
Revel also rehearses EQ in his head. "I 
try to form a picture in my head of what 
I want the system to sound like, and so 
once I've got this basic flat response for 
a single cabinet then I listen to music 
and listen how the array interacts," he 
says. "For example, with popular music 
I may keep the bass bump that happens 
when you array many woofers togeth-
er, because that helps me. But for clas-

sical music that may not help me, and 
it may actually hinder me, so I'll try to 
EQ that back out." 
How much EQ Pallone uses de-

pends on the room. " If it's a good-
sounding room, I have to do very 
little—I might only take out at maybe 
two frequencies," he says. "The worse 
the room, the more I have to do. The 
worst thing is long low-end decay. It 
doesn't seem like there's much you can 
do about that—it's just there and no 
matter how much you take out it just 
seems to stay there. This gives you a 
problem in that you don't want things 
sounding too thin coming out of the 
P.A. cabinets for the audience that's up 

close." 
• • • 

In addition to those mentioned in the 
article, the author would like to thank 
Mark Frink, Alexander Yuill-Thornton II 
(Thorny), Don Pearson, John Murray, 
Sam Berkow and Chips Davis. • 

Chris Michie, Mix 's technical editor, 
is a former live sound engineer and 
has toured with Pink Floyd. Roxy 
Music, Sarah Vaughan, Mel Tormé 
and others. 
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Earp gitoring 
arphone monitorirg systems repre-

sent the future in stage monitoring. Earphone monitoring (also known 

as in-ear monitoring, at-ear monitoring and ear monitoring) allows 

the monitor mixer to exert complete control over what is heard on-

stage and nearly eliminates the adverse effects of room acoustics 

and loud onstage instrument levels. The use of ear monitors instead 

of traditional wedge and siciefili monitors may nct only improve 

sound quality and performance, but they can also protect and con-

serve the hearing of everyone involved—musicians, sound engi-

neers, other production personnel and the audence. 

ILLUSTRATION BY .IAMES ENDICOTT 
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DEADLY ACCURATE. BRUTALLY HONEST. 
THE BEST STUDIO AMPLIFIERS YOU'VE EVER HEARD. 
What you hear is what you get. 
A rule to live and die by in the 
studio. A rule too many other 
amplifiers tend to forget. That's 
why we're introducing the new 
Studio Reference Series. 

Our Studio Reference land 
2 are simply the most sonically 
accurate amplifiers you've ever 
heard. No added coloration to 
skew your mix. Excessive 

headroom to handle even the. 
most dramatic transients. 
Incredible damping for a tight, 
defined low-end. And noise 
that's so low, it's hard to 
measure and impossible to hear. 

In short, the Studio Refer-
ences are the best amplifiers for 
super-critical evaluation in the 
studio or home. And, they're 
backed with Crown's exclusive 

Three Year Full No-Fault 
Warranty. 

If you're ready to audition 
the most accurate studio amp 
you've ever heard, contact your 
Crown representative-or call us 
at 1-800-342-6939 ext. 33. 

o crown 
Guaranteed Excellence 



Properly implemented, ear monitor-
ing eliminates the need for multiple 

monitor speakers spread out across the 
stage. This reduces ambient noise and 
makes cleaner, more dynamic FOH 
mixes possible at lower levels. Live 

recording and FOH engineers no 
longer have to deal with drum over-
heads picking up more of the drum-
mer's monitor cabinet than the 

cymbals. Singers no longer need to 
push their voices to the point of dam-
age in order to hear themselves over 
the P.A. and guitar amps. The lead 
vocal sound is no longer colored by 
the unavoidable "hollow" quality char-
acteristic of loud monitors operating 
just below feedback. Lower transporta-
tion costs, less stage clutter, better 
communication and greater freedom of 
movement for the performer are just a 
few of the many additional benefits. 

However, many artists and hands 
have abandoned in-ear monitoring 
after an initial unsatisfactory experi-
ence. In this article, I hope to show 
that with proper setup and a little fore-

It all started with the Summit TLA-100A tube leveling amplifier. 

If you bought one back in 1985, it's probably still working. And, 

worth more now than what it cost new. 

Summit's growing family now includes the TPA-200B mic preamp, 

EQP-200 program equalizer; EQF-100 four-band equalizer, and the 

DCL-200 dual compressor-limiter. All share Summit's distinctive sound, 

and, of course, quality throughout. 

HEAR THE WARMTH'. 

Summit Audio, Inc • P.O.Box 1678 • Los Gatos • California • 9503 
(408) 464-2448 • Fax (408) 464-7659 

sight, artists in all genres can enjoy the 
full benefits of the in-ear experience. 

DETAILED MIXES AT LOWER SPLS 
It the ultimate goal of the artist is to im-
press the audience, then making sure 
that every ticket-buying customer hears 
the best possible show is a step in the 
right direction. With no wedge and 
sidefill monitor spill to overcome, the 
FOH mixer can get a great sound at 
lower SPLs. Further, by isolating musi-
cians' stage rigs, engineers can eliminate 
the backline wash that typically bleeds 
into every mic onstage and into the au-

dience. (Of course, you don't have to 
use ear monitors to put the guitar amps 
backstage, but the isolated instruments 
will have to be fed back to the musi-
cians in a monitor mix, whichever sys-
tem is used. Using ear monitors avoids 
the situation in which the onstage in-
strument monitors re-create as much 
spill and background noise as the ban-
ished instrument amps.) 

With most of the "stage wash" elim-
inated, the FOH mixer doesn't have to 
run the house sound system as loud. 

We all know (or should know) that the 
ear will protect itself by "shutting 
down" when exposed to loud noise. 
Conversely, when exposed to lower 
levels, ears "open up" and remain sen-
sitive to a greater dynamic range. A 
house mix that makes use of this in-
creased dynamic range can take on a 
quality that compares with the dynam-
ic range of digital recordings. With in-
creasing live sound SPL regulations 
and today's focus on hearing conserva-
tion, the ability to preserve dynamic 
range and create detailed mixes at 
lower SPLs could be the single most 
important benefit of ear monitoring. 

Artists who learn to use ear moni-
tors properly will notice that the quali-
ty of their performance is enhanced. 

Correctly designed and fitted ear-
phones seal out the ambient noise of 
the audience, backline and P.A., as 
well as unwanted acoustic reflections. 
A loud, clean sound is easy to achieve 
in that quiet environment, and in-ear 
monitor mixes can be incredibly con-
sistent and precise. The apparent vol-
ume is the same, but the actual volume 
can be much less. The result is a sound 
that is easy to listen to night after night, 
and doesn't leave ears ringing. 

Timing and pitch are also improved. 
Sound takes time to travel even short 
distances. It takes about 50 millisec-
onds for the sounds from wedges and 
sidefills on one side of the stage to 
reach the other side. Sounds arriving at 
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different times create timing and pitch 
problems for musicians ( many chorus 
and doubling devices use delay times 
of SO ms or less because of the "fatten-
ing- and slight detuning effects of short 
delays). The slightly "sloppy" sound of 
a traditional monitor system combined 
with venue acoustics makes it difficult 
to achieve the precise "studio- sound 
that many bands now seek. With mon-
itor speakers actually at their ears, 

PHISOOK M0111TORS 
WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW 

everyone hears everything at the same 
instant, eliminating timing errors or 
delay-related distortions. 

Another advantage of ear monitoring 
is the ability to create true stereo moni-
toring for performers. Even with two 
wedges, an artist must be in a precise 
location, and be playing solo, to get a 
real stereo mix. With earphones, every-
one is always in the sweet spot. To the 
artist, this means a cleaner, more intelli-

by Michael Santucci 
Affordable wireless and hard-wired 
systems are making personal in-ear 
monitoring systems, until now used 
mainly by top touring acts, available 
to a broader range of musicians and 
engineers. Improved and consistent 
sound quality, reduced feedback 
and freedom of mobility are just a 
few of the many advantages em-
phasized by manufacturers, and 
most claim that their products pro-
vide high-quality audio, with hear-
ing safety built in. However, 
hearing safety is often minimized or 
misunderstood. Before committing 
to this emerging technology, prod-
uct safety and quality should be 
carefully evaluated. 

It is no secret that exposure to 
high sound levels from convention-
al stage monitors may cause irre-
versible damage to the inner ear, 
resulting in permanent hearing loss 
and tinnitus, or ringing in the ears. 
Personal monitoring devices. 
though miniature in size compared 

to stage monitors, are still capable 
of producing harmful levels of up 
to 120 (.IBA at the eardrum. Howev-
er, with proper use and the guid-
ance of a well-informed audiologist, 
they can allow a performer to hear 
the full dynamic range of music, 
while protecting the ear from per-
manent hearing damage. 

After intensive training in the sci-
ence of hearing and hearing loss, 
the majority of audiologists hold a 
master's degree, and some go on to 
complete a doctorate. Unfortunate-
ly, most audiologists have little or 
no experience in dealing with the 
special circumstances and individual 
needs of musicians, let alone sound 

reinforcement technology. Current 
college curricula do not educate the 
audiologist in hearing protection 
strategies for rock musicians. A well-
informed audiologist who special-
izes in working with musicians has 
probably invested extra time to un-
derstand both the applications of 
personal monitoring devices and the 
integration of hearing protection 
strategies. 

Make the effort to locate an au-
diologist with expertise in the safe 
use of personal monitors. Ask spe-
cific questions: "What are the quali-
fications of the professional taking 
the ear impression? How can a per-
sonal monitor protect hearing? 
What is the maximum SPL of the 
transducer? Can the volume of this 
device he measured during re-
hearsal? How long can this personal 
monitor be worn, and at what vol-
ume, before there is a risk of dam-
age?" 

An effective strategy for protect-
ing professional ears should include 
a case history, a hearing test, the 
use of peak limiters, the measure-
ment of sound levels in the ear, 
plus an understanding of the use of 
personal monitors as protective de-
vices. 
A confidential interview with the 

audiologist provides them with im-
portant information about the 
specifics of past stage monitoring. 
individual hearing problems and 
possible medical conditions that 
may restrict the use of monitor 
placement in the ear. This informa-
tion assists in the selection of the 
appropriate personal monitor. 
A hearing screening test is es-

sential and highly recommended. 
An initial hearing test serves as a 
baseline for future tests and takes 
only a few minutes. Regular testing 

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 106 
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CD-ROM 

• Cassettes 
• Vinyl Records 
• Graphics 
• Mastering 
Studios - min 

Excerpts from our catalog... 
Bulk Replication / Retail Ready Packages 

OPTICAL DISK REPLICATION 

Disk Price ( Bulk) Set Up Coo vs ;urn Around- Days' 

Quantity Price Ea. 3 am 5 teas la oers 15 Dun 

no !o 499 5 95 $1.100 5850 S500 S450 

500 to 999 .90 1,000 775 375 350 

1,000 to 1,999 .80 900 625 200 100 

2.000 to 4,999 .72 725 250 na charge 

5,00010 25,000 .65 no c h are no charge 

From your Premiered (DR, replica ed ( li or 163Danbobel film. Prices include 
2tolar CD label ( 1- color on 999 or le sl. Premostevini; ti'magirg ore avoilohle. 
' Business days, doy 'J Is doy of r e dial ol moleiats i , uneatable form. 1 Jewel Case d Shtirk-Wrap Packaging, $.28; 5.25 e 5,000 It over 

RETAIL -READY Z:D PACKAGES 

with Full Color Graplics 

CDs in Jewel Case + Full Color Booklet and Tray Cord 

Booklet 300 500 0,000 2,000 5,000 

1- Pone) 51,627 $1,748 51,903 52,893 $5,943 

4-Ponel $1,957 S2,1178 52,233 S3,153 $6,643 

6-Puel 52,387 S2,508 52,663 53,873 $7,093 

(nzludt3 graphics layout, typesetting, graphics grails, filin and printing for boulder 
tray curd and 2-color CD label If -odor ler 999 co 16s) replIcation and packaging 
in rhcnk-vaapped jewel rose Yoe supply-a layout skean, pliotosnnd Premasiered 

CD R we do the res, 

NEED CD-AUDIO PREMASTERING? From your DM 
oc ()induce Sonic Sclutions PMCD Master end Reference Disk for your approval 
3125 to 25 minutes; $140 to 63 minutes  SI 50 to 74 minutes 

RETAIL-READY CASSETTE 
PACKAGES with Full Color Graphics 

Full-Color Standard }-Card, Norelco Box - CHROME! 

500 1,000 2,000 3,000 5,000 

In 12 Min. $720 SI,004 SI 5 S2,090 $2,974 

13 - 29 Min. 5750 51,07t $1.714 52,267 $3,247 

30 - 49 Min. S791 51,148 $1.865 S2,478 $3,575 

Full-Color 0-Cord Sigle - CHROME TAPE 

to 12 Min. $715 $935 51,394 S1,918 $2,600 
to 29 Min. S740 5979 $1,476 $2,033 $2,778 

Includes grophas layout, typentting, graphics proof.. film, graphics printing, shell 
panting, lea tassel, and chink mopping You upi.ly sl.etch photos and master 

Call For Our Complete Catalog 

el'eA'W4-1-13._,SK 1 LTD 
75 Varick Streer.. New York, NY 10013 
,. (212) 225-4401 FAX ( 212( 966-0456 

(ROO) 455-8555 
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erful tool for hearing conservation ( see 
sidebar). The loudest levels generated 
by earphones, although potentially 
damaging, are not nearly as loud as 
those that modem 2-inch compression-
driver wedge systems routinely pro-
duce. In an all-ear monitoring setup, 
with no wedges, feedback is all but 
impossible. If you also factor in the re-
duced exposure to the close-range 
effects of cymbals and Marshall stacks, 

it becomes obvious that an earphone 
system can be inherently easier on 
the ears. 

However, a great deal of attention 
must be paid to protecting everyone's 
hearing and exposure time, and levels 
must be monitored properly to avoid 
hearing loss. Always use quality peak 
limiters as the last link in the chain. 
and set them to provide a maximum 
program level ceiling, as well as 
"spike" protection. Hearing safety is of 
the utmost importance and should not 
he taken lightly. 

RELAX AND ENJOY 
Once your production is accustomed 
to ear monitors, you will begin to ex-

perience some of the benefits. Perfor-
mances will tighten, crowd response 
will improve and you won't leave the 
venue feeling as though you've spent 
the day working too close to a jack-
hammer. After a few weeks, the 
biggest question remaining will he, 
"Why didn't I do this years ago?" 

Steve McCale. an engineer who has 
worked in the music industry Jiff 20 
•VearS, is preSidell qf Soundproof En-
(emprises (Kimberling City. Mo.), a 
pro audio consulting and design firm 
that specializes in providing personal 
monitoring devices for sound rein-
forcement. E-mail to soundprlecmas-
ter com. 

—FROM PAGE 103, PERSONAL MONITORS 

is the only means to measure the ef-
fectiveness of the personal monitor 
as hearing protection. A new test, 
otoacoustic emissions (OAE), may 
provide early indication of outer hair 
cell damage, even before conven-
tional tests show any significant de-
crease in hearing. 

Some audiologists are equipped 
with miniature probe microphone 
technology, which can measure 
sound levels at the eardrum. Used 
during live rehearsals, this procedure 
establishes personal guidelines 
(OSHA or ISO) to eliminate damage 
caused by improper use. The tech-
nology enables the audiologist to di-
rect the performer to the appropriate 
sound level for the daily number of 
hours the monitors will be used. This 
is the only method able to demon-
strate and document the loudness of 
the personal monitor in the ear dur-
ing actual use. 

The use of brick-wall peak lim-
iters only protects the ear from trau-
ma caused by transient spikes and 
pops. Although peak limiters are an 
important part of the safety equation, 
they cannot be relied on to regulate 
the volume of user-controlled head-
phone amplifiers. Long-term expo-
sure to moderate levels over many 
hours is as dangerous as occasional 
short bursts. Although professional 
engineers should be able to reduce 
accidental exposure to brief tran-
sients, the greater risk to hearing 
comes from everyday use at unsafe 
levels. 

As protective devices, custom-

molded transducers offer greater 
acoustic isolation than generic ones. 
For proper protection, the personal 
monitor must be able to isolate the 

ear from ambient sound of the back-
line and P.A. This higher signal-to-
noise ratio inside the ear canal allows 
the performer to listen clearly at 
lower levels. Wearing a consumer 
"ear bud" while listening to a Walk-
man on "five" in a quiet room may be 
sufficiently clear, but on a noisy 
street, the same program material 
may need to be on "ten" for the lis-
tener to perceive the same loudness, 
as ambient noise masks the signal. 
Unless the device fits inside the sec-
ond bend of the ear and seals the 
canal, outside sounds will mask the 
signal and force louder monitoring. 
Any product with open sound ports 
and surface placement of the trans-
ducers will have a reduced ability to 
isolate from background noise. 

Ear canals come in all shapes and 
sizes. A custom mold of the ear ex-
tends beyond the second bend of the 
ear canal and should be taken by an 
audiologist. First. the audiologist oto-
scopically inspects the ear canal for 
wax, debris or disease. A cotton or 
foam block is carefully placed near 
the eardrum, and silicone material is 
injected into the canal to find the 
shape of the ear. It is a painless but 
unusual experience. The ear impres-
sion is sent to the manufacturer 
where the shell is cast and the elec-
tronics installed. 

Manufacturing techniques, trans-
ducer types, construction materials 
and service vary among manufactur-

ers. Personal monitors can he macle 
of soft material, hard acrylic or a 
combination of both. The following 
features are recommended: 
• The canal portion should be soft to 
maximize comfort and deep to pro-
vide acoustic isolation. 
• Testing in a 2cc coupler (the aver-
age volume of an ear canal) should 
be provided to document the prod-
uct's consistency. 
• A minimum 90-clay warranty for 
manufacturing defects should be 
standard. 
• Ear impressions should he retained 
for remakes. 
• Choices from a variety of transduc-
ers, styles, materials and isolation ca-
pabilities should he offered to satisfy 
personal sound quality preferences 
and address individual hearing pro-
tection concerns. 

It's safe to say that personal mon-
itoring is here to stay. Audiologists 
now have adequate tools to direct 
musicians and engineers in the safe 
use of these devices and to imple-
ment effective strategies for preven-
tion of hearing loss. Take time to 
investigate before committing to a 
product. They're the only ears you'll 
ever have. 

Michael Santucci is an audiologist 
who has worked in the music indus-
try for over ten years. He is founder 
and president of Sensaphonics Hear-
ing Conservation (Chicago), which 
provides personal monitoring devices 
and hearing protection strategies 
through an international network of 
informed audiologists. 
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Match & Win Quiz 
See if you can match the Digital Multi-track machine on the 

left with its ideal recording companion on the right. 

ALESIS ADAA 

—ASCAM DA-88 

ROLAND DM-800 

#2 Soft Lead Pencil only,. Be neat, work slowli, keep lines straight. No erasing! 

ATI 8MX2 Preamp/Mixer 

8 of ATI's hallmark High Voltage Mic Preamps, each with a 
Variable Threshold Limiter, 48v Phantom power switch and 
Ground Lift switch 

ATI 8MX2 Preamp/Mixer 

Simultaneous 8x2 mixer fo- monitoring the recording or for 
playback mixing to the stereo buss. Mix assign/Mute switch. 
9 pin Master/Slave ports for multiple unit connection of the 
Cue and Mix buss 

ATI 8MX2 Preamp/Mixer 

Comprehensive cue system, Input and Gain Reduction meters, 
Headphone and Monitor Out. Rear panel 2 Track Returns, DB25 
Multipin Mic pre Outputs, and DB25 Multipin Tape Returns 

ATI 8MX2 Preamp/Mixer 

Frequency response: +0/- 1 dB, 10Hz-50KHz, 20dB of head-
room throughout, THD: 0.008% at +4dBm, Residual Noise: 
-86dBm, total voltage gain 65dB, ONE RACK SPACE 

ANSWER: ATI's new 8MX2 Preamp/Mixer is the ideal companion to ANY of the many digital multitrack 

machines in use today! Loaded with features, the 8MX2 allows the highest quality recordings to be 

made, either in the studio or on the road. Hitch an 8MX2 to the front end of each of your Digital 

Multitrack machines and start doing some serious recording! 

SEE US AT NSCA BOOTH #722 

Here's how you win. Just buy an 8MX2 Preamp/Mixer and receive a case of hlank recording tapes 

.11 111. 

m  (either S-VHS or Hi-8) absolutely free from ATI! Free tape coupon included with every 8MX2. Coupons 

APATI a redeemed by September 30, 1996. One coupon per 8MX2 purchased. Get to your pro music dealer 

today and ask for the 8MX2, or call All at 1-800-642-8063. 

(It you own a hard disk recorder, you're already too cool. We'll send you the tapes for your VCR!) 

ATI.• Audio Toys, Inc. • 9017-C Mendenhall Court • Columbia, MD 21045 • Phone: 410-381-7879 • Fax: 410-381-5025 
Products and tradernanis thoan are the property of their respective DWIlerS. Spec fications, featues and perfunance of this s>sten may be chaaged ar unproved vothout por notice. n 1996 Audio Toys, Inc. 

:MX2 • 8MX2 • 8MX2 • 8MX2 • 8MX2 • 8MX2 • 8MX2 • EMX2 • 8MX2 • 8MX2 • 8MX2 • 8MX2 • 8MX2 • 8MX2 • 8MX2 • 8MK2 • 8MX2 • 8MX2 
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SOUNDCHECK 
SYN-AUD-CON LIVE SOUND WORKSHOP 

ShowCo's Howard Page leading a group discussion 

Syn-Aud-Cons seventh annual Live 
Sound Workshop took place dur-
ing the three days preceding the 
Winter NAMM show in Anaheim, 
on the campus of Chapman Uni-
versity in nearby Orange, Calif. 
The workshop is in its second year 
of being ably hosted by Pat and 
Brenda Brown (following the re-
tirement of the distinguished Don 
and Caroiyn Davis). Sound rein-
forcement topics are presented by 
a staff of industry veterans, includ-
ing workshop co-founders Will 

Parry and David Scheirman, Audio 
Analysts' vice president Albert Lec-
cese, laffe Acoustics' director Dave 
Robb., Mick Whelan of JBL Profes-
sional and ShowCo vice president 
Howard Page. 

The Live Sound Workshop is 
the only event of its kind in North 
America, providing novice audio 
engineers a unique sample of the 
latest techniques and technologies 
in sound reinforcement. Attendees 
include students; regional sound 
company owners and employees; 
system operators from churches, 
auditoriums, live music clubs and 
theme parks, as well as manufac-
turing engineers who recognize the 
need for up-to-date contact with 
this vital part of the sound industry. 
Special emphasis is placed on the 
hands-on aspects of setting up and 

Live Sound Workshop staff. (I. to R standing) David Scheirmon, Albert Leccese, David Robb, Steve 

McCale and Pot Brown. (L to R seated) Howard Page, Paul Gallo, Will Pony and Mick Whelan. 

using the latest sound equipment, 
much of which was on loan from 
manufacturers. 

The core sound system used in 
the main auditorium was provided 
by Southern California's Sound 
Image. New consoles supplied by 
manufacturers included the Midas 
XL-200, the Yamaha PM3500M 
monitor desk and the Ramsa WR-
SX-1, which was used with the 
main system. (Arriving a day early, 

BY MARK FRI« 

I had the opportunity to become 
familiar with the SX-1; my review 
appears on page 146 in this issue.) 
Satellite systems downstairs were 
run off of splits from the main 
snake, using a 40-channel, four-
way BSS MSR-604 II active splitting 

system. Consoles downstairs were 
the Crest Vx, Mackie SR 24.4, 
Soundcraft K-3 and K-1, along with 

auxiliary gear from Lexicon. Yama-
ha, Roland, Aphex and Drawmer. 
Wireless lavaliers from Sennheiser 
and handheld mics from AKG were 
used for lectures in the auditorium. 

Group presentations were held 
in the mornings, with attendees 
choosing from two tracks of in-
struction in the afternoons. The first 

morning began with a thought-pro-

voking sound business overview, a 
touring-business survey and a look 
at career opportunities in sound re-
inforcement. 

After the morning break, a rep-
resentative from the House Ear In-
stitute in Los Angeles spoke on 
hearing conservation. Charlie Ennis 
Lahaie (whose article "Protecting 
Your Hearing" appeared in the Jan-
uary 1996 issue of Mix) cited sev-
eral case histories to illustrate the 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 112 
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TOUR 

PROFILE 

AC/DC 
Live and Loud as Ever 

,T
, he pimply faces of Beavis and Butthead are 
projected onto a screen suspended above a 
darkened stone wall facade. They are de-

vising a plot to get backstage at the AC/DC show. 
After numerous attempts (and various ckstrac-
tions), they finally reach the backstage door; it 
creaks open, and a futuristic Amazon woman 
emerges and blasts the boys to bits with her 
space gun. The cartoon ends with the sinister 
image of a laughing Angus Young, devil horns 
sprouting out of his head. 

Onstage, lights come up, illuminating a giant 
crane that descends upon the stone wall, a wreck-
ing ball dangling from its steel arm. A low, ominous 
rumble builds as the massive ball swings closer and clos-
er to the structure. With a final swoop, the ball smashes 
into the wall, which tumbles in a shower of fireworks 
and an explosive roar. Out from the ruins leaps lead gui-
tarist Young, followed by the rest of AC/DC, and the 
opening riff of "Back in Black" thun-
ders through the arena. 

AC/DC FON engineer Paul "Pab" Boothroyd 

So began AC/DC's two-hour performance at the 
Oakland Coliseum in Oakland, Calif., a recent stop in 
the band's 1996 world tour promoting Ballbrvaker, their 
first album in five years. Ballbreaker reflects AC/DC's 

return to its hard-edged rock roots 
BY SARAN JONES and features the talents of producer 
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Rick Rubin and the return of original 
drummer Phil Rudd. 

db Sound is providing the touring 
sound system, which includes a custom 
manifold setup with midrange driver 
modifications by dl-) Sound and SSE. 
According to db, the Electro-Voice MT 
system is the latest version, with low-
mid throat modifications for smoother 
response in the 400Hz region. The sys-
tem size designation is 18 blocks, corn-

prising 160 DH2A high-frequency 
drivers. 160 DLIOX 10-inch speakers 
and 144 DL18MT 18-inch woofers. 
Crossovers are Omnidrives, and the 
system is powered by 36 Crest 8001 
amps with an output capability of 
100,000 watts. 

Sound levels were ft )t for the faint-
hearted: The 16 Marshall cabinets on-
stage generate a house SPL of 110 dB 
on their own ( about 128 dB onstage). 
Add to that "30.000 watts of monitors. 
and they're all pretty much flat-out," 
according to monitor engineer John 
"Grubby" Callis. ( Noting escalating liti-
gation trends, crew members are only 
half-joking when they suggest that a 
noise disclaimer be printed on tickets.) 

Callis, who mixes on a Midas XL-3, 
says he has it easy. Its very simple up 
there; its just a matter of beating the 
volume of the guitars. The drums have 
to be very loud. They don't use every 
channel up there; its only drums— 
kick, snare and hat—and the vocals." 
Singer Brian Johnson wears a Gar-
wood monitor in one ear; that mix in-
cludes vocals with some basic effects. 
He and the rest of the band rely on 

sidefills to balance 
the vocals and drums 
with the amps on-
stage. "The guitars 
are not in the moni-
tors, obviously, be-
cause they're so 
loud," says Callis. 
"All I have to do is 
turn the vocals and 
drums up. And then 
we have to work it 
out so I don't affect 
Pal-) too much." 

Paul "l'ab" Booth-
royd mixes at the 
FOH position on a 
Midas XL-4. He is 
aided by crew chief John 1.R." Robbins 
(who divides his time between mixing 
and giving sales presentations on his 
line of custom shower heads, available 
at the FOH box). "[The programl is very 
simple, very basic," says Boothroyd. 
-No effects, no samples, nothing like 
that. A little bit of small rooms. but 
that's it." 

Robbins concurs. "We don't use a lot 
of effects; just ambient effects, a couple 
of delays every now and then, very 
minor—to give the mix a little bit of 
depth," he says. The FOH outboard 
racks include Lexicon 480L and 300L 
models, a few Varicurves, a TLA100A 
and Drawmer gates. Mies include a 
Beyer wireless for Johnson's vocal, with 
Shure SM91s, Beyer M88 and EV 409s 
on drums. Additionally, guitar and bass 
isolation boxes are miked from a room 
below the stage floor. There is minimal 
automation—flying submaster faders 
and VCA only. "We don't even change 

AC/DC monitor engineer John "Grubby" Collis 

programs," says Robbins. (An exception 
to the no-frills production is an FOH 
pyrotechnic cue box that triggers sound 
effect samples from selected pyrotech-
nic cues.) 

High SPLs on this tour po.' a new 
mixing challenge for Boothroyd, who 
recently toured with Paul McCartney, 
and Robbins, who worked for years 
with John Mellencamp. "Obviously, it's 
a loud-level show," says Boothroyd. 
"You're trying to keep things con-
trolled—spill onstage, for example—the 
monitoring's very loud. Things like that 
affect the sound, so you're working 
around those parameters. I just amplify 
them onstage. 

"It's all about gain-staging," con-
cludes Boothroyd. "What you hear is 
what's coming from them. It's just loud, 
which is the nature of the beast; and 
that's what makes AC/DC.' 

Sarah ,Joues is still uvaring her cyttphigs. 

11[111HISHES 
Garth brooks upcoming world tour, 
which begins this spring, will carry 
three All Paragon mixing consoles. 
All equipment for the tour will be 
provided by MD Systems (Nashville). 
ATI also reports that Stev ie Wonder 
purchased two Pro' audio proces-
sors at last winter's NAMM show... 
Canada's House of Parliament (0t-
towa) installed 20 Drawmer DL441 
Auto Quad compressorlimiters as 
part of the system used by members 
of the Canadian Parliament.. The 
Nashville Network installed a 60-
input Soundcraft SM-24 sound rein-

forcement console in its oldest 
broadcast venue, the Gaslight The-
ater. The console was initiated with 
use on Prime Time Country... Hi-
Tech Audio provided sound rein-
forcement co. ShowCo (Dallas) with 
a Yamaha PM4000M monitor-mixing 
console for the recent Clint Black 
tour. The current All 4 One tour is 
using a Yamaha PM3500 FOI-1 con-
sole and a PM3500M monitor con-
sole provided by Sound Image (San 
Diego, Calif.)...Sundown Sound 
(Portland, Ore.) purchased a Ramsa 
SX-1 console. 
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—FROM PAGE 108. LIVE SOUND WORKSHOP 

mechanics of hearing loss and promote 
hearing-protection awareness. Lahaie 
explained that many professionals don't 
get hearing exams because they fear 
the results, but some kinds of hearing 

impairment are correctable, and early 
detection can prevent unnecessary 
damage. If you haven't had a hearing 
test lately, I encourage you to visit an 
audiologist. 

Lahaie also discussed what is per-
haps the simplest option for hearing 
protection, ear plugs. Custom-molded 
Etymotic Research ER- 15 Musician's 
Earplugs- provide 15 dB of attenua-
tion at all frequencies and cost about 
$100. Foam ear plugs only cost about 

OUICHTIP 
When setting up the gain struc-
ture in a sound system, one way 
to ensure maximum signal-to-
noise and useful operating head-
room is to ensure that each 
device in the signal chain will 
start to clip at the same point. 
Although many products have 
clip indicators, there are varying 
conventions about the exact 
level, relative to clipping, at 
which the clip LED lights. Typi-
cally, verifying the level at which 
a line-level unit clips will require 
a session at the bench with an 
oscilloscope. 

However, this is not always 
practical, particularly in the field. 
Syn-Aud-Con's Pat Brown sug-
gests a simple but accurate 
method for determining clip 
point using a Motorola piezo 
device. Brown uses a garden-va-
riety round piezo with a dual-
banana plug, for which he has 
various adapter plugs. These 
high-frequency transducers typi-
cally pass only frequencies 

above 1 kHz, so a 400Hz test 
tone will not be heard, but the 
high-frequency harmonic by-
products of clipping will. Turn 
up the signal until the harmon-
ics can just be heard through 
the piezo, then back the level 
down until they disappear. 
Measuring this output with a 
voltmeter will tell RMS voltage 
at clip. — Mark Frink 

a buck a pair. Cabot Safe-
ty Corp. ( 317/692-6666) 
makes the little yellow 
disposable foam E.A.R 
plugs, and, through deal-
ers. a box of 100 pairs sells 
for less than $ 25. An im-

portant strategy is the use 
of a simple SPL meter (RS 

cat. No. 33-2050 costs $32) 
to monitor levels and man-
age exposure. Even under 
liberal OSHA guidelines, 
exposure to 10() dB should 
be limited to two hours 
without protection and as-
sumes that exposure the 
rest of the day will be less 
than 85 dB. 

The first afternoon presentation— 
"When Things Go Wrong." on safe 
loudspeaker rigging practices—includ-

ed scenes of the famous Garth Brooks 
rig that collapsed in Dallas. A video by 
ATM Flyware's Andrew Martin revealed 
the benefits of various types of speaker 

construction. Martin recommends that 
speakers designed to be flown over-
head be tested destructively to certify 
their load-bearing capacity. The video 
shows a series of identical cabinets 
made with a variety of materials and 
construction techniques being run 
through destructive hydraulic pull-tests 
Enclosures made of particle wood. 
ACX plywood, maple plywood and 
cross-laminated, nit iii birch were 
shown, each made using butt, dado 

and rabbit joints. Particle wood gave 
way with no warning. and ACX and 
maple plywood crackled before break-
ing. Birch plywood with dado joinery 
withstood 8,000 pounds for more than 

60 seconds, illustrating the importance 
of materials and construction tech-
nique. This was followed by a nuts-
and-bolts discussion of commonly used 
rigging hardware and techniques. In 
the alternative-track seminar, Flt)yd E. 
Toole, Ph.D., vice president of engi-
neering for Harman International, gave 
a lecture on the art of listening, speaker 
placement and r(x)in acoustics. 

The second morning began with 
Mick Whelan's demonstration on the 
interaction of multiple transducers in 
arrays. Starting with a discussion 
of the term "arrayability." a visual rep-
resentation of speaker interaction 
showed interference patterns, illustrat-
ing the importance of adjacent trans-
ducers being bent in an arc and the 
difficulty of arraying high-frequency 
drivers because of their shorter wave-
lengths. A high-frequency driver was 

Mick Whelon with "BI HF array demo 

placed on an onstage turntable to 
sweep across the audience and demon-
strate its horizontal coverage. Adding 
more drivers, placed beside the first in 

the same plane, audibly confirmed this 
imeraction. Piling them up vertically fi-
nally cleaned up the multiple-driver 
interactions in the horizontal coverage 
pattern. 

This presentation was followed by 
Dave Robb's lecture on the multiple 
sub-system approach to theatrical 
sound system design, and, in the after-
noon, Robb followed with a demon-
stration of precedence effect in 
distributed speaker systems. That after-
noon, special guest Steve McCale of-
fered an introduction to ear monitor 
applications and techniques ( McCale's 
article on in-ear monitoring is on page 
100). A series of small group roundtable 
discussions ended the second clay, al-
lowing intimate and animated one-on-
one question-and-answer sessions with 
the presenters. 

The third clay began with a humor-
ous discussion on mic selection. Other 
topics included gain structure, con-
soles and outboard processing. During 
lunch, a select group of volunteers 
mike(' up the stage. With the help of 
the Doug Stone band, the last half of 
the day was a full-blown demonstra-
tion of soundcheck procedures, end-
ing with live music and hands-on 

participation of workshop attendees at 
all the consoles. 

For those interested in participating 
in seminars like the Live Sound Work-
shop, Synergetic Audio Concepts 

(800/796-2831) is offering its Sound 
System Design Seminar from June 10-
12 in Salt Lake City, in Toronto June 26-
28 and in Boston July 11-13. There is 
also a special Advanced Design Semi-
nar being offered in Greenville, Ind., 
July 22-24. 
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eu in LiGn ror Conventional wisdom... 

I. 

No, it probably isn't on the rider...yetl. But the new lour Series 

from Fender Pro Audio soon will be, and for reasons your clients 
will understand the minute they hear them. 

Introducing real world- class concert sound equipment, that doesn't 

make you mortgage your world to pay for it. From a single pair of 

cabinets on stands, to small industrial/AV systems, to a full scale 

concert rig, the Tour Series will impress even your most demanding 

critics and clients- without emptying your wallet. Combining performance, 

flexibility, and common sense real- world design, the Tour Series doesn't 

skimp on features either. 

•• Ultra-advanced drivers 
• Field configurable horns for wide or narrow dispersion (without tcolsli) 

• Servo-linked DSP based processor controlled operation (optional), 

t7i -ampecl or tri-amped operation, or passive operation (using builit-in 

4th order Linkwitz-Riley oass‘ve crossovers) 

• Rock solid ultra-reinforcol 13-ply Baltic birch enciosumes 

• Truck pack friendly ditileribiOrS 
• Dual Speakon 1/4" ncokups for easy interco.nnect 

• A full line of optional tying and rigging hardware & accessories 

Which is why around the world daily, more sound engireers, artists, 

hire companies, facility ID's, elubi owners, product managers, and 
tour accountants are choosing the Tour Series over tne " accepted" 
names. Listen, compare, and discover for yourself ivhyit pays to 

trust your own ears!: 

For a full color catalog send pag 84 handling to "four Series, clo Fender ?ro Audio, 79/5 1\1. Hayden Rd.. Scott 

ost e dale 552.55 
401995 Ftvg 
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OBIJ Sono 11[Enc[ffinT PRODUCTS 
WHIRLWIND MIC SPLITTER 
The new Active Concert Series mic 
splitter systems from Whirlwind 
(Rochester, NY) provide two trans-
former-isolated, fixed-gain splits and 
one active variable-gain split for live 
sound and recording applications. 
High input impedance ensures extend-
ed frequency response from dynamic 
microphones, and reliability is en-
hanced by separate redundant power 
supplies. Splitters are supplied with 
rear panel XLR mic input connectors 
and MASS multipin output connectors. 
Each splitter channel features a 3-LED 
headroom indicator, ground lift switch 
for isolated outputs, and gain control 
for the active split. 
Circle 212 on Reader Service Cord 

NON-REFLECTIVE 
BLACK GAFFER'S TAPE 
New EconoNlatte cloth gaffers tape 
from Tesa Tape Inc. ( Charlotte, NC) is 
available in black in 1-, 2- and 3-inch 
widths and features a matte, nonreflec-
tive finish. Tesa 53949 EconoMatte 
tape is formulated for good tearability 
and adhesion, yet leaves no residue 
wlien removed. 
Circle 213 on Reader Service Cord 

OOLDLINE 
RACK-MOUNT SPI METER 
Go'dine ( West Redding, CT) has a 
new rack-mount SPL meter designed 
for installed and touring applications. 
The SPL12ORM3 features three micro-
phone inputs and a three-way switch 
to allow easy SPL measurement at 
three locations and is supplied with 
one or three calibrated electret con-
denser measurement microphones. 
Prices are $375 (one mic) and $449.95 
(three mics). 
Circle 214 on Reader Service Cord 

KLIPSCH UPDATES HERESY 
Klipsch Professional (Hope, AK) up-
dates its famous "Heresy" loudspeaker 
as the KP-250 II. The new three-way 
speaker features Tractrb( Wave- mid 
and high horns for a 90°x40° coverage 
pattern. Both HF and midrange drivers 
feature new technology, resulting in 
smooth and efficient performance. The 
KP-250 Il cabinet is constructed from 
19mm y' )id-free birch ply and has dual 
handles and protective trim. A variety 
of finishes are available. Klip.sch also 
announces enhancements to the KP C 
Series of loudspeakers for working 
musicians. 
Circle 215 on Reader Service Card 

YORKVILLE'S NEW TX 
LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS 
Yorkville Sound Inc. I Niagara Falls, NY) 
has introduced a new TX Series of 
large-format loudspeaker systems for 
large venues and touring applications. 
The series includes the three-way TX-8 
and matching Tx-8s subw(x)fer, the bi-
limped TX-4 and the bi-amped TX2M 
floor monitor. Main speakers are trape-
zoidal and feature processor control, 
Speakon connectors and ATM Fly-Ware-

rigging hardware. All 
\rstents are constructed 
Iron) 13-ply Baltic birch 
and incorporate 1U 
rack-mountable multi-
channel, self-calibrating 
processors with XLR 
inputs and outputs. 
Circle 216 on Reader Service Cord 

AKG'S NEW UHF MICS 
AKG Acoustics (Nonhriclge. CA) new 
\N-N1S 300 UHF wireless microphone 
system features true diversity, with two 
antennae per receiver, and up to 16 
different frequency options within the 
20MHz bandwidth. According to AKG, 
UHF technology allows for shorter an-
tennae and makes the WMS 300 system 
less vulnerable to common sources of 
radio interference; up to eight different 
WMS 300 units can be operated simul-
taneously. The WMS 300 system sup-
ports ten different microphone options, 
including three handheld microphones 
and six bodypack systems. 

GALAXY IKON 
Galaxy Audio's ( Wichita, KS) IKON'" 
line of self-contained P.A. products are 
targeted at schools, churches, clubs 
and performers. The powered wedge 
monitor and conventional box configu-
ration speakers include integrated mix-
ing (and optional reverh) facilities. The 
IKON control panel (front-facing on 
wedges, rear-facing on the boxes) in-
cludes a 3-band equalizer, phantom 
power, foldback for driving external 
monitors, RCA inputs for line-level 
sources, and Neutrik combination con-
nectors for XLR and %-inch inputs. 
Each model is also available as an un-
powered speaker. 
Circle 217 on Reader Service Cord 

WHITE %-OCTAVE GRAPHIC 
The Model 4828 %-octave graphic 
equalizer from White Instruments 
(Austin, TX) features 60mm sliders for 
enhanced boost-and-cut accuracy, EQ 
in/out switch, balanced XLR and %-
inch inputs and outputs, adjustable 
high and lowpass filters, automatic by-
pass relay and power-up delay, 20 dB 
of variable gain makeup and an LED 
headroom meter. Distortion is rated at 
less than 0.01% and noise at -90 dBu. 
Circle 218 on Reader Service Cord 
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DEMOS • SN • DEMAND"v 
$2.95 per selection 

includes shipping & handling 

Demos on Demand provides quick and easy access to in-depth 

product demonstrations on VHS videocassette. All programming is 
produced by Demos on Demand' and focuses on the features and 

functions of the tools that serve the pro audio industry. 

Adams-Smith • Akai • AMS Neve • Arboretum Systems 

Crest Audio • Dan Dugan Sound Design • Digidesign • Euphonix 

Fostex • Galaxy Audio • Groove Tubes • Jeanius Electronics 

Lexicon • Mackie Design • MacPherson • Mark of the Unicorn 

NVision • Otani e Panasonic / Ramsa • Peavey Electronics • Radiar 

Sabine • Sellmark Audiomation • Spectral • Studer Editech 

Studio Techniques • Tascam • Rane • Zaxcom 

http://www.demos-on-demand.com 
or call 800.454.2580 

NEW LISTINGS EVERY MONTH 
........ Lill 
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SOM HEFORCEMEOT PRODUCTS 

SECOND-GENERATION 

TELECAST ADDERS 

Ti lc new Acklur lamily of portable, 
digital fiber-optic micrt)phone snake 
splitter systems from Telecast Fiber 
Systems ( Worcester, MA) can replace 
large, unwieldy analog multicore ca-
bles with a single lightweight, durable 
fiber-optic cable. Available in 32- and 
64-channel formats, the Adder snake 
systems convert analog mic inputs to 
20-bit digital audio and can distribute 
those signals, along with intercom and 
data/control signals, to multiple loca-
tions, such as FOH and monitor mix 
position and a recording truck. Fea-
tures include switchable phantom 
power, self-contained test generator 
and signal monitor, battery or AC 
power with internal UPS and automatic 
redundancy for sensitive applications 
via alternate routing schemes. 
Circle 219 on Reader Service Card 

AQUILA WIRELESS IN-EAR 

MONITORING SYSTEM 

Aquila Systems (San Bruno, CA) offers 
a new cost-effective VHF wireless in-
ear monitoring system. The WAM 16 
VHF TX transmitter and WAM 16 VHF 
RX receiver connect via 16 digitally 
synthesized VHF stereo channels, en-
suring that users are never without 
multiple clear and open channels. The 
WAM 16 VHF TX transmitter is a 1U 
device featuring VU meters, V.-inch 
and XLR inputs, cue input, headphone 
monitor output, LEI) channel indica-
tion and stereo/mono switched opera-
tion. The lightweight WAM 16 VHF RX 
is powered by a single 9V battery. The 
WAM 16 VHF system is supplied with 
"ear bud"-style ear pieces, but will 
support custom ear pieces. Price is 
$1,499. 
Circle 220 on Reader Service Cord 

SPIRIT LIVE 4 MIXER 

( Auburn. (.A) annuunces the sec-
ond-generation Live 4 mixing console 
for FOH and recording applications. 
Available in 12-, 16-, 24-, 32- and 40-
channel configurations, the Live 4 Midi's 
input channel features include 4-hand 
EQ with sweepable mids, highpass fil-
ter, six aux sends per channel, individ-
ual +48V phantom power, phase 
reverse, direct outs and a new Ultramic 
Plus- preamp that will accept line level 
without a pad and offers 66 dB of gain. 
A 10x2 A/I3 matrix output derived from 
the four subgroups, four mute groups 
and four stereo effects returns are stan-
dard. Four additional stereo input 
channels are standard on the four larg-
er consoles (the 12-input model has 
two). An 8-channel expander module 
is available for 12- and 16-channel 
models. Prices start at $ 1,999.95 for 
the 12-channel Live 4. tue 40-channel 
model is S-.299.95. 
Circle 221 on Reader Service Card 

RENKUS-HEINZ 

TRC SERIES LOUDSPEAKERS 

Renkus-I leinz ( Irvine, CA) annotincc, 
a complete line of full-range, two-way 
speakers for a variety of installation, 
live sound and floor-monitor applica-
tions. TRC61, TRC81 and TRC82 sys-
tems are compact loudspeakers based 
around 6.5- and 8-inch woofers, whereas 
the TRC121, TRC151 and TRC152 feature 
12- and 15-inch woofers. All systems 
offer 1- or 2-inch HF drivers with Com-
plex Conic user-rotatable waveguides 
for superior pattern control. Several of 
the models feature multi-angled cabinets, 
making them suitable for floor-monitor 
wedge applications. A wide choice of 
finishes is available, and the cabinets 
are shielded for A/V applications. 
Circle 222 on Reader Service Cord 
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$289 
Are You Outta 
Your... 

q •. ted iiiaiiiifartun.r's USA retail prier. 

"In the studio, I compared the CM-700 against three of the best-
known studio mies. The results were quite surprising. In three out 
offour comparisons, the CM-700 outperformed the old 

"... more low end warmth .... none of harshness found with other 
mics . . . . did not sound overwhelming or unnatural." 

- liIl Rogers. Producer/Engineer. Looking Glass Studio 

" . Compares favorably with accepted studio mies of its type. Good 
ability to handle high SPL applications. Excellentfor miking instru-
ments such as high strings, flutes, saxophones, trumpets, hi-hats, 
toms and snares." 

"It's too clean. Don't change it." 

"It's small size and dark color make it a natural for video apps. -

- Bill Tullis. Music Engineer/Producer 
'Writer Broadmsting 

Okay, so maybe you've seen this ad before. And maybe 
you thought that for the money, this mic just can't be 
that great. No more maybes. Here's what the critics say. 

• c, 
st, 

. . it's frequency response is artremely smooth, even and artended 
the lower end is particuhrly impressive, lending a depth and fullness 
surprising for the job." 

" . . . the aspect that sets the CM-700 apart its sound." 

"The revelation came with vocals . . placed in front of a singer, its 
performance was so startling that I had to go back to the console to 
check that I was listening to the right channel, as the richness and 
depth I was hearing could easily have come from one of the large-
diaphragm workhorses that I was using as a comparison." 

"For once a condenser looks as though it is up to any of the rigors the 
road can throw at it while still giving remarkable results in the studio." 

- Dave Foister. Reviewer. Studio Sound 

crown, 
Guaranteed Excellence 
Visit us on the InterNet http://www.crownintl.com 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 



TOP-OF-THE-LINE 

SITU I) 
So you've finally built the studio of your dreams. 
You're stocked with the best gear around. A collection 
of choice microphones. An arsenal of effects. A con-
sole that cost more than your house. You've got the 
tools to create magic recordings. And to reference 
your magnificent mixes, you've installed the finest in 
monitors. What are you going to power them with, 
just any amp? 
A quality studio amplifier is a crucial component of 

a pro monitoring system, yet the importance of this 
choice is often overlooked. Unfortunately, many users 
don't seem to understand the importance of amp per-
formance to the flexibility, character and most impor-
tantly, sonic integrity of any system. 

Today's amps are more sophisticated than ever. Im-
proved circuit design and components offer higher fi-
delity, and many amps are equipped with 
configuration options, plug-in add-on cards and data 
links to remote controls. Innovative and intelligent cir-
cuit-protection systems contribute to greater reliability 
in the latest units. 

Finding the ideal amplifier isn't necessarily an easy 
process, so take some time to check out what's avail-
able and spend some time auditioning various models. 
To help you get started, here's a list of the top-of-the-
line models from major manufacturers. These prod-
ucts, listed alphabetically, represent the latest 
developments in design and the newest advances in 
technology. 

AB 9620 

The 9O20 stereo amp from AB Tech-
nologies (Roseville, CA) delivers 825 
watts per channel into 8 ohms, 1.400 

O 
WPC into 4 ohms and 2,000 WPC into 2 ohms 
(2,250W bridged into 8 ohms, 3300W bridged into 4 
ohms). Occupying three rackspaces, the unit is cooled 
by dual 2-speed thermal-activated fans and incorpo-
rates a modular circuit design. Features include VI en-
ergy limiters for short-circuit protection, thermal 
sensors to guard against overheating, "soft-clip" speak-
er protection and A13's "Logic Operated Gated Output" 
supply system, which controls and eliminates unused 
headroom. Front panel components include individ-
ual channel signal level bar graphs and controls, AC 
power switch and pc nver-( 'n LED indicator. Inputs are 
unbalanced V.-inch/balanced XLR; outputs are five-way 
binding posts. List price is S2,.i10. 

ALESIS MATICA 900 

los Angeles) offers the Matica 900, a 2-chan-
nel amp rated at 900 watts per channel at 8 ohms. 450 
watts per channel at 4 ohms and 1,350 watts bridged 
at i ohms. The unit is housed in a 21I chassis and fea-
tures a high output stage and also handles 2-ohm op-
eration. Circuit features include the CoolSync- thermal 
management system. which increases airflow based 
on pi-, )gram material rather than heat changes. A Me-
dialinI port and eight levels of protection cir-
cuitr\ . ire also built in. Suggested retail price is $629. 

ASHLY CFT-1800 
Thu C1T-1800 From Ashlv Audio (Webster, NY) is a 
2-channel, convection-cooled amp, with a power rat-
ing of 200 W per channel (RMS) into 8 ohms, 300 W 

into 4 ohms (600 W into 8 ohms in 
bridged-mono mode). Modular con-

BY SARAH JONES struction features include Class A 
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complementary front end; MOSFET out-

put devices; and safeguard circuitry that 
protects against thermal overload and 
shorted, open or mismatched loads. 
Ashly's PowerCard Input feature is op-
tional; input transformers are also avail-
able. Three-color front panel LED 
meters indicate channel output levels; 
attenuator controls are found on the 
rear panel. Inputs are XLR, V.-inch and 
barrier strip; outputs are five-way bind-
ing post. Retail price is $ 1,020. 

BGW 750G 

The BGW 750G has a dynamic power 
rating of 360 watts per channel into 8 
ohms, 650 watts per channel into 4 
ohms and 1,000 watts per channel into 
2 ohms (in bridged mode, 1,300 W into 
8 ohms, 2,000 W into 4 ohms). The 4U 
chassis has a fan-cooled, all-discrete, 2-
channel design with active balanced in-
puts and high-speed BGW Ultracase-
transistors; a transformer-isolated input 
option is available. In addition to a 
dual-speed cooling system, ten pounds 
of aluminum is used as heat sink to as-
sist in thermal management. Protection 
systems guard against short-circuit, ther-
mal overload and DC offshoot, and pro-
vide a turn-on delay to protect speakers. 
Front panel features include LED level 
bar graphs, individual level potentiome-
ters and AC power switch. Inputs are %-
inch "XLR; output connections are 
fivu \\ iv binding posts. Price is $ 1,849. 

BRYSTON 4B ST PRO 
13ryston ( Monrovia, CA) offers the 4B ST 
PRO, a 2-channel amp delivering 250 
WPC into 8 ohms, 400 WPC into 4 
ohms, and 800 W bridged into 8 ohms. 
The convection-cooled circuitry com-
prises two discrete channels with sepa-
rate, regulated power supplies, and 
includes high-current reserves and Brys-
ton's proprietary Quad-Complimentary 
output section, which is designed to 
provide lower distortion across the 
audio band. Also included is a soft-start 
circuit to reduce current surge. Front 
panel features include transport han-
dles, AC power switch and dual-colored 
power/clipping lights. Inputs are gold-
plated balanced XLR and V.-inch; out-
puts are gold-plated binding posts. List 
price is • 2.095. 

CARVER PM1400 
The Carver (Lynwood, WA) PM1400 is 
a 1U stereo amp delivering 475 WPC 
into 8 ohms, 700 WPC into 4 ohms, 
1400 W into 8 ohms bridged-mono and 
900 W into 4 ohms parallel mono. Cir-
cuitry features include Carver's patent-

ed Magnetic Field Technology (which 
improves power-supply efficiency by 
using more of the 120VAC peak-to-peak 
area); Power Sequencing to remotely 
turn on/off individual amplifiers; and a 
transverse fan cooling system, which 
minimizes temperature differentials be-
tween transistors. An internal compres-
sion system senses clipping and 
engages circuitry that reduces distortion. 
Additional protection systems guard 
against thermal overload, short circuit, 
DC offset or internal power supply fault. 
Via an optional module, the amp ac-
commodates MediaLink- computer con-
trol. Rear panel I/0s include V.-inch/XLR 
inputs and binding-post outputs. Price 
is $ 1.350. 

CARVIN F1200 
The F1200 from Carvin ( San Diego, CA) 
offers 400 W per channel into 8 ohms, 
600 W per channel into 4 ohms and 
1200 W bridged into 8 ohms. In Power-
Max- 2-ohm mode, the amp delivers a 
continuous 600 W per channel. Dual 
variable-speed fans and cross-flow alu-
minum heat sinks cool the MOSFET de-
sign circuitry, which includes linear 
power supplies with toroidal transform-
ers and protection circuitry ( including 
short-circuit, no-load, thermal, mute and 
SpeakerGuard- protection). Front panel 

features include power switch, channel 
attenuation controls and LED indicators 
(Signal Present, Clip, Protect, Power). 
Inputs are balanced V.-inch/XLR; outputs 
are V-inch. Speakon and binding-post. 
Rear panel DIP switches allow the user 
to select highpass filter (-3 dB at 20 Hz), 
ground lift, mono bridge output and 
input configuration options. Retail price 
is $629. 

CHEYIN A3000 
The Chevin (Crystal City, MO) A3000 is 

a 2-channel amp that delivers 500 WPC 
into 8 ohms, 900 WPC into 4 ohms and 
1,600 WPC into 2 ohms. The unit 
weighs 27 pounds and features short, 
symmetrical audio paths housed in a 2U 
chassis. Circuit features include a high-
current, high-voltage, solid-state power 
supply and channel-protection systems 

including power-up mute, SoftClip 
overdrive protection, and protection 
against DC/HF output and short circuit. 
Heat sinks are crosswise-oriented, with 
circuit-controlled twin-fan cooling assis-
tance. Inputs are XLR (either balanced 
or unbalanced), outputs are Speakon. 
Front panel controls include power 
switch and LED, output level/channel 
gain controls, and clip and signal LEDs. 
Price is $3,169. 

CREST CC301 

Crest Audios ( Paramus, NJ) CC301 is a 

2-channel, convection-cooled amp. The 
modular design features a bipolar 
power supply and Class H output stage, 
and proprietary IGM- ( Instantaneous 
Gain Modulation) impedance sensing 
and Auto Ramp' signal control. Discrete 
protection systems guard against short 
circuit, DC voltage on outputs and ther-
mal overload. Each channel delivers 350 
watts into 8 ohms, and 500 watts into 4 
ohms; in bridge mode, power output is 
1,000 watts into 8 ohms. The front panel 
has gain controls and LEDs indicating 
Active, Temp/DC, Signal Present and 
Clip/Limit for each channel. Inputs are 
balanced XLR/barrier strip, outputs are 
five-way binding post/barrier strip. The 
CC amplifier line is compatible with 
other Crest amps, Crest Octal Socket Ac-
cessories and the NexSys- computer-
controlled audio system. List price is 
$1,990. 

CROWN REFERENCE I 

Crown International Inc. (Elkhart, IN) 
offers the Studio Reference I, a stereo 
amplifier with an output power rating of 
780 WPC into 8 ohms, 1,160 WPC into 4 
ohms, and in bridged-mono mode, 
2,220 watts into 8 ohms and 1,580 watts 
into 16 ohms. The Studio Reference I 
circuit design includes Crown's patent-
ed ODEP (Output Device Emulation 
Protection) system. The unit, housed in 
a 4U chassis, is convection-cooled with 
the assistance of computerized on-de-
mand proportional fan cooling. Indica-
tors include enable, signal. IOC and 
ODEP LEDs; and 5-segment dynamic 
range/level meters. Inputs are balanced 
XLR phone; outputs are binding posts. 
Retail is $3,950. 

DEMETER VT275HF 

The \-1.2-51IF from Demeter is a stereo 
tube amp offering 75 watts per channel 
into 2, 4 or 8 ohms. Preamp tubes are 
two AT7As and one 12AX7A; output 
tubes are four SOVTEK 6550s. A fully 
regulated 350 volts is supplied to pre-
amp tubes. Cooling is through an open-
slotted front panel; also on the front 
panel are dual volume controls, power 
switch and LED power indicator. Circuit 
components include toroidal trans-
former power supply and bifiler output 
transformers. Inputs are TT, outputs are 
V.-inch. Price is $ 1,895. 

DYNAUDIO CHORD SPA 1032 
The Chord SPA 1032 from Dynaudio 
Acoustics (distributed by A)U in Rock-
land, MA) is a 2-channel, 3U amp with a 
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continuous power rating of 280 watts 
into 8 ohms, 400 watts into 4 ohms and 
500 watts into 2 ohms. The circuitry is a 
Class AB sliding-bias design and in-
cludes a self-amtained, self-ni )nit( 

power module, a mains input filter, and 
an output stage developed around 
metal-on-silicon MOSFET devices. The 
cooling system comprises twin fans 
controlled by dual heat sink sensors 

(temperature-activation bypa.ssable/con-
figurable in custom installation). Front 

panel components include power, fault. 
signal present and clip indicators. Inputs 
are gold XLR; outputs are two sets of 
binding posts. Retail is $3,749. 

ELECTRO-VOICE P1200 

The Electro-Voice ( Buchanan, MI) 
1'1200 is a 2-channel, 2U amplifier in the 
Precision Series- line. Housed in a 2-

rackspace chassis, the P1200 delivers 
370 WPC into 8 ohms, 550 WPC into 4 
ohms and 650 WPC into 2 ohms ( 1,100 
W bridged into 8 ohms, 1,300 W 
bridged into 4 ohms). Internal compo-
nents are mounted directly to a large 
aluminum heat sink; three-stage fans 

further regulate temperature. EV's Dual 
Differential Discrete Topology- circuit 
uses discrete electrical components in-

stead of integrated circuits and is fully 
symmetrical for both polarities. Protec-
tion systems guard against thermal over-

LENELEC IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF LANELEL OE FINLAND 

ACTIVE MONITORING WITH THE GENELEC 1030A. GENELEC. 
THE SMALL WAY TO MAKE A BIG IMPROVEMENT. 39 UNION AVENUE 

SUDBURY, MA 01776 

TEL 508-647-4780 

FAX 508-647-4879 

load, RF interference, shorted outputs 
and DC faults; power-up relays avoid 
damaging transients. Built-in output lim-
iters switch between fast and slow op-
eration. Also integrated are switchable 
high- and Iowan filters. Inputs are XLR; 
outputs are XLR/Speakon connectors. 
List price is $ 1,734. 

FOCUSRITE RED 5 

Focusrite ( distributed by Group One in 
Farmingdale. NY) offers the Red 5, a 2-

channel, hand-assembled amp deliver-
ing (continuous) 250 WPC into 8 ohms, 
300 WPC into 4 ohms and 400 WPC 
into 2 ohms. The fully-balanced design 
features dynamically coupled power 
supply rails, protection systems against 
short circuit and thermal overload, and 
a sliding-bias Class AB output stage 
with lateral-structure custom MOSFETs. 
Inputs are XLR, outputs are binding 
post. Retail price of the Red 5 is $2,750; 
an 8-channel version ( for multi-amped 
systems) is available for around $ 10,000. 

HAFLER 9505 

flatlet's ( Tempe. AZ) 9505 Trans•Nova 
differential-input stereo amp has a 
power rating of 250 WPC at 8 ohms, 
375 WPC at 4 ohms and 750 W in 8-
ohm bridged-mode. The unit is a con-
vection-cooled, J-FET input/MOSFET 
output design, in a 3-rackspace chassis. 
Circuitry features include Hailer's 
Trans. Nova (TRANSconductance NO-
dal Voltage Amplifier) technology and 
DIABLO ( Dynamically Invariant AB Lin-

ear Operation) front-end driver circuit-
ry. which works on a variable-gain 
current-steering principle to reduce dis-
tortion/enhance headroom. Inputs are 
balanced Z-inch/XLR and unbalanced 
RCA; outputs are five-way binding 
posts. The front panel includes transport 
handles and AC power switch. Retail 
price is 200. 

HILL CHAMELEON STUDIO THREE 
The Studio Three from Hill's Chameleon 
Series ( distributed by Klay Anderson 
Audio, Salt Lake City) is a single-rack-
space amp delivering 400 WPC into 8 
ohms, 635 WPC into 4 ohms and 1,600 
WPC ( dynamic burst) into 2 ohms. 
Bridged-mono operation is rated at 
1,270 W ( average) into 8 ohms, and 

3,200 W ( dynamic burst) into 4 ohms. 
V-shaped aluminum heat sinks forming 
chassis sides offer heat dissipation; the 
fan-cooling functions at high operating 
temperatures. Thermal and short-circuit 
protection circuits are standard. Other 
features include low-noise power sup-
ply. calibrated input attenuators and 
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SPIRIT 8 
Spirit 8 is a quiet, compact and 

rugged 8-bus mixing console, 

hardly surprising from a 

company with over 22 years of 

knowbow in audio design. 

What may be surprising is 

that it comes with every feature 

you could wish for. as standard, 

at a price* that will make the 

competition wonder bow 

we did it. 
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soft-start circuit. Front panel LEDs indi-
cate signal present and peak, power 
and bridge mode. Inputs are XLR/%-inch 
and outputs are binding posts. Suggest-
ed retail is $ 1,990. 

HOT HOUSE 600 
Just released is the 600, the first in a 
new series of power amps from Hot 
House of Highland, NY. The 600 is a 2-
channel amp with a power rating of 
175 WPC into 8 ohms, 275 WPC into 4 
ohms and 325 WPC into 2 ohms (in 
bridged mode, 550 W into 8 ohms and 
650 W into 4 ohms.) The amp is a true 
dual-mono design, with all-discrete 
components. Circuitry features include 
hand-matched lateral power MOSFETs, 
toroidal transformers and Teflon Kim-
ber Kahle throughout. The unit is con-
vection-cooled and is housed in a 3U 
chassis. A dual-gain "pro/semi-pro" se-
lection switch replaces level controls. 
Inputs are combo XLR/Yrinch balanced, 
with an auto-unbalance function built 
in. Outputs are five-way binding post. 
Retail is $2,195. 

JBL MPA I 100 
The JBL (Northridge, CA) MPA1100 has 
a power rating of 1,200 W per channel 
into 4 ohms, and 820 W per channel 
into 8 ohms (2,400 W into 8 ohms, 
bridged). The MPA1100 features JBL's 
Open Architecture- construction, allow-
ing custom configurations via optional 
cards including a 2-channel, two-way 
crossover card; an 18dB/octave sub-
bass crossover card; a cinema crossover 
module; and input connector expan-
sion. An internal output power limiter 
protects the amp and loudspeaker from 
excessive power. The 3U unit is fan-
cooled, and protection circuitry offers 
short-circuit, open-circuit, ultrasonic and 
RF protection. Inputs are barrier strip 

and XLR; outputs are five-way binding 
posts and Speakon connectors. Price of 
the MPA1100 is $2,595. 

MANLEY STUDIO 440 TUBE AMP 
Manley ( Chino, CA) offers the Studio 
440, an all-tube mono block amplifier, 
switchable between a half-power 
(275W) triode mode and a full-power 
(500W) pentode mode. Housed in a 5U 
chassis, the 440 circuitry features ten 
6550A output tubes and a 12AT7WA 
input tube; the unit may be kept in an 
EVER-WARM standby mode. Front 
panel controls adjust bias measurement, 
feedback and slope; switches select tri-
ode/pentode and operate/standby 

modes. List is $9,000. 
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:arver's new PM 
'cries Amplifiers are 
lesigned specifically for pro-
ound applications. Their rugged 
onstruction and reliability make them 
:leal for sustaining the abuses of the road' 
vhile their accurate sound and excessive power 
lake them perfect far critical studio applications. So 
)l's, roadies and all other amp freaks who demand the 
ower to perform, look no further... Carver PM Series Amplifiers. 
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Bach's Goldberg Variations by Glenn Gould... 

...and ( with less variation) by QSI. 
When the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation 
discovered acetate transcription discs containing a 
rare 1954 Glenn Gould recording of Bach's Goldberg 
Variations, they made one call to QSI. For such 
an incomparable performance, the CBC chose 
unparalleled service— the audio restoration facility 
at QSI. Whether your project requires major archival 
transcription, or merely the rescue of a critical track 
of music or dialogue, call QSI— where quality 
never varies. 

Compact Disc Mastering • Historical Restoration 
Emergency Audio Recovery • Audio Forensics 

Quintessential Sound, Inc. 
1600 Broadway/Suite 610 

New York, New York 10019-7485 
212 586 4200 

FAX: 212 586 5339 

MESA BARON 

Thu Baron is the first audiophile prod-
uct from Mesa Engineering ( Petaluma, 
CA). The all-tube, hand-built, dual-
mono amp is designed with separate 
power transformers and AC cords and 
is housed in a 5U chassis. Channel 
output power is switchable, via the 
Tandem State Imaging- tunable 
soundstaging, between 150 watts all-
pentode. 100 watts triode/pentode and 
50 watts triode/triode ( two triode pen-
tode switches per channel allow even 
more options). Internal components 
include self-balancing, dual-differential 

drive circuitry, three pairs of 5881 
tubes, and four-way selectable feed-
back circuit. The front panel consists 

of dual analog VU meters. and in-
cludes switches for bias and balance 
adjustment, meter selection ( switch-
able between power and adjust) and 
standby mode. Retail price is S3,395. 

PACIFIC INNOVATIVE KHS-450 

Thu KI IS- 15u I rom Pacific Innovative 
Electronics is a hand-built stereo amp 
that delivers 175 watts per channel into 
8 ohms. and 225 watts per channel into 
4 ohms. The convection-cooled MOS-

FET circuitry is housed in a 3-rackspace 
chassis and weighs 36 pounds. Inputs 
are balanced XLR/V.-inch; outputs are 

binding-post/Speakon connections. List 
price is 52.535. Also available is the Stu-
dio Integrator, a recording/monitor bus 
interface. The interface offers bidirec-
tional level shift and balanced-to-unbal-
anced translation; I/0s are seven stereo 
inputs by six stereo outputs. List is S600. 

PANASONIC WP- 1 40 0 

The Panasonic ( Cypress. CA) WP-1400 

is a dual-channel amp, offering 240 
WPC into 8 ohms, 400 WPC into 4 
ohms and a bridged output of 800 watts 
into 8 ohms. Circuitry components in-
clude a fan-cooled Class H dual-voltage 
system that switches to a low-level 
power supply at lower signal levels, to 
help the amp run cooler and more effi-
ciently; and a servo control system that 
monitors heat sink temperature and au-
tomatically varies fan speeds. The unit 
is housed in a 3U chassis; front panel 
controls include AC power switch, input 
sensitivity potentiometer, stereo/ 
bridged-mono selector and LEDs indi-
cating power, peak and protection. 
Input connections are XLR/TRS; outputs 
are five-way binding post. Retail is S800. 

PEAVEY RP 500 

Irom Peavey ( Meridian, MS) is the 
RP 500 studio amplifier. The convec-
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The Soundcratt DC2020 
-because not all Els are equal. 
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by the sound of your 
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Add to that moving fader 

automation, touchscreen 
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becomes irresistible. 

Discover more about the DC2020 by 

calling 818 893 4351 today. 
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tion-cooled unit features discrete com-
ponents, with matched JFETs at input 
and 12 high-current MOSFETs at output, 
in a 3-rackspace chassis; protection sys-

tems include thermal shutdown at 100? 
DC offset sensing, current/voltage limit-

ing and speaker DC protection. Signal-
to noise is better than 104 dB. Rated 
output power is 250 W RMS per chan-
nel at 8 ohms. Front panel features in-
clude Power. Active and Clip channel 

LEDs and power switch; channel level 
controls are rear-panel. Inputs are RCA 
(gold-plated). XLR and phone jacks; 
outputs are five-way gold-plated bind-
ing posts. List is $999. 

QSC POWERLIGHT 4.0 

The PuN.N. erLight 1.1) is the most power-
ful amp from QSC Audio (Costa Mesa. 
CA). Featuring QSC's power supply-reg-
ulating Powerwave Switching Technol-
ogy': the amp delivers 1.000 WPC into 
8 ohms, 1,400 WPC into 4 ohms and 
2,000 WPC into 2 ohms ( 1 kHz, 1% 
THD). Bridged-mono operation is also 
possible. Housed in a fan-cooled, 31I 
chassis and weighing 30 pounds, the 
unit offers protective circuitry against 
thermal overload, DC fault. RF/ultrason-
ic, short circuit and mismatched loads. 
Synchronized channel on/off muting 
operates at turn-on and at loss of AC 
power. Remote control is possible; a 
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INTELLIGENT 
IN EAR MONITORING 

All the world's a stage and the stage could 
be anywhere in the world. Only one in- ear 
monitoring system is truly international. 
Garwood's Radio Station I.D.S. will select 
the right operating channel from its on-
board database of UHF frequencies between 
510-900MHz. Perfect for big tours, little 
tours and smart engineers everywhere. 

SEE US AT NSCA BOOTH #917 
FOR FULL DETAILS OF THE 
RADIO STATION I.D.S. AND 
OTHER GARWOOD IN- EAR 
MONITORING SYSTEMS 
CALL: 215 860 6866 
GARWOOD COMMUNICATIONS INC. 

PO BOX 1505, NEWTOWN, PA 18940 

TEL: 1 215 860 6866 FAX: 1 215 968 2430 

GARWOOD COMMUNICATIONS LTD. 
136 CRICKLEWOOD LANE, LONDON NW2 2DP 

TEL: 44 181 452 4635 FAX: 44 181 452 6974 GARWOOD 

rear panel 15-pin data port connector 
interfaces with a QSC multisignal 
processor. Inputs are Neutrik Combo 
XER/V.-inch and barrier strip; outputs are 
"touch-proof" binding posts. Cost is 

$2,995. 

SAMSON SERVO 500 

¡he servo SOU sterco power amp from 
Samson ( Syosset, NY) delivers 250 

watts per channel into 4 ohms. 175 
watts into 8 ohms, and in bridged-
mono mode, 500 watts into 8 ohms. 
The unit has a bipolar circuit design, 
with high-current Toshiba output de-
vices. Servo circuitry controls DC off-
set; and protection circuitry guards 

against overheating, overcurrent or 
short circuits. The unit is convection-
cooled and is housed in a 3-rackspace 
chassis. The front panel has indepen-
dent L/R input controls and status 
LEDs. Inputs are balanced ' .- inch; out-
puts are ' l-inch and binding post. Re-
tail is S 10).99. 

STEWART THE WORLD 2.1 
-nuwart Electronics ( Fuls(nn, CA) intro-
duces The World'" 2.1, the latest addi-
tion to its product line. Occupying two 
rackspaces and weighing 17 pounds, 

The World is a dual-monaural amp de-
livering ( at 1 kHz) 450 watts per chan-
nel into 8 ohms. 775 WPC into 4 ohms, 
1,050 WPC into 2 ohms and 2,1(X) watts 
bridged. The circuitry is fan-cooled, and 
features an intelligent slum-circuit pr()-
tection system and a power supply that 
recharges 120.000 times per second. In-
puts are XLR barrier strip and V.- inch 
TRS balanced/unbalanced: outputs are 
binding post and ! -- inch phone jacks. 

The front panel provides LEI) status in-
dicators and individual level controls. 
Retail is 's 

YORKVILLE SR-300 

The Yuri:\ ille ( Niagara Falls. NY) SR-
300 is a 2-channel convection-cooled 
power amp with a continuous power 
rating of 75 W at 8 ohms and 150 WPC 
into 4 ohms. Circuit systems include a 

built-in peak and average limiter. ther-
mal overload protection and switchable 
highpass filter. The unit is lunised in a 
single-rackspace chassis, with side-
mounted heat sinks to dissipate heat 
away from other heat sinks in the rack. 
The front panel features individual level 
controls; channel Activity, Clip and Limit 
LEI) indicators; and AC power switch. 
Inputs are Z-inch TRS connections: out-
puts are push terminal/Y.-inch. The SR-
300 is $489. • 

IMRMIEW.V..ffleXCAM1FORARMEIM,0 
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"So, how 'bout the truth? 
I know quality, I knowilower, and 
I really know soundmrowerlights 

5, are the best, JLiimvemSyoBuunfideEttnagnindeteher, ScoouranidRlemeafegreBand 

(and Restorer of Classic Machines) 

When PowerLighr Professional Amplifiers were introduced in late '94, we said 
they were the best sounding amps we had ever made. Now that they've passed the 
ultimate road test, you can take somebody else's word for it. While on tour with some 
of the best sound engineers and hottest acts, PowerLight amplifiers have delivered on 
every kind of performance and musical demand—without missing a beat. In fact, 

two international tours using ovar 240 PowerLight 1.8's have been on the road 
continuously for the past year wth 

not one channel failure! PowerLight 
has emerged as the new standard 

in sound quality and reliability 
by which all other amps will 

' be compared. 

le 4 Powerlight Models 
Output Power in Watts per Channel 
MOOEL 40 • XXX •• 

PowerLight 1.0 

%relight 1.4 

Powerlight 

PowerLight 4.0 

200 Watts 

300 Walls 

400 Watts 

900 Watts 

325 Watts 

500 Watts 

650 Watts 

1400 Watts 

920111-20 kliz, 0 1%7HD. •* 1 kHz. 1% Ile 

500 Watts 

700 Watts 

900 Watts 

2000 Watts 

What makes Powedight amps we so well? 

> Refined "stepped linear" output circuits 
for optimum efficiency. 
PowerWave- Switching Technology for 
tighter, fuller sound. 
> Remarkable 2 ohm load performance with 
unsurpassed thermal capacity. 
> Extensive, proven protection circuitry, 
providing continuous fail-safe operation. 
> Full compliance with worldwide safety and 
EMC requirements assures trouble free 
system integration. 
> All PowerLights now include a data 
port for integration with OSC's computer 
controlled Network Audio Systems. 

Formate details, call 714-754-6175. 

AUDIO 

OSC Audio Products, Inc. 1675 MacArthur Bled 
Costa Mesa CA 92626-1468 Ph (714)754-6175 
Fax (714)754-6174 E-mail: info@escaudio com 
OSC WorldGroup HS: (800)856-6003 07(714)668-7569 

(In Canada) S.F. Marketing 6161 Cypihot st. Laurent. 
Quebec, Canada H4S IR3 PA (514)856-1919 
Fax (514)856-1920 

Copynght 1996 OSC Audo Products Inc Powerbght PowerWave and 
ar the Power of Technology are trademarks of OSC Who Products. Inc 

,SC and the OSC logo are regIstered eh the U S Patent and Trademark Office 
l'SE Rif 'I .1/2FRVICF CARD FOR .510121: INFO 

SEE US AT NSCA BOOTH #1809 and #181* 



TECHNOLOGY 
SPOTLIGHT 

SONY DIRECT STREAM DIGITAL 
The Last Standard? 

analog signal 

Ai mod 
1- bit ADC 

64fs/16-bit 

digital filter 
(decimation) 

fs/16-bit 

Signal Row chart for the DSD process. 

digital filter Ai mod 
(interpolation) 1-bit DAC 

analog signal 

low pass 
filter 

64fs/1-bit 

44 e have 300,000 master tapes, and tens of thou-
sands of lacquers," the spokesman for Sony 
was saying, "and they're not getting any 

younger." Finding the ultimate way to archive these 
priceless recordings is one of the goals of a new tech-
nology Sony is proposing. Direct Stream Digital ( DSD), 
according to the company, is a digital audio encoding 
system that "transfers all of the inforniation on the origi-
nal master." 

Sony presented DSD to the press at a series of very 
small demonstration sessions in late February, at their 
recording studio complex on Manhattan's West 54th 
Street. No more than four audio journalists—mostly 

"golden ears" types—were in the room at a time, as 
David Kawakami (Sony New Technology's director for 
new business development) and a team of engineers 
from New York and Japan explained the new system; 
with the help of a world-class live jazz combo and a 
brand-new analog master tape, they put it through its 
paces. 

Some of what comprises Direct Stream Digital is fa-
miliar: The analog signal is digitized using 1-bit delta 

sigma conversion. What's different is what happens next, 
or more accurately, what doesn't happen: The system 
keeps the data in 1-bit form and records it that way, en-
coded as a Pulse Density Modulated waveform. To play 
it back, the 1-bit signal is simply passed   
through an analog lowpass filter. 

It may sound like a straightforward concept, but one en-
gineer allowed that Sony has a large number of patents 
on it. 

DSD's sampling rate is, not surprisingly, very fast: 
2.8224 megabits per channel, which happens to be 64-
times the standard digital audio sampling rate of 44.1 

kbytes. A little arithmetic shows the resulting informa-
tion density to he four-times that of conventional 16-hit 
digital recording. The primary advantage of using a 1-bit 
data stream, says Sony, is that the errors caused by con-
verting the stream into the usual 16-bit (or more) 
words—which can be caused by quantization, requanti-
zation, decimation, interpolation, jitter and a slower sam-

pling rate—are eliminated. If you don't like the 64-times 
sample rate, two other rates are available by merely 
changing the master clock frequency: a "more efficient" 
32-times rate, or a higher-density 128-times rate. 

Sony claims DSD can have frequency response up to 
100 kHz, and a dynamic range (within a 20kHz band-
width) of 120 dB. A number of noise-shaping algorithms 
will be available to the engineer, which will allow opti-
mization of either bandwidth or dynamic range. "Pro-
ducers and engineers can allocate their own 'bit 
budgets," says Kawakami. 

Another important advantage of DSD, Sony says, is 

that the signal can be delivered in any of the more com-
mon digital formats without deteriora-

BY PAUL D. LEHRMAN tion. A recording can be easily 
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We brought together some of the 

biggest names in the industry to tell you 

about their choice in studio tapes. 

oe Chiocarelli 

900, diVI 468 
re " 

"I had to look to see if the band was in the 

control room or playing live, because this stuff 

has so much dimension to it." -Don Smith 

- 

"The music sounded better coming off the 

tape than it did going on to it." -Skip Saylor 

- 

"I've tried everything else. Once."-John Jennings 

When it comes to capturing sound 

that's crisper, warmer and more alive than 

when it was laid down these guys are of 

one mind: BASF studio mastering tape is 

the best there is. No matter what music 

they record or whether they need the 

normal bias analog, high output analog or 

tape for digital media, BASF is their top 

choice. But don't just listen to what they 

have to say, use it yourself and see if the 

results don't speak for themselves. 

Desmand It. 

d BASF 

USA 1-800-225-43E0n FAX 1-800-446 EASIF; Canada 1-800-661-8273; Europe ( 49) 621-59 20-366 

,'ÇE REATIF .CR/!CF CARD FOR 0 'WE 



"The best sound 
effects library is 

The Hollywood Edge 
without a doubt!" 

Oliver Stone, Director 
(J.F.K., Born on the 

Fourth of July, Platoon) 

"Excellent!" 
Martin Scorsese, Director 

(Cape Fear, Coodpella s, 

Raging Bull. Taxi Driver) 

"Nothing else even 
comes close!" 
Shadoe Stevens 
(American Top Forty) 

Hot off the press!!! 
Premiere Edition 2 

Listen for yourself-
If you buy sound effects 

for your company, 
call us for a 

FREE DEMO DISC! 

Coll Toll Free 

800-292-3755 
In CA Call 

213-466-6723 

In Canada Call 

1-800-663-4757 

USE READER SERVICE GIRD FOR MORE INFO 

down-converted, using relatively simple 
divisors, to accommodate sample rates 

from 32 to 96 kHz and word lengths up 
to 24 bits. There is significant benefit, 
they note, in not having to sample-rate 

convert or reformat the data in order to 
go from one medium to another. Since 
the DSD format is not locked into any 
particular delivery system, it will allow 

the company, as Kawakami put it, "to 
build an infrastructure for future distrib-
ution options"—meaning, presumably, 
that the system will he usable in that 

not-so-far-off day when recorded music 
is distributed by wire and fiber. 

One of Sony's first uses of the tech-
nology will he for its own archives. The 
company is building a "silo" in New 
York City for this purpose, and is evalu-

ating the conversion of all its archives to 
DSD on a data version of Digital Beta-
cam tapes. "We can take advantage of 
the advanced automation systems and 
robotics that already exist [for the Beta-
cam format]," Kawakami says. Another 
use is in-house mastering. Right now, 

the mastering format of choice at Sony 
Music is half-inch analog tape at 30 ips 
with Dolby SR, and the hope is that 
DSD will provide equal quality and will 
eliminate the need to use separate for-
mats for mastering and archiving. 

Sony is also hoping that DSD will 
become an industry standard for digital 
audio production. "We have presented 
it to some other manufacturers of pro-
fessional audio gear," says Kawakami, 
"and the response has been very favor-

able." Are the others, he was asked, 
willing to go along with a technology 

they're going to have to pay Sony for? 
After all, AES/EBU doesn't cost anything 
in license fees. At this time, Sony has 
not established any licensing policies, or 
even whether such a move would be 

necessary at all. But for now, the reply 
was that Sony "sees this as a way to 
develop and sell a whole new genera-
tion of hardware." 

Sc) how does it sound? A very careful 
demo environment was set up for the 
visiting journalists to evaluate DSD. In 
the studio was a quartet of Andy La-

Verne, piano; George Mraz, bass; Al 
Foster, drums; and Randy Brecker, 
trumpet. The guests sat in the control 
room, where an audiophile's dream sys-
tem—Cello amp, Wilson WATT speak-
ers—was set up with a three-way 
switch to select between the live feed 
(mixed throuï-h a Massenburg console), 

a signal passed through the DSD sys-
tem, and a signal passed through a 

20-bit stage consisting of a dB Tech-
nologies AD-122 and DCS-950 AD/DA 
combination stored on a Sony PCM-
9000. A white screen blocked the view 

of the musicians, and, in fact, the listen-
ers weren't told who was playing until 
the session was all over. 

One at a time, we were invited to sit 
in the sweet spot between the speakers 
and switch systems, listening for any 
differences. After the band ran through 
a few standards for 15 minutes ( and 
they sounded great), a new source was 
put up: a 30 ips, half-inch, Dolby SR 
master of an alternate mix from Mariah 
Carey's newest album. 

The assembled ears ( all male) agreed 
that compared to the other two switch 
settings, the 20-bit PCM system sound-
ed as if the space around the instru-
ments was ever-so-slightly smaller. 
There was no such unanimity about the 
transparency of the DSD system: Some 
heard a difference between it and the 
live sound, some ( including this writer) 
didn't. What made things slightly more 
difficult was the realization, confirmed 
by Sony's people, that the trumpet was 
being processed with a digital reverb: 
Although it sounded nice, there was no 
doubt that this compromised the "puri-
ty" of the source signal. 

When the Carey tape played, I actu-
ally expressed a preference for the 
sound of the 20-bit system: The revert) 
tails on the percussion instruments 
seemed to decay more naturally. 

Through DSD, the percussion seemed 
detached from the rest of the mix. 
David Smith, Sony Music's director of 
audio operations, said, "We've heard 
that from others. In fact, you'd be very 
flattered if you knew who else said that 
sanie thing." He declined to elallorate. 

What we were hearing in that rrx)m, 
of course, was a prototype: Three big 
black boxes filled with hand-wired cir-
cuit boards and impressive coupling 
capacitors sat on the console. No doubt, 
it will be awhile before Sony brings 

DSD to the manufacturing level, and 
there will he changes by that time. The 
engineers, to their credit, listened as 
much as they talked: They were gen-

uinely interested in how their guests 
responded to the system and took care-
ful note of all comments, positive and 
negative. The concept of Direct Stream 
Digital, all agreed, makes a good 
amount of sense, and it could be a great 
boon to the industry if one of its effects 
was to put the digital format wars be-

hind us. It will be interesting to see how 
the industry responds when Sony puts 
it into practice. 
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klid This 

Dilly 
Comes 
Around 
Twice 
In A Lifetime. 

Introducing the AKG Vintage TL. Not s nce the 1950's has a microphone so 'arthfully captured the 

warmth and character of the orginal AKG C12 rnic. Now the legendary presence and openness are back, 

thanks to an acoustically perfect re-creation of the original C" 2 capsule. What's more, transforrnerless 

C414 circuitry allows the Vintage TL to exceed all of today's d.gita, requirements. So you get the 

best of two legendary sounds, one affordable rnic. AKG. d all comes back to the sound. 

SEE US AT N'SCA B DOT-1 #904 

AKG Acousbcs 8500 Balboa Blvd. Northodge. CA 91329 USA 

phone 818-227-1800 fax 818-884-2974 
Il A Harman : nternational Company 



NEW PRODUCTS le 

PREVIEW 

HHB MEDIA UPDATE 
Having sold its millionth 
tape, H1113 ( U.S. offices in 
Portland, ME) announces im-
provements in its DAT line. 
Record times have been in-
creased to 15 35 50 65- 95 

and 125 mintlics. at no extra 
charge. The new formula-
tion has decreased block 
rates and a stated archival 
life of 30 years, along with a 
warp-resistant shell ( tested 
to 220°F), anti-static lid, skit-
terpnxif tape lx)x and new 

j-card for studio users. 111113 
also unveiled professional 
MinliDiSCS and rewriteable 
5.25-inch MO disks in 1.3 
and 2.6GI3 formats. 
Circle 226 on Reader Service Card 

MODULAR 
PATCHBAY SYSTEM 
David Carroll rIttiumies 

(Richm)nd, CA) and Audio 
Accessories ( Marlow, NH) 
have jointly developed Proj-
ect Patch.. a mini ( bantam 
TT) patchbay system target-

ed at project studios. The 
modular system is based 

around Audio Accessories' 
Mini patchbays, which are 

wired at the jacks to 8-chan-
nel connectors; a compre-
hensive selection of mating 
cables ciinnect the jacks to 
virtually any audio equip-
ment. Standard multipin 
connector cables are avail-
able for most popular mod-
ular digital multitracks, 
including ADAT. DA-88 
and RD-8 fin-mats. 
Circle 227 on Reader Service Cord 
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BSS PREAMP/EQ 

liSS Audio ( Noultridge. CA) 
introduces the FCS-916 
microplume preamp/para-
metric equalizer. Offering 
separate mic and line inputs, 
switchable • i-band paramet-
ric EQ with independent 

sweepable high- and low-
pass filters, and phantom 
power, the FCS-916 is de-
signed to replace individual 
mixer channels in demand-
ing audio applications. 
Circle 228 on Reader Service Card 

NEW PANASONIC 
DAT RECORDER 
The new SV-3800 DAT re-
corder from Panasonic (Cy-
press. CA) features the same 
type of sigma delta 1-bit, 
64-times oversampling A/I) 
converter found in the com-
pany's industry-standard SV-
3700 hut also includes new 
20-bit DACs. The new lad-
der-type DACs are rep( ned-
ly resistant to clock jitter, 
and dual DACs are used to 
process left and right chan-

nel data separately. The SV-
3800 features 8k1 I, 

sampling rates. +4c113u and 
-10(113u output levels ( the 
+4 output may be trimmed 
down to -6 Mu in 1(113 
steps) and digital I/O via 

AES EI311 or IEC 958 ( coaxi-
al and optical) connections. 
The unit also boasts a dual-
speed shuttle wheel for cue 
location and enhanced oper-
ating features. including 

Skip-II) and Single Program 
Play functions. An infrared 
wireless remote is standard; 
enhanced remote control 
options are available. 
Circle 229 on Reader Service Card 

NEW FRONTIER 
ANALYZER 
Ne‘‘ frontier Electronics 

(New Hope, PA) releases 
its DSP 2010-EX Precision 

Audio Analyzer, a self-con-
tained analyzer offering 
real-time spectrum analysis, 
SPL and RT60 measurement 
facilities. FFT mode and 16-
channel MIDI diagnostic 
functions, all in a single 
nickspace. The 2-channel 
unit includes a full-function 
audio signal generator, is 
fully loaded with necessary 
software and provides com-
prehensive UO connections. 
List price is 2.995. 
Grde 230 on Reader Service Card 

TACTILE TECHNOLOGY 
M4000 MKHI UPDATE 
Tactilu Ted wok igyI Curritos. 
CA) is now shipping new 
software and hardware for 
the M4000 MkIII automated 
console. New features in-
clude a merge function that 
alk AS'S fader nu ives to be 
copied and pasted and an 
undo function to recover 
previous settings and ac-
tions. The existing stereo 
link function has been ex-
panded to include levels, 

mutes, solos. EQ and mirror 
pan. The c(Insole's ICI) sec-

tion no\\ offers a channel 
status readout dui indicates 
fader level. pan position. 

EQ settings and tape return 
assignments. ICI) informa-
tion inav also be displayed 
on external monitors. Hard-
ware updates include a new 
meter bridge and LEI) bar 
graphs on all inputs and 
outputs. 
Circle 231 on Reader Service Card 

SOUNDELUX TUBE 
MICROPHONE 

)ne bd. ( Farming-
dale, NY) has signed an 
exclusive distribution agree-
ment with Soundelux for 
the new U95 vacuum tube 
microphone. Featuring a 
1-inch diameter capsule, the 
1195 offers omnidirectional. 
cardioid and figure-eight 
polar patterns with six inter-
mediate settings. To ensure 
trouble- and noise-free op-

eration, there are no switch-
es on the microphone body; 

pattern selection is made at 
the power supply, which is 

switchable between 115 and 
220 volts. The 1195 offers a 
frequency response of 20-
20k Hz, will accept a maxi-
mum input VI_ of 135 dB 
(0.5 percent T1-11)) and has 
a dynamic range greater 
than 117 d13. List price, 

which includes power 
supply, shock-mount and 
wooden case, is S2.')00. 
Circle 232 on Reader Service Card 
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OPCODE 
COMPLETE MIDI 
WINDOWS SOLUTION 
OK( xic. 01 Menlo Park, CA, 
announces its complete 
MIDI system solution for 
Windows. The integrated 
system includes Vision 2.5 
MIDI sequencing software. 
Galaxy the Universal Librari-
an, Music Quest interface 
hardware, and the industr 
standard OMS (Open Music 
System) cross-platform utili-
ty. In other news, Opcocle 
has announced its MIDI 
Translator PC, a 2-in/2-out, 
32-channel MIDI interface 
for PC compatibles. 
Circle 233 on Reader Service Card 

INTERNAL DRUM 
MIKING SYSTEM 
Drum Workshop (Oxnard, 
CA) now offers the May In-
ternal Drum Miking System 
as a factory-installed option 

on all of its snares, toms and 
bass drums. Developed by 
drummer/drum engineer 
Randy May, the May system 
combines the advantages of 

internal mic placement and 
total adjustment flexibility 
through 360? Available 
microphone elements 
include models from 
Shure, Sennheiser. 
EV, Audio-TeclIni(•,1 
and AKG. 
Circle 234 on Reader Service Card 

SOUNDTRACS VIRTUA 
New from Soundtracs 
(Epsom, Surrey, UK) is Vir-
tua, an all-digital, 48-chan-
nel mixer with 4-band 
parametric EQ, dynamics on 
all channels, eight aux 
sends, eight subgroups, 16 
direct outs, LCRS panning, 
moving fader automation, 
snapshot recall of all func-
tions and ADAT, AES/EBU 
and S/PDIF digital I/O. An 
external rack of 32 mic/line 
inputs connect to the mixer 
via a fiber-optic link; 16 ad-
ditional inputs can be used 

as effects inputs or monitor 
returns, and Virtua provides 
up to 64 inputs on remix. 
Retail is expected in the 
535,000 to S.10,000 range. 
Circle 235 on Reader Service Card 

PRESONUS ACP-8 
PreSonus Audio Electronics 
(Baton Rouge, LA) offers its 

ACP-8 8-channel compres-
sor/gate, a 2U unit with 
eight independent com-
pressor/gates. Each com-
pressor/gate section 
features threshold, ratio 
(1:1 to 20:1), attack, release 

and gain makeup controls 
for the compressor; and 
threshold, release and at-
tenuation controls for the 
gate. Jack inputs for side-
chain and key inputs are 
provided, and front panel 

controls include compres-
sion characteristic ( hard/ 
soft-knee, peak/auto) and 

bypass selection buttons. 
List is 
Circle 236 on Reader Service Card 

SPEAKER DESIGN TOOL-

BOX FOR WINDOWS 95 
True image Audio ( Escondi-
do, CA) announces the re-
lease of WinSpeakerz 95, 
The Speaker Design TŒil-
Lyn: for Windows 95. Func-
tional on any PC running 
Windows 95, WinSpeakerz 
95 enables loudspeaker de-
signers to calculate precise 
audio performance parame-
ters of any driver in any en-
closure type. As well as 
enclosure analysis. Win-
Speakerz 95 can assist in the 
design of passive crossovers, 
implance compensation 
netwfwks and attenuators, 
and a driver database that 
includes provision for 
recording over 90 parame-
ters per driver. Designers 
may save up to ten system 
designs in each project file, 
and saved designs may be 
recalled for comparison of 
different drivers in similar 
enclosures or the same dri-
ver in various enclosures. 
Circle 737 on Reader Service Card 

TAPELESS RECORDER 
The SAM 8M Sound And Mo-
tion controller from Simon-
Kaloi Engineering (Agoura 
Hills, CA) is a rack-mount-
able, tapeless, digital recorder 
designed for recording and 
playing back a variety of digi-
tal control and audio signals. 

SAM may he used to trigger 
motion and audio playback 
for robots and animated 
characters, for example. and 
may also control and provide 
input for audio annunciators 
and public address systems. 
SAM will store up to 16 dif-
ferent messages and can be 
configured for 34 minutes of 
recording into nonvolatile, 
solid-state memory. Sampling 
rate is selectable up to 32 
kHz, and SAM accepts up to 
11 trigger sources. Audio and 
control information may be 
loaded or exported via mem-
ory card and the RS-232 seri-
al port. The unit includes 

line and mic inputs and a 
10-watt amplifier. 
Circle 238 on Reader Service Card 
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momplammommuumum. 
e NEW PRODUCTS  

PREVIEW 

AGUILAR BASS PREAMP 

According to the manufac-

turer, the 1)13680 Tube Bass 

Preamp from Aguilar Ampli-
fication) ( New Y( wk. N1') 

combines the warmth of "a 
Telefunken tube mic pre, 

the fidelity of a Neve 1073 

module and the flexibility of 
a Massenburg parametric 
EQ." The DB 680 features 

two channels of parametric. 

FQ, high/low shelving filters 

and "deep" and "bright" 
switches. The 2-rackspace 
unit has three outputs for 
live and studio applications. 

including a 5-position 
switched balanced XLR out 

(pre/post EQ at -20 or +. 4); 
HE and LE outs for 
bi-amping: and unbalanced 

mono output. List is S 1.-05. 

Circle 239 on Reader Service Card 

HOT Off THE SHELF 
Goldlinc's new Windows 

software for the company's 
DSP analyzers will run 

under standard Windows 

and Windows 95 and allows 

the DSP user to make mea-

surements in . 25(.113 incre-
ments. Interfaces with 

opt i( mal pn)grams pr )vide 
RT60, loudspeaker delay 

timing. noise criteria curve, 
TI ) analysis and imped-

ance measurement func-
tions. Call 203/938-2588 or 

fax 203 938-8710.. lin  Don-

ovsky offers an 8-channel 
AES output digital transfer 

interface for Akai DR8 and 
1)R16 disk-based recorders. 
Call 213;960-9.172 or fax 

213...t61-7391...Jameco Elec-

tronics' new catalog features 
185 new products. including 
ICs, liNC connectors, strand-

ed hookup wire, wall trans-

formers and more. Call 8(X)/ 
831-4,212 or e-mail to info@ 

jameco.c(mn...Promusic an-
nounces 39 new additions 

to its catalog of production 
music and sound effects. in-

cluding a • i3-track C&W disc 

from fimner Quiver guitarist 
Tim Renwick, last seen play-
ing live with Pink Floyd and 

Pr( c( l Hamm. Call .4(r 995-
0331 or fax 407/995-8-13-i_ 
The CK1) 10 and Ckl) 11 

near-field monitor stands 
from QM1 are made of steel, 

feature rigid construction 

and can be filled with sand 

or shot to enhance stability. 
The CK1) 10 stands ( S229/ 

pair) are 1 meter ( 39 inches) 
tall and the CKI) 11 ($249) 

tops out at 1.1 meters ( 43 
inches). Call 508/429-6881, 

fax 508/.429-7135...Gizmo 

Bags from Music Industries 

Corp. are designed to pro-
tect valuable electro )nic. de-

vices from wear and tear. 

Eleven models are available 

for carrying and storing mix-
ers, effects pedals. tape ma-
chines. microphones, etc., at 
prices ranging from $20.95 

to St5.95. A velour lining 

keeps gizmos scratch-free: 
construction features heavy-

duty, water-resistant Cordu-

ra shell, dual heavy-duty 
zippers, an external accesso-

ry pouch and 5011)-rated 

dual handle straps and ad-
justable shoulder strap. Call 
516 352-4110 or fax 516 

352-075-i.. Waves has an al-

liance with Macromedia and 
announces that the Waves 

Plug-Ins V2.0 and newly an-
nounced Xtras- products 

will support Macromedia's 

SomndEclit 16 and 1)eck II'" 
t()olset for audio production 

and post-production. Call 
-123 588-9307. fax -123/588-
9472 or visit the Waves Web 

site at http://www.waves. 

com/waves...ITE l> on-Ilona 
offers complete Test Com-

panion." accessory kits speci-

fically designed for Fluke. 
Hewlett-Packard and Tek-

tronix digital and graphical 
multimeters and oscillo-

scopes. Supplied with light-
weight Coirdura carrying 

cases, each Test Companion 

kit includes a selection of 
1EC-1010-compliant acces-
sories tailored to provide 

maximum test versatility and 

performance. Call 800/2-41-
2060 or fax 909/629-331 - ... 
Analog Devices announces 

a new 16/18-bit stereo digi-
tal audio playback subsystem 

on a single chip. AD1859 

comprises a variable-rate 
digital interpolation filter. a 

multibit sigma delta mo)clula-

tor with dither, a jitter-toler-
ant DAC and analog output 

drive circuitry in a 28-lead 
surface-mount package. 

Priced at S•1.90 in 1,000s, the 
AI)1859 is targeted at manu-

facturers of digital cable TV 
and set-top decoder boxes. 
video laserdisc players. 

DAWs and multimedia com-
puters, and all forms of CD 

and digital tape players. Call 
617/937-I•128 or fax 617/ 

821-4273...Zero Internation-

al, manufacturer of door 

seals and gaskets, offers a 

32-page catalog of special-

ized sealing systems for 

doors and windows. An STC 
rating of 53 can be achieved 

with Zero's Sound Trap sys-

tem in combination with ap-

proved doom- and installation 

procedures. Call 8(X)/635-

5335 or fax - 18 292-2243... 

The second edition of Thne-

code: A User's Guide by John 
Ratcliff is available now from 

Focal Press. Priced at S47.95. 

the new edition of this indis-
pensable reference work 
contains new sectkins on 

using timecode with video 
assist and nonlinear produc-

tion. Call 8(X)/366-2665... 

The 1996 Measurement 

Products Catalog from Tek-
tronix is a 600-page soft-
cover to mie listing 9(X) pro-
ducts, including solutions 

from) allied companies Ad-
vanset, Japan and Rohde 
and Schwarz, Germany. 

Nearly 100 new products 

are described, and detailed 
product descriptions are 

available through an on-de-

mand fax service. Call 800/ 

426-2200 ( press 3 at the 
prompt and ask or program 

•199) or order the catalog 
direct via the Internet by 

browsing http://www.tek. 

com/mbd/w-i99...The third 
edition of the Directory of 

Independent Music Distrib-

utors from Disc Makers, the 
largest independent manu-

facturer of CDs and cassettes 

in the U.S., lists over 400 lo-
cal and national distributors. 

An essential tool for anyone 

seeking to get an indepen-
dent release into national 
record stores, the guide is 

offered free to . 1/iv readers 
until June 30. Call 800/.168-

9353. From outside the U.S.. 

call 609/663-9030. II 
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I Ilium.. II' 
Spectralizer - the Sonic 
Optimizer is a truly inno-
vative audio processing 
tool. It enables spectral 
enhancement of your 
audio recordings, with a 
quality never before 
available. It doesn't affect 
the phase, it won't create 
artefacts! 
Your recordings will 
sound crisper, clearer 
and have more presence. 
Just like that. 
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Tun-A - the TOM tuner 
couple is a set of Guitar 
and Chromatic Tuner 
Plug-Ins. Perfect for tuning 
analogue synths, guitars 
or any other instrument 
'on-the-fly. 
These tuner plug-ins go 
beyond hardware tuners 
by offering additional 
tuning schemes from 
'Open G' for guitar to 
'pure' & 
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Introducing Steinberg's Virtual Studio Technology: 
High-performance, highly professional and easy-to-use 
DSP programs for digital signal processing.• 
Digidesign's TDM environment is a great pliatform for 
such tools, and Steinberg offer you a whole range of 
Plug-Ins tailored to your needs. All Steinberg Plug- Ins 
interface with any TDM compatible software from Cubase 
Audio to Pro Tools! 
COOL AUDIO TOOLS BY STEINBERG 
All company and product names are D trademarks of their respective holders 

Need another reverb? 
Want some chorusing? 
Cool stereo FX? 
The Virtual FX Rack is 
Steinberg's entry-level 
package with five essential 
DSP effect programs from 
Chorus to Reverb and Au-
to-Panner to Stereo Image 
Expander, programmed so 
efficiently that you can run 
more than one on a single 
DSP. And what's more: 
the VFX-Rack bas a very 
attractive price-lag! 

restores audio material in 
real time by removing 
'clicks'. Perfectly suited to 
restoring old vinyl records 
as well as removing digital 
clicks or static discharge 
cracks from your DAT 
masters, softening digital 
distortion or even masking 
tape drop-outs of up to 
60 samples long! 
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Time It! 
TimeGuard - the TOM 
Timing Analyzer makes sure 
that your recordings are al-
ways 'in-time'! It mercilessly 
detects unwanted delays 
between two audio tracks 
and displays them with 
sample accuracy! And 
there's more: Timing shifts 
can he instantly fixed by 
using the delay parameters. 
TimeGuard is an indispens-
able tool for groove control! 

Stanbarg 
AMERICA 

Steinberg North America: 9312 Deering Ave. • Chatsworth, CA 91311 • Phone: 818-993-4091 • Fax: 818-701-7452 

Steinberg on the nets: CompuServe: MIDI VENDOR C (71333,2447) • Internet: hrlp //steinberg-us.com 

More about Pro Toots: Digidesign • 1360 Willow Road • Ste. 101 Menlo Park • CA 94025 • Phone: 415 688-0600 • Fax: 415 327-0777 



FIELD TEST TT1 

LAFO NT CHROMA 
ANALOG POST-PRODUCTION/RE-RECORDING CONSOLE 

Lafont Chroma installed in Studio A at Acme Soundworks, West los Angeles 

  he Lafont Chroma is one of 
those truly rare consoles that 
have been designed specifi-

cally to fulfill a narrow range of 
tasks. I ' nlike many other manufac-
turers, who offer designs that can 
be used—they would have us be-
lieve—in a wide cross section of 
applications, Lafont has targeted 
the Chroma squarely at the post 

market: mix-to-picture and multi-
format film/video post-production. 
And, as I discovered during ex-
tended sessions with the unit at a 
post house in Santa Monica, it's a 
claim that I find to be fully justified. 
The Lafont Chroma bristles with 
features that will make the life of a 
post or re-recording engineer a 
great deal simpler. 

But, before proceeding, one 
pertinent question needs to be ad-
dressed—Who exactly is Lafont 
Audio Labs? The company bears 

the name of famed French designer 
Jean-Pierre Lafont, who for the past 
dozen or so years has been devel-

oping a series of TV/film post-pro-
duction consoles. The current line, 
in addition to the Chroma reviewed 
here, includes the Privilege three-
engineer dubbing board; HD-4 
Visions large-format re-recording 
consoles; Esterel Series of ADR/ 
Foley dubbing consoles; and trans-

ter consoles for machine rooms. 
The firm also makes a range of 
rackmounting mic preamps, para-
metric equalizers, dynamics units 
and a telephone simulator. ( In 
other words, Jean-Pierre Lafont is a 
kind of Gallic Rupert Neve All 
systems are built in Montreal. and 
receive a final assembly checkout 
from Sascom Marketing Group, 
the firm's Toronto- and L.A.-based 
North American distributors. 

Whatever its origins, the Lafont 
Chroma packs lot of power into a 
compact amount of space. Basic 
circuit topology is an in-line design, 
with line- and mic-level inputs rout-
ing via the lower channel fader to a 

series of multitrack bus outputs, 
and then from tape machine returns 

to an LR/stereo or multiformat mon-
itoring matrix via the upper bank 
of faders. Other circuit arrays, in-
cluding subgroup stem outputs for 
pre-dubs and re-recording assign-
ments, are also possible with this 
flexible design. The Chroma is sup-
plied complete with a VCA-based 
Optifile Tetra automation system 
that controls channel faders and 
mutes; more expensive Liptown, 
Flying Faders or GML moving-fader 
systems are available as options. 

BY MEL LAMBERT 

The system I reviewed at Acme 
Soundworks in West Los Angeles 
was a hybrid layout: a 64-channel 
mainframe short loaded with 40 
I/O strips; additional modules can 
be added in buckets of 12. A TT 
patchbay is standard. All I/O mod-
ules feature a full-function, 4-band 
parametric equalizer, plus a flexible 
dynamics section. Three types of 
input strip are available: Model 
7252 with built-in mic preamp; and 
the Model 7253 with double line 
inputs that can be supplied with ei-
ther a compressor/limiter or ex-

pander/gate section. Also standard 
on the design are four stereo input 
modules that can be used for con-
ventional effects returns, or for 
stereo premixes and other 2-chan-
nel sources. Price for the system re-
viewed here is around $ 130,000: 
the Chroma line ranges from 
$85,000 to almost $ 185,000, de-
pending on the number of input 
channels and specified automation 
package. 

CHANNEL STRIP: 

FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS 

At hrst glance, the Lafont Chronta 
bears more than a passing resem-
blance to the color scheme and 
stepped panel layout of a vintage 
Neve 8078, crossed with the system 
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the ENSONIQ DP/2 
the biggest selection of the best tools 

When it comes to equipping your studio, your 
list of effects needs can grow pretty long. Probably 
longer than your budget. Só make the right choice 
— one that will cover all of your signal processing 

needs from tracking to final mixdown. The DP/2 
from ENSONIQ. 

What makes the DP/2 -sa special? ib start, it 

offers sixty-five great-sounding algorithms — the 
most complete selection available anywhere. Take a 

look at the list — you'll find all the tools you'll need 
to record and mix your music. 

Use compression, de-essing, or EQ for recording 

voice-avers or vocals. A variety of speaker and amp 
simulations help you record guitar or bass direct 
and get anything from a natural mic'd amp sound 
to some serious "crunch." Shape drum tones or 
clean up noisy signals with a number of EQs, gates, 

and expanders. 
An assortment of time-based effects (including 

chorus, flanging, phasing, delays, pitch shifters, and 
cœribinationeffects) are there to add richness and life 

to a track. And a selection of world-class reverbs 
lets you place each instrument in its own perfect 
"space" in your mix. - 

Not only does the DP/2'offer a complete range 

of processing functions; it has 600 well-crafted 
presets to handle every recording and live sound - 
application y'ou can throw at it. The presets are 
organized by type so you can quickly find what you 
need and get right back to your music. - 

The DP12 offers two of our powerful ESP chips — 

20 MIPS of industrial-strength DSP power that we « 
use to create stellar-sounding effeçts. With two 

D P 2 ALGORITHMS 

2 independent 24-bit 
ellterea Processors 

(20 MIPS DSP Power) 

600 Presets 

65 Dynamic 
Effect Algorithms 

2 Outputs 
4' Balanced TRS) 

le to Process 
rue Stereo or 

ono Input Signals 

Seamless Switching 
of Effects 

Phaser-Reverb 

Hall Reverb Terr po Delay Suiti.r Amp 2 Expander EO-Chorus-DOL 

Large Plate 3.6 sec DDL 2U Guitar Amp 3 Keyed Expander EO-Flanger-DOL 

Small Plate 8 Voice Chorus Guitar Amp 4 Inverse Expander EO-Panner-DDL 

Large Room Flanger Digibil TubeAmp Ducker/Gate EO-Tremolo-DDL 

Small Room Phaser-DDL Dynamic Tube Amp De-esser EO-Vibrato-DOL 

Gated Reverb Rotating Speaker VCF-Distrytion 1 Rumble Filter EO-DDL with LS:0 

Reverse Revel] 1 Speaker Cabin& VCF-Distortion 2 Van der Pol Filter Sin'/Noise Ger erator 

Reverse Revell 2 Tunable Speaker 1 Fuzn3ox Vocal Remover ADLR Envelope Generator 

NonLinear Reweb 1 Tunable Speaker 2 Guitar Tuner 2U Vocoder 2U Dismrtion-Chows-Revery 

Nonlinear Reel) 2 Parametric EC/ nitch Shifter No Effect Dismrtion-Rotc,Reve,i 

NonLinear Reivet 3 EO-Gate Fast Pitch Shift Plate-Chorus War -Distortion-Rp veri 

MultiTap Delay EO-Compressor Pitch Shift-CDL Chorus-Reverb Compressor-D stortioi 

Dual Delay Guitar Amp 1 Pitch Shift 2IJ 
_ .... ,. 

inputs, two outputs, and two processors the DP/2 
is equally useful as two separate mono in-stereo 

out effects devices or as a true stereo device 
utilizing both processors. 

From its low-noise hardware design to its 
many new algorithms and presets, the DP/2's 
great sound has been refined from our DP/4 
Parallel Effects Processor. The effects legacy that 

has become a fixture in top studios and live rigs 
around the world is now available in a single rack 
unit designed for your project studio and live 

performance needs. 
Serious work requires a complete set of 

right tools, each designed for the job 
hand. For your recording needs,. 

there's no better choice 
than the DP/2. 
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topology and up-market features of an 
SSL 4000. The flat, lower bank of long-
throw channel faders runs from a 
steeply-angled writing strip to the slant-
ed section that houses short-throw 
monitor faders, EQ, dynamics and aux 
send controls, on up through another 
angled section that houses more aux 
sends and master multitrack assign but-
tons. Every control on the board was an 
easy stretch for me from a central seated 
position—or while standing if you need 
to reach some of the more distant chan-
nels. Cosmetics and color schemes are 
clear and unambiguous, with color cod-
ing of key knobs to help break up the 
front surface. 
Two primary busing configurations 

are available: Mix mode and Surround 
mode. In conventional stereo Mix 
mode, access to the 24 multitrack or 
submix buses is via a hank of 12 but-
tons and companion LEDs, linked to a 
pan control that operates between 
odd/even buses. The monitor pan and 
fader now control the bus output/tape 
machine return balances into the left 
and right control room monitors. In Sur-
round mode, the channel pan operates 
with true LCR pan laws, while the mon-
itor pan controls front/back balances. 
As would be expected from an in-line 
design, Fader Swap enables the channel 
and monitor roles to be reversed. 

In addition to multiformat mixing, a 
bank of six push buttons located ( rather 
confusedly) on the corresponding chan-
nel fader route or re-assign the signal 
output from the monitor fader directly 
to the six monitor buses: left, right, cen-
ter, left-surround, right-surround and 
sub-bass. Connections are also provid-
ed from the patchbay to allow a Dolby 
Surround or similar encoder to be in-
serted into the signal path, or to enable 
the console to interface directly to more 
exotic DIS and SR•D mastering sys-
tems. (Using a spare pair of auxiliary 
send buses, it should also be possible to 
provide a workable SDDS mix from the 
console, with independent control of 
the left-inner and right-inner loudspeak-
er busing.) 

So, using just a couple of buttons, it 
is possible to create a normal stereo mix 
for simple mix-to-picture or music-scor-
ing dates, or activate the various multi-
format controls, and prepare a series of 
LCRS stems from music, dialog and ef-
fects sources, and/or combine these 
stems into a master 5.1 mix. Using the 
24 available buses, up to six discrete 
LCRS stems or submixes can be gener-

ated within the console and laid off to 
separate record tracks. With just a few 
minutes' study, the Chroma's flexible 
output routing is very easy to follow 
and offers a high degree of flexibility. 

Sources to each channel strip can be 
either mic/line; all species of channel 
strip enable one of three different inputs 
to be selected. In the case of the mic 
preamp-equipped modules, these are 
mic, line and bus; for line-level strips, 
the mic input is replaced by a second 
line-level source. The bus input enables 
a channel strip to serve as a subgroup 
master, with full EQ and dynamics, plus 
re-assignment to the output buses and 
multifommt destinations. The mic inputs 
feature a 26 to 70dB trim range, plus 
48V phantom power and 20dB pad. 
The independent line-level inputs 
are provided with a useful ±10dB trim 
control. 

EC) AND DYNAMICS 
The EQ section comprises a sweep LF 
bell/shelving band with turnover fre-
quency adjustable between 35 to 700 
Hz; an LMF band from 100 to 2.2k Hz; 
an HMF band from 400 to 7k Hz; and a 
sweep HF bell/shelving band from 800 
to 18k Hz. The fully parametric mid-fre-
quency hands feature Q controls with 
0.6 to 3 ranges. Cut/boost is 16 dB for 
all four bands. In addition, the line-only 
input strip features highpass (40 to 400 
Hz) and lowpass ( 1.2 to 20 kHz) filters, 
with an in/out switch; the mic/line strip 
offers only the highpass filter. As would 
be expected, the EQ section can be in-
serted into either the channel or moni-
tor path. (I would have preferred to 
have been able to split some of the EQ 
into each, but you cannot have every-
thing, I suppose.) A post-EQ channel in-
sert, accessible on the patchbay, is also 
provided. 

In use, the Chroma's EQ section is 
smooth and musical. It offers a wide 
range of adjustment and lets you zero 
in on the frequency band very quickly 
and easily. Even when set to provide 
large amounts of cut and/or boost at 
narrow bandwidths, never once did the 
system cause any odd barks or 
squawks. And the detented controls en-
able identical EQ to be applied to stereo 
sources and recalled accurately from 
session notes. Speaking of which, a use-
ful Link button causes the input signal 
on the selected channel to be dumped 
directly to its right-hand neighbor. The 
operation can be repeated several 
times, allowing an identical signal to be 
internally routed to several input strips 
and then equalized separately, for ex-

ample, to allow automated crossfades 
between indoor and outdoor scenes. 

The built-in dynamics section is very 
handy and uses VCAs fitted to each 
channel fader, controlled directly from 
the signal input. (Fader-swap can be 
used to control levels in the monitor 
chain.) Although the type of dynamics 
control that can be implemented is lim-
ited by the type of functionality speci-
fied on a particular channel strip—either 
compression/limiting or gating, de-
pending upon the application—there is 
a solution. Full-function dynamics units 
can be added to empty areas of the left-
and/or right-hand meter bridge, and 
then connected via the patchbay to the 
selected channel. These Model 832 dou-
ble-width dynamics processor modules 
offer enhanced compression, limiting, 
gating and de-essing. 

The upper Auxiliary Send section 
features a total of eight buses, fed either 
pre- or post-monitor/channel. Aux 1/2 
and 3/4 are switchable as stereo send 
outputs, while 5 thru 8 function as in-
dependent mono sends. Usefully, aux 
sends 7 and 8 can be set to access the 
multitrack output buses, thereby pro-
viding an additional set of 24 aux sends 
via unused buses, or—more usefully— 
to directly access the LCRS outputs in 
whatever combination the user has 
selected. 

MASTER CONTROLS: 
FLEXIBILITY PERSONIFIED 
The master control section is full of 
useful features and functions. Both left 
and right, as well as 4- and 5.1-channel 
multiformat monitor assignments, can be 
handled directly from the Chroma's mas-
ter section, without the aid of outboard 
interfaces. A variety of sources can be 
routed directly to the control-room mon-
itors, including mastering decks or the 
2-track mix. Outputs to a pair of dedi-
cated foldback sends destined for the 
musician headphones and/or studio 
playback can be selected from aux 
sends 1/2, 3/4 or 5/6, the stereo mix or 
the LR components of a multiformat 
mix. A 6-frequency oscillator can be 
routed directly to the mix buses or the 
multitrack buses for slating. Compre-
hensive talkback is also provided. 

Metering comprises six high-resolu-
tion bargraph units that display levels of 
the L, C, R, SL, SR and sub-bass buses, 
plus a user-selectable choice of VU or 
peak-reading units for the multitrack 
buses. Independent metering is also 
provided for the eight aux sends. Ballis-
tics of the main bar graph units can be 
set to VU or peak response. 
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D isk is the future for multitrack 

production, but most disk recorders 

bave problems even compared to 

aging 24-track tape technology. 

Fairlight's MFX3 is the first genuine 

24-track disk recorder. Like tape. 

it plays entire 24-track projects from 

a single piece of removable media 

(hard or optical' disk I. But unlike tape. 

audio can he recorded in layers so that 

dozens of takes can be kept and 

compiled together on one track. 

For soundtrack productitin Fairlight's 

MFX3 is already the multitrack bench-

mark, and more 24-track systems 

are in use than any other disk recorder. 

40-bit floating-point DSPs provide 

MFX3's legendary audio transparency. 

while its multi-channel digital audio 

bus allows internal digital routing and 

mixing. Which brings us to F.A.M.E., 

  new integrated all digital 

product . environment. 

F.A.M.E. incorporates an Amelle-

designed moving fader it iii 

›urfacc. coupled to the l'\3 

mixer engine. t) provide recording, 

editing ittil mixing for stereo ami 

multi-speaker surround productions. 

MFX3 also has a special interface to 

Yansaba's2 02R console. 

MFX3's blazingly fast Waveform 

Extension Bus is a realtime play-

back network.' that connects multiple 

workrooms into a shared audio 

environment. In the future you can 

add Fairlight's 'Audio Server" which 

centralizes projects and lib ra ries. 

our next 
multitrack 

Need more tracks? D.a.D., our 

new Digital Audio Dubber can add 

24 tracks of play back to your MFX3 

mystem at minimal cost. Multiple 

dubbers can lie locked together t. 

provide hundreds of extra tracks. 

We guarantee you'll fan in love 

with MFX3's lightning fast, stress-free 

user interface. Scrolling graphies_ 

dedicated console, no mouse. no 

trackball, no pull-down menus awl no 

moving cursor means more creativity 

and more productivity. 

Fairlight's 20 years in digital 

audio has resulted in a suite of modern 

engineering solutions for professionals. 

MFX3 is the perfect 24-track. 

and y our ent Tee to the superior all 

digital future. No wonder more 

leading facilities are choosing 

MFX3 as their multitrack solution. 

USA • Phone 1800-4-FAIRLIGHT, 

Los Angeles Phone (310) 287 1400 

Fax (310) 287 0200 

Europe • London Phone (171) 267 3323 

Fax (171) 267 0919 

Asia • Sydney Phone (2) 9975 1230 

Fax (2) 9975 1368 

Tokyo Phone (3) 5450 8531 

Fax (3) 5450 8530 

'-sustained optical playback performance 

subject to drive model 

2-registered trademarks 

3-scheduled 3rd qtr '96 
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THE WARMTH OF THE PAST 

THE PRECISION OF THE FUTURE 
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CONSULTING 

BRITISH EQUALISATION SERIES' 

MIXING CONSOLES 

PELONIS SOUND AND ACOUSTICS, INC. 
P.O. BOX 30491 • SANTA BARBARA, CA 93130 
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Also contained within the central 
monitoring area are master level con-
trols for the eight aux sends, plus indi-
vidual controls for the four additional 
stereo input modules. In addition to 
pre-fader access to the aux buses, each 
stereo module is provided with a sim-
ple 3-band, fixed-frequency EQ section. 

Three Solo modes are available: Nor-
mal or AFL Mode, which affects both 
the channel and monitor sections; Solo-
in-Place, for destructive soloing; and 
Split, providing separate monitor and 
channel solos. Although the AFL moni-
tor levels are normally calibrated and 
left alone, a useful UNCAL switch al-
lows the level to be adjusted to suit the 
user's specific requirements. 

Finally—and I have purposely been 
saving this for last—the Chroma boasts 
a very useful master bus/tape switcher 
panel. This feature enables arrays of I/0 
modules to be set to one of three mas-
ter groups—labeled A, B or C—and 
then flipped between bus sources and 
off-tape replay (for example, although 
any playback format would apply) as a 
multichannel/multistem mix is being 
made. Individual solo, mute and 
tape/bus selection is provided per 
group, with master controls. A useful 
Freeze button allows access to any or 
all group film/bus commands to be 
locked out. 

Although it wasn't fitted to the Chro-
ma I evaluated, a complete track arm-
ing, record and motion-control panel is 
available as a system option. The 860 
Module, located in the fader bay below 
the master section, can be interfaced to 
any type of recorder, I'm informed. A 
bank of 24 keys provide access to 
record/safe functions, master record 
on/off and conventional transport 
modes. (These basic functions could 
also be provided on a multitrack remote 
control unit, for example, or via an out-
board system such as TC Systems' 
PicMix, which incorporates a set of 
transport controls and microprocessor-
controlled solo, mute A/B and 
record/safe functions.) 

IN-USE ASSESSMENT 
As 1 discovered during an extended 
evaluation session, the Lafont Chroma 
is remarkably easy to understand and 
configure. In conventional stereo 
recording, overdub and remix modes, 
the system is a breeze. The EQ section 
is flexible and sounds great, while the 
built-in dynamics linked to the channel 
VCA are simple to adjust and provide 
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PRODUCE YOUR OWN! 
THE KA BA DUPLICATION 

SYSTEM IS THE MOST 

VERSATILE. TROU BLE 

FREE & COST EFFECTIVE 

DU PLICATOR AVAILA BLE . 

C ALL FOR YO UR 

FREE PRODU CTI O N 

& SPECIFICATION REPORT. 

1-800-231-TAPE 

LET U5 DO IT FOR YOU! 
KA BA AUDIO PRODUCTIONS 

OFFERS FULL SERVI CE CASSETTE 

& CD PRODUCTION. CALL US FOR 

A QUOTE ON YOU R NEXT PROJECT. 

T HE 

KABA 
GROUP 

AUDIO PRODUCTIONS • RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT 

24 COMMERCIAL BLVD.. NOVATO, CALIFORNIA 94949. USA 

800-231-TAPE • 415-883-5041 • FAX 415-883-5222 

Aardvark 

AKG 

API 

Apogee Electronics 

Audix 

B&B Systems 

Bryston 

Calrec 

Dravvmer 

Eventide 

Fairlight 

Gefen Systems 

Genelec 

Lexicon 

Middle Atlantic 

Mytek 

Prism 

SigTech 

Sonic Science 

Sonic Solutions 

SoundField 

Sound Ideas 

Star Case 

Westlake 

White Instruments 

Z-Systems 
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25 1 
• 

25 years of experience 

helping our customers 

choose the very best 

studio consultants, inc. 

321 West 44th Street, New York, NY 10036 
(212)586-7376 

Equip -nent, support, and design services for 
professional audio facilities and broadcasters 

in tie New York area—since 1971. 
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Turns out that digital recording, with 

that are cold and brittle. Nothing warms 
up digital like the GT Audio tube microphones • 
and signal processors. Our sleek, hand-made 
stainless steel microphones, the MD1, MD2 and 
MD3 deliver world class tube tone for about 1/3 the price. 
The choice of top recording artists from Kathy Matter] to 
Aerosmith,our tube microphones produce that warm, round, 

classic sound you crave For a price that makes it possible to own 
Call or write for more information 

all its advantages, produces scunds 

Groove Tubes • GT Audio 

gm 12866 Foothill Blvd, Sylmor, CA 91342 
(818) 361-4500 (Fax) 365-'3884 
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4 
Oxperience The 

Industry's 

WIDEST SELECTION 

waste time and money 
canvassing the country when 
one call to EAR will do it all? 

VIA 
you need complete digital 

workstation systems 
or computers and peripherals, 

call Era for 
• Most Extensive Selection 

in the U.S. 
• Leasing, Buy/Sell/Trade 
• New and Used, 

Buy/Sell/Trade 

Merging Post Production and 
Music Technology since 1977. 

THE 
WORKSTATION 

COMPANY 

1M.:e>•: 

A vid Digidesign 
Mackie SG! 
Yamaha 02R Otani 

A lesis 

E.AIRTM PROFESSIONAL AUDIO/VIDEO 
2641 E McDowell Phoenix, AZ 85008 602 267 0600 
fax 602 275 3277 e-mail: Info@Ear.Net www ear net 

KO'? 
f 

Tascam 
Roland 
Fostex 

"se habla español" 

Uti tCl.' opuct qt,  

optimum results. Kick the beast into 
multiformat mode, however, and the 
options become even more exciting. 
Because of the way the Chroma is laid 
out, it soon becomes obvious that there 
are several ways of achieving the same 
result. For example, instead of using the 
LCR and split-surround output assign-
ments from the monitor fader, it is pos-
sible, as I discovered, to pan and route 
outputs from a channel directly to, let's 
say, buses 5 and 6. Now, using the 
corresponding Bus switches on the ap-
propriate channel strip, we can pick up 

the signal and route it to the relevant 
monitor output. 

The Chromas built-in VCA-based 
Optifile Tetra automation is easy to set 
up via the color VDU and keyboard 
commands; an infinite number of mute 
groups can be set up using the Status 
push button fitted to each channel strip. 
Various update/reset modes are also 
available for the level automation, sev-
eral of which behave like moving-fader 
systems during relative and absolute 
take-over modes. For the money, Opti-
file Tetra offers excellent value. 

All in all, the Lafont Chroma sur-
prised me with its flexibility and cre-
ative power. The EQ sounds sweet, and 
the dynamics, despite a couple of 
minor limitations, are very useful. But 
it's the powerful combination of stereo 
and LCRS routing plus the enhanced 
multi-format monitor assignments that 
propel this French-designed console 
onto a higher plane. At the price, I can 
see few reasons why the Chroma 
would not provide a perfect mixer for 
smaller-format mix-to-picture and 
video/film re-recording suites, where 
value for money is a crucial factor in the 
purchasing decision, but creative flexi-
bility is equally important. 

• • • 

My sincere thanks to Jerry Ross and 
his talented crew at Acme Soundworks, 
Santa Monica, for access to the facility's 
new mix-to-picture room, equipped 
with a 40-input Chroma console and 
Optifile automation. 

Lafont Audio Labs, distributed in 
North America by Sascom Marketing; 34 
Nelson St.; Oakville, Ontario, Canada 
L6L 3H6; phone 905/469-8080; fax 
905/469-1129. 

Formerly editor of Recording Engineer-
Producer magazine, Mel Lambert cur-
rentiv beads up Media&Marketing, a 
consulting service for pro audio firms 
and facilities. 
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k%>«etelape Exfikeee 

What studio couldn't use more professional tape — and a TASCAM DA-88? So to celebrate the DA-88's 

numerous technical achievements and awards (including the coveted Emmy), and introduction of the new j 

41. e.:0/ TDK PRO line of precision recording media, TASCAM and TDK are rewarding DA-88 buyers with what they • ca. 

need most — FREE tape. Act now and for each DA-88 you buy, you'll get the explosive 60-piece TDK Studio 

Tape Package. That's 20 each of TDK's hottest and highest quality professional Hi8 (MP120), DAT (DA-R60), and Cassette 

(SM60) tapes — tape you'll use every day. For tracking, mastering and cutting demos. You'll get 80 hours of record time on 

60 free tapes — over a $500 value. So if you've been waiting to buy your DA-88, or want to add tracks to your current set-

up, don't hesitate any longer. Get to your dealer and make a deal today. Because this explosion won't last forever. 

&TUC PR()) 
eez Emeatuy4— 
.--

SM60[ 
TASCAM 

Inks ad,intage ol our UN per lence 

To qualify for the hee IDK tope oler, ycv must purchase a IASCAM DA-88 behyeen Apnl 1, 1996 nod June 30, 1996 hom any outhonzed USA or Conodign TASCAM Denier After you toke &fryer), of your DA88, mail a copy of your fully pod dealer receipt, comp lete with ¡end I's, directly to lASCAM USA, Dept-. 
FREE TAPE!, 7733 Telegraph Rd Montebello, CA 90640. In Carol, moil to TEAC CANADA LTD, Dept FREE TAPE!, 340 Brunel Rood, Mississauga, Onto% 147 2(2, Conodo. For eur protection, we suggest mooing by certified mot TASCAM wiR ship pepord dine ctly to you 11)e IDK 60 Pece Studio Tope Pockoge. 
Offer good for each ond every new DA-88 purchased dunng the durohca of the piomohon (sixty topes as deunbed for eoch DA-88 puRhosed). fequesis must be raced by rnol, no later than July 15, 1996; no FAX requests wil be o«epted Please all ow 6 . 8 weeks far processing and delwery 
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RAMSA WR-SX-1 
SOUND REINFORCEMENT CONSOLE 

rir he Ramsa WR-S840 console 
created a standard for quality 
and flexibility when it was in-

troduced a decade ago. It remains 
one of the most universally accept-
ed monitor desks, and many prefer 
it for mixing house over FOH con-
soles of its clay. The robust ground-
ing scheme, which brings all XLR 
pin 1 and phone jack sleeve con-
nections to a solid, heavy ground 
bus ( the "big green highway") to 
reduce buzz, hum and RF interfer-
ence, has been widely imitated by 
other manufacturers. Its padless 
mic preamps were designed to ac-
cept a range of signals, from low 
mic to high line-level. 

Ramsa's new WR-SX-1 is a 20-
auxiliary, 10-matrix console. Avail-
able in 48-input versions with four 
additional stereo line input mod-
ules, it can also be short-loaded 
with eight blank modules. A total 
of up to 52 input strips can be 
loaded into the largest frame, 
which lists for $69,900. Any num-
ber of additional stereo line inputs 
can be swapped for mono mic 
modules. Considering there are 20 
auxiliaries, a minimum of eight 
stereo inputs are recommended. 
And as Panasonic is a supporter of 
the Olympics, anyone working in 
Atlanta this summer may suddenly 
find themselves mixing on one. My 
first tip is don't read the manual; 

the translation to English from 
Japanese engineers isn't always 
clear. The console itself is quite 
nice, however. 

Dave Cutter of Sundown Sound 
(Portland, Oregon) owns an SX-
1/48. I had the opportunity to use it 
at a recent Kool & the Gang show 
at Portland's new Rose Garden 
arena, along with Sundown 
Sound's Cal Perkins-designed, 
Crown-powered, three-way, two-
box speaker system. The 48 mono 
inputs, plus four stereo inputs were 
enough for a ten-piece band, plus 
the opening act. Using the 20 
auxes to assign an alphabet-soup 
of ten digital effects and reverbs. I 
was able to assign in stereo as 
needed. Effects can be dedicated to 
different instruments and then 
grouped along with those inputs 
on the VCAs. And having ten VCAs 
also allowed enough separate as-
signments for the radio station's DJ 
and for vocal effects. 

The SX-1 is a "VCA" console, 
with mix control grouping received 
from ten VCA faders. Inputs simply 
have an L/R assign below the pan 
knob. If submaster audio grouping 
is needed, an additional 20x2 as-
signment matrix on the main stereo 
bus allows any auxiliary to become 
a submaster. On each input, the 

BY MARK FRISK 

first dozen aux pots have "CAL" de-
tents at the maximum level posi-
tion, and pressing the assign switch 
next to them applies the signal to 
the bus like a normal house con-
sole. Any combination of sub-
groups or auxiliaries, up to a total 
of 20, is available. 

The first six concentric aux pairs 
(1-12) are " level-and-level" only. 
Four internal DIP switches change 
the last four stereo aux pairs ( 13-
20) from concentric L/R level pots 
to " level-and-pan" to simplify the 
creation of up to five stereo mixes 
for, say, in-ear monitoring, includ-
ing the main stereo bus. Of course, 
additional stereo mixes can be de-
rived, using lower-numbered aux 
pairs, without the facility of pan-
ning. Two more switches inside 
each module select aux 1-12 and 
aux 13-20 to be either pre- or post-
EQ as a group. 

The EQ is great. The mono 
input module's • i-band, fully para-
metric equalization has Q adjust-
ment from 3.0 to 0.5, and the high 
and low bands can be switched to 
shelving. A new, natural-sounding 
EQ circuit architecture uses extra 
op amps to change the way the fil-
ters are shaped at their widest, pro-
viding gentler slopes and lower 
phase-shift. The 12(113/octave high-
pass filter sweeps up to 400 Hz. 

The stereo input modules are 
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CD- QUALITY MULTITRACK RECORDING 

Fostex 
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1--lavel Disk Recov&div‘g. 

No Comp.ession. No Compromise.. 
With 8 tracks of CD quality recording 
(I6- bit, 44.IkHz) direct to a hard disk, the 
new DMT-8 digital multitracker gives you 
all the features of non-destructive editing--
cut/copy/paste and undo/redo--plus jog 
and shuttle control. 

A familiar, friendly analog in- line mixer is an 
8- in, 4-bus out with 16 channel returns for 
22 inputs available at mixdown.There's a 
separate stereo monitor out, a large 2" x 7" 
fluorescent display with comprehensive 
status indication-- in short, all the flexibility 
and convenience you've come to expect. 

A built-in metronome has II time 
signatures, full tempo control and MIDI 
clock output with Song Position Pointer. 
You can even locate to bars & beats. 

All this in a package which operates like a 
snap at a price you can afford. Available at a 
selected Fostex Dealer ... today. 

DMir 

8 Tack Di -Fad Recorclin 

NON DESTRUCTIVE EDITING 
Backing vocals great on the first chorus, but a bit shaky in the second? 
Why waste time recording them again? With simple copy and paste 

editing you can take those great vocals on chorus i and paste them over 
the less than perfect ones in chorus 2 

THE DMT-8 AND MIDI 
The DMT8 is ready for total integration into your Midi studio Its all there: 
Midi Time Code output ( with up to 6 hours of offset time between ABS 
and MTC). MIDI Machine Control (control the transport direct from your 
software sequencer), non-linear editing based on MTC or MIDI clock and 

-after the event - synchronisation of recorded CD-quality audio to 
sequenced Midi using the built-in tempo map. 

DIGITAL MASTERING TO DAT 
By connecting a DAT recorder to the optical S/PDIF output you can 
digitally master your recordings ensuring the highest possible quality 

INPUTS 
The channel strip has 
two inputs: main and 

SUB. 
SUB enables 
monitoring of 

recorded tracks during 
recording or can be 
used as a line input 
during mixdown. 

Channels 1.4 
also have the addition 
of a 'wide-range trim 

fader 
(-10dBV -50dBV) for 

perfect mie level 
matching. 

EQUALIZATION 
Two parametric EZs. 

High Mid 
(1kHz • 16kHz tl5dB) 

and Low Mid 
(60Hz • IkHz ±1.5dB). 

AUXILIARIES 
2 AUX sends. 

Dual-function rotary 
pots enable SUB or 

post-fader main input 
to be selected as send 

source. 

ROUTING 
Each channel can be 

routed to 
Groups 1/2 or 3/4. 

LEVELS 
High quality 60mm 
faders control the 
channel levels. 

a 

LOWEST 
PRICED HARD 

DISK RECORDER 
ON THE MARKE 

TODAY 

Fostex Corporation of America 15431 Blackburn Ave • Norwalk. CA 90650 - (310)921-1112 - Fax (310) 802-1964 
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stereo line-level returns, and have no 
highpass filter, no phantom power and 
only 20 dB of gain. The EQ is a stereo 
version of the 840's equalizer. Internal 
switches allow auxes 1-20 to be 
switched, in groups of four, to send the 
input either in stereo to pairs of auxes. 
or mono-summed to both. 
On the back are the usual profes-

sional connectors. The mono mic mod-
ules have a pair of V.- inch jacks for 
inserts, plus a second send that can be 
used as a post-EQ line out. The stereo 
line modules have no insert. In the 
master section, the 20 auxiliary outputs 
have inserts, but not the ten matrix 
outs. In addition to the master stereo 
outputs, there are also stereo sub out-
puts and inputs, both XLR, plus an RCA 
record output. Mix, auxiliaries and the 
solo bus can he linked from a second 
console using TRS balanced V-inch 
jacks. There are two power supply con-
nections, which must both be used, as 
the console requires two PSUs to oper-
ate. draw ing 11 amps together. 

MUTE GROUPS AND VCAS 

Input ,' ( all rk. ()Tiu or mory 

Axiom is the finest Digital Production System in the world 

DIGITAL PRODUCTION SYSTEM 

• Digital Mixing • Random Access Video option 

• Digital Editing • Project Management 

• Digital Recording • Routing Management 

As Panasonic is a 

supporter of the 

Olympics, anybody 

working in Atlanta 

this summer may find 

themselves mixing 

on a WR-SX-1. 

of the ten VCA subgroups and ten mute 
groups. Unlike consoles with rows of 
switches or rotary selectors, assign-
ments are made using each channel's 
On button and a corresponding red 
Check LED beneath it. 

To check a VCA, simply push the 
Check button over one of the ten VCA 
faders. The small, red LEDs on channels 
assigned to that VCA light up. To 
change these assignments, push the 
gray Edit button on the master module. 
The LEDs on channels assigned to that 
VGA group flash. Pressing the On hut-

Digital production has come of age — and here it is. 

The operator will find that Axiom looks and feels 

like its analogue predecessors, and has the enhanced 

quality, control and instant repeatability that only an 

integrated digital system can deliver. 

For the Chief Engineer the system offers 

unsurpassed reliability and is an excellent long term 

investment without the hassles of purchasing an 

untried system. 

ton on individual inputs assigns or de-
assigns them to the VCA group. Pushing 
the lower Enter button on the master 
module then rewrites that group. Easy. 

Assignment to mute groups is simi-
lar, but slightly more confusing. This is 
being addressed and will be corrected 
in newer consoles. To check mute as-
signments, push one of the ten Check 
buttons on the master module and the 
red LEDs on channels not assigned light 
up. This is opposite of the VCA assign 
indication and is counter-intuitive. 
Channels turned off cannot be assigned 
to a mute group, so before starting to 
assign channels, they must be turned 
on. Pushing the Edit button next causes 
LEDs on channels not assigned to flash. 
Again, toggling the On button on each 
input assigns it, and pushing the lower 
Enter button locks in the setting. 

HOUSEKEEPING UTILITIES 

Numerous test and diagnostic modes 
are available. Each of the 52 input mod-
ules has a frame location address, pro-
grammed with an internal DIP switch 
located under the fader. Pushing the 
first mute group Check button allows 
channel address settings, programmed 
on the DIP switches, to be verified. 

Instant access and faster throughput translates into 

greater project productivity and profitability. Add to 

this the benefits of networking, flexible integrated 

routing, quick SSL commissioning and the inclusion 

of the finest customer support and training in the 

industry — the case for change is solid! 

From 'on air' TV production to live broadcasts of 

music, the quality and excellence of the SSL Axiom 

Digital Production System has no near challenger 

anywhere in the world. 



Pushing each channel's On button dis-
plays its address in the three-digit 
display. 

MIDI control parameters are exten-
sive. The first sets the MIDI channel to 
Off, Omni, or channels 1-16. The sec-
ond turns the output copy mode on, al-
lowing parameters or scene memory to 
be sent from one console to another. 
The third allows the console to enter 
FOH mode for dual interlocked opera-
tion, and mute group information is 
sent along with the memory number of 
program change commands. The con-
sole can alternatively be put into "bnH" 
mode, in which Lock information is also 
sent; channel on states are sent each 
time one changes, as are VGA levels 
when they change by more than 0.4 (113. 
The fourth dumps data. The sixth actual-
ly takes the computer offline completely. 

CONSOLE AUTOMATION 
The SX-1 has 128 "scenes" of MIDI-con-
trollable "snapshot" automation of all 

input fader settings. The SX-1 operates 
in one of two modes, either manual or 
automated. Manual mode is verified by 
the first two decimal points on the 
three-digit numeric display being lit. 
Manual mode is entered by holding 

— and it satisfies the needs of both! 
Operational Benefits include: 

• Reliable and proven 
proprietary hardware 
and software 

• Up to 2296 remote and 
local assignable 
sources/destinations 

• Easy to operate digital 
mixing and total automation 

• Integrated MTR offering unique "free play" 
cartridge style playback 

Axiom System Implementation 

down mute group Check button num-
ber 10 while pressing the Edit button. 
You'll probably run it in manual the first 
time you use it, especially for one-offs. 

A green level match LEI) is used to 
match a channel's fader to the internal 
level of the current scene's memory. 
This is available in either mode, so even 
if an event is mixed manually, informa-
tion in scene memory can be used as a 
convenient guide for level setting. Each 
time a scene is changed, the MIDI com-
mand can be used to drive effects and 
other MIDI gear presets, such as EQs or 
inserts. 

For theatrical presentations or tours 
where repeatability is desirable, the au-
tomation will be invaluable. Scenes can 
be written in technical rehearsal in man-
ual mode, verified at dress rehearsal, 
and the show can then he repeated 
over and over. Any channel's automa-
tion can be overridden while a show is 
running by setting an input fader at 
"nominal" zero and pressing the Update 
button above it. This activates that 
fader, adding or subtracting from the 
fader's internal scene level. By putting 
any or all faders at zero and pressing 
Update, live override of automation is 
constantly available. Alternatively, in-

Integrated VisionTrack'" 
random access 
video option 

Audio Preparation Station 
(APS) efficient project 
management and 
off-line editing option 

Fast and easy background 
file back up - gives 
peace of mind 

• Built in channel effects, delays and dynamics 

puts can be removed from scene con-
trol by pressing the "Man" button. 

To program automation, undo the 
memory lock and put the console into 
manual mode. Assemble the mix and 
press the Write button. Select the scene 
number in the three-digit display and 
press the top Enter button. The right-
most decimal point indicates storage of 
the current state into the current memo-
ry location. More scenes can be written 
by assembling subsequent mixes and 
repeating the last two steps. Third-party 
librarian software is in the works. 

To summarize, the Ramsa WR-SX-1 
console is a rugged, great-sounding 
professional mixer with some features 
that may take awhile for the average 
user to take advantage of. But even 
when running the console in manual 
mode, it still has more flexibility and 
mixing power than many users are like-
ly to need. Yet at the same time, the 
WR-SX-1 provides a technology plat-
form that will grow into a wide variety 
of sophisticated tasks as its operators 
become familiar with it. 

Panasonic/Ramsa Professional Prod-
ucts; 6550 Katella Ave., Cypress, CA 
90630; phone 714/373-7277; fax 
714/373-7903. • 

So, if you are an Operator who is keen to 
know more about the new digital age or a 
Chief Engineer who is looking for a 'future 
safe system' call now for more data. 

0 1 8 6 5 8 4 2 3 0 0 

Solid State Logic 

Begbroke, Oxford, OX5 1RU, England 

Tokyo 151, Japan 



BAG END LOUDSPEAKERS STUDIO-A 
MONITOR SYSTEM 

The field of studio monitor de-
sign is fraught with recycled 

  ideas, and truly new concepts 
rarely come along. So when Bag 
End—an innovator in subwoofer 
technology for studios and touring 
rigs—announced that it was devel-
oping a full-range studio monitor 
system, I was interested. And true 
to form, they've come up with a 
clever new approach. 

The system is available in two 
standard packages, Studio-A and 
Studio-B. Both combine two MM-8 
mid/high cabinets and one or two 
subwoofer boxes using Bag End's 
patented ELF (Extended Low Fre-
quency) technology. ELF also re-
quires a Bag End system integrator, 
a single-rackspace processor that 
installs between the mixer and 
ampifiers, providing active equal-
ization, frequency dividing and 
speaker-protection functions. 

Designed for mastering facilities, 
larger control rooms and film-mix-
ing stages and priced at $5,584, Stu-
dio-A includes two MM-8s, an 
ELF-1 system integrator and two 
D10E-S double- 10-inch subs for 
performance down to 8 Hz. In-
tended for smaller studios, post-
production suites and project 
rooms, the $3,368 Studio-B has two 
MM-8s, but substitutes the ELF-M 
integrator (fewer crossover controls 
and a single mono sub output) and 
comes with one D10E-S subwoofer 
that goes as low as 18 Hz. 

Although the MM-8s are also 
sold separately, they are optimized 
for use with a subwoofer. By se-
lecting other ELF subwoofer prod-
ucts in the Bag End line, users can 

custom-configure a system to just 
about any specific application. 

The MM-8s use a single 8-inch 
coaxial driver, mounted in a 
12x18x8-inch ported enclosure. 
Mounted on the rear of the woofer 
is a full-size, 1-inch throat compres-
sion driver. The woofer cone forms 
the outside of the HF horn flare, so 
the dispersion is extremely wide. 

The MM-8s have a variety of 

The Studio-A system pairs two MM-8 coaxial monitors, two subwoofers and an electronics controller. 

useful front panel controls. An ab-
solute polarity switch allows for a 
quick check of the acoustical polar-
ity of program material. An EQ 
switch offers the choice of three 
brightness settings. In most appli-
cations, I preferred the Nearfield'"/ 
Final setting, which seemed most 
natural when listening at close 
quarters, with the monitors placed 
on the console meter bridge. By 
the way, Bag End markets a num-
ber of mounting options for the 
MM-8s, including adjustable floor 
stands and wall-mounting plates. 

The ELF-1 dual-channel con-
troller is a complex device, with 
45 DIP switches per channel 

crammed onto its front panel. 
It's somewhat intimidating, but 
once you're set up. you have no 
need to change the controls again. 
A security cover is included to 
keep prying fingers off your fa-
vorite settings. The ELF-M (mono 
subwoofer output) eliminates the 
90 switches and replaces them with 
factory set parameters suitable for 

BY GEORGE PETERSEN 

most applications. 
Installation is fairly simple and 

requires two channels of amplifica-
tion for the MM-8s and another 
amp to drive the sub(s). The MM-
8s have a sensitivity rating of 93 dB 
(1 watt/1 meter) and perform nice-
ly with a 150- to 200-watt/channel 
amp. The D10E-S sub has a rather 
efficient 94dB ( 1W'lm) sensitivity 
at 80 Hz, but this rating plummets 
to 71 dB ( 1W/1m) at 20 Hz. Obvi-
ously, to get the maximum benefit 
out of an ELF subwoofer, you'll 
need LOTS of amp power. With 
stereo subs. I used a -150 W/chan-
nel amp. which proved ideal. 

Be warned. If you're used to 
mixing on typical near-field studio 
speakers. you're in for a shock 
when you use an ELF system for 
the first time. Suddenly. you'll actu-
ally hear the rumble, gninge. dirt 
and LF clatter (such as air-condi-
tioning systems, background sub--
ways, earthquakes and A-bomb 
tests) that show up on your digital 
recordings, and you may not be 
happy with what's on the tape. 
However, because you're actually 
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SALES 
PROFESSIONALS 

NEEDED 
For an unprecedented third year in a row, Sweetwater 

Sound has been acknowledged as the nation's fastest grow-
ing music technology retailer. In fact, Sweetwater is the only 
music retailer to appear for three straight years on the presti-
gious Inc. magazine list of the top 500 fastest-growing com-

panies in the United States. 
Due to this phenomenal growth. 

we are actively seeking sales profession-
als to join our outstanding team of 
sales engineers. If you have music 
industry experience in retail sales 
or as a manufacturer's rep or 
work in a recording studio; if 
you're someone who loves 
talking about the latest tech-
nology with people that 
share your passion, but are 
caught ir what seems to be 

dead-end job where your skills 
and knowledge are seriously undervalued, 

now might be the perfect time for a change. 
Imagine talking about your favorite subject while seated 

comfortably in front of a new computer Then picture living 
in a community where it's safe to walk down the streets at 
night, where there are no traffic jams or smog, yet which has 
all the conveniences of the "big city" 

Finally, think about the great income and excellent ben-
efits package you'll be receiving while getting the immediate 
and long term job satisfaction •()Ii've always wanted. 

Sound too good to be true? Well, the opportunity is here 
and the time is right. If you want to make a positive career 
move, please call our Human Resources department at 219-
432-8176 or access our career page at "http://www.sweet-
watercomicar(kT 111m AH inquiries will be confidential. 

SALES 

ASSISTANTS 

NEEDED 

Maybe you don't 
have the kind of profes-
sional sales experience 
you think Sweetwater is 
looking for, but know 
that if given a chance, 
you could be a success-
ful, productive membei 
of the industry's fines: 
sales staff. Great! We'd love to give you that chance. 

Sign on now to assist our senior sales engineers (among 
them are Grammy winners, top mastering engineers, college 
professors, broadcasters, etc.), prove you have the motiva-
tion, attitude and desire it takes to be a winner while gaining 
valuable knowledge ai id experience and eventually you'll step 
up to new challenges as a Sweetwater sales engineer. 

If you just feel you need "a foot in the door," that door is 
open right now, so call our Human Resources department at 
219-432-8176 for a calidenti al interview today or access our 
career page at "http://wwwsweetwatercom/careerhtml"! 

219043208176 5335 BASS ROAD, FT. WAYNE, IN 46808 
FAX:219•432•1758 saIes@sweetwaier.com http://www.sweetwater.com 
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MUSIC COMPANI1 

Kum 
Dallas, Texas 

• GIANT Inventory 
— New and Used 

Over 30 Years 
in Business! 

Buy with Confidence! 

for the Best Deal Anywhere! 

800 • 219 • 3281 
1207 S. Buckner/ Dallas, TX/ 75217 / 9-6 M-F 
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aware of the situation, you can remedy 
your mixes before they go to disk, on 
film or off to broadcast. And the system 
is capable of reproducing ultralow bass 
material that's a physical sensation you 
can feel before you start hearing it. 
I tested the stereo subwoofer Studio-

A system. In my small, irregularly-
shaped 17x17-foot control room, a 
single D10E-S sub provided plenty of 
punch. Of course, the correct amount of 
bass is subject to taste. Most of my work 
is pop and acoustic albums and broad-
cast production; I suspect that rap and 
hip hop producers would really go for 
the dual-sub system even in smaller 
control rooms. The crossover's transi-
tion from the subs to the MM-8s was 
absolutely free of any harshness or 
other artifacts, and the balance of bass 

to MF and HF elements was even and 
accurate, whether mixing jazz, rock or 
broadcast material. 

Above 100 Hz, the MM-8s are 
smooth and quite flat, even extending 
beyond 20 kHz. The passive dividing 
network that crosses the woofer to the 
HF driver is also smooth, and the 
2.9kHz crossover point is high enough 
to keep out of the critical 1.5 to 2.5kHz 
vocal range. I wasn't wild about the 
shape of the MM-8 enclosure. Standing 
up, it seems a bit top-heavy; perhaps a 
deeper, less-rectangular shape could 
provide more stability while retaining 
the same internal volume. The disper-
sion, however, is very nice: When mix-
ing on the MM-8s, the sonic character of 
the system doesn't change just because 
you reached to EQ that kick drum in 
channel 1. The "sweet spot" at the lis-
tening position is quite wide, yet the 
combination of MM-8's point-source de-
sign and Ed Long-developed Time 
Aligned- crossover provides excellent 
stereo imaging. 

Overall, the Bag End Studio-A sys-
tem is a winner. With an 8 to 20k Hz 
response, this is probably the widest-
range monitoring system on the market. 
And in today's studio environment, 
where more and more gear is being 
pumped into ever-smaller control 
rooms, post suites and remote trucks, 
size is a major consideration. At $5,584, 
the Studio-A system is definitely not for 
everyone. Fortunately for those on a 
budget, the (single-sub) Studio-B pro-
vides 90% of the larger system's versa-
tility at a more affordable $3,368. 

Bag End, manufactured by Modular 
Sound Systems; Box 488, Barrington, IL 

60011; 847/382-4550; fax 847/382-4551. IM 
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Sound Solutions 
ASHLY has been building world-class equalizers for well over 20 years. 

Our new GQX-Series models take advantage of this experience with some true 

advances in technology. Precision Wein-Bridge filters, and newly designed summing 

amplifiers, provide extremely accurate response, low noise, negligible distortion, and 

excellent immunity to magnetic fields. All filters exhibit true constant "Q" response, 

with absolute minimum ripple. The full-throw faders are a custom-manufactured 

metal-shaft type, with the center detented position being utilized as an "on/ off" 

switch for that filter (to minimize any possible degradation in signal noise levels.) 

Combine these features with our full Five Year Worry-Free Warranty, and it's obvious 

why ASHLY equalizers are the best solution to your equalization situation. 

ASHLY 
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Ashly Audio Inc.. 100 Fernwood Ave. Rochester, NY 14621 • Toll Free: 800-828-6308 • 716-544-5191 • FAX: 716-266-4589 
In Canada: Gerraudio Dist. Inc.. 2 Thorncliffe Park Dr. - Unit 22, Toronto, Ontario. M4H 1H2 • 416-696-2779 • FAX: 416-467-5819 
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Are there flies 
inside your speakers, or 

do you need a Furman Iso-Patclim? 
Get rid of buzz and hum caused by ground loops 

with the new Furman IP-8 and IP-2! 

Furman IP-8 Isolated Patch Bay 

The new IT-1220 provides 
any studio or stage with 
quiet, balanced power. 

The Furman IT- 1220 is a rack mount, 20 

Amp Balanced Isolation Transformer designed 
to provide ultra-quiet power to an entire 
studio. 

It can make your audio system dramatically 
less susceptible to hum pickup, with a typical 

10 to 15 dB improvement in noise floor—a 
result often surpassing that obtainable from 
complicated star grounding schemes with 

heavy buss bars and ground rods. 

And all you have to do is plug it in. 

The back panel of the 1T-1220 provides 12 
isolated AC outlets for your equipment. The 

front panel provides two more, plus a three-
color, 20-LED voltmeter. 

Inside the IT- 1220, a specially wound and 
shielded toroidal isolation transformer delivers 
perfectly balanced AC power—and very quiet 
performance from the equipment that's 
powered by it. 

Find out how easy it is to produce with the 
sound of silence, with the Furman IT- 1220. 

y t 
ou should get a buzz from creating music 
with your equipment, but not from 
he equipment. 

Of course, any band or studio with a 
rack full of equipment can be plagued by 
buzz and hum. 

Furman's new Iso-Patch 

series gives you a solution— 
by (temporarily or perma-
nently) isolating 
your rack 

components 
from each 
other to 
break ground 

loops, and put an end to buzz 
and hum. 

How does an Iso-Patch 
work? Simple. Each of its 

input/output module features 
a low-distortion isolation 
transformer, which isolates 
line level audio signals, breaks 

ground loops—and puts an end to those annoying noises. 

The eight channel IP-8 lso-Patch Isolated Patch Bay looks and 

works like an ordinary patch bay with standard, half-normalled 1/4" 
jacks. The IP-2 is a two-channel version, small enough to fit in any 

tool kit—and priced so low you can afford more than one. 

See the new Iso-Patch series at your dealer today, or call, write or 
fax us for a free Iso-Patch data sheet and a copy of our catalog. 

ISO-PATCH 
DUAL TRANSFORMER 
ISOLATOR 
MODEL IF-2 

IP-2 Dual Isolator 

ffl1 

IIMMM 

1110W7M#11/1I 
Furman Sound, Inc. • 30 Rich St. • Greenbrae, CA 94904 USA 

Tel: (415) 927-1225 • Fax: (415) 927-4548 

Furman products are made in the (J LA. IT- 1220 20 Amp Balanced Isolation Transformer 
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FIELD TEST 

AUDIOZECHMCA S I LDIOPHONES 
ATH-M40 AND ATH-D40 STEREO HEADPHONES 

udio-Technica has intro-

J% duced the lofty name -Stu-
diophones," but essentially 

the ATE-N440 and ATH-D40 are 
stereo headphones designed for 
recording studio applications. The 
M40 is intended as a studio refer-
ence for general monitoring pur-
poses. The D40 provides a 
bass-enhanced response for per-
former cue monitoring of drums, 
bass and other LF-rich sources. 

Both models are sealed-back, 
dynamic element designs. The 
40mm-diameter ( 1.5- inch) 
drivers have neodymium 
magnets and copper-clad 
aluminum wire voice coils. 
Each pair terminates in an 
11-foot cable with a standard 
TRS V.-inch headphone con-
nector. No miniplug adapter 
is provided, which is some-

thing of a necessity when 
using headphones to moni-
tor from pocket DATs, 
portable CD players or CD-
ROM drives, so if you need 
an adapter you'll have to 
shell out your own buck. 
One nice touch is the fact 
that the wiring is OFC (oxy-
gen-free copper) litz wire, a 
plus I didn't expect to find in 
medium-priced headphones. 

The M40 model has a 
stated frequency response of 
5 to 28k Hz. with a 100dB 
sensitivity and a medium imped-
ance of 60 ohms. Surprisingly, the 
LF-enhanced D4Os have less deep 
bass response with a 20 to 28k Hz 
bandwidth, a 102dB sensitivity and 
a 66-ohm impedance. However, 
the D4Os do have a substantial bass 
boost in the slightly higher 80 to 
120Hz range, where the bulk of 
what we perceive as bass does 

occur. 
Physically, the Studiophones are 

fairly lightweight at 8.8 ounces, not 
counting the cable. Both the head-
rest and earcups are padded with 
faux-leather vinyl cushions that 
remain comfortable even after ex-

tended listening periods. Another 
aspect of headphone fit is making 
sure that they stay snug while 
you're moving, which is no big deal 
if you're sitting behind the board in 
the control room. But when you're 
doing a live mix and are moving 
around a lot ( especially during 
mid-show crises), this is a big deal. 
I also do occasional gigs as a ses-
sion drummer and had a chance to 
check the D4Os from the musician's 
perspective. Fortunately, the Stu-
d1oph nes stay in place securely 

Audio-Technica ATH-M40 Extended Response Precision Studiophones 

and ATH-D40 Bass Enhanced Precision Studiophones 

without resorting to that "head in a 
clothespin" effect of some other 
headphones. And the circumau-
ral ( around-the-ear) earcups and 
sealed-back design effectively keep 
nearly all of the headphone sounds 
from bleeding or leaking into the 
audio environment. 

Either earpiece can be rotated 
180 degrees tbr single-muff opera-
tion. Unfortunately, this position is 
not very comfortable over long pe-
riods. In most studio cue mix situa-
tions over the years, I've found that 
when the performers start trying to 

BY GEORGE PETERSEN 

listen through one earpiece, it's a 
sure sign that your monitor mixes 
aren't what the performer is look-
ing for. However, there are other 
situations, such as location record-
ing, where single-muff operation is 
not only desirable, but an essential 
part of surviving in dangerous en-
vironments. 

Probably the most desirable as-
pect of the Audio-Technica Studio-
phones is that they provide the 
equivalent of an additional monitor 
send, especially in studios that only 

have one or two pre-fader 
sends or are otherwise limit-
ed in monitoring capability. 
For example, if you're 
recording a live ensemble in 
the studio and only have 
two monitor mixes avail-
able, you'll probably use 
one mix for the vocalist and 
another for the rest of the 
band. Meanwhile, you've 
just made enemies with the 
drummer and bassist, who 
need a little more bottom 
end in the cans. By provid-
ing the bass-enhanced D4Os 
to those players and M4Os to 
the other players, you've ef-
fectively created three moni-

tor mixes out of two. 
With a sensitivity in the 

100 to 102dB ( 1-watt) range, 
the Studiophones pack 
plenty of punch and are 

quite loud, even when driven by 
the puny headphone outputs of 
most DAT decks and CD players. 
The M4Os exhibit an accurate blend 
of LF, mids and HF elements; the 
bass is tight and well-defined, and 
the highs have a nice sheen that's 
crisp rather than brittle. The D4Os 
exhibit similar midrange and HF re-
sponse, and the bass has its previ-
ously mentioned bass bump. 
Retailing at $ 175 a pair, anyone 
looking for quality studio head-
phones should give these a listen. 

Audio-Technica U.S.; 1221 Com-
merce Drive; Stow, OH 44224; 
330/686-2600; fax 330/686-0719. • 
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FACILITY SPOTLIGHT 

SPOTS BE 
OFFLINE VIDEO, 

ONLINE AUDIO 

by Tom Kenny 
In this column, Mix has reg-
ularly documented the trend 
of high-end video houses 
putting in high-end audio 
rooms. The idea is simple 
and efficient: to keep all cre-
ative facets of a commercial 
project in-house and gener-
ate additional revenue. For a 
video facility, the addition of 
audio editing/mixing is not 
that expensive a proposition, 
and with the right talent be-
hind the board, the move 
can pay off dramatically in 
terms of client comfort and 
service. 

But, rarely have we come 
across a video offline house 
with an audio room to match 
the one at Spots BME in 
Chicago. Marketed as a cre-
ative video editing "bou-
tique," with clients like Unit-
ed Airlines, Hardee's, Sears 
and Miller beer, Spots BME 
has seen rather astonishing 
growth since owner/picture 
editor Bruce Frankel opened 
up in 1990, in what is con-
sidered one of the world's 
tougher commercial editing 
markets. In February 1995, 
Frankel moved to a new 
5,000-square-foot space on 
Erie Street, 1,200 square feet 
of which is occupied by the 
Russ Berger-designed audio 
room. (The facility also in-
cludes three Avid suites and 
a -inch offline suite.) 

"I started this company in 
a very small, personal way, 
with a couple of small rooms 
in a rental facility," says 
Frankel, who has been in the 
film editorial business for 17 
years and spent the mid- to 
late-'80s at Optimus. "We 

Clockwise from top: The audio room at Spots BME; Bruce Frankel, president; 

Shawn Barium, audio engineer. 

rented out a KEN1, and I had 
a video offline system. I did 
all my own track work on 
the KEM—dubbing off 
sound effects and music and 
voice to ir.ag tracks and cut-
ting it, as inost of the editors 
did. Then we would go to a 
recording studio and mix 
from mag tracks. Although 
the recording studio's engi-
neers performed the final 
mix. I still did the creative 
part of cutting the tracks and 
lining them up against pic-

ture, making the audio work. 
"As we got more into 

video editing, that whole 
process of track layup kind 
of went away because I 
couldn't really cut the tracks 
like I did in the past," he 
continues. "I thought, 'Well, I 
still want to retain that part 

of it,' so I bought an Au-
dioFile back in the summer 
of 1990." 

At that time, and to sorne 
extent still today, Chicago 
was an AudioFile town, 
much the same as New York 

is a Sonic Solutions town. 
Editel purchased one of the 
first 'Files in North America 
hack in the late 1980s, and 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 

"Sound for Film" 
columnist Larry Blake 
is taking a break this 
month. He will return 
next month with Part 
Two of "Ready or Not, 
Music Industry: Here 
Comes Surround" 
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IR NG U11115 
ELIAS ASSOCIATES 
FIGHT ON 

by David John Farinella 
Jonathan Elias had damn 
near made it out of the hus-
tle and bustle of the com-
mercial scoring world alive. 
He had already begun work-
ing on film scores, with 
credits on a number of fea-

tures. He liad jump-started 
an album production career 
with his work on records by 
Yes, Duran Duran and 

Grace Jones. It had been 
five years since he liad even 
thought of a 30-second spot, 
until he ran into the 
innocently named David 
Fincher. That name may 
ring some bells, considering 
Fincher directed one of 
the recent Brad Pitt-athons, 
Seven. Back then, though, 

Fincher was directing a com-
mercial and looking for 
music. Lo and behold, 
he found Elias. "Just when 
I thought I was out, he 
dragged me back in," Elias 
says with a smile. "I was 
heading back into my film 
and record career, but I got 
waylaid into commercials for 
the past three years." 

And what a three years 
it's been. After teaming 
up with brother Scott and 
longtime accomplice Alex 
Lasarenko (who runs Elias' 
East Coast Creative Team), 
Elias Associates has succeed-
ed in creating a whole new 
world of commercial scoring. 
They've garnered a number 
of industry awards, including 
21 Clios (most recently, for 
best music, Elias and Chip 
Jenkins), 23 Cannes Lions 
and Best Music House in the 
Business in the Backstage 
Reader's Poll for the past two 
yeas, to mention just a few. 

The team has set and 
stocked studios on both 

coasts for one main reason: 
-In the commercial world, 
New York and Los Angeles 
are the two strongholds," 
Elias explains. And now, 
with the availability of ISDN 
lines, the two studios regu-
larly share sounds and infor-
mation to satisfy their client 

base, which has included 
the California Milk Advisory 
Board, IBM, Levi's and Mer-

cedes-Benz. and a number 
of others. The other reason 
for being on both coasts, 
Elias says, is that 4t1though 
New York is the mecca for 
agency work, a lot of the ac-
tual production and shoot-
ing is done in Los Angeles. 

And so, in Los Angeles, 
Elias West is filled with four 
composing teams. On tap is 

—CON77N1/ED ON PAGE 162 

DLIEll TRILOGY'S 
S0111C UllIVERSE 
by Evan Ambinder 
Until last year, Mixed Nuts' 
Peter Buccellato had never 
worked with aliens. But 
when Acclaim Entertainment 
approached the New York 
post-production facility with 
the opportunity to design 
and mix sound sequences 
for Alien Trilogy, its new CD-
ROM game, Mixed Nuts saw 
the chance to augment its TV 
and radio spot post-produc-
tion with CD-ROM sound de-
sign. 

Based on the hit Alien 

Left: Peter Buccellato of Mixed Nuts; above: stilts from Alien Trilogy. 

movie series, Alien Trilogy is 
a 3-D animated game for the 
Sony PlayStation, Sega Saturn 
and Windows 95, where the 
player ( Riley) battles vicious 
creatures on a hostile planet 

in pursuit of the Queen 
Alien. Using one of Mixed 
Nuts' SSL Scenarias, mixing 
engineer Buccellato, game 
producer Cliff Falls and Ac-

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 168 
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CD CREATOR 
The Best in 32-Bit CD Creation 

'It's the easiest CD-R 
mastering application 

to learn & use.' 

Corel CD Cr aator 2's 
Disc Wizard idenstifies 
the CD creation process 
This Wizard allows the 
first time ano •nfrecuent 
user to create CDs with 
little effort. 
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Open 
Cot elDRAW -6 or 
o:her Windows 95 
OLE 2.3 graphics 
applications within 
Corel CD Creator 2 
to edit images tor 
jewel case inserts. 
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Corel VCD Creator 
allows users to select 
videos and stills from 
various sources and 
produce a video CD 

Audio can be ectitHa 
ut;ing the new 32-bd 
Core! SOUND 
ipplication 

Softwore, musical compositions, artwork, photographs, audio-visual works, 

television end film clins, textual material, some collecnons of data and murk 
other type, of works ore protected by international rooyright laws 

Unotrhorized copying of those works in any manner may expose you t, 
and criminal penalties 

This product is provide,, under on enclosed license agreement that de in, 
what sou may do with this product and contains lireitotions on warranties 
and yi mr remedies 

You rrmy not use the s:orel co Creator product to vionnte the copyright rights 

of others. Corel does non authorize you to use the Core' CD Creator iirod.sct 

and clnes not license or sell the Corel CD Creator product to you for be 

pursoyes ok violating the copyright rights of others I/ mu have any guestiors 

or doubts concerning your use or copying of someone else's work, please 
confirm in advance that you are authorized to use ano copy the work in The 
monnor you intend 

1996 Cerel Corporotion All rights reserved Corel i a registered 
trademark of Corel Corporation 

Microsoft Windows and the Windows logo ore either iegistered rinden arks 

or trademarks of Microsoft in the United States andar other countries. 

An other product and company names are trademarks or registered 
trademarks of their reepective companies 

InfoWorlci, January 8, 1996 

Also includes: 
• Corel PCD Creator - Display and select PCD images that are then written to a CD. 

• Corel CD Duplicator - Allows you to easily duplicate CDs. 

• Corel Session Selector - Enables you to select any session of a multisession disc. 

• XingMPEG ro Software - Includes XingMPEG Encoder and XingMPEG Player — 

software for video CD. Encoding boards are not necessary, but can be used if available. 

Easy to use! 
• Context-sensitive Help 

• Support for Enhanced CD 

Corel CD Creator2 Beats Incat Easy-CD Pro"! 
FEATURES' 

VCD + AUTHORING 
PCD CREATION 
CD 
DISC DUPLICATION 
AUDIO DISCS - CODA EXTRACTION 
AUTOMATIC SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 
DISC CREATION WIZARDS 
JEWEL CASE + CD ARTWORK CREATION 
FULL MULTISESSION MULTIVOLUME SUPPORT . 
MULTISESSION SELECTION UTILITY 
ADVANCED + BASIC FILE OPTIMIZATION 
MULTITHREAD FILE OPTIMIZATION 
FULL MULTITASKING 
MINIMUM TEMP HARD DRIVE SPACE REQUIRED 
AUDIO EDITING 
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Corel CD Creator 2 also comes bundled with 
CD-Recorders from the following manufacturers: 

PINNACLE MICRO 
#1 in Recordable CD Systems  

800.553.7070 • 714.789.3000 
NIP 
PHILIPS SONY 
1 -800 -235 -7373 Sptessa Recordable 

CD-ROM (COR) Dove 
1-800-352-7669 

COMPUTER DISCOUNT 
WAREHOUSE' 
800-279-4CDW 

*Suggested list price plus applicable taxes and shipping in US$. Dealer may sell for less. 
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TIMECODE CHEFS 
WHAT TO LOOK FOR 
IN DIGITAL AUDIO POST 

by Evan Chen 
The onset of the digital era within the 
post-production community has ush-
ered in a new batch of technical prob-
lems, especially concerning synchro-
nization and timecode. Although the 
basic rule-of-thumb is to resolve all 
equipment requiring timing information 
in phase to a common derivative clock 
source, critical problems remain, rang-
ing from common theoretical concepts 
to obscure idiosyncrasies of particular 
digital audio equipment. 

Let's lo()k at a few of these problem-
atic issues based on what I feel is their 
potential in aiding in the diagnosis and 
correction of timing inconsistencies in 
today's post-production process. This 
article emphasizes equipment-related 

specifics, which in terms of potential 
usefulness will never replace a firm 
grasp of the theoretical fundamentals. 
Every effort has been made to comple-
ment key points with a practical appli-
cation or an example, and few specific 
products will be cited in order to main-
tain a general applications approach. 

The term "29.97 timecode" is heard 
every day at post-production facilities 
and continues to be misconstrued. Pri-
marily a problem of nomenclature, 
29.97 timecode usually—and most of 

the time correctly—translates as 30-
frame timecode running at NTSC color 
video (approximately 29.97 frames per 
second), with a 29.97 sub-code identifi-

er (a flag indicating how the media was 
originally formatted) if applicable. Most 
digital audio recorders make this time-
code stamp accessible under a remote 
item, commonly referred to by manu-
facturers as "tape te, " buried beneath 
layers of submenus. The exception is 
that even though the identifier may in-

dicate 29.97 timecode, the flexible na-
ture of digital audio machines nowa-
days allows one to pull-up or reference 
the timecode rate to a true 30 frames 

per second. For example, to return final 
filin mixes completed in the video do-
main back into the film realm, many 
timecode DAT machines will resolve a 

DAT pre-striped with 29.97 code to an 
external 60Hz pilot tone or an NTSC 
monochrome 30Hz video signal. In this 
instance both audio and timecode have 
been pulled-up to compensate for the 
timing discrepancies in film-to-tape 
transfers, and the timecode outputted 

from the DAT machine is now running 
at 30 fps even though it still displays the 
magic number 29.97! Many of us are fa-
miliar with 30-frame timecode running 
at 29.97 fps, but few realize that the op-

posite case is also true: 29.97 timecode 
can actually function identically as 30-
frame timecode, the difference being 
only in the flag. 

Also remember, 29.97 timecode does 
not cycle from 00:00:00:00.00 to 
00:00:00:29.96 and then "start over" at 

00:00:01:00.00 to 00:00:01:29.96, and so 
on, a logical assumption but a common 
misconception. On the same note, 29.97 

timecode is not to be confused with 
drop-frame timecode; these are two dif-
ferent concepts! Drop-frame is a type of 
timecode that regularly deletes frame 
numbers ( 108 per hour, occurring at the 
end of each minute. except for the 10-, 
20-, 30-, 40-, 50- and 60-minute marks). 

CHECK THE OUTS 
Unlike traditional analog tape recorders, 
where an audio or ancillary track is 
used for timecode, many timecode DAT 
machines and other digital audio gear 
allow the output of any type of time-
code running at selectable rates, regard-
less of how the DAT was initially 
striped. Oftentimes, operators overlook 
this option and hastily—and unprofes-
sionally—conclude that the media was 
timeaxied inappropriately. This was the 
case on a recent freelance picture scor-
ing gig of mine, in which a sound edi-
tor from one of the most reputable tele-
vision post houses in New York mis-
took my final DAT mix for drop-frame 
timecode. It was an embarrassing and 

uncomfortable situation for all of us. in-
cluding the director and producer, 
when later I had to correct the sound 
editor literally with the turn of a dial. 

Furthermore, many digital audio tape 
recorders allow the outputting of time-
code derived from its control track (a 
sector of information the machine uses 
to keep things running smoothly, sup-

posedly transparent to the end-user), re-
gardless of whether timecode informa-
tion actually exists on its dedicated track 
or not. Those swearing to have pre-
striped tapes may have actually been 
working with the timecode derived 
from their control tracks, so if the num-
bers seem wrong playing back on an-
other machine, revisit your timecode-

out options. I once dealt with some mu-
sicians claiming to have been working 
with timecode who brought in their film 
score on DA-88 tapes. After careful ex-
amination, it turned out that none of the 

tapes were prestriped and that the 

artists had been strictly using timecode 
derived from the control track in con-
junction with a huge list of timecode 

offsets for cue start and stop times. 

DEALING WITH PHASE 
I frequently encounter timecode prob-
lems related to phase, which can occur 
in any setup that involves an external 
clock. For mix houses, this most often 
happens on a session in which the mas-
ter synchronizer controlling several 
transports at once indicates that the 
timecode from one of its machines is 

consistently offset by a particular num-
ber of subframes and consequently re-
fuses to "lock." A film mix, for example, 
might consist of Motion Worker locking 
a Beta SP deck, timecode DAT player, 
digital 48-track, DA-88, and a digital 
audio workstation running in VTR emu-
lation mode—five transports that must 
march to the same drum. On a smaller 
scale, home project studios—especially 
ones that need to synchronize to picture 
(scoring, sound design, etc.)—using any 
professional videotape recorder, time-

code DAT player, timecode-ready MDM 
with a blackburst generator or any ex-
ternal clock source may also experience 
phase problems. Unfortunately, it may 
be more difficult being alerted to the 
problem in the home studio, in that 

smaller setups rarely have the equip-
ment capable of displaying extensive 
timecode phase information. Neverthe-
less, the most common causes remain 

the same for either situation. 
One of the most obvious yet over-

lot)ked steps in troubleshooting a time-
code-related phase problem is to erase 
any timecode offsets that may have 
been entered at any stage of the trans-
port chain of the machine in question, 
including the master synchronizer, the 
remote synchronizer or the machine it-

self. In picture mixes, to make it easier 
to pair a reel with its respective mix, 
each new reel begins with a consecu-
tive timecode hour—that is, Reel 1 starts 
around 00:58:00:00, Reel 2 at 1:58:00:00, 
and so on. Occasionally on larger proj-

ects, a reel may start at the wrong hour 
for whatever reason, and hence an off-
set is entered to compensate. Tx ) often, 
the offset is not removed at the end of 
the mix, however, and the next session 

suffers from it. 

THINGS TO WATCH OUT FOR 
The functkm in inost digital audit, ma-
chines that compensates for the inher-
ent delay in digital-to-analog converters 
is another culprit often overlooked, al-
though its detrimental effect is less sig-
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nificant. This parameter, commonly 
called "tc delay," is usually set to the 
type of audio output being recorded 
from, analog or digital. For example, 
digitally transferring material from a 
simul-DAT to a digital audio worksta-
tion for editing entails setting this para-

meter to "digital" on the timecode DAT 
player. This ensures that what one hears 
at a particular timecode number corre-
sponds precisely to what was recorded 
during production at that time. Other-
wise, you'll get a slight lag in the time-
code. 

Though more accessible than the 
previous parameter, few realize that set-
ting the internal timecode generator of 
a digital audio machine to regenerate 
the timecode off of the tape—which 
seems like a perfectly valid precaution-
ary measure—may also cause a delay. I 
have witnessed timecode to be out-of-
phase from an external video sync sig-
nal by almost half a frame because of 
this. Reshaping the timecode off of the 

tape, a process that bypasses the inter-
nal generator altogether, works just as 
well (except for dropout problems) and 
is a much more accurate option. 

It has been suggested that with bal-
anced XLR connectors, the age-old pin 
2/pin 3 hot issue can cause a 180-de-
gree phase shift in timecode, similar to 
what happens in audio. This is not the 
case, since timecode uses a bi-phase 
modulation scheme in which shifts in 
voltage level rather than logical is and 

Os represent bits. 
If the problems persist, check to see 

if the machine receiving timecode uses 
a user-definable "lock threshold" or a 
similarly named parameter that specifies 
the tolerance of valid lock ranges for 
timecode. That is, when the received 
timecode falls within plus or minus a 
particular number of subframes from 
the leading edge of the external video 
signal as determined by the "lock 

threshold" setting, a minuscule LED will 
light, indicating an acceptable "lock." Be 
sure that this parameter is not set at too 
low a value. As a reference, a properly 
calibrated U-matic SP player with dedi-
cated timecode facilities should fall 
within +/-20 subframes or so, and top-
of-the-line broadcast 4A-inch decks are 
usually within three subframes. 

As timecode is continuously read, by 
the time the synchronizer finishes the 
sync word associated with the very end 
of an 80-bit timecode frame, the frame 
under consideration has already passed! 
Therefore, the synchronizer must actu-
ally internally add a frame to the value 

of the read timecode. I have never 

known a synchronizer or a digital audio 
machine not to do this, but older time-
code readers and hot-rodded field Na-
gras sometimes do not have this option. 
Subsequently, their one-frame offsets 
are passed down the various stages of a 
film mix. If you constantly have one-
frame offsets, this might be a remote 
possibility worth investigating. 

Finally, don't be fooled by time-base 
correctors and built-in character gener-
ators into believing that you have a 
problem with the timecode on your 
tape. These units are notorious for de-
laying images, ones that might contain 
a burn-in of your precious working 

timecode. 

A variation on the previous case-
study is one in which timecode is out of 
phase by different but nondrifting 
amounts with every respective "play" of 
the transport. This occurs when the dig-
ital audio machines permit timecode 
output not locked to the rising edge of 
the external video signal. This parame-
ter is most widely known as "synchro-
nized playback" and is usually set as a 
menu item ("sync pb") or with a DIP 
switch. 

As stated before, I've only covered 
issues I feel are the most beneficial in 
dealing with common timecode prob-
lems, focusing more on equipment 
functionality rather than the theoretical, 
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engineering aspects. But risking contra-
dicting myself, t firmly believe that a 
thorough understanding of technologi-
cal basics and an analytical approach to 
problems ( the same principles and 
mentality that hard-core engineers use 
to design every piece of post-produc-
ti)n equipment) supersedes a knowl-

edge of "gear operationality" when a 
remedy is required. This article parallels 
answers written on the bottom of a 
shoe, a quick and easy solution that can 
cheat someone out of a more thorough 
and valuable comprehension. It re-
minds me of a saying from elementary 
school: "Too often we give our children 
answers to remember rather than 
problems to solve." Then again, the 

post-production community isn't exact-
ly dealing with seven year-olds ( or 
are we?). 

Evan Chen. an edllarinn.wr at Sound-
track in New York City, would like to 
thank -the first-rate technical slug" at 
that jitcilityfbr pul together this 
article. 

-FROM PAGE I 5 7, JONATHAN I:11AS 

Chip Jenkins, whose versatile magic 
ranges from ethnic and world music to 
passionate guitar; Christopher Kemp, 
who tackles highly inventive MTV and 
alternative tracks; .limmy Haun, who 
Elias calls the best guitar player he's 
ever met, as well as a brilliant writer; 
and Elias, whose major focus seems to 

be more compositional, orchestral and 
ethnic work. The number of creatives, 
which actually totals nine including en-
gineers, producers and such, is all to 
avoid one major problem: musical 
sameness. 

"The advantage that I try to provide 

my clients is that by being a bigger 
house, I can offer them a wider array of 
compositional approaches." he says. 
"Everyone has their different specialties, 
which is good because if I was a one-
man shop and one day someone came 
in and said, 'Here's an orchestral spot,' 
and the next day they decided they 
wanted an MTV modern industrial 
track.. well, I beg to differ with many 
people who feel that one writer can do 
everything. I feel it's important that I 
have an array of different writers." 

Apparently, he also feels it's impor-
tant to have an array of different 
sounds, since scattered throughout the 
company's spacious Santa Monica of-

fices are a wide variety of international 
instruments. So, let's say, for example, 
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a spot calls for some Third World 
drumming. "What Third World?" he 
asks. "I might do something African in 
one room, somewhat Brazilian in an-
other or something Native American in 
the third." 

In addition to music, Elias feels that 
his house can better service clients be-
cause they've just brought on Daniel 
Hulsizer as a full-time sound designer 
and textural composer. The theory be-
hind marrying composition and sound 
design is simple, Elias says. "When peo-
ple give sound design to one person 
and music to another, you're often 
doing double work. There's two differ-
ent concepts going on, and there's no 

Zê7 

consistency." 

So, what's it like to have all of those 
creatives under one root? Well, besides 
offering Elias a wide number of options 
to present to a client, it also spurs and 
fuels their output. On a typical morning, 
Elias will sit down with the teams and 
lay out various assignments for each 

composer, although more often than 
not they'll each be working on the same 
spot to find the right feel. "On some 
jobs I'm very involved musicwise, some 
jobs I'm just making sure the quality is 
good, and some days we'll all work on 
the same project all day," he says. "So 
the whole house is buzzing." After the 
morning meeting, the creative teams 
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split into one of the three studios locat-
ed at the Elias West headquarters. 

While each studio seems to have ba-
sically the same selection of outboard 

gear, microphones and keyboards, each 
room features an independent board 
and tape machine. In the A Room. 
where Jenkins does the bulk of his 
work, the studio basically boils down to 
an SSL G Series 6000E, a Studer A827 
and a Synclavier. The B Room, where 
you'll usually find Haun, includes an 
Amek Einstein and a Studer A827. 
Kemp's digs (aka the C Room) include 

a new Mackie 32.8, Tascam ATR-80 
and another Studer deck. Some out-
board gear highlights include a MIDI 
Time Piece and Video Time Piece for 
each room, Alesis 3630 compressors, 
Eventide H3000SEs, Yamaha SPX90s, 
Lexicon PCM 42s and Digidesign Pro 
Tools systems. Studios B and C also in-
clude Digital Performer and SampleCell. 
The company's delivery medium is 
DAT; Panasonic 3700s are set up all 
around the place. 

Elias goes out of his way to mention 

that although they still have the Syn-
clavier in the A Room, they are moving 
more toward the Macintosh world. "My 
feeling is that the Synclavier is the di-
nosaur, but it is still a useful dinosaur," 
he says. So, they've sprinkled Power 
Macs, a Centris 650 and a Quadra 950 
throughout the studio. And, in the same 
breath that he's explaining that the Syn-
clavier is inches away from extinction, 
he's exclaiming, "We don't even have a 
2-track machine here. It's in storage. 
That's astonishing to me." 

It may be that he's so surprised be-
cause as he was cutting his teeth on film 
trailers, he played a lot with tape ma-

nipulation. "Since there aren't really 
many tape machines around anymore, 
we really use whatever computer sys-
tem we have in the room. We use a lot 
of collage functions," he explains. And 
it's obvious, because in most of the 
company's work, you'll find that prac-
tice. "Something that's always been in-
teresting to me, and what I call primitive 
futurism, is taking organic instruments 
and doing interesting collage work with 
synthesizers." 

Judging by its client list, awards and 
range of work (and styles), it seems that 
Elias' company has found the certain 
magic it takes to survive in the advertis-
ing world. After being around the in-
dustry for the past 18 years, he has seen 
a number of "shop of the days" come 
and go. The one thing that has kept him 
above the fray, he thinks, has been his 
ability to service people effectively on a 
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wide variety of assignments. "It's a per-
sonality match," he says. "I've certainly 
been doing it long enough to build up 
a following and a certain amount of re-
spect within our field, but it comes at a 
cost. This is very, very hard work. I love 
what I do. I love putting in the hours, 
but this business is a real challenge." 

It also helps, he thinks, that he keeps 
a number of youngsters around to keep 

him going. While he admits that he isn't 
as young as he once was, he quickly 

points out, with a smile on his face, 
"This is a real burnout business. The 
longevity in the film or record world is 
a whole different animal than our world 
of advertising. I call 'em dog years." So, 
with 18 years, that gives him about 126 
years of experience. You know what? 
He still 1(x)ks pretty good. 

David John Farinella is a freelance 
writer based in the San Francisco Bay 

Atm. 

—FROM PAGE 156, SPOTS /ME 

Jimmy Dolan at Streeterville installed 
about six soon after. Compatibility, 
Frankel says, was certainly an issue be-
cause he needed to archive material to 
bring in to final mixes. 

In 1991, Spots BME moved into 
about 2,500 square feet, and Frankel 
purchased his first Avid. He also hired 
audio engineer Shawn Ballman away 

from Editel and gave him a dedicated 
AudioFile room, with a Sony MCI 
board. The business grew quickly, to 
the point that by 1994, soon after the 
purchase of North America's first Logic 

3 digital console, Frankel decided to 
move up to 5,000 square feet in the 

sanie building he was in. And he decid-
ed to t'actor in a full-blown audio suite. 

"Shawn was working out of a 
makeshift audio room that sounded 
good but was nothing great to look at," 
Frankel recalls. "I felt that the business 
liad come to the point that we either 

had to do it large or quit growing. And 
I didn't want to quit growing. Plus, 
Shawn needed a well-designed room. 

"So Russ Berger came up to Chicago 

equipped with sound level meters and 
walked through our raw space," he 

continues. "The place we were going to 
put our audio room he found to he po-
tentially the noisiest area of the build-
ing. He advised putting it in another 
spot, and then redesigned the whole 
space. I had gone to another architect, 
hut Russ asked to take a crack at it and 
came up with a superior design. We 
now have the floor-to-ceiling window 
between the control room and the 

booth—that's a Russ trademark. 
"We're strictly a creative boutique, 

and we just happen to have what I call 
an online audio room, where every-
thing else [video] is offline. This is a fin-
ishing audio room. We just take a DAT 
of the final mix to wherever we're post-
ing and re-track. I consider audio part 
of the creative process, and I don't want 
to have to go around town experiment-
ing with sound. I want it right here so I 
can run in and say, 'Shawn, let's work 

on this track and show it to the client 
right away.-

"With the advent of the Avid [for pic-

ture editing], and because technology is 
so flexible, ideas can evolve very quick-

ly as you experiment," Ballman adds. 
"And as they evolve, it's a lot easier to 
see the results if you can work on the 
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DIGITAL/ANALOG 
AUDIO CODEC 
Musicam USA ( Holmdel, 
NJ) announces that its 
FieldFone- digital/analog 
audio codec is now ship-

ping. The FieldFone is the 
first codec to send digital 
audio over analog telephone 
lines, and it eliminates the 
need for frequency exten-
ders and remote pick-up 
equipment. Operating at 
28.8 kb/sec., the system 

uses the MUSICAW audio 
compression algorithm to 
produce a 6.5kHz frequen-

cy response with over 85dB 
signal-to-noise. Users can 
select data rates of 24. 19.2 

and 14.4 kb/sec. when line 
quality is poor. 
Circle 190 on Reader Service Card 

KYMA SOUND DESIGN 

SOFTWARE UPGRADE 
Symbolic Sound Corp. 
(Champaign, IL) has re-
leased Version 4.1 of its 
Kyma sound design work-
station software. The Kyma 
system, which runs on 
Macintosh and PC plat-
forms in conjunction with 
SSC's multiple DSP56002 
Capybara hardware accel-
erator, is designed for the 

crealion of new, unusual 
and/or customized sounds 
for post-production, multi-
media, computer games and 
rxsychoacoustic research ap-
plications. (Noted sound de-
signer Frank Serafine used 
the Kyma system to create 
voice effects for Paramount 
Pictures' Virtuosity.) New 
functions provided by Ver-
sion 4.1 include built-in 
spectral analysis, tuning 
tools that take advantage of 
the system's 0.0026Hz reso-

lution and a MIDI scripting 
language. 
Circle 191 on Reader Service Card 

DAWN 4 UPGRADE 
Doremi Labs (Los Angeles, 
CA) announces Version 4 of 
the DAWN 4 digital audio 
workstation. According to 
the company, the system's 
new software and hardware 
boasts a six-fold increase in 
processing speed, reduced 

jitter and improved signal-
to-noise. The DAWN 4's ad-
vanced auto-conform facility 
handles both CMX and Sony 
EDLs, and DAWN 4 work-
stations can exchange 
sound files over Ethernet or 
11)1)1 networks 
Circle 192 on Reader Service Card 

TREW AUDIO DC PACK 

The Truw Audio 12 2-i bat-
tery pack from Trew Audio 
(Nashville, TN) offers a total 
of 34 amp hours at 12 volts 
between battery recharges. 
The two parallel 24-volt 
outlets and the two individ-
ual 12-volt outlets (which 
may be used simultaneous-
ly) are each protected with 
ten amp breakers, and the 
batteries can be charged 
with a standard 12-volt 
acid-type charger. Outputs 
are 4-pin XLR-type connec-
tors ( pin 1 negative, pin 4 
positive), and the entire 
pack is built into a Pelican 
"Mini D" case measuring 
7x9.75x10.75 inches. Price 
is $395; an optional charger 
is $55. 
Circle 193 on Reader Service Card 

CINEMIX SURROUND 
SOUND MIXER 

D&R ( Brashear, TX) debuts 
the new CineMix surround 
sound mixer for 5.1 for-
mats. All channels feature 
LCR and front rear pan fa-
cilities, and the system in-
cludes fully automated 
joysticks. Input channels 
accept two independent in-
puts and feature automated 

100mm and 60min faders, 
4-hand semi-parametric 
EQ and ten aux sends. The 
24-bus Advanced Routing 
Multiplex is fully automat-
ed, and switch and routing 
assignments can be re-
called with a few key-
strokes. Comparable to 
the D&R Merlin series. 
the CineMix is virtually 
dynamics-ready. 
Circle 1940n Reader Service Card 

MIDIMAN 
VIDEO PRODUCER 
MIDIMAN (Arcadia, CA) in-
troduces the Video Produc-
er, an internal 16-bit PC 
card that reads and writes 
Video Time Code and will 
also convert VTC to MIDI 
Time Code, enabling any 

program that reads MIDI to 
be synched to video. The 
system operates with NTSC 
and PAL standards, and 
supplied software includes 
a multiclient Windows dri-
ver, Windows remote-con-
trol application and a 
Windows cue-catcher ap-

plication that allows 
SMPTE cues to be captured 
for printing. Retail is 
$249.95. 
Circle 193 on Reader Service Card 
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A Trrre Multitrack. 

RADAR operates 

like a true multi-

track; there are as 

many dedicated 

inputs and outputs 

as there are tracks. 

Track arming buttons 

indicate the input 

and record status 

of individual tracks. 

E.rpandablc. 

RADAR can be con-

figured as an 8, 16 

or 24 track recorder/ 

editor and upgrades 

easily. 

affable. 

RADAR's rugged 

steel enclosure is 

road-worthy and, at 

only 40 pounds, it's 

completely portable. 

Pro.fessional: 

RADAR locks to 

all standard SMPTE 

rates and formats, 

video composite 

(NTSC and PAL), and 

word clock. Its sam-

pling rate is variable 

between 32 and 48kflz, 

and you can assign 

the AES/EBU and 

S/PDIF digital I/0's 

to any 2 tracks at 

one time. 

Offl2:1F:21:FF. 
LOC:04 I,ERçE 1 

24 In, 24 Out. 
Hard Disk 
Recording 
Made Easy. 

lkint.11).tn1/4R 
Random Access Digital Audio Recorder — 

Your Next Multitrack! 

Me I 

RADAR full-function sessim controller. 

Flexible: —I 

RADAR'S large 32 

character back-lit 

LCD provides visual 

feedback on all para-

meters, including 

SMPTE location, 

project labels, and 

edit functions. 

Dedicated function 

buttons make 

RADAR both power-

ful and fast. 

—Upgradeable: 

Integral 3.5" floppy 

disk drive provides 

for fast and conve-

nient future software 

upgrades. 

Otari Corporation 'Mari, Inc. Otari Pentachland Gonad Otari Singapore Pte., Ltd. 
USA. Jape, 13errnany Phone: (65) 284-7211 
Phone- 415) 3,1-5900 thon,-: (81) 4-2481.8626 ?hone. (49) 2159-508616263- Fax. (65) 284-4727 
Far )415) 341-720C fax:181) 4 2481-8633 an (el 2159-1778 

L.A. Saks: (81 ,1 972-3697 

Familiar: 

Standard transport 

controls make 

RADAR easy to 

operate. No comput-

er peripherals are 

necessary-RADAR 

is self-contained! 

Reliable: 

Unlike some other 

machines, RADAR is 

built to withstand the 

demands of everyday 

professional use. For 

example, our hard 

drives come with a 5 

year limited warrimhj. 

()ma Corporahon 1994 
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RECORDING THE 

"GROWN MAN" 

by Adam Beyda 
In the liner notes to his 1993 
live album, Career Moves, 

singer/songwriter Loudon 
Wainwright III reflects back 
on his 25-year career and 
characterizes the production 
values of his 13 previous al-
bums as somewhat check-
ered. "But then I've never 
had much of a blast making 
studio records," he writes, 
"drinking a lot of had coffee, 
furtively thumbing through 
back issues of Billboard mag-
azine while trying to decide 
on a drum sound—it's just 
not my idea of a good 
time...My real job is writing 
songs and then performing 
them live for people." 

Anyone who's had the 
pleasure of witnessing one 
of his high-spirited live 
shows (usually consisting of 
just him and his guitar) can 
imagine how Wainwright 
might have trouble in the 
studio. By themselves, his 
songs are gems of clever 
verbal shorthand, recount-
ing observations and expe-
riences in tones ranging from 
heart-wrenching to uproari-
ous. But it's in his perfor-
mance that the personality 
and life of the material really 
come through, via intima-
cies—such as phrasing and 
vocal inflection—that are 
tough to capture well in 
recordings. 

But if he's had a rough 
time in the studio in the past, 
the fact is that by the time 
Wainwright wrote the above 
comments he had already 
entered his most fruitful peri-
od of studio work to date, 

P 10TO: STEVE JENN,NGS 

beginning with 1992's Histo-
ry. That album was co-pro-
duced by Wainwright and 
producer/engineer Jeffrey 
Lesser (whose credits include 
The Chieftains' The Long 
Black Veil, Lott Reed's New 
York and projects for The 
Roches, David Broza, Lynn 
Miles and Barbra Streisand) 
in an ongoing collaboration 
that has yielded Wainwright's 
best recordings, including his 
newest release, Grown Man. 

Grown Man is a wonder-
ful collection of songs rough-
ly organized around the 
theme of what it's like to be 
a still-seeking 48-year-old 
male. Covering an array of 
favorite subjects (such as 
family and love troubles, fear 
of death, domestic foibles). 
Wainwright glides between 
irony and poignancy. For 
the sessions, Wainwright and 
Lesser set out to create as in-
timate a presentation of the 
songs as possible, focusing 
on the vocal and the lyric. 
Though Wainwright per-
forms solo in concert, most 
of the recoid features addi-
tional vocals and instrumen-
tation, including drums, bass, 

a variety of guitars, harmon-
ica, accordion and banjo. 
On past albums Wainwright 
would track live with a band, 
or cut his vocals to basic in-
strument tracks, but these 
approaches produced mixed 
results. "I would have to 
be singing to whatever the 
drummer or the bass player 
was doing," he says, "and I 
have my own inner time, 
from singing with the guitar." 

"Loudon deals with per-
formance-type tempo," Less-
er adds, "and there's a lot of 
ebb and flow—if he has a 
lyric he wants to drive home, 
that line might slow down a 
little bit, then pick up again. 
He also doesn't like to lean 
on someone else's feel—he 
likes to be free-flowing with 
his own and then let people 
fit in where they can." In 
order to best capture his feel, 
they tracked Wainwright's 
keeper guitar and lead vocal 
first, then built tracks around 
these primary elements. 
On some tracks a second 

guitarist or banjo player 
would accompany Wain-
wright live in the studio, but 

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 212 
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CLASSIC TRACKS 

GIIIITER DEAD: 
"TRUCHII1" 
by Blair Jackson 
Nineteen-seventy was the 
year the Grateful Dead went 
from being a strange little 
psychedelic cult band with 
small followings in just a few 
cities, to a country-folk-rock 
phenomenon with rabid fans 
in many cities and most col-
lege campuses across the 
U.S., and bona fide FM radio 
hits. In live performance, the 
Dead still played plenty 
of their long, twisted and 
downright weird space 
jams-1970 gave us some of 
their finest versions of "Dark 
Star," for example—but be-

ginning in the second half of 
1969, they began to intro-
duce a body of new, sim-
pler, folk- and country-de-
rived songs written primarily 
by lead guitarist Jerry Garcia 
and his writing partner, lyri-
cist Robert Hunter. 

The band's studio album 
in 1969, Aoxomoxoa, had 
turned into something of an 
albatross. Producing them-
selves for the first time 
(aided by their trusty techni-
cal wizards, Bob Matthews 
and Betty Cantor), the group 
spent many months and un-
told thousands of Warner 
Bros. Records' dollars to 
make an album that was so 
obtuse even most FM sta-
tions largely ignored it. (The 
album did contain Dead 
standards like "St. Stephen," 
"Cosmic Charlie" and "China 
Cat Sunflower," but the re-
corded versions were tame 

Steve Sarncarcl, 1970 

compared to the way the 
band played those songs 
live—the perennial Dead 
dilemma.) When Matthews 
and the band next went into 
the studio, in February 1970, 
they banged out their first 
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true masterpiece, Working-
man's Dead, in just two 
weeks, recording the album 
almost irely live in the 
studio. Of course, it wasn't 
just the reœrding methodol-

-CONTINEED ON PAGE 180 

Jerry Garcia, Bill Kreutzmann, Phil Lesh and Bob Weir at the Fillmore West, 1971 
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Powerful! Cool! Reliable! 

CALL FOR PRICE & ORDER INFO! 

CANADA, HAWAII, ALASKA—U.S.A. 
FOR A FREE CATALOG OP TO ORDER CALL: 

800-854-2235 

YOUR DIRECT CONNECTION FOR 
GUITARS, AMPS & PRO SOUND 

SAN DIEGO (factory) 
1Q34C World Trade Dr 
San Diego. CA 
619-187-8700 

HOLLYWOOD 
7414 Sunset Blvd. 
Hollywood. CA 
213-851-4200 

SANTA ANA 
1407 N Main St 
Santa Ana. CA 
714-558-0655 

Cevin poducts are available DIRECT only ou see your dear outside the USA. 

Please send me Carvin's FREE color catafog: 
Name 

Address 

City State Zip 
Send ta: GARVIN. 12340 World Trade Dr.. San Diego. DA 92128 
Fax: 619-4EG -8160 

c,1 MX103 

With power amplifiers, sound and reliabirity are the 
main concerns. That's why the F-Series amplifiers 
use only industrial strength components including 

our own custom 
wound "Toroid" 
transformers. Using 
Toroids does two 
important things. 
Toroicis reduce the 

magnetic field created by standard transformers. This 
significantly reduces hum and noise, allowing the 
F-Series amps to achieve world class sonic perfor-
mance. Also, the Toroid's efficiency allows for much 
higher power to weight ratios creating a light weight, 
two rack space unit that beats he performance of 60 
pound amps. 
High internal temperatures can shorten a power 

amp's life. To eliminate heat problems, the F-Series 
amps feature our exclusive "Front Pull" fan cooling 
system which draws in cool air from the front instead 
of pre-heated air from the rear of your rack. The cool 
air is then directed across specialy "Staggered" high-
amperage MOSFET devices on horizontally mounted 
aluminum heat sinks and exhat.,sted to the rear. All 
of this adds up to a cool, efficient running amp, even 
under long term, full power operation. 
A tremendous amount of research and development 
went into finding and hatching the perfect ccfribi-

Toriods are praised for their efficient 
transfer of energy and quiet operation 
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One 

9 lbs 
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nation of components to ensure clean, transparent 
audio as well as 
unmatched reliability. 
You'll immediately hear 
the difference, especially 
when comparing to light 
weight switching amps—we guarantee it or your 
money back! 
All F-Series amps iitclude fully professional input 

and output connectors. The F1260 has these addi-
tional features; Carvin's new RIV1S PowerMaxffi 
switch for continuous full power 2Q operation; 
Dual fans and dual back-to-back heat sinks; and 
Speakonffi connectors for touring companies that 
need quick speaker hock- ups. 
Rack-up with the new F-Series and see how hot your 
music sounds through these COOL amps! Call and 
order now. 
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STILL LOOKING 

FOR THE MAGIC 

by Blair Jackson 

When my promo copy of 

Dwight Twilley's new CD 

anthology, called XXI, ar-

rived, I unsealed it and a little 

card fluttered out onto the 

ground. I picked it up and 

saw that it was a junior-sized 

facsimile of a page of yellow 

legal paper, and on this sheet 

was a short, hand-scrawled 

poem: "Roses are red/violets 

are blue/I'm not dead/And 

there's new tracks too," and it 

was signed "Dwight Twilley." 

This savvy bit of marketing 

gets right to the heart of the 

matter—the talented Tulsa native, wide-

ly respected for a series of fine pop al-

bums in the late '70s and early '80s, had 

all but disappeared in the last few years. 

The new album, on EMI's Right Stuff 

label, pulls together 21 tracks from the 

past 21 years, from early "power pop" 

favorites like " I'm on Fire," "Sincerely" 

and "Looking for the Magic," to a pair of 

—COA:TINUED PAGI: 1E34 

VESTE1POL VIDEOS 
AMERICAN GUITAR MUSIC 

SHOWS ITS ROOTS 

by Blair Jackson 

As anyone who likes early blues, vin-

tage jazz or creaky, old-timey, folk or 

bluegrass music can tell you, we're in 

the middle of the Golden Age of music 

reissues. The CD has proven to be a 

wonderful medium for preserving our 

priceless recorded heritage—debates 

about sonics aside, the CD's durability 

and large storage capacity have con-

tributed to an mnprecedented flood of 

rare, and in many cases, previously un-

released material into a market which 

all of a sudden seems to be hungry for 

every form of music, no matter how old 

or obscure. How can you explain the 

phenomenal success of the Robert 

Johnson Complete Recordings box set? 

Or the ten-CD Miles Davis Quintet at 

Stefan Grossman 

let's el/Mall 
Introducing To North & South America 
The Newest Real Time 10 Pocket 
Cassette Recorder/Duplicator. 
In Use In Japan Since 1987 

Call For Price! 

• Produce Up To 10 Original Stereo 
Master Cassettes From Any Line 
Source, I.E., CD'S, Dat, Mixing 
Console,Etc. 

• Duplicate Up To 9 Cassettes From A 
Single Cassette Master 

• Auto Bias Sensing Chrome/Normal 

•Studio/Field Applications 

•10 Pocket Slaves Available 

Distributed By: 

NOW! Recording Systems 
32 West 39th St 9th Fl., New York, NY 10018 

(212) 768-7800 (800) 859-3579 Fax (212) 768-9740 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 

SUCCESSEIL RECORDING 
ENGINEERS AREN'T BORN 
They're graduates of the Conservatory of 
Recording Arts. In just 22 weeks you can 
have a career as a Recording Engineer. And 
with our hands-on training by industry 
professionals, you get a solid background 
to land that job. Plus, we require real world 
internships to better prepare you for your 
career. Of course, financial aid is available 
to qualified students. 

1-800-562-6383 
2300 East Broadway Road 

Tempe, AZ 85282 
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the Plugged Nicle! box? Or any number 

of surprisingly popular releases by 
everyone from Bill Monroe to Bessie 
Smith? The answer probably lies in the 
integrity of the music: As a society we 

are constantly inundated by hype, 
bombast and bogus emotion manufac-
tured by smooth marketeers, so when 
we hear music that has real humanity 
to it—and every genre of America's 
roots music has that in spades—it ele-

yates and nourishes us, because it's 
soul music in its purest form. 

This is turning out to he the Golden 
Age of roots music videos, too—not sur-
prising considering the ubiquity of VCRs 
(and to a much lesser degree, laserdisc 

players). While there obviously isn't 
nearly as much old film material to 
draw from as audio sources, there is still 
a wealth of great footage out there, es-
pecially from the late '50s and '60s, 
much of it still in private collections. For 
the past few years, Vestapol Videos, a 
division of Stefan Grossman's Guitar 
Workshop, has been perhaps the most 
important source of roots music videos 
in this country. Grossman, a picker and 
teacher for more than three decades, 
has managed to unearth an incredible 
variety of music footage from dozens of 
different sources, and compiled them 
into.zi series of videos distributed by the 

roots-conscious Shanachie Records 
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KILL NOISE OUICK! High performance, full size sheets of 
super high density Markerfoam EZ mount Blue or gray 

Super-effective sound absorption for studios. Markerfoam MARKERTEK JUMBO 
offers best value, looks professional and is proven in stu-

SOUND ABSORB BLANKETS 

MARKERTEK 
BLADE TILES 

HIGH PERFORMANCE 
LOW, LOW COST: 

$3.49 per tile, 16x16x2". America's best 
acoustic ble value, only from Markertek. 
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800-522-2025 • 914-246-3036 • Fax 914-246-1757 
4 High Street, Saugerties, NY ( USA) 12477 

Browse Markertek on the World Wide Web: http://www.markertek.com/ 

label. ( Incidentally, "Vestapol" is an 
1840s parlor-guitar composition that 
found its way into the repertoires of nu-

merous folk and blues players through 
the years.) 

Among the titles already in the 
ever-expanding Vestapol catalog are 
Legends of Flatpicking Guitar, which 
features performances by Doc Watson, 
Tony Rice, Norman Blake and others; 
two volumes of Legends of Country 
Blues Guitar, with footage of Big Bill 
Broonzy, Bukka White, Reverend Gary 
Davis, Son House, Leadbelly, Mississip-
pi John Hurt and more; Leen& ofBot-

lleneck Blues Guitar (Son House, Fred 
McDowell. Jesse Fuller, etc.); two vol-

legends of 
Country 
Blues 
Guitar 
Volume 2 
(cal uring Ii uf. ka %.1'hile ig lor Williams tHuine ston Stackhomt: 
..iGary Deis 
agebils. 

Sam Chalmon 
'ilmeg 

-g. 

untes of Legends qf Jazz Guitar, with 
clips of Wes Montgomery, Joe Pass, 
Kenny Burrell and others; three differ-
ent Doc Watson collections; three Fred-
die King anthologies; hour-long videos 
featuring Merle Travis, Lightnin' Hop-
kins, Elizabeth Cotten, Mike Seeger; 
solo fingerstyle guitar music from 
Africa; and several others. New and 
forthcoming releases include a John 
Lee Hooker collection, Legends of the 
Delta Blues, That Slack-Key Guillar, 
Texas Blues Guitar, The Fi/uns of Pele 
and Toshi Seeger and many more. 

"I think it's historically important to 
do the Vestapol videos—to find the 
footage and put it out so my kids can 
see John Hurt play, or see Son House 
play," Grossman says. The problem 

with videos has been that the distribu-
tion is problematic because shops don't 
know where to put them. Our hope is 
that when the 5-inch laserdisc gets ac-
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Son House 
Rev. Gary Davis 
Big Bill Broonzy 
Robert Pete Williams 
Marne Lipscomb 
Henry Townsend 
Brownie McGhee 
Josh White 

cepted and becomes widespread. the 
distribution will improve and stores will 
buy them because they'll have the rack-
spaces available. Plus, the quality will 
be better. VHS is a pain in the ass, 
though of course I'm happy with what 
we've put out on tape so far. 

Grossman ltis searched high and 
low for film sources, frequently digging 
into the vaults of European TV stations 
to mine his gold. The BBC has, not sur-
prisingly, been a good source, though 
Grossman says, " Unfortunately, a lot of 
BBC material was simply thrown out 
over the years." In the U.S., sources 
range from folk great Pete Seeger's pri-
vate collection to archives at various 
colleges and universities. 

"I'd heard that in the ' 50s. Pete 
Seeger was going around filming 
things. so I went over to his house. 
and he was so gracious.' Grossman 
continues. "He said, 'Go in up to the 
attic and take whatever you w ant!' So 
there I was going through these cans 
of film with a half-inch of dust on them. 
But I found footage of Sonny Terry 
from 1957, Big Bill 13roonzy from 
1957—incredible stuff. Then there's all 
the stuff that [ethnomusicologist] Akin 
Lomax had—the 1966 Newport Folk 
Festival with Howlin' Wolf, Skip James 
and all this other great material. There 
was footage from the University of 
Washington. a one-camera shoot that 
their anthropology depanment did [of 
a folk/blues festival there]. And I 
thought. 'This is weird, they have one 
cut by Son House of seven minutes, 
but I know the Bolex camera had 20 
minutes of film. There's no way they 
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would have only shot seven minutes.' 
It took me two years, and you always 
have to have the help of some 
archivist, and I had a very nice woman 
helping me there, and lo and behold, 
in the corner of some obscure archival 
room, she found boxes with all the 
other material—the rest of Son House, 
the rest of Johnny Shines, Bukka 
White, Mance Lipsomb. So what we 
do is, since they don't have the money 
to convert it and put it together, we do 
that and we license it with them and 
get contracts with all the estates of 
the artists." 

The technical quality of the material 
varies since the sources range from 
professional shoots to home-movie 
Super-8. " If the visual quality is a little 
rough, sometimes the Japanese prefer it 
because they think it looks rarer," 
Grossman says with a laugh, adding, 
"hut generally the quality has been 
pretty good." Grossman says the audio, 
too, has been a mixed bag, and occa-
sionally required a bit of sonic work. 

"On the footage of Mance Lipsomb 
from the University of Washington, for 
example, we had A-B reels. One was 
the visual, and one reel was the sound, 

and it's optical sound that was taken off 
the reel-to-reel Nagra tape machine. 
But the optical sound had a flutter on it. 
So I got the Nagra reel-to-reel, which is 
obviously better quality, but because 28 
years had elapsed, the tape had shrunk 
a little bit. Now with film you're going 
to have 30 frames per second, so the 
actual tape on the Nagra had shrunk so 
it was out of sync by five frames. That's 
not much, but it's enough for you to 
see it, and by the end of three minutes 
it's off by something like two seconds. 
So that had to go into the studio and on 
to the computer la Sonic Solutions 
Sonic System] and sampled so it sat 
right." Rare color footage of Leadbelly 
lip-synching three tunes in the '30s and 
'40s Ion Legends of country Blues Gui-
tar, Volume 2] was painstakingly hand-
synched by Pete Seeger in the mid-'60s 
using a tape and a Moviola. Those are 
two of the most extreme examples 
in the Vestapol catalog; most footage 
has come to Grossman in more work-
able shape. 

Grossman does much of his video 
mastering work at a Manhattan online 
videotape editing facility called Tapes-
try Productions. According to Tapestry's 

John Sniado, "Some of the stuff origi-
nated on 16mm, which has the old op-
tical soundtrack and a rather limited 
frequency range. When it's transferred 
over to Betacam or D2, there's not 
much we can do with the EQ on those 
types of tapes. There are other tapes 
that come from every format you can 
imagine. We have kinescopes—the 
original kinnies were recorded onto 
16mm film because they didn't have 
videotape recorders most places. So at 
some point they might transfer it over 
to 2-inch, so we have to find an old 2-
inch machine that would play the tapes 
and then transfer to a more modern 
videotape stock. 

"The BBC tends to keep their archive 
stuff better than anything in the United 
States," Sniado continues. "The audio 
quality on their kinnies, as well as their 
2-inches and their 1-inch tapes, is bet-
ter than most things over here." When 
he can, Sniado uses EQ to eliminate 
hums, and "if I get stuff that's swinging 
all over the dial, I'll run it through a 
compressor. I use this little Alesis 3630 
compressor I've had for a few years, 
and it serves its purpose. But I use my 
ears more than anything." 
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In a world where selling 5,000 
copies of a video is considered great, 
Grossman is enthusiastically serving 
numerous niche markets for only a 
limited financial return. But sales have 
risen steadily for the format in general, 
and as he noted earlier, the advent of 
the 5-inch digital video disc could 
change the terrain of the business con-
siderably. "What I'm into, and always 
have been," he says, " is information. 
I've been touring and performing since 
'67, but I've always done the [guitar in-
struction] books. Now I've got the 
video thing happening, and that's an-
other aspect of the same thing, in a 
way. The more you can learn the bet-
ter, and the more information you can 
give people, the more they can build 
worthwhile opinions on. That's what 
I'm trying to do." 

-FROM PAGE 173, THE GRATEFUL DEAD 

ogy that made that album work: it was 
the songs—"Uncle John's Band," "Cum-
berland Blues," "Black Peter" and even 
"Casey Jones" found the Hunter-Garcia 
team mining a rich vein of Americana in 
their songwriting. " I'll tell you what af-
fected me," Hunter told me when I in-
terviewed him and Garcia together a 
few years ago. "I was so impressed by 
the songwriting of Robbie Robertson [of 
The Band], I just said, 'Oh yeah, this is 
the direction. This is the way for us, 
with all our folk roots, our country and 
bluegrass roots.-

It was an amazingly prolific period 
for Hunter and Garcia, who were living 
together in a redwood-shaded house in 
southern Marin County. " It was the 
basic thing of friendship, economics 
and all that stuff," Garcia said in the 
same interview. "We had a nice big 
house that we could afford to live in to-
gether but probably couldn't have af-
forded separately at that point." Hunter 
added, " I'd be sitting upstairs banging 
on my typewriter, picking up my guitar, 
singin' something, then going back to 
the typewriter. Jerry would be down-
stairs practicing guitar, working things 
out. You could hear fine through the 
floors there, and by the time I'd come 
down with a sheet and slap it down in 
front of him, Jerry already knew how 
[the tune] should go!" 

Writing the song "Truckin" was 
slightly more complicated than the 
scenario above, as it also involved 
two other writers besides Garcia and 
Hunter. Rhythm guitarist Bob Weir 
and bassist Phil Lesh also had a hand in 
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the song's musical construction, and ul-
timately it was Weir who became the 
lead singer on it. It's one of the few 
Dead tunes with overtly autobiographi-
cal overtones—though most of the 
lyrics paint a playfully oblique portrait 
of the band on the road, one verse 
refers specifically to the Dead being 
busted in New Orleans in January of 
1970. The bridge of the song closes 
with what has become Hunter's most 
quoted line: "Sometimes the light's all 
shining on me/Other times I can barely 
see/Lately it occurs to me/What a long, 
strange trip it's been." That was true 
enough when the band had only been 
together for five years; it had even more 
resonance when the group hit the 30-
year mark in 1995. 

The Dead were on such a songwrit-
ing tear in 1970 that they returned to 
the studio just three months after Work-
ingman's Dead was released in May. 
Matthews and Cantor were busy on an-
other project when the recording hug 
bit, so the Dead turned to a relative 
newcomer on the San Franciso record-
ing scene—an engineer at Wally Heider 
Recording in San Francisco named 
Steve Barncard—to cut the tracks, co-
produce and mix the album that would 

become American Beauty, arguably the 
group's most beloved work. A native of 
Kansas City, where he played in several 
popular local bands and worked as a 
radio DJ, Bamcard moved to San Fran-
cisco on a whim in mid-1969. His first 
day there, Barncard walked into Hei-
der's, where the Jefferson Airplane had 

"Truckin" 

is one of the few 

Dead tunes 

with overtly 

autobiographical 

overtones. 

just finished their Volunteers album, 
looking for a job. He was not hired on 
the spot, but Barncard was sufficiently 
inspired by what he saw to write a long 
letter to Heider, pitching his skills. In 
the meantime, he moved to L.A. and 
took a job wiring speakers and assisting 
at the Village Recorder. Two months 

later, Barncard got a call from Heider 
(whom he describes as "probably the 
greatest big band engineer of all time") 
and an offer to work as assistant engi-
neer at his San Francisco facility. "They 
needed someone to assist [engineer] Bill 
Halverson on Crosby, Stills & Nash's 
album. This doesn't happen anymore," 
Barncard says. "In those days, people 
weren't asking for these jobs. There 
weren't all these recording school grad-
uates running around; it was wide 
open. And the pay was great for that 
time—$10 an hour, which is more than 
some assistants get today. Before that, 
I'd been lucky to get a radio job that 
paid me $400 a month, and this was 
like $400 a week." 

At that time, Studios A and D were 
still under construction, and most of the 
great work was being done in Studio C, 
which was equipped with a custom 
Frank De Medio console. "He needs to 
be remembered because he brought a 
lot of quality to Wally's studios," Barn-
card says. "He used only these massive 
Switchcraft pushbuttons and telephone-
type lever switches and big relays and 
plug-in amplifiers. It was really an in-
credibly well-built and simple thing: 24 
channels, 8-bus. The path was extreme-
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ly simple. He would have 
One amplifier in the 
chain—this plug-in line 
amplifier made by UREI— 
and they would set up 
the gain in it so it was 
always set to high, and 
then for anything coming 
into it they would use 
resistant pads. People 
frown on this sort of 
stuff today. Everything 
was tranti miler-balanced. 
No op amps. All trans-
former-isolated. And the 
EQ modules were just 
passive UREI EQs on the 
way to the line amplifier. 
What they did is switch 
between line and mie. 
They just put in more 
fixed pads for line, so you're always 

dealing with the sanie amplifier, and 
there was no feedback loop. Everything 
was calibrated with those losses in 
mind, and you just switched them in 

and out. So it was extremely reliable. 
They had these Gotham faders, which 

at the time had 2 dB per step, so they 
were a little clunky to work with—they 
worked on a dial cord that actually 
turned a pot inside, but it was a step 
above rotary pots. At the time, it was 
very high-tech." 

Though Studio C was only modestly 
sized, with what Bamcard ternis a "tiny" 
control room, "That room was Ground 
zero for so many great records," he 
notes. "It was the simplicity of the room 
that macle nie work with mic placement 
rather than worry about the kind of 
lilies I was using. I didn't have a big se-
lection; I didn't have a lot of European 
condensers. But they had a lot of [Neu-
mann] 67s, a few 87s, which t s;i11 hate 
to this day—I can't use them; they're 

too harsh. They also had a lot of C-37s. 
My favorite condenser for acoustic gui-
tars was probably the [AKG] C-60, a lip-
stick tube condenser. The actual cap-
sule was similar to the 451. We liad four 
or five of those. ¡'cl usually Wit! 67s on 
overheads. For vocals ¡'cl use just about 
anything. I used the (Shure] 547. The 56, 
57 and 547s were staples of the remote 
industry, which may explain why Wally 
liked them. 

"The monitor system was pretty 
crude, pretty bad," Barncard continues. 
'IStudio Cl had Altec 604s that were in a 

cabinet that was designed not for its 
acoustic properties but because you 
could make it out of a single sheet of 
plywood. My big complaint about '70s 
recording is that there was no standard 

Jerry Garcia at Wally Heider's, 1971 

to monitoring whatsoever, or if there 
was one, it changed all the time.' 

More to Barncard's liking were the 
studio's echo chambers, which he used 
to greatest effect on David Crosby's 
breathtakingly beautiful 1971 solo 
album, 11'1 Could Only Remember .1.1.), 
Name. Though the studio had one of 
the earliest Ampex MM 10(X) 16-tracks, "I 
liked to work on the 3M 16-tracks. I 
liked them much better, and I used 
Scotch tape exclusively. Everything I 
ever recorded on 3M tape is still 
playable today and sounds great. Every 
piece of Ampex tape I used in the '70s 
turned into glue and stops the tape." 

13:inward made the transition from 
being an assistant to a first engineer 
during the sessions for Crosby. Stills. 
Nash & Young's Deja Vu album, but to 

land the Dead's project, he had to, in 
essence, audition for the job: "Phil ILesh) 
wanted a good bass sound, and that 
was going to make the difference," 
Bamcarcl explains. "My boss said, -Get a 
good bass sound. Steve, and we've got 
the Grateful Dead.' Well, Phil was using 
two amps—he was using the exact 
same rig as (Jefferson Airplane bassist] 
jack Casady, and I was familiar with 
jack's rig. He had a hig amp for the low 
end and the thud, and then a little amp 
for the buzz that's in the middle. So be-
tween those three inputs ltwo amps and 
a DI]. I was able to make a bass track 
that worked for him. We did it in Studio 
A," which was equipped with a Quad 8 
24-input. 8-bus console. 

Like the sessions for Workingman's 
Dead, work on American Beauty went 
quickly and easily. Bamearcl says. -It's a 
very live record, and it was really fun all 
the way through. I had heard bad sto-
ries about engineers' interactions with 
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the Dead and about how they always 
had a thousand people in the control 
room and hippies camping out in the 
studio and massive acid parties. What I 
found were a bunch of hard-working 
guys, a great, tight band who had 
woodshedded everything, who knew 
exactly what they wanted to lay down 
and where they wanted to go with it. 
The vocals were all ready. There \vas 
not a whole lot of experimentation. 
They had sat around in a circle and re-
hearsed this record, so they were ready 
to go when I got them. Some records 
sort of assemble themselves. You do a 
take and everybody says, 'Yeah, that's 
it. Let's move on.' And everything falls 
into place." 

Typically, the basic track would con-
sist only of Garcia, Weir, Lesh and 
drummer Bill Kreutzmann. Though 
Mickey Hart was still drumming for the 
band live, his involvement in the album 
was minimal—niainly for percussion 
overdubs. And Ron "Pigpen" McKer-
nan, who played B-3 for the group in 
concert, didn't play on the album at 
all—instead, organist Howard Wales 
and pianist Commander Cody added 
the needed keyboard textures. On 
"Truckin'," which was cut in a day in 
Studio C. the 16 tracks broke down this 
way: Track 1—Garcia's electric guitar; 
2—piano; 3—kick drum; 4-5— more 
drums; 6—snare; 7—organ; 8—bass 
amps; 9—bass direct; 10—Weirs lead 
vocal; 11—Garcia's acoustic guitar; 
12—Weir's acoustic guitar; 13—Weir's 
electric guitar; 14—Lesh's backup vo-
cals: 15—Weir's backup vocals; 16— 
Garcia's backup vocals. 

The Dead were a notoriusly weak 
vocal band in the late '60s, but by 1970, 
the combination of hours of harmony 
singing practice and the influence of 
their friends David Crosby and Stephen 
Stills made it possible for the Dead to 
put out an album that was tilled with 
glistening harmonies. I had assumed 
that this area must have taken a tremen-
dous amount of time in the studio, but 
13amcard says, "I was skeptical going in, 
but they were brilliant. They walked in 

and just did it. People don't believe me 
when I say this, he notes with a laugh. 
For the harm( my parts, "I used three 67s 
[for Garcia, Lesh and Weirl. ran each 
one through a separate limiter and then 
doubled it" to make it sound fuller. 

American Beautr was a largely 
acoustic guitar-based album, so it's not 
too surprising that the first live versions 

the band played of "Truckin— came 
during the acoustic sets they frequently 
performed in the summer of '70. It 

wasn't until October of that year that 
the song made its transition to an elec-
tric number, and it would be another 
year before it really began to blossom 
and become a jumping-off point for ex-
ploratory jamming around that distinc-
tive shuffle beat. "Truckin— was an in-
stant hit on FM radio in the fall of '70, 
and nearly a year later an edited single 
version made it to Number 68 on the 
Billboard charts. The album version has 
been the fodder of "classic rock" sta-
tions ever since. The Grateful Dead 
never played a version of the song 
even remotely like the one on Ameri-
can Beauty once the record came 
out—as was their wont, they were 
more interested in taking the song 
someplace it had never been before. 
A post-script for Deadheads and 

other interested parties: Keep an eye 
out for an extraordinary one-hour doc-
umentary about the making of Ameri-
can Beauty and the 1968 Dead album 
Anthem of the Sun, directed by British 
filmmaker Jeremy Man- and set to debut 
on PBS television this summer. I was 
fortunate enough to see a nearly fin-
ished version in early March and was 
blown away. It features never-before-
seen historic footage of the Dead in the 
studio and onstage. current interviews 
with Weir, Lesh, Hunter and Barncard 
talking about working on those 
records, and archival interview footage 

of Garcia, GI) sound ace Dan Healy 
and others. It's an illuminating and ulti-
mately touching look at the some of the 
Dead's high times. And you recording 
freaks will be fascinated by the techie 
aspects of the production. 

-FROM PAGE 1'5, DWIGHT TWILLEY 

new songs, the most recent cut in Octo-
ber of '95. The album is a potent re-
minder of Twilley's knack for writing 

bright melodies and strong, hook-filled 
arrangements. The only disappointment 
for me is that the single-CD format 
leaves off so many favorites from this al-
ways underrated songwriter. 

In the mid-'70s, Twilley and his 
partner, drummer-singer Phil Seymour, 
were a couple of young Tulsa rockers 
deeply into Elvis and The Beatles, at a 
time when the first glimmers of what 
would become known as the "new 
wave" movement were appearing in 
big cities across the U.S. That sobri-
quet would eventually encompass 
everything from The Clash and Elvis 
Costello to more straight-ahead rock-
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Ever notice how hard it is to operate a recording 

company? So has everyone else in the industry. At 

this SPARS Business Conference you'll learn how to 

tap your most important resources so you won't just 

survive, but thrive! You'll hear Rob Glazer, President 

of Progressive Networks, "RealAudio" talk about 

audio on the internet. You'll learn the importance of business planning and how easy it is to 

plan, as well as learn how to comply with 

the law as your business grows, through 

two great presentations provided by The 

Executive Committee (TEC), an interna-

tional organization of CEOs. 

Take part in some interactive panels about new technology, studio architecture, how to 

get press for your business, as well as an informative panel on new distribution methods of 

audio through ISDN and other means. 
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Amek, AMS/Neve, Avid/Digidesign, EdNet, 
Euphonix/Spectral, Fairlight, Solid State Logic, 
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included. 

Non Members 
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Non Members 
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Are you a member of SPARS? Now is the time to join! Send money for your registration fee as well as receive a 
$50 credit toward your dues if you join promptly — but no later than 30 days after the conference ends. 



ers like Twilley and Tom Petty 8c the 
Heartbreakers. "Dwight always hung 
around with intellectual types—artists 
and actors," Phil Seymour said in an 
interview years ago. "We went to an 
upper-middle-class high school, and 

Dwight was always regarded as a 
crazy artist." 

"Tulsa was all Leon-ed out," Twilley 
told me when I first interviewed him in 
1979, referring to Tulsa native Leon Rus-
sell. " It's a small, rich town, and it was 
hard for the wild young guys to get 
much happening. I was really on the 
outside of the music scene, so I spent 
my time getting ready to make records." 

When we spoke again this past jan-

uary, Twilley elaborated: "Where Phil 
and I came from was the notion of 
being 'recording artists.' We weren't a 
band that went around and made a 
name for ourselves being a band. There 
wasn't much work around Tulsa any-
way. A small clique of musicians there 
got all the best gigs. So we'd go out of 
town and play terrible fraternity and 
sorority parties and jock-type clubs, 
playing Elvis and Beatles songs five 
times as fast as the original tempos. 
We'd mix in one or two original songs 
and nobody would really notice. But 
our main concentration was always 
recording. And it takes a lot to make 
good record on a 4-track, which is what 

THANK YOU MIX READERS' 
An open letter from Morns Ba/len, Disc Makers Chairman 

Dear Friends, 
A hearty "thank you" to the readers of MIX Magazine. 

You've helped make Disc Makers the number one indepen-
dent CD and cassette manufacturer in the nation! We could 
not have done it without your overwhelming support. 
Why is Disc Makers such a successful national company? 

I think it's because we put as much effort and hard work 
into your graphic design and printed inserts as we put into 
your audio quality. 

Musicians and producers who want major-label-quality audio as well as 
graphics know that Disc Makers offers the best value in the country. Our 
graphic design department speciali7es in making your inserts look like a 
major-label product. Best of all, two-day shipping is our policy; we offer 
Federal Express shipping on CDs and cassettes at UPS Ground freight 
rates! And who else offers a "no fine print" money-back guarantee? We 
won't rest until you're thrilled with your graphic design proofs and audio 
tests, or you get all your money back! 

If you haven't seen our brand new 1996 full color catalog, call today for 
your free copy. We offer the most complete packages in the industry and, 
best of all, we provide the fastest turnaround. See for yourself why serious 
producers and musicians insist on using Disc Makers. 
To all of our clients and friends — thank you for working with us. To our 

prospective clients — give us a try, you'll be delighted that you did. After all, 
you've worked hard to get the best recording, why not get the best CDs and 
cassettes you can? 

Morris Bailen,("'airman 

PS. All our CD packages include our exclusive Proof 
Positive' Reference CD at no extra charge. 

What is the Proof Positive Reference CD? 
Disc Makers has solved a problem facing the record industry for the past 10 years: Can I get a CD test 
pressing? Until now the answer was always: No. If you wanted to hear a proof you would get a reference 
cassette (poor quality) or a DAT (most folks don't have a DAT player). Now, the engineers at Disc Makers 
have pioneered the Proof Positive` Reference CD, an identical copy of what your finished CDs will sound 
like. We make two CD masters simultaneously, and send you one for approval. As soon as you approve 
it we use the other master for manufacturing. This process eliminates the Sony 1630 
generation (to avoid CRC and inter-
polative errors), and is included at no 
additional charge in every Disc Makers 
CD package. The Proof Positives 
Reference CD is easy, convenient, and 
perfect: You get what you hear! 

Call today for your FREE, 1996 full color catalog 

1-800-468-9353 
24 HOURS JOLI. FREE 
Outside USA call 609-663-9030; FAX 609-661-3458 
http://wswediscmakers.com 

DISC MAKERS 
AMERICA'S # I MANUFACTURER FOR THE INDEPENDENT MUSIC INDUSTRY 

we had. That's a skill in itself, and it 
gives you some discipline. I know a lot 
of people came up in 24-track, but we 
spent a lot of serious time with a 4-
track, so when it came time and we had 
a lot of tracks in front of us, it wasn't 
like we just swam through them. We al-
ready had a sense of what to do and 
what not to do." 

In 1974, Twilley and Seymour trav-
eled to L.A. with one of their 4-track 
demo tapes, which eventually wound 
up on the desk of producer Denny 
Cordell, ironically enough, president of 
Leon Russell's Shelter Records label. 

"Nothing's ever changed 

the way I make music. 

I've sort of been 

in my own world 

all along. 

I never really cared 

much about what other 

people were doing." 

Dwight ?Willey 

Cordell agreed to let the duo produce 
their own debut album—they used the 
pseudonym "Oister" as their producer's 
moniker—but he sent them back to 
Tulsa to record at Russell's studio. "Sin-
cerely [the first Twilley album] was cut 
all over the place—some in L.A., some 
in Tulsa, some in England, in a number 
of different studio situations," Twilley 
says. "Probably the most interesting 
thing was, since we had just gotten 
signed, we came directly from our little 
4-track shop that was above [guitarist] 
Bill Pitcock's grandfather's electric com-
pany—it had a TEAC 4-track and mix-
ing through a Shure P.A. head. Within a 
six-month period, we found ourselves 
at Leon Russell's home studio with a 40-
track Stephens, so that was a pretty big 
culture shock. Everything in the room 
was new, and it had a great sound to it. 
It was pretty exciting for a couple of 
young guys starting out." That album 
was engineered by Twilley's in-house 
tech Jim Barth, Bob Schaper, Roger Har-
ris and Roger Linn (pre-LinnDrum!). 

Twilley's first single, " I'm on Fire," 
was an instant sensation, but unfortu-
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Actually, with the powerful reverb algoritl-ms in the 
Aiesis Ce%2 you can go to any room you want. 

Q2 has the power to take your music to shimmering 
halls, bright chambers, dark caverns, or any where 

your creativity leads you. There's 300 carefailly-d'esigned 
reverbs, delays, EQ, pitch and special effects that 
provide the nigh-end professional processing you need 
without breaking the bank. 

But the best reason to use a Q2 is the incredible flexibility 
it gives. you to create your own space. Because the place 

where the music sounds the best - the room to be ir - 
might be the room you call your own. 
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"I love the Q2. I'm using it in the show every night." 
— Robert Scovill, 3 Time TEC Award Winner (Soundl Reinforcement Engineer) 

"I love that Q2. We're using the hell out of it." 
— Ray Benson (Asleep At The Wheel), MultiPle Grammyb Winner 

-Q2 is the presetter's fantasy and the tweaker's dream." 
— Francis Buckley, Top Independent Danice'Pop Engineer 
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• Stereo or Independent 
Dual-Channel Operation 

• 100 Preset And 200 User-
Editable Programs 

• Octal Processingne—Up to 
Eight Effects At Once, In 
Any Order 

• 24-Bit ;internal Processing; 
18-Bitt DM Conveners; 
48kFit Sampling Rate 

• +4dBd Balanced and -10dBV 
Unbalanced Operation 

• ADArr Optical Digital I/O 

• Custom LCD Graphic User 
Interface with Virtual 
Patch Cables 

• NEW! Version 2.0 Software 
Now Featura5 Up To 5 
Seconds Of Sampling, 
Plus Overdrive, Surround 
Encocing, Triggered Pan 
with Doppler and More! 
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COAST Web COAST I ‘ff  

L.A. GRAPEVINI 
by Maureen Droney 

Could be a trend on, and I like it. More juice for 
sound people! First, Coolio thanked Skip Saylor 
Recording (Yes! How often do Grammy-winning 
artists give a nod to the facility and engineers that 
work so hard to make them realize their art?) as he 
accepted his Grammy for Best Solo Rap Performance. 
Right on, Coolio. Then, Warner Bros. Studios Fa-
cilities threw a tasteful bash on the Burbank lot to 
honor a sound team that has been honored four 
years in a row with Academy Award nominations. 

The team (nominated this year for Batman Forev-
er) consists of dialog mixer Donald O. "Papa-san" 

Mitchell, music mixer Michael "Mikey" Herbick, ef-
fects mixer Frank A. Montano and production sound 

mixer Petur Hliddal, all nominated for Best Achieve-
ment in Sound; and supervising sound editors John 
Leveque and Bruce Stambler of SoundStorm, nomi-
nated for Best Achievement in Sound Effects Editing. 
These five principals represent more than 30 people 
(from producer Peter McGregor-Scott and president 
of Warner Bros. Studio Facilities Gary Credle to the 
dialog editors and the Foley artists and engineers) 
who've worked together in an alliance between 
SoundStorm and Warner Hollywood. The collabora-

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 192 

Pictured on the Warner Bros. Burbank lot are (standing, L to R) Doug 

Greenfield, Peter McGregor-Scott, Donald O. Mitchell and Frank A. 

Montano. Seated are John Leveque, Michael Herbick, Ray Dolby, 

Bruce Stambler and Curt Behlmer. 

PH010 HERLINFR STUDIO 

NY METRO REPORT 
by Dan Daley 

Power Station lost its last bid at fending off foreclo-
sure from a lender suit by Chemical Bank and was 
scheduled to he sold at auction on April 25, 1996, 
ending an era in New York recording studio history. 

The entire contents of the facility as well as the six-
story building itself were slated to go on the block. 
What remained unclear at press time was whether the 
studio would be sold as a single entity or piecemeal. 
There was speculation that either a coalition of inde-
pendent studios in New York or a large, corporate-
owned studio would bid on the entire facility and 
building. Prior to the announcement of the sale, I 
spoke with several studio owners off the record, to 
get an idea of what a closing of Power Station would 
mean to the New York Studio community. In retro-
spect, their responses remain valid, even as the last 
chapter in this unfortunate saga unfolded. 

Some were annoyed that it got this far at all: "The 
whole thing is bullshit," one source said. "On one 
hand, as a facility owner, it's upsetting to see this hap-
pen—getting yourself into this kind of mess after so 
many years in business. On the other hand, I see a lot 
of mistakes made that haven't been admitted to. 
There's three things that could happen as a result of 
this: My business could get better, my business could 
stay the same, or I could lose business. Why? If 
Power Station goes out of business, maybe I could 
raise my rates or some of their clients will work here. 
I doubt that will happen. It could stay the same, like 
it did after Skyline went under. Or, if people perceive 
New York as having one less great facility, it could 

cause fewer [recording clients] to come to New 
York at all. And that's going to hurt us all." 
On the other hand, some believe that Power 

Station's problems are irrelevant to the rest of the 
community. "It's a huge mountain made out of a 

molehill," another source said. "Nothing that hap-
pens there will affect the other studios. Power Sta-
tion may change ownership. But there's no real 
implications here, except that maybe Tony Bon-
giovi won't be in the studio business anymore." 

Many are simply perplexed at how the studio 
found itself in this situation to begin with: "I find 
it hard to understand how a bank can get that 

much control over your business, supposedly 
telling you who you can do business with. I find 
what I'm hearing hard to believe. Power Station 
and [new joint venture partner] Media Muse are 
private companies, so there's little you can know 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 196 
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SESSIONS 
& STUDIO NEWS 

NORTH CENTRAL 

Producer Mr. Colson was at Smart 
Studios (Madison, WI) doing mixes 
and overdubs for MCA Canada 
artists The Watchmen...Veruca Salt 

were in tracking with producer/engi-
neer Doug McBride at Gravity Studios 
(Chicago). McBride also worked 
with Stick Figure, featuring members 
of The Smithereens, the Del Lords 
and the Cleveland Indians—pitcher 
Jack McDowell is a banclmem-
ber...Recent sessions at Chicago 

Trax Recording included Tranquility 
Bass tracking a self-produced effort 
with engineers Tom Carlisle and Crit-
ter. Ministry were also in, as were Liz 
Phair and Jim Ellison, who recorded 

Studio A at Echo Park Studios in Bloomington, Ind., features an API 32x 76x32 and an Otan MX-80 

24-track. Recent sessions have included Robert Miraba! for Warner Western with producer Mike 

Wanchic and engineer Mark Hood; Liso Germano for 4AD with producer/engineer Paul Mahem; 

and Over the Rhine for IRS with producer/engineer Pat Moron. 

a song for the Stealing Beauty 
soundtrack... Reprise faves Wilco 
recorded their highly anticipated 
sophomore release at The Chicago 
Recording Company with engineer 
Chris Shepard and mixer Richard 
Dodd. The indomitable Jesus Lizard 
were also in recording their Capitol 
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STUDIO SPOTLIGHT 

Mix doesn't often feature people like 
Randy DeFord of Monticello, Ind. He 

has no 72-in console, no 24-track, no 
hit records. He's a guitar player, with 
emphasis on steel, and he is repre-
sentative of that huge segment of the 
recording market that aspires to the 

big-time. DeFord, who works as a 
spring design engineer during the 
day, is currently running the fifth in-
carnation of his project studio. 

As a young guitar player in 1975, 
DeFord hooked up with Roger Hill of 

Kokomo and was bitten by the 
recording bug. Hill, an electronics 
huff, built him a Groms-style 8-in 
tube mixer ("just gain") and a Tele-
funken-style plate reverb. Later, he 
bought a Tapco console, then a Tan-
gent, and spent most of his record-
ing days on 45s and demos. "Back in 
the 70s," he says, "there seemed to 
be all kinds of demo contests-
-Enter your band and win a trip to 
Zanzibar." Today, he has a Mackie 
1604, and many of the sounds for this 
sometimes one-man-band come from 
an E-mu Proteus Plus MPS. Sequenc-
ing takes place in Power Tracks 

Pro, and he recently purchased a 
Vestax 6-channel hard disk recorder 
with a 1GB drive. 

debut with producer GGGarth 

Richardson...Elephant Music Produc-
tions (Wichita, KS) recorded the Wi-
chita Jazz Orchestra live-to-2-track at 
a recent show. Bandleader Steve 
Slater produced, Christopher Neal 
engineered and Dave Liljestrand was 

—CONTINI 'ED ON PAGE /96 

Owners Joshua Holland (L) and Taylor Burr size 

up the Amek Angelo 36x24 at their Burr Hol-

land Recording Studio in Minneapolis. The stu-

dio, known for its huge knobs, also features 24 

tracks of ADAT with SRC and a Tascam MS- 16 

1-inch. Sessions have included Soul Asylum's 

Dave Pirner collaborating with Brenda Kohn on 

a project engineered by Ezra Gold; Romee 

Ulven (produced and engineered by Holland); 

Bolivian combo Sentiment° Andino (produced 

and engineered by Burr); and Casino Royale 

with Phull Syrkle (produced and engineered by 

Chuck Zwicky). Staffer Tommy Roberts has en-

gineered projects with Pinner and Ed Ackerson, 

as well as produced Fauna. 

DeFord has learned recording 
mainly through 20 years of trial and 
error, and his demos have been solid 
enough to be profiled in the Febru-
ary 1995 issue of Guitar Player. In 
the past year, he put together five 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 198 
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Mae BE OPCODE 

DIGIDESIGN 

TASCAPA 

In the Digital Recording 
market there are some things 
you want to get right 

IT MUST SOUND 
GREAT, 

BE DURABLE, 
FUNCTIONAL, 

USER FRIENDLY, 
EXPANDABLE & 

AFFORDABLE. 
That's why you need a 
Digital Audio dealer who 
knows how to ensure that 
the products you buy are 
exactly what you need to get 
the job done - a dealer who 
gets it right the first time. 
Sounds like you're talking 
about MacBEAT. We're not 
some huge sales organiza-
tion, just the best. dedi-
cated sales people 
and technicians in L4, 
the business who 
are musicians them-
selves. Call us now, 
and you too can 
experience what it's 
like dealing with Pros in 
the know, 
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Coda 

Mark of the 

Unicorn 

E-mu 

EMagic 

Steinberg Jones 
Kurzweil 

Panasonic 

Ramsa 

Roland 

AKG 

Lexicon 

Fostex 

Kawai 

Waves 

MUCH MORE! 
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1314 Rutina Circle. Ste. MA4 • Santa Fe. NM. 875111 

1-800-MAC-BEAT 
INFO: 505-473-3434 FAX: 505-473-4647 

by Dan Daley 

On February 22, the Nashville Associ-

ation of Professional Recording Stu-
dios (NAPRS) held its first annual 
meeting, which took place in the con-
ference room of the ASCAP building at 
the top of Music Row. Castle Studios 
owner Jozef Nuyens was elected presi-
dent of the organization; others elected 

included Sixteenth Avenue Studios 
manager Preston Sullivan as chairman 
of the 14-member board of directors; 

Jennifer Rose of Midtown Tone & Vol-
ume as vice president; Marty Craighead 
of Javel ma as secretary; Sound Stage 
manager Michael Koreiba and Barry 
Saunders as co-treasurers; and Sound 
Kitchen owner Dino Elefante as 
sergeant-at-arms. Several committees 

were formed, including a technical 
cc)mmittee headed by Emerald's Milan 
13ogdan, and a special events commit-
tee to be headed by Recording Arts 

owner Carl Tatz. Monthly meetings 
were scheduled for the third Thursday 
of each month. 

If NAPRS succeeds, it will mark the 
first time that the large studio base of 
Nashville has organized. Nashville has 
no SPARS chapter, although represen-
tatives from the Society of Professional 
Audio Recording Services met with sev-
eral board members in Nashville in Jan-
uary in a meeting arranged by Digital 
Atomics co-founder and Studio A 
owner Lisa Roy. While common techni-
cal and sales and marketing issues were 
brought up at the meeting, which was 

supervised by incorporating attorney 
Steven Roads, the specter that has 
loomed behind several studio organi-
zations in recent years was subtly pre-
sent at the meeting: personal home stu-
dios. In a point that was modified at the 
last minute, NAPRS's charter specified 
that voting membership was "... limited 
to those business entities dedicated in 
whole, or in part, to Professional 
Recording Services who have transact-

ed business as a professional recording 
service for at least one calendar year, 
and can evidence their ability to trans-
act business by a valid business li-
cense." 

Several members questioned what 
would specifically constitute a "record-
ing service," and a nonvoting member-
ship status was discussed. Both issues 
were tabled for future discussion. How-
ever, toward the end of the meeting. 
Sullivan made a point of saying, "We're 

not here to police any studios, or any-
one working out of their car." Sullivan 
also reiterated Roads' caution that any 
discussion of rates, the other major 
issue here as elsewhere, would be 
strictly illegal under existing federal an-
titrust regulations. 

This next paragraph is pure editori-
al on my part: NAPRS has the potential 
to be more than the sum of its parts 
and could go far toward the ultimate 
realistic goal of projecting Nashville's 
studio base beyond its geographical 
boundaries. To do so, it needs to over-
come the long-standing cultural conun-
drum that the city is viewed as some-

thing less than its coastal counterparts 
because it is limited by an association 
with country music and all the percep-
tual baggage that comes with that. The 
organization comes at a time of cycli-
cally declining country music sales, a 
time when non-Nashville, non-country 

clients are needed more than ever. But 
to do so, NAPRS needs to find its own 
voice. That's already happening in the 
balance of the buoyant optimism of 

Nuyens, who stressed an almost doe-
eyed positivism throughout the meet-
ing, and the no-nonsense skepticism 
that Sullivan brings to the table. No se-
rious disagreements have yet been 
raised within the organization, and it 
will take that kind of good-cop/bad-
cop balance to keep any that do in per-
spective. Because if they don't, all the 
membership might have left to agree 
upon is Dino Elefantes meatballs. 

Other News: Soundstage Studios 
has become the third Nashville facility 
to spring for an SSL 9000J console. The 
80-input board, which was scheduled 
to be installed in Front Stage by late 
March, brings the number of 9000J con-

soles in Nashville to four, counting two 
at Starstruck's new facility and one at 
Masterfonics' new The Tracking Room. 
Soundstage studio manager Michael 
Koreiba said the choice of the 9000J 
was prompted both by a sense of com-
petitive pressure with the other 9000s 
arriving in town and by a need to satis-
fy both tracking and mixing clients. 
"This gives people who want to use a 
9000 another studio option," he said, 
"and it helps us get the people who 

wanted another tracking option." The 
9000 will replace an SSL 4056 E/G, 
which will be moved to another room 
at Soundstage, replacing a Trident 80B. 

Another New Studio: Cool Springs 
Recording, owned by Sandi Patti's ex-

husband and producer. John Helvering, 
is under construction, designed by 
Steve Durr and slated to open in June 
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with a refurbished, expanded 64-input 
API board with GML automation and 
Touch Reset Technology. Storage will 
be a pair of Studer A827s and a D827. 
with a new Studer 1)424-2 M/O 
recorder likely as the 2-track, according 
to studio manager Steve Schott. The 
one-room studio in the Franklin area, 

estimated at $ 1.5 million, will have a 
large ( 74x48x22-foot) tracking room 

with a full light grid for video shoots 
and three isos. the largest of which will 
be 16x36. Schott estimated the day rate 
for the facility at about $ 2,000 and 
noted that this would be Nashville's 
first large tracking facility that accom-
modates video production as integral to 
the studio's design and function. The 
studio is being financed by Helvering. 

Woodland Digital opened a master-

ing division at the stall of the year. Dig-
ital Editing & Mastering (1)EM) is run by 
engineer Frank Green and employs a 
Sonic Solutions Sonic System for master-
ing and editing, as well as a Genelec 
1092A/1030A monitoring system. Sony 
and Apogee converters, and Neve, TLA, 
Nil and other processing gear. The first 
project mastered in the room was a 
Kenny Rogers double-CD set. 

And TNN just bought an SSL 8000 
GB for its remote truck. The 48-input 
console, which has no automation as 

per the network's request, will be 
shown at NAB and then shipped to 
Nashville. 

Dan Daley is Mix 's East Coast editor. 
Fax him at 615/646-0102, or e-mail at 
claJuvriter@aol.com. 

—FROM PAGE I88. L.A. GRAPEVINE 

tion has resulted in sound category 
nominations over the past four years 
for Under Sicge, The Fugitive, Clear and 
Pœsent Danger and now Batman For-
ever. These people have worked to-

gether on all four high-pressure films 
and still manage to stay on speaking 
ternis! Ever busy, they're now working 
on Joel Schumacher's next installment 
in the Batman saga, Batman and 
Robin. 

The party was held on a balmy Sun-
day evening (on what other day of the 
week could you get possibly get an en-

tire sound crew together?), when 250 
people gathered in front of the Stephen 

Ross Theatre to nosh, drink designer 
beers and decent wines and wait for 
the evening's entertainment-10-
minute -sound bake-oft' versions of all 
four of the films the team has been 

nominated for. The film industry has al-
ways been better at this kind of thing 

than the music-recording business 
(think catering on the sets and sound-
stages—film people almost always get 
more than the obligatory Studio C fruit 
basket!), but this event was particularly 
nice. Tablecloths, flower arrangements, 
waitpersons passing trays of very edible 
hors d'oeuvres—really quite civilized 
and pleasant. And, in return, civility 
was expected from the guests. Warners 

is I rightly) protective of the 516-capac-
ity Stephen Ross Theatre. No food or 

drink allowed inside, and my date got 
busted by one of the vigilant Warner lot 
staff for trying to enter the theater while 
chewing gum. "The restroom is that 
way, sir. You can dispose of your gum 
there." ("Good catch," snickered the 

rest of the staff.) 

Oh, and kudos to editor Dennis 
Virkler who compiles the ear-boggling 
bake-off ( officially called highlight) 
reels that were screened that night. Cre-
ated for award consideration by the 
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and 
Sciences, they are no easy task. Those 
tight cuts are especially challenging to 
make in that, due to the placement of 
the reader on the projector, the audio 
to picture sync is 27 frames off! Virkler 
tells us that he is given a wish list from 
the sound EFX editors, then he looks 

for the audio cuts first, because if he 
can make those work, the picture cuts 
will probably follow. Put together on 
the Lightworks system, the Batman 
Forever selection was particularly in-

tense—I found myself exhausted after 
its nonstop ten minutes. "Yeah," laughs 
Virkler, "imagine how the people feel 
who have to screen three of four of 
those to choose the one to submit!" 
On the music recording tip, this 

month we checked in at A&M Stu-
dios to see what's been happening in 
the year since principal and moving 
force Shelly Yakus departed from the 
scene, passing the reins of management 
to Ron Rutledge and his assistant Bob 
Borbonus. The joint is jumpin'—at least 
it was on the clay I was there. All five 
rooms were running, with 3348s domi-
nating the forniat wars ( four rcx)ms out 
of five were digital multi). Neil Dorfs-
man was in Studio A on the custom 
Neve 4972 engineering Kyosuke Himuro 
for producer Hero. Studio B. with its SSL 
6056/TR, had Hide in recording with en-

gineer Bill Kennedy, and ensconced in 
API 32-in-equipped Studio C was the 
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lone analog holdout, producers Me'N'Al 
with the Blue Meenies. In D, the SSL 
4072G room, were engineer Stan 
Katayama and producer Ishikawa 
recording Greg Adams horn arrange-
ments for Epic/Sony Japan act Wild 
Style, and in Studio M (or Mix) was pro-
ducer Phil Ramone overseeing work on 
Johnny Mathis' latest, with Kaz Ma-
sumoto engineering on the SSL 6072E. 

Rutledge and Borbonus sat me down 
in the cozy "fish tank" lounge, and we 

discussed the philosophies of change. 
The buzz concepts at A&M these days 
seem to be friendliness and populism, 
which appeared contrary to the vibe of 
the facility a few short years ago, when a 
studio manager friend of mine from the 
Bay Area visited there and commented 
about her tour, "Well, they seemed kind 
of hung-up on themselves. There were 
only certain areas of the facility I could 
see because 'people were working in the 
other spaces.- (This bemused comment 
fmm a studio manager, who, believe you 
me, has seen everything.) 

Rutledge is circumspect in describ-
ing the past year's changes. He says, 
"The transition is difficult to talk about. 
All I know is I was hired to come in 
and make this place what it used to be. 
And I think we're a little less elitist and 
more user-friendly than we were." 

Adds Borbonus. "Remember, in the 
beginning this was Herb Alpert's 
recording studio. The focus was never 
on making a profit, it was on making a 
record. If you had a problem, you 
called Herb and he took care of it. 
Now, A&M Studios is owned by Poly-
Gram. PolyGram owns A&M, Island, 

Mercury. something like 20 labels. The 
studio had become more of a business, 
but it wasn't run well as a business. So 
there was a transition to be made to 
combine the creative focus with the 
bottom line. It was a difficult time, and 
there was a period when rumor central 
in the community thought we were 
going to go away. Then, about the time 

that Ron was hired on as traffic manag-
er, all of a sudden things changed. Ba-
sically, the top three management slots 
were vacant, and it became 'Here's the 

ball—run with it!" 
"So I just watched the overhead," 

continues Rutledge (who previously 
worked as studio manager at Precision 
Mastering), "booked the rooms as 
much as possible, and we've had pret-
ty good luck so far. It's not a magic 
thing, but it is a change in management 
style and in how people were treated." 

"Honestly, it was really on its way 

down here," explains Borbonus, "and 

in 1995 we were told, 'Okay, go for it 
guys, and see what you can do.' They 
wanted to see if the studios could be a 
viable entity on their own. Now that 
they see that it works they are support-
ing us 110 percent. The CEO is behind 
us, and our budgets and plans for im-
provements have been approved." 

Queried on the touchy subject of 
rates, Rutledge says, "We are as com-
petitive in the industry ratewise as any-
one else. We are not the unapproach-
able, elite thing that people think we 
are. Before, perhaps, management was 
not willing to negotiate anything—it 
was 'This is our rate, it's higher than 
anyone in town, and if you don't want 

to pay it, why are you calling?' That 
kind of attitude, well, it doesn't work 
anymore. It doesn't mean that we are 
giving the place away or cutting our 
rates, but it's a matter of working with 
people and helping them out to get the 
project done. That's what you have to 
do. You just have to work with people. 
That's our philosophy. And I think 
we're a kinder, gentler studio now." 
On the topical issue of pursuing 

post-production work, Rutledge says, 
"We are open to anything. But I'm a 
rock 'n' roll kind of guy. I love this and 
wouldn't want it to change." 

Besides the five recording studios, 
A&M has six mastering suites, the most 
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well-known being the one manned by 
Dave Collins, who recently mastered 
Soundgarden's new release and Spring-
steen's The Ghost of Tom Joad. The five 
other suites have been busy with proj-
ects from 3T to Chick Corea, and the 
soundtracks to Nixon and Apollo 13. 
Also busy is the post-production/copy 
suite, an impressive area capable of 
running CD refs or up to 120 cassette 
and five to six DAT copies in real time. 
Newly opened is the archiving room, 
currently working on preserving the 
A&M catalog by transferring to i's- inch 
analog and Sony 9000. Plans are for the 
archiving room to he available to out-

side clients soon. Take a look at A&M's 
Website: www.amstudios.com. 

Of utmost importance to both the 
film and record worlds are the ears of 
our music and sound makers. This 
month, I stopped in to visit Charlie La-
haie at downtown L.A.'s House Ear 
Institute. Lahaie was the author of 
"Protecting Your Hearing," which you 
can find in the January '96 issue of Mix. 
If you haven't read it, you should. Re-
member, true noise-induced hearing 
loss is irreversible, but preventable. So 
dig out your January issue. Lahaie, 
whose title at House Ear is Director, 
Public Relations/Community Outreach, 
is very connected to the music world, 
dispensing advice and ear plugs to 
denizens of the arena from jazz to rock 
and rap. She's also seemingly fearless 
when on a mission. In spite of the fact 
that Mix's TEC Awards donates half of 
its proceeds to House Ear Institute re-
search, she's been known to call and 
berate Mix editors when what she sees 
as a "double standard" shows up in 
print—meaning the glorification of SPL, 
both in advertising and in the macho 
"Turn it up, my ears aren't bleeding 
yet!" attitude that some producers still 
employ in the studio. 

House Ear itself (named for Dr. 
Howard House) is one of the finest oto-
logic (hearing) centers in the world and 
celebrates its golden anniversary this 
year. Fifty years ago, the institute was 
established with donations from two 
grateful patients of Dr. House, after he'd 
restored their hearing with innovative 
surgical techniques. Since then, research 

at the Institute has had wide-ranging re-
sults. The Institute has the largest docu-
mented set of ear and related auditory 
structures (read, inner ear bones) in the 
world and is a primary resource for 
many scientific studies. It was involved 
in developing national hearing safety 
standards, and ongoing research focus-
es on education and prevention of hear-

ing loss, surgical techniques for correc-
tion, and enhanced support for the deaf 
through studies of how language is un-
derstood and development of prosthe-
ses (hearing aids, etc.). 

Although Lahaie has a special fond-
ness for her involvement with the 
music industry, the hulk of her work is 
with children—helping those with 
hearing problems and providing pre-

ventive education. To that end, HIP 
(Hearing Is Priceless, the joint venture 
between House Ear and Mix) has cre-
ated a video called "Hip Talk," educa-
tional material on noise pollution and 
hearing protection that is available for 
schools. (I bet you didn't know that 
personal stereos are capable of pro-
ducing sound levels of more than 115 
dB, and that most people listen through 
their headsets at volumes of 100 dB or 
more. This includes your child's My 
First Sony!) 

Lahaie is also an advocate of Musi-
cian's Earplugs. Manufactured by West-
one Laboratories, and available through 
House Ear for $ 110, the ER-15 and ER-
25 provide nearly equal attenuation at 
all frequencies. They use a di-
aphragm—similar to a passive speaker 
cone—to achieve such flat response, 
avoiding the problems of conventional 
earplugs, which often provide 10 to 20 
dB of extra high-frequency attenuation 
or may attenuate more than necessary. 

Lahaie, the realist, offers an example 
of their use for live sound engineers. 
"After you establish your basic levels at 
soundcheck, and in the first few songs 
of the show, put them in. Engineers 
may be at the venue for ten hours over-
all, and they are at even higher risk 
than the musicians. This way, they 
avoid prolonged exposure without 
hurting their ability to mix." 

Although HIP has an advisory board 
that includes Danny Elfman, Bob Clear-
mountain and Les Paul, among illustri-
ous others, Lahaie struggles with her 
own Catch-22—the media often wants 
to know specifics about hearing loss in 
the mubiz, and what musician, produc-
er or engineer wants to let the world 
know they have hearing damage? 

Still, she sees an increase in aware-
ness over the past few years. "When 
HIP first had a booth at the NAMM 
show, people were really puzzled," she 

laughs. "They'd stare and say, 'What the 
hell are you doing here?' Now, they hit 
our booth to get their earplugs before 
they hit the show floor." 

Fax L.A. news to Maureen Droney at 
818/346-3062. 
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—FROM PAGE 188, NY METRO 

for sure unless you want to make a ca-
reer out of it. What'll happen? I think in 
the end, if it goes out of business, it'll 
he just another studio going out of 
business. I mean, in a way, it's a great 
idea: Sue the bank that lent you money. 
But I'd just as soon this be over with." 

The pragmatists have a serious ally 
in this response, though: "Tony's trying 
to hold on to his castle," one said, 
"even if his castle winds up not being 
his anymore. I don't blame him in a 
way. I'd like to see him hang on, if for 
no other reason than that West 53rd 
Street has become a studio monopoly. 
I like the idea of having Tony up there 
to annoy the other big studios." 

In the end, though, this response 
put it into a larger perspective: "It's 
symptomatic of what's going on in gen-
eral. We got so focused on project stu-
dios that we started forgetting that we 
had to tend to business no matter what 
else was going on. It no longer matters 
what kind of console or tape machine 

or outboard equipment you have, or 
who designed your studio. That's not 
enough anymore. You have to run a 
studio like you would any other busi-

ness. You have to take care of business 
first. These are very different times we 
live in now." 

In other news: James Williamson 
has been named chief tech at Mas-
terclisk. Williamson came to Masterdisk 
from Sony Music Studios earlier this 
year, where he was senior engineer. 
Scott Hull is now chief engineer at Mas-
terdisk. The facility has also just begun 
using HDCD technology; the first project 
to use it there was Spyro Gym. 

Room With a View has added a 
new editing suite centered around a 

CD-R preparation service. Commis-
sioned in March, Room Service offers 
limited editing, sequencing and master-
ing capability aimed primarily at serv-
ing studio customers' premastering 
needs, said studio owner Alessandro 
Cecconi. Room Service features Yama-
ha, Sony and Plasmon CD-R decks and 
a Yamaha 02/R digital console. The 
new suite is wired fiber-optically on a 
network file server to the studio, allow-
ing files to be sent digitally between 
100111s. 

Dan Daley is Mix's East Coast editor. E-
mail him at danivriter@aol.com. 

—FROM PAGE 189, SESSIONS & STUDIO NEWS 

the executive producer... 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
Valu Watson mixed his latest HighTone 
Records release, Blessed or Damned, at 
Mad Dog Studios, Burbank, with engi-
neer Michael Dumas. Dwight Yoakam's 
fiddle player Scott Joss was also in mix-
ing a solo LP for Little Dog Records 

with Dumas and Judy Clapp...In Studio 
A at L.A.'s Image Studios, producer Tet-
suya Komuro was cutting tracks with 
artists Dos and Amuro Namie; Terri 
Wong and Eric Westfall engi-
neered...Producer Jorge "G Man" 
Corante was at Skip Saylor Recording 
(L.A.) with mixer Rob Chiarelli working 
on CeCe Peniston's new single "Movin' 
On" for A&M. Rod Michaels assist-
ed...Former Bangle Susanna Hoffs 
mixed her upcoming solo outing for 
PolyGram at The Village Recorder in 
L.A. David Baerwald produced, Jim 

Scott engineered and Jeff Thomas as-
sisted...Little Feat mixed their new Zoo 
Records live album on the 8078 at 
Brooklyn Recording (L.A.) with produc-
er Bill Wray, engineer Nathaniel Kunkel 

and assistant Ronnie Rivera.. Jazz leg-
end Dave Brubeck and GRP recording 
artist David Benoit were in Benoit's 

29th Street Studio (Torrance) cutting a 
duet for Benoit's next album... 

NORTHEAST 

ilx(1)11onist Myanna tracked a solo 
project with producer Dave Weisner at 
Soundtechniques in Boston. Dave Kirk-
patrick engineered with Scott Robert-
son assisting...Withstand tracked and 

mixed a Futurist Records release at Cot-
ton Hill Studios (Albany, NY) with pro-
ducer/engineer Steve McAllaster and 
assistant Ted Malia...At New York's 
Kampo Cultural Center Studios, Joe Gal-
lant and Alec Head mixed a live record-
ing of the Iluminati orchestra's Bluesjiif 

Allah Project with staff engineer Dave 
Robbins, due this month on Knitting 
Factory Records.. Jazz bassist extraor-
dinaire Christian McBride recorded his 
second Verve release in Studio A at 
New York's Clinton Recording. Produc-
ers Don Sickler and Richard Seidel 

worked with engineer Jim Anderson 
and assistant Adam Blackburn in track-
ing guest players such as Chick Corea, 
Jack DeJohnnette and Kenny Gar-

rett...Rising R&B sensation Joe record-
ed and mixed tracks for his self-pro-
duced Jive Records debut at BearTracks 
Recording (Suffern, NY) with engineer 
Earl Cohen and assistant Steve Regi-
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na... Brooklyn's Excello Recording has 
been busy with some happening ses-
sions: RCA artists Babe the Blue Ox cut 
their latest with engineer/producer 
Bryan Martin, while B-52's frontman 
Fred Schneider worked on a solo proj-
ect for Reprise with the notorious Steve 
Albini...Guitarist Jeff Ciampa recorded 
his first solo release, Signs of Life, at his 
producer Mark Egan's Electric Fields 
Studio (Warwick, NY). Richard Brown-
stein engineered... 

NORTHWEST 
Recent sessions at Room One Record-
ing (Tacoma, WA) included Blue Heal-
er, featuring Tad Doyle, and Simple 
Cain (tracking and mixing their debut 
with engineer Mike Caviezil)...Samiam 
worked on their sophomore effort for 
Atlantic at Studio D Recording in Sausal-
ito, CA, with producer/engineer Steven 
Haigler and assistant Mike Cress-
well...Cool African jazzers Cape Verde 
and Amandio Cabral recorded and 

mixed tracks with engineer Daryn 
Roven for an upcoming release in Stu-
dio A at Russian Hill Recording (San 
Francisco). Also, the studio added a 
new Pro Tools III suite, featuring 16 
tracks of digital editing and mixing... 

SOUTHEAST 
Canadian snowbird Anne Murray flut-

tered down New Orleans way to cut a 
duet for her new EMI Music Canada 
album with Aaron Neville at Ultrasonic 
Studios. Ed Cherney produced. The Dirty 
Dozen Brass Band were also in working 
on their next release for Rhino Records 
with producer Gregory Davis and studio 
chief engineer David Farrell...Sub Pop 

artists Plexi mixed their new album in 
Studio A at Ardent Studios (Memphis, 
TN) with producer/engineer Jeff Powell 
and assistant Jeffrey Reed. In Studio B, 
producer John Hampton mixed Big Tent 
Revival for Ardent Records with co-pro-
ducer Dana Kay and assistant Skidd 
Mills.. Reflection Mobile (based in Char-
lotte, NC) recorded portions of the new 
Rev. Billy C. Wirtz live album for High-
Tone Records at the Be Here Now club 
in Asheville, NC. Bruce Bromberg pro-
duced, and engineers for Reflection 
were Mark Williams (who also mixed 
the tracks) and Robert Preston.. Cool for 
August recorded and mixed a song for 

an upcoming episode of The X-Files at 
Atlanta's Triclops Recording with pro-
ducer Matt Serletic, engineer Jeff Tomei 
and assistant John Nielsen. The band 
will return to the studio (which recently 
added a second Studer A800 24-track) to 
record their next Warner Bros. re-

Hands-Cn Training • Financial Aid Available • Dorm Housing 

10 Week Recording Engineer ?rograu • 10 Week Video Editor Program 

11 Studies in 12,000 sq. I:. training facility filled with the latest equipment 

Outstanding Job Pla;ement Assistance 

Call for Brochure LOS ANGELES 

818.763.7400 RECORDING 4\:(\e 
WORKSHOP\ 5278 Lankerslim Blvd. • N. Hollywood, CA 91601 , 

SER111 t -IRD MR ;MAW INFO 

RECORDING EQUIPMENT 

All Major Brands— 

FOR STUDIOS/HOMES 
CHURCHES/CLUBS 
• Reel o Reel Decks (2-4-8-16-24 Track) 
• Cassette Decks • Mixing Boards 
• MIkes • Studio Monitor Speakers 
• Special Effects Units Accessories 
• Ugital Recording 

TASCAM 
I LA. I,. l'uxita 

• VOLUME DEALER 
• NEW & USED 
• E-Z TERMS 
• ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS 
• PROFESSIONAL ADVICE 

Call tor pricing information. 

RHYTHM CITY 
1485 NE Expressway 

At'antE. Georgia, 30329 
1-404-320-SALE • 1-404-320-7253 

Special Pu icing for Package Systems. 
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DELTRO GOTHAM .1 
INTERCONNECTS MAKE SWEET MUSIC 

AUDIO CABLES  

• 2,3,4 & 7 conductor 

microphone cables 

• Double Reussen shielded 

• AES-EBU digital cable 

• Analog or digital multipair 

cable 

CONNECTORS 

• Color coded XLR's 

• Professional 1/4" plugs 

• Universal panel mount 

XLR's 

• Industries broadest range 

of RCA's 

MOO 

DeItron/Gotham 
US Sales a Stocking Warehouse 

Arlington, TX 76003 

SEE US AT NSCA BOOTH #621 

SOUND CONNECTION SOUND PERFECTION 

For more information call 

800-292-2834 

DIGITAL AUDIO TAPES 

• DAT 15 • DAT 30 • DAT 45 
• DAT 60 • DAT90 • DAT 120 

ALL SIZES AVAILABLE 

ANALOG AUDIO TAPES 

• 1/4 INCH • 1/2 INCH 
• 1 INCH • 2 INCH 

AUDIO CASSETTE PANCAKES 

ASK ABOUT OUR MAGNETIC AUDIO FILMS 

S OUND 

RECORDING 

P RODUCTS 

ZONAL 
MAG-ZON, INC. 

16134 WYANDOTTE ST. 
VAN NUYS, CA 91406 
1818) 989-2059 

FAX 18181 989.2103 

MAG-ZON, EAST 

101-103 B GRAND AVE 
PALISADES PARK, NJ 076.5 

1201) 346-1112 

FAX 1201) 346-1885 

lease.. Running the gamut at Criteria 
Studios (Miami): Epic artists Corrosion of 
Conformity cut tracks for their next re-
lease with producer John Custer and en-
gineers Jason Corsaro and assistant Mark 
Dobson: renowned tenor Placido Domin-
go was also in tracking with producer 
Bebu Silvetti, engineer Carlos Nieto and 
assistants Dobson, Chris Spahr and Scott 
Kieklak...Producer David Rosenthal and 
singer/songwriter Jenna Drey were in 
mixing at Miami's Crescent Moon Stu-
dios with engineer Eric Schilling... 

STUDIO NEWS 
Country great Mel Tiflis moved his stu-
dio from Nashville to a newly con-
structed space inside his Mel Tillis The-
ater in Branson, MO. Russ Berger De-
sign Group designed the studio, which 
houses a 32-input Euphonix...National 
Public Radio in Washington, D.C. is 
making its flagship Studio 4A available 
to the public. At almost 2,000 square 
feet, the well-equipped studio is based 
around an SSL 4048 G Plus... Recording 
studio Toast is officially open for busi-
ness in San Francisco. Located in the 
former site of Coast Recorders, the stu-
dio features a Neve 8026, Sony 3348 
digital 48-track and a Studer 800 24-
track. The first project at Toast was a 
remix of Pete Townshend's "Let My 
Love Open the Door" for a greatest-hits 
album on Atlantic. 

—FROM PAGE 189, RANDY DEFORD 

self-produced album projects, engi-
neered a few jingles and, in a collabo-
ration with two friends, created a demo 
reel of radio promo spots called Voyces 
in the Night, which he hopes will pro-
vide an entree into more post-produc-
tion writing work. 

"Make no mistake about it," DeFord 
says, " if my economic ability were en-

hanced, say, tenfold, I would have an 
Otani or Euphonix board. Right now, I 
represent thousands of home recordists 
who have moved over from purely 
writers or interested audiophiles to 
those who can create viable, commer-
cially usable recordings for any medi-
um. Fm a spring design engineer, and I 
create designs for production that may 
produce millions of the same part for 
an automobile. The machines cost 
thousands of dollars and are created for 

fast turnover. However, you can create 
a great product with a $200 hand coil-
er and a bit more time. That's how I 
view a project studio." 
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this! ' 

Introducing the new look of sound. 

Britain has long been seen as one of the 
leaders of the pro audio world and to 

recognise this Audio96 will cover the 
comprehensive range of audio equipment - 
in fact the largest to be seen in the UK. 

Audio96 is a world-class Exhibition, 
high-level Briefings and a special series of 
Working Demonstrations exploring five 

main tracks: 

• Post-production • Broadcast 
• Recording Studios • Project Studios 
• Performance Technology 
If you're a professional from anywhere 

sound and music is produced, processed, 
broadcast, amplified, mixed or enjoyed this 
show's for you. 

Audio96 will bring you the technologies, 
the suppliers, the experts and the strategies 
to kelp you do your job better. 

To find out more, call + 44 181 948 114)6. 

Audio96 
Technology & New Media 

19-21 June 1996  
Olympia London 

Á 
Presented by FIFiS 

A 

For FREE tickets to Audio96 call +44 1734 312211 
or post the coupon to: 
Audio96 
APRS Ltd 
2 Windsor Square, Silver Street, 
Reading 
Berkshire RGI 2TH 
United Kingdom 

t or Fax: +44 1734 756216 

No. of Tickets: 

Name 

Position 

Company 

Address 

Counny 

Tel 

Email 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 

Fax 



• STUDIO SHOWCASE • 

Record Plant Remote 
109 Pinecliff Lake Dr. 

West Milford, NJ 07480 
(201) 728-8114; Fox (201) 728-8017 

Record Plant Remote has been an in-
dustry leader in locution recording for 
over 20 years. We've kept abreast of 
new developments in audio technol-
ogy without sacrificing our sonic in-
tegrity. Some of our recent clients in-
clude: MTV, Aerosmith, Elton John, 
Michael Bolton, Spin Doctors, REM.. 
Live, Meatloaf, Wynton Marsalis. 
John Mellencamp, Keith Richards. 
Chuck Berry, Guns N' Roses, Whitney 
Houston, Pavarotti, INKS, James Taykw. 
Emmylou Harris, Shawn Colvin, Billy 
Ray Cyrus, Mary Chapin Carpenter, 
Trisha Yearwoc)d and Harry Connick 
Jr. Our reputation speaks for itselti 

Rockingchair 
Recording Studios 
1711 Poplar Ave., Memphis, TN 38104 
(901) 276-8542; Fax (901) 276-8546 

e-mail: rknchair@vdospk.com 
hitp://www.vdospk.comirknchair 

Rockingchair Recording Studios, lo-
cated in the heart of midtown, adds 
to Memphis' rich musical heritage. 
Offering a relaxed and creative ambi-
ence, state-of-the-art equipment and 
an advanced staff, Rockingchair is the 
perfect retreat for today's recording 
artist. Our philosophy is simply this: 
An easygoing atmosphere allows for 
the best performance and maximum 
productivity. Established in 1989, the 
new facility went online December 
1993 with two independent studios 
and an expanded equipment list. 

stud us 

Greenhouse Studios 
3955 Grayeley St. 

Burnaby, BC V5C 354 
CANADA 

(604) 291-0978; Fax (604) 291-6909 

GREENHOUSE STUDIOS. The 
Canadian West Coast premier 
recording facility. An interna-
tional staff. The ambient FLAVOR 
of Vancouver. And of course all 
the gear—SSLs, Neves, Studers... 
This relaxing environment is the 
way the best records in the 
world are produced. Ultra-tech-
nical, super comfy. Highly skilled 
engineers and assistants. The 
advantage of a lower Canadian 
dollar. Great Vibrations. GREEN-
HOUSE STUDIOS. 

Gravity Studios 
2250 W. North Ave., 1st Fl. 

Chicago, IL 60647 
Tel/Fax (312) 862-1880 

In the heart of Chicago's Wicker 
Park, Gravity's secluded facility 
provides a true creative haven. 
Featuring a brick live room and 
three iso's, Gravity is ideal for 
tracking. For mixing, a large-
frame, fully automated AMEK Big 
is flanked by a Studer A-800 MIMI 
and names like Summit, Quantec, 
te., Eventide, Genelec and Apo-
gee. Clients include Smashing 
Pumpkins, Veruca Salt, Poi Dog 
Pondering and Loud Lucy. 

Caravell 
Recording Studios 

2361 Fall Creek Rd. 
Branson, MO 6516 

(417) 334-7040; Fox (417) 334-2014 

Located in the heartland of Amer-
ica, designed and operated by 
artistsfor artists. Three recording 
rooms include a Euphonix con-
sole with 56 channels of automa-
tion; Trident 80-B Console; Sony/ 
MCI 24-track analog tape ma-
chines; 48 tracks of AJesis digital 
ADAT machines; Sony PCM 7030 
timecode DAT machine; Pro 
Tools digital audio workstations; 
and a vast array of world-class mi-
crophones and monitors. 

PatchWerk 
Recording Studio 

995 McMillan Street, Atlanta, GA 30318 
(800) 803-6394; Fox gem 249-9666 

PatchWerk Recording Studio is At-
lanta's newest world-class production 
facility. We offer an ideal creative en-
vitunment with first-class personal serv-
ice, creating an ufflualleled value. The 
beautiful 3000-sq.-ft. facility features an 
Otan i Concept One (64-input/output) 
w/Virtual Dynamics and VCA faders, a 
Studer A827 recorder and Spectral Syn-
thesis direct-to-disk digital recorder 
w/Prism audio interface. Recent clients 
include: Outkast. Monica, Xscape, 
Goodie Mob, Subway, Ras Kass, Organ-
ized Noize, Usher. V000du, Total, The 
Group Home, Meen Green. Contact 
Curtis Daniel. 

FOR STUDIO ADVERTISING, CONTACT SHAWN LANGWELL OR CHRISTEN POCOCK AT ( 51CC 653-3307 
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Blue Earth Recording 
Corporation 

210 Blue Earth Lane, Harrisburg, IL 62946 
(6181252-6434; Fax (618) 253-5607 

(800) 484-8140 ext. 6434 
e-mail: bluearei@intrnet.net 

Ibis is one of the Midwest's best-
kept secrets. Tucked away at the 
edge of the Shawnee National For-
est is this French plantation-style 
recording studio complex. All pro 
24-trk. with mastering suite. Control 
features Amek 78-input console, 
outboards and mies. Don't miss this 
great opportunity for recording, 
mixing and mastering your project 
in a peaceful and quiet acation at-
mosphere. Competitive rates—all 
arrangements made for you. Con-
tact Richard Banks, Director. 

Hotdish Mastering 
143 Bates Ave. 

St Paul, MN 55106 
(612) 776-4611; Fax (612) 778-1776 

e-mail: CadillacP@aol.com 

Mastering services from simple 
transfers to delivery formats 
(1630, CD-R, Exabyte) to fully tai-
lored program-dependent polish-
ing. Other services: digital editing/ 
sweetening/restoration/archiving. 
Flat rate prices/brokering avail-
able. Custom-designed monitor 
environment flat from 23 Hz to 
30+ kHz. 24-bit signal path in-
cludes Sonic Solutions, TC Elec-
tronic M5000. Analog formats ac-
cepted. Customer satisfaction is 
our primary goal. Contact Phil 
Mendelsohn for more information. 

D 10 SHOW 
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Savebone Music Inc. 
130 West 42nd St., Suite 952 

New York, NY 10036 
(212) 997-0206; Fax (212) 997-0481 

Recent projects feature former 
Rolling Stones guitarist Mick 
Taylor, Sasha, Carlos Alomar, 
Lenny Pickett, Robin Clark, Steve 
Ferrone, T.M. Stevens, Vivian 
Cherry, and Tawatha Agee. The 
engineer is Nenad Gracanin and 
the producer is Sasha. Studios 
feature SSL 4064, G Series com-
puter, Studer A827, Sony PCM 
3324, Sony PCM 800s, state-of-
the-art recording, mixdown and 
mastering. Highest possible qual-
ity is our main concern. 

Performance Recording 
Orland Hills, IL 

(708) 349-9471; Fax (708) 349-5015 

Founded in 1995, in collaboration 
with ouR House Inc., Performance 
Recording was developed primarily 
as a studio for artist CM and demo 
recording. The studio is equipped in 
part with an Otani Z-24 MTR-100, 
32 tracks of ADAT XT, an Amek Big 
console, Genelec monitors and lit-
erally a "Who's Who" of outboard 
solid-state and tube processing 
equipment. An extensive collection 
of vintage tube and condenser mi-
crophones, several amps and a B-3 
organ round out the gear. The stu-
dio was recently tuned by Bob 
Hodas. Dyaxis digital editing and 
CDR writing are also available. 

ri& 

Artisan Recorders 
Mobile 
PO Box 70247 

Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33307 
Tel/Fax (954) 566-1800 

Artisan Recorders is entering our 
20th year serving the remote 
recording and broadcast industry. 
Along with an extensive array of 
equipment in a comfortable aes-
thetic environment, our 36-foot 
"Mobile Red" trailer boasts an ex-
pert staff of technicians with a 
love of music and desire for per-
fection. Recent credits include 
Hootie & The Blowfish, Trisha 
Yearwood, Luciano Pavarotti and 
many more. Please call Natalie for 
more information. 

COMMERCIAL 
RECORDING STUDIOS. INC. 

Commercial 
Recording Studios 

6001 West Creek Road 
Independence, OH 44131 

(216) 642-1000; Fax (216) 642-0615 

Perched majestically above a me-
andering creek, and conveniently 
located 12 minutes from the Rock 
and Roll Hall of Fame, Commer-
cial Recording is Cleveland's con-
nection to the world via DG, DCI, 
Telos Zephyr, ISDN and DDD-2. 
From music composition and 
video interlock to foreign lan-
guage translation and everything 
four Lexicon OPUS Digital Audio 
Workstations can handle, this is 
where sound is happening on 
The North Coast. 

FOR STUDIO AD VERTISING, CONTACT SHAWN LANGWELL OR CHRISTEN POCOCK AT ( 510) 653-3307 .11,11 . 1996. MIN 201 



• STUDIO SHOWCASE • 

the upper room 
recording studios 

1502 S. Big Bend Blvd., St. Louis, MO 63117 
(314) 781-0036; Fax (314) 781-7048 

• Over 50 Gold and Platinum awards... 
40 million records sold! 
" Full-service multitrack recording 
and mixing. 
• In-house publishing and consultation. 
* Designed and equipped to meet 
YOUR needs. 
• Make your project happen.. within 
YOUR budget. 
*Jingles, backing tracks, label lock-outs. 
• Tuition, music business consultation, 
engineering & production courses. 
* Visa & Mastercard 
Izt us bid YOUR project. At CAN be done! 
Brochure/Information, contact... 
KEN HENSLEY/HUNTER J. SPRENGER 

LUJ 
UBER 
STUDIO 

The Uberstudio 
2361 W. Division, #1 
Chicago, IL 60622 
(312) 486-1459 

Located five minutes from the 
Loop, the Uberstudio's 2000-sq.-
ft. facility brings together out-
board gear and mics by the likes 
of Manley, AKG, Sony, Altec, 
VTL and Sennheiser with the 
sonic harmony of Neotek Series 
IIIC console, MCI JH24 and 24-
track ADAT. Live music is our 
specialty. Clients include Wick-
erman, Red Red Meat, Ken Van-
dermark, The Monomen, The 
Queers, Mats Gustafsson, The 
Vindictives and Roy Montgomery. 

DOPPLER STUDIOS 
ATLANTA'S HEAVYWEIGHT 

• 

•• • 

EastSide Sound 
98 Allen Street 

New York, NY 10002 
(212) 226-6365; Fax (212) 226-0788 

EastSide Sound has been satisfying 
clients for 24 years. Our tracking 
room boasts a vintage Neve with 
David Manley tube modifications 
and Flying Faders. Our mixing 
room houses the Harrison Series 
Ten B—the ultimate in automa-
tion. Both rooms include Studer 
and Sony tape decks, a wide se-
lection of both vintage and mod-
ern mies and outboard gear, as 
well as computer workstations. 
Located in Manhattan, private and 
very comfortable. Call for further 
information. 

1922 Piedmont Circle 
Atlanta, GA 30324 
(404) 873-6941 
Fax (404) 872-2160 
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NSCA Expo '96 is your opportunity to 
experience the future of 
Dlectronic systems 
Dontracting... 

oday! 

A 

Audio/Video 

A Custom 
Residential 
Installation 

A Protective 
Technology 

"Uniting electronic 
technologies for the 
new millennium." 

111111MM A 
VIM UM 111111111, 11111.111111 
National Systems Contractors Association 

NSCA Expo '96 
The Systems Integration Expo 

May 10 - 14, 1996 A America's Center A St. Louis, MO 

Product exhibition and over 300 hours of educational programs, including 
NICET audio and fire alarm certification training. 

:ommercial Audio/Video A Protective Technology A Custom Residential Installation 
Telecommuniccllions A Daia Cabling 

For registration information, call 800-446-6722 



"THE PROFESSIONAL'S SOURCE. • • 

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO 

FOR ORDERS CALL: OR FAX (24 HOURS): 

800-947-5508 800-947-9003 
212-444-6698 212-444-5001 

OVERNIGHT AND RUSH 
SERVICE AVAILABLE 

E-Mail at 76623.570@campuserve.co 

TASCAM 
102 rAKII / 103 

Stereo Mixdown Cassette Decks 

Best values tor musicians studio operators and production 
houses. the 102 mill and the 103 consistently produce only the 
higest quality tape recorded output. 
They Feature: 
• 60dB signal-to-noise ratio combines with wide frequency 
response tor high-fidelity sound reproduction using any type 
of cassette tape 
• Industry-standard Dolby 8/C noise reduction and Dolby HO 
Pro sound technology extends high trequency performance up 
to 6d13 and minimizes distortion 
• Advanced bias -sensing electronics automatically chooses 
optimal recording settings for the type of tape you load in— 
Normal. Metal or Cr02. 
• Pecosa/Mote autospacer automatically inserts 4 seconds of 
silence between songs oi broadcast segments 
• Multi-function display clearly indicates transport mode, tape 
counter position, tape type and level indicator 
• Multi-counter with both tape counter and run-time modes 
• Independent Land R stereo level controls and master record 
level control 

Tascam 103 Advanced Features: 
• 3- head system allows you to reccrd on a tape and monitor 
the same time, without rewinding 
• MPS filter button eliminates pilot and sub carrier broadcast 
tones that can Interfere with Dolby noise reduction 

202 RiK111 
Dual Auto Reverse Cassette Deck 

The 202 twill provides high-fidelity sound reproduction and a 
wide frequency response, as well as a host of features that hep 
you dub, edit, record or playback onto/from one or two cas-
settes easily and efficiently. 
• Normal speed and high-speed dubbing 
• Autospacer automatically inserts 4 seconds of silence between 
songs or broadcast segments for pro quality tapes 
• Incorporates Dolby HO Pro sound technology to extend high 
frequency performance and minimize distortion on Mormal. 
Metal and Cr02 tape. 
• Allows you to quickly and easily veate a professional-sound-
ing composite tape from several sources. Functions like Intro 
Check, Computerized Program Search, Blank Scan and One 
Program quickly find the beginning of tracks you want 
• Twin two-head cassette decks in a durable rack-mount hous-
ing that can be used separately or in tandem during recording 
and playback for total flexibility 
-Play material on deck 1 while deck 2 records on one or both 
sides 
-Record simultaneously on both decks from an external master 
-Play back both sides of one or both decks in a continuous loop, 
up to five times 
-Auto Reverse automatically reverses tape direction during play-
back and record 
-Repeat 'mauls tape and allows infinite looping during playback 
-Timer switch for unattended record/playback (timer required) 

New! 302 
Double Auto Reverse Cassette Deck 
All the features ot the 202 ruxili 302 ado,. e..en more 
recording and playback flexibility Thats because the 302 rt 
actually tyro fully independent cassette decks. Both decks have 
their own set of interface connectors. transport control keys and 
noise reducing functions. 
• Auto- reverse capability or both decks 
• Individual/simultaneous record capability-both decks 
• Independent RCA unbalanced in/oat for each deck 
• Cascade and Control I/0 let you link up to 10 additional 
machines for multiple clothing or long playing record and 
playback applications 

CD-601 
Professional CD Player 

Frame-accurate cueing precision, extremely high-fidelity and a 
small form factor make the CD-601 deal for post-production 
applications where sound etfects and music are "flown-in" from 
compact discs. The CD-601 integrates with most post-produc-
tion equipment including mixers. varo editors and computer 
studio controllers. 
• Balanced XLR and unbalanced RCA outputs 
• Precision cueing control and Auto cue 
• Linear motor-driven pick-ups eliminate dead air 
• Optional RC-601 remote control adds additional features and 
conveniences 
• Optional BU-2 RAM for instant start and seamless loops up to 
three minutes 

it* MIL MR I X' 
PMD-101/201/221/222/430 
Portable Professional Cassette Recorders 

I lie world standard for fNld recording. the PMD line is also the value leader 1 hey all feature 
RCA line input/outputs. 1/4-inch headphone jack, built-in speaker, pause control, audible cue 
and review, tape counter, full auto shut-off and low battery indicator 

• All models except the PMD-430 
have 1/2 speed playback/record 
capability. With 1/2 speed play-
back. musicians can slow down 
complicated passages for analy-
sis And when played back at 1/2 
speed, the pitch is lowered by 
exactly one octave, so the notes 
are still musically correct—ideal 
for figuring out complicated 
solos or picking patterns 
• By recording at 1/2 speed. a 
three hour meeting can be 
recorded on a single tape A 
built-in microphone and automat-
ic level control make operation 
simple, and buill-in speaker 
makes transcription convenient. 

.1/2 speed recording is equally 
ideal for churches, because 90 
minutes can be recorded on a 
single side of tape— no interrupt-
mg your recording to lip the tape 
over. Line inputs make it easy to 
use and connect to your existing 
sound system. 
• Three standard Dt cell batteries 
provide up to 7-1/2 hours of 
operation and the optional R8430 
rechargeable batten/ delivers up 
lo 5-1/2 hours. 

General 
Stereo/Mono 
Heads 

Inputs/Outputs 

PMD-101 
Mono 
2 

MD-201 
Mono 
2 

PMEI-221 
Mono 
3 

PMD-222 
Mono 
3 

P510-430 
Stereo 
3 

Mic Input 1/4-inch Miniplug Minipill() Mini/XLR 1/4-inch 
Condenser Mic Built-In Built- In Built-In Built-In — 
Remote Jack — Yes Yes Yes — 
Modular Tel. Jack — yes Yes Yes — 
External Speaker Jack — Yes Yes Yes — 

Record Controls 
VU Meters — 1 1 1 2 (Illuminated) 
2-Speed Recording Yes Yes Yes Yes — 
Dolby B NR — — — — Yes 
dbx NR — — — — Yes 
Alm Attenuat on — 0.-10dB. -20dB 0.-10a. -20dB 0.-10d13, -20(18 0.-15dB. -30dB 
Ambient Noise Cont. — Yes Yes Yes 
MPS Filter — — — 

--

— Yes 
Manual level Control — Yes Yes Yes — 
Limiter — Yes Yes Yes Yes 
ALC Yes Yes Yes Yes — 
Peak Indicator — — Yes Yes — 

Playback Controls 
Pitch Control :20% :20% :20% 120% :6% 
Bias Fine Ach. — — — — Yes 
Tone Control Yes Yes Yes Yes — 
Half-Speed Playback Yes Yes Yes Yes — 
Memory Rewind — — Yes Yes Yes 

Telex 
ACC2000/4000 Series Cassette Duplicators 

Designed for high performance and high production, Telex's ACC Series (ACC2000/ACC4000) and (ACC2000 
XL/ACC4000 XL) of expandable duplicators also offer easy maintenance and unsurpassed ease of use. The 
ACC2000 is a two -channel monaural duplicator. the ACC4000 is a four-channel stereo duplicator.Each 
produces 3 copies from a cassette master at 16 times normal speed and each can expand up to 27 
copy positions (with additional copy modules) W th the extra copy modules, you can duplicate up to 
27 copies ol a C-60 original in less than two minutes And they copy both sides at once The XL 
Series feature "Extended Lilecassette heads for increased performance and wear 
charactenstics.They also offer improvements in wow and flutter, frequency response. signal-to-ratio 
and bias. Additionally the ACC4000 XL allows tor either chrome or ferric cassette duplication. XL- models are avail-
able in stereo (ACC4000 XL) or mono (ACC2000 XL) versions 

Fingertip Operation 
• Individual rotary audio level controls • Short tape indicators alert you if a tape 
allow for an increase or decrease of stops before the original does, identity-
audio levels as the master translates to ing incomplete copies caused by jam or 
the copies. short. 
• Peak reading LED indicators allow • Automatic or manual selection of 
quick and accurate monitoring of audio rewind and copy operation: 
fluctuations. -Rewinds tapes to the beginning or end 
• Side A or A/B select button let you set automatically (AUTO mode) or manually 
up for duplication of erther 1 side or -In AUTO mode the copy button act/. 
both sides of a cassette at once, vales the entire rewind/copy/rewind 
• Stop all tapes instantly, at any point sequence. In manual it starts copying 
during the copy or rewind cycle. immediately. 

Easy Maintenance: 

• Slanted work surface and unique heads-up-
cassette platform allow less oxide build up on 
the heads and makes cassette loading and 
unloading much easier. 
• Each cassette position has a three point tape 
guidance system that eliminates skew prob-
lems. Plus, when a tape is inserted, each cas-
sette position is activated to prevent unneces-
sary wear and tear on the tape head mechanism. 
• Audio and bias. along with head adjustments, 
are made easily from the top of the unit and a 
switch on the back engages the head and 
pinch roller for convenient cleaning 

ACC2000 Mono MasterModule: 
1/2 track.two-channel monaural duplicator produces 3 copies 
from a cassette master at 30ips ( 16X normal speed). 
Expands up to 27 copy positions by adding ACC2000 copy 
modules (lour positions each). 
Erase heads in the copy positions automatically erase existing 
audio as new material is being recorded. 
Track select.short tape indicators.auto/manual operation 
includes removable power cord and protective mist cover. 

ACC2000 XL Mono Master Module: 
Same features as ACC2000. plus- Extended Life cassette heads 

ACC4000 Stereo Master Module: 
1/4 track, four-channel stereo duplicator. Same 'catares as 
ACC2000 Mono Master Module/ 

ACC40110 XL Stereo Master Module: 
• All features as ACC4000. plus- Extended Life cassette heads 
Can he configured for chrome or ferric cassette duplication 

ACC2000 Mono Copy Module: 
• 1/2 track. two-channel monaural copy module 
• Each module has tour copy positions with erase heads and 
controls for side select. 
• LED displays indicate end-of -tape status for each pocket. 
• Includes ribbon cables for connection to ACC2000 master and 
other copy modules 
• Includes removable power cord and protective dust cover 

ACC2000 XL Mono Copy Module: 
• Same features as ACC2000 Copy Module. p/us-Ertended Life 
cassette heads Connects to ACC2000 XL Master Module. 

ACC4000 Stereo Copy Module: 
• 1/4 tracklour-channel copy module Has all the features of the 
ACC2000 Copy Module 

ACC4000 XL Stereo Copy Module: 
• Same as the ACC4000Copy Module. plus-Extended Life heads. 
Configurable for chrome or ferric cassette duplication 

Copyette EH Series Duplicators 
the popular Copyette series produces Sigh quality. low cost cassettes in large quantities at nearly 16 times normal speed this means 
you can reproduce both sides of a C-60 tape in less than two minutes. Available in two versions.the Copyetles are capable of duplicating 
either one cassette or three at a time. In addition each are available in both mono and stereo models. 
They couldn't be easier to use You simply insert the cassettes. press the START switch and they do the rest. They rewind all tapes to 
the beginning, copy, then rewind to the beginning again before stopping. The whole process can be stopped at any time by pressing the 
CYCLE button. Side Select feature allows you to set them up to copy one side of a tape or both sides at once. 

Stereo Cappelli! 10241 
Weighing only 8 lbs 136 kg). this und 

has a durable, impact resistant 
housing and includes a remov-

1 able power cord, carrying han-
dle and protective coven 
also has an optical , non-
reflective end-of -tape sens-

ing system that provides gentle 
tape handlingA mono version is also avail-

able 
Stereo Copyette1•2•3 

This duplicator copies both sides 
of three cassettes at once, yet it's 
as small as the 1•2•1. It 
weighs only 12 pounds (5.4 
kg) and includes a hard 
cover to protect the unit while 
not in use It uses all DC Servo 
motors for the ultimate in reliability A mono 

TASCAM 
112 midi 

Stereo Cassette Deck 

The classic "no frills" prOduction workhorse, the 112 Me II is a 
head, cost effective deck for musicians and production studio, 
Extremely rugged and reliable, the 112 111, It is ideal for produc 
tion mastering and mrtdown. It also features a parallel port foi 
external control an and optional balanced connector kit means 
is flexible enough to integrate into any production studio. 
• Utilizes Dolby B or C noise reduction with Dolby HO Pro 
• Automatically selects proper bias type, so you get optimal 
recording 8 playbank response with Normal, Metal or Cr02 tie 
• Gear independent input dials let you dial in stereo VU calibrat 
with one dial. You can also adust for channel specific calibre 
• Offers Iwo Autolocator buttons and a MEMO IN control. The: 
controls allow you to select two points on any tape for one 
ton forward/reverse to wherever the action is. Additionally R 
(return to zero) quickly spools the tape back to 0000 on the 
tape counter. 
• Rear-mounted RCA input/output jacks for easy connection tc 
high-quality sources 
• Optional LA- 112 connector provides addtuonal balanced or 
unbalanced XLR inputs and outputs Installation is simple an 
requires no special tools. 
• 25-pin D sub connector (parallel port) on the back, links the 
deck to the optional RC- 134 remote control unit or for fader 
start from any mixer that use the same protocol 

112R midi 
Bi-Directional 

Stereo Cassette Deck 
The 1121-1 klkll is a soinully uncompromising, Julo reJersing 
and continuous play cassette deck. 11 offers the finest indepen 
dent head auto-reverse design at this price level, plus it has ex 
dubbing and editing features that make it ideal tor long progra 
recording. 

All the features of the 112 an II plus-
- Three-head transport with separate high-performance 
record and playback heads Manufactured from resilient 
Cobalt Amorphous materials. the independently-operating 
heads combine with precision FG servo direct-drive capsu. 
motors to provide the highest standards of reproduction 
quality and performance. 
• Frequency response is 25 Hz to kHz with less than 1% total 
harmonic distortion 
• Equipped with Hysteresis Tension Servo Control ( HTSC) the 
112R millvirtually eliminates wow and Huffer. HTSC is an 
advanced servo control system that maintains consistent bac 
tension on the tape all through the reel, combatting inconsis 
tenNes brought on by extreme temperatures and humidity. 
• Super Acculign Rotating Head System alllows recording or 
playback tape direction to be changed with one button. A sir 
Ole-screw azimuth adjustment makes it easy to maintain the 
head alignment atter many hours of continuous use. 
• For unattended record/playback of material that is longer Ma 
one side of a tape, there are two features that spare you Iron 
constantly attending to the deck: 

—Auto Reverse mode plays or records in both directions bet° 
stopping, switching sides on the fly. 
—Continuous Reverse mode allows you to loop the :ape di 
ing, layback up to 5 times. or record in both directions, will 
out pausing to flip the tape and re-engage the record mechi 
nism. Bothfeatures are accessible from the front panel, will 
one-buffon selection 

122R PAKIII 
3-Head Stereo Cassette Decl 

The standard for production and broadcast facilities, the 122 
midll features smooth faultless tape handling mechanisms. a 
three head transport with high-performance Cobalt Amorphou 
record/playback heads and precision servo direct-drive capsta 
Motors 

All the features of the 1128 Mu It (no reverse of course) plcu 
• XLR balanced and unbalanced RCA inputs and outputs are 
selectable with the blip of a back-panel switch There are 1/4-
inch inputs on the front panel for simple and direct plug-in ot 
line-level gear 
• MPX filter button eliminates polot and sub carrier broadcast 
tones that can interfere with Dolby noise reduction 
• Bias and level fine tuning for each channel These tuners can 
used in conjunction with the one-touch 400 Hz or 10 kHz osc 
latos adjustment signals to get proper VU calibration before c 
during each recording session. 
• Record/mute autospacer automatically inserts 4 sec of siles 
between songs or broadcast segments for pro quality tapes 
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TO INQUIRE ABOUT YOUR ORDER 

00 221-5743 • 212 807-7479 

iR FAX 24 HOURS 212 366-3738 

119 WEST 17TH STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10011 

Store & Mail Order Hours: 

Sun 10.4:45 • Mon & Tues 9-6 • Wed & Thurs 9-7:15 • Fri 9-2 • Sat Closed 

EQUIPMENT LEASING AVAILABLE 
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BEHRINGER 
MDX 1200 Autocom 
%flack and release times, with Intelligent Program 
letection, prevents common adjustment errors. 
Yewly-developed. powerful noise gate. 
'imtchable soft knee/hard knee characteristics for vaned 
Jound pressure levels. 
3rrght. illuminated LEDs show gain reduction 

VIDX 2100 Composer 
ntegrated auluirnanual compressor, expander A. peak limiter. 
)ompresses " musically" in dynamic range without any audi-
he "pumping" or breathing" 
Mack 8 release times are controlled automatically or manually. 
nteractive Gain Control ( IGC) combines a clipper and peak 
imiter for distortion-free limitation on signal peaks. 
torso-balanced inputs and outputs are svatchable between 
-4013 and - 10dB 

ALEsis 
3630 Compressor 

e 3630 provides two full-featured professional compres-
dlimiters in one rack space. Ideal for any application 
rrn studio recording and mixing to hoe sound reinf orce-
:nt and broadcast. 
Mal mono or linkable true stereo operation. 
1hoose between RMS and peak compression styles as well 
shard knee /soft knee characteristics. 
Mal 12-segment LEDs display gain reduction and input/Out-
rut levels. 
ach channel's built-in noise gate has an adjustable thresh-
MI and close rate to ensure clean, transparent performance. 
'amble attack and release times and a edecham function 
Dr "docking in broadcast applications. 

t.c.electronic 
Wizard M2000 

Studio Effects Processor 

e M2000 features a "Dual Engine" architecture that permits 
dtmle effects and six different routing modes. There are 250 
dory programs including reverb, pitch delay, delay, chorus. 
ng phase. ambience. E(1, de-essing. compression. limiting, 
Jane« gating and stereo enhancement. The M2000 also tea-
es 20- bit analog converslon.AES/EBU and S/PDIF digital 
ruts/outputs. "Wizard help menus, 16-bit dithering tools, Tap 
d MIDI tempo modes and single page parameter editing. 
he array of enhanced pitch shill ( up to 8 voices), chorus, and 
clay effects are characterized by their precision and versatility. 
verythong from the line and subtle to the wide and spectacular 
r handled with equal superiority. The algordhms in the dynam-
s section ( compressor, limiter, expander, gate and de-coser) 
re unique as stand-alone effects, but are particularly useful in 
ombmation with other effects. Those might be de-esser/room, 
ated hall or compressed etch The possibilities are endless. 
empo Tap function lets you match effects to the beat. Tempo 
an be adiusted in beats-per-minute and sub-divided any way 
ou like-even in triplets. The tempo can also be read from MIDI 
'reset "Gilding" ( morphing) fonction ensures seamless transi-
on between effects Very useful in live and mixing situations. 

Symetrix 
601 

Digital Voice Processor 
• Accepts rnm on line level 
analog signals, converts 
them to 18 bit-digital and 
then performs 24-bit digi-
tal domain signal process-
ing. 
• Processing includes fully 
parametric/shelving FO. 
notch/dynamic filtering 
de-essing, delay, chorus, 
gating. expansion, com-
pression. AGC and DC 
removal. 
• Combination of 128 fac-
tory presets and 128 
non-volatile user pro-
grams. 

las XLR-balanced mit and line inputs, XLR-balanced stereo 
iutput Digital gift-balanced and S/PDIF ( RCA) inputs and 
rutputs. MIDI Input/output supports connection to virtually 
my type of MIDI control device for programming or control-
mg the 601 in real time. 
deal for a variety of recording, broadcast, live sound. and 
lost production applications 

VE ARE A FULL STOCKING DEALER 
FOR THE ENTIRE SYMETRIX LINE 

Fostex 
XR-5/XR-7 Multitrackers 

XR-5 Features: 
• High-speed (3-3/4 ips) four-track (2-tracks simultaneously) 
recorder with built-in Dolby noise reduction (can be turned off) 
• Pitch controller vanes the tape speed within a range of : 12% 
• Punch in/out function makes corrections and phrase inser-
tions when necessary. can be done easily with optional 
footswdch. 
• Four Inputs accommodate two microphones in channels one 
and two. Has convenient insert points for connecting a com-
pressor/Innter and other devices for the mic channels 
• Each channel is equipped with two-point high/low shelving 
equalizers to help shape the sound, and an AUX send function 
for processing anbient system effects. 
• Trim function lets you switch High/Mid/Low input levels for 
channels one and two. 
Alternate Mix mode lets you independently select the signal 
from the input jack or the tape playback. Prefader effect send, 
mime monde 8 other functions are also possible using this mode 
• Post foldback ( monitor) send function routes the foldback sig-
nal to the AUX send. When the foldback is activated you can 
actually mixdown at the same time you add reverb to a tape 

• MIDI/TAPE multi-mix 
mode supports MIDI 
synchronization. 
Together with the 
Alternate Mix 
mode the OR-5 
can smultaniously 
mix all MIDI sound source output 
with tape playback sound and elf act output while 
monitoring! 

The XR-7 has all the features of the OR-5 plus— 
• 6 inputs, plus the ability to recorc four tracks simultaneously 
• Dolby C noise reduction plus dua speed recording 
• During recording. Channels 5 anc 6 are the primary inputs for 
microphones and acoustic instruments. They have trim controls 
and mid-sweep E0 During «Mown. these channels act as the 
main stereo UTI bus. 
• Auto rehearsal mode let's you concentrate on the music instead 
of the machine. 

TASCAM 
PORTA 03 pakIl Ministudio 

The easiest way to Oct into multitrack recording, the PORTA 03 is an extremely economical 4-track reorder that lets you overdub as 
well as mixdown to standard cassettes. 
• 4-track recorder with integrated two channel mixer • SAFE selection keeps you 
• Two 1/4-inch MIC/LINE inputs with trim control from Inadvertently recording 
• Extended dynamic range with Dolby B noise reduction over tracks you've 
• 3-digit tape counter keeps track where you are on the tape recorded earlier 
• Master level control for the entire mix, and the level sent to • Headphone jack tor cors-
LINE OUT for stereo madown tenable monitoring 
• Track selector indicates which of the 4 tracks you're recording to • RCA output lacks for madown to cassette 

PORTA 07 Ministudio 
The PORTA 07 packs high-end features into a compact and economical package. Achieves great sound with high speed tape trans-
port, high-low EC) and DBX noise reduction. 

• 4-track recorder with integrated four channel mixer • 'Bounce or "ping pong" a subma 
• Two 1/4-inch LINE inputs and two 1/4-inch MIC/LINE inputs of multiple mono or stereo 
with trim control tracks onto a single empty 
• Separate high and low El) for each track provides 10d6 ol track, leaving the original 
boost or cut. sue« tracks free to over-
• dbx noise reduction for improved signal-to -noise ratio dub new material onto. You can 
• Punch-in/out r manually or with optional RC-30 footsmtch even add a "live" track to the submix while 
• Effects send with stereo return can be applied in varying you're bouncing down, to squeeze in yet another 
amounts to all tour channels track 

424 MKII Portastudio PBM Series II 
Reference Monitors The 424 is premium Portastudio that takes multitrack recording to the next level. Features superior an/is quality. balanced XLII 

inputs, enhanced equalization and a big-studio style AUX section. 

All the features of the PORTA 07 plus-
• 4-track recorder with 8-input mixer (4 mono MIC/LINE inputs 
with 1/4-inch and balanced XLR jacks and 2 stereo Inputs with 
t/4 - jacks.) 
• Separate 3-band ECI section for each of the four mono 
channels with 10dB of boost or cut and sweepable midrange. 
• Auto Punch in/out with rehearsal, plus a Repeat switch lets 
you set up a tape loop that goes over the same area of a tape 
while you practice your punch-in/out and overdub moves— 
without committing a single note to tape 
• Two independent dedicated AUX sends let you use more 
effects or use one as tape cue during tracking 

• Dual-speeds, logic-controlled tape 
transport system improves tape 
handling and sound quality. 
Select 3-3/4 inch per 
second HIGH speed for 
the best possible record-
ing quality or NORMAL 
1-7/8 ips speed 
• Monitor output makes it raw to connect an external moni-
tor amplifier without repatching—at mixdown. 
• Tape DIRECT OUTS are provided for integration with exter-
nal mixers. 

MIDI Maddens Take Nate—II you've got MIDI keyboards, drum machines and sound modeles in your set up, you can 
exploit the power of : virtual tracking" with either the PORTA 07 or 424/464/488 Portastudio. You can use a MIDI synchronizer like 
the Tascam MTS-30 MIDI-Tape Synchronizer to record (stripe) a code onto track 4 (track 8 with th, 488). Jus: select SYNC mode 
on the DBX switch and record the tone to tape. After striping the tape with FSK or Song Position Ponter information. all your MIDI 
instruments will taithlully follow the tape during playback and recording, even if you slow or speed he tape ssmg the PITCH con-
trols. The big benefit is that your MIDI tracks (called Wrtual tracks) don't actually have to be recordrel until final mixdown, giving 
you lots more unused tracks to record on. 

464 Portastudio 
The functionality of a pro recording studio in a small, lightweight package, the 464 Portastudio Is a toll-fea-
tured eight input, four-track cassette recorder complete with a 12x2 internal men and dual buss deign 
that lets you create separate recording and cue mixes 
NI the features of the 424 ea it plus 
• 4-track recorder with 12-input mixer • Channels 1-4 offer High and Low shelving FOs and a 
(4 mono MIC/LINE with 1/4-inch and sweepable Mid ED. Tracks 5-6 and 6-7 have shelving ED 
balanced XLR jacks, 4 stereo 1/4" only, while 9-10. 11-12 are best used with input that has its own 
jack pairs. internal EQ. 

0  When 4 tracks are just not enough. then you need the perfect creative tool—the 488 mxIIPortastudio. 
The most cost-effective 8-track recorder on the market. the 488 not only offers additional capacity 

but versatile capability and intuitive operation for easy capturing 8 manipulation of your ideas. 
1Nhether recording acoustic or electronic instruments or vocals, the 488 offers maximum creative 

freedom to produce your best work. With all the functionality of a professional studio. the 488 may be 
the &haste demo recording machine. 

AD the futures at the 464 MR ti plus— 

• Includes phantom power for use with high-quality condenser 
microphones.. 
• Bait-in mixer features low-noise circuitry, with 12 inputs 
and 2 group busses There is a separate input for your stereo 
master recorder. 
• Each of the 8 main Input channels includes individual 3- bard 
equalizers. You get Hi and Low shelving Rh, plus a semi-para-
metric sweepable midrange El) 
• Unique multi-ma mode with the capability of handling up to 20 
inputs at madown 

488 «II Portasilaidio 

• The only 8-track cassette the offers a servo controlled tape 
transport complete with electromc braking. Equipped with a 
high-performance Hysteress Tension Servo Controlled (HTSC) 
tape transport, the 488 dellw rs better sound than the first 8-
track reel-to-reel machines. 
• HTSC maintains precise and consistent tape tension from the 
beginning until the end of tho tape, It actually dynamically 
adjusts the back tension on he tape as it moves from one end 
to the other, allowing precis.. locating capability 

PBM 5 II 

ALEsus 
Monitor One 

Near Field Studio Reference Monitor 
Designed by engineers with decades of expenente. the award win-
ning Monitor One provides the last critical link mn the recording 
studio's signal chain, giving you an accurate reproduction of what 
is being recorded. 
• Delivers excellent Imuge and transient reproduction, powerful 
bass, and smooth, extended high frequency detail. 
• Exclusive SuperPort speaker venting technology eliminates the 
"choking" effect of port turbulence for spin] high-power bass 
transients and extended low frequency response. 
• Ferrol luid cooled 1" silk-dome driver &Inmates the harshness 
and ear fatigue associated with metal or plastic tweeters. making 
it easy to mix on for extended periods 
• Mondor One's powerful bass incorporates a proprietary 6.5" lory 
frequency driver with a mineral-filled polypropylene cone and a 
18" voice coil wound on a high-temperature Kapton former, 
• They come in a mirror-image left/right pair covered with a non-

slip rubber textured laminate for stable mounting. 

Monitor Two 
Mid Field Studio Reference Monitor 
With much of today s popular music demanding more bass at 
louder volumes than a 
small near field monitor 
can possibly produce—the 
Monitor Two delivers—at a 
price no higher than many 
of these smaller speakers. 
• Utilizes a 10" three way 
speaker design with a 
unique asymmetrical 
crossover to maintain the same accurate tonal balance and 
imaging of the Monitor One—but with a much larger sound field ! 
• 10" low frequency driver incorporates Alms' SuperPort speaker 
technology to provide powerful, extended bass. 

• 5" mid frequency driver otters exceptronal mid frequency detail 
• 1" silk dome high frequency driver delivers a broad but natural 
frequency response from 40Hz to 18kHz 

• Covered in a non-slip rubber finish. the Monitor Two comes In a 
mirror imaged pair for mixing accuracy. 

The PBM II Series is the industry standard loi reference moni-
tors. They feature advanced technologies such as variable thick-
ness. injection molded cones with «Me rubber surrounds and 
the highest quality components including polypropylene capaci-
tors and carefully selected indicators. With a Tannoy monitor 
system you are assured of absolute fidelity to the source, true 
dynamic capability and most important, real world accuracy. 

• Custom 5" Injectrommolded bass driver with a nitrite rubber 
surround for extended linearity and accurate low frequency 
reproduction. They are belle damped for reduced distortion 
and exhibit more naturally open and detailed midrange 
• Woofer blends seamlessly with the 0" polyrede soft dome 
ferro-fluid cooled tweeter providing extended bandwidth for 
extremely precise sormally-balanced monitoring. 
• Designed for nearheld use. the PBM 5 II cabinets are produced 
from high density medite for minimal resonance and features an 
anti-diffraction radrused front baffle design. 

PBM 6.5 Il 
• Transportable and extremely powerful. Ike PBM 6 5 II is the 
ideal monitor for almost any project production environment. 
• 6.F lowlrequency dnver and 3if tweeter are fed by a completely 
redesIgned hardvared hand selected crossover providing uncom-
promised detail. precise spectral resolution and flat response 
• Fully radrused and ported cabinet design reduces resonance and 
diffraction while providing deep linear extended bass 

PBM 8 II 
• High tech 1" soft dome tweeter with unmatched pattern 
control and enormous dynamic capabillty 8" driver is capable 
of powerful bass exteneon under extreme Spi demands. 
• Hard wired crossover features true bow« capability and utilizes 
the linest high power polypropylene capacitors and 
components available 
• Full cross- braced matron medite structure virtually eliminates 
cabinet resonance as a factor. 
• Ensures precise low frequency tunrng by Incorporahng a large 
diameter port featuring laminar air flow at higher port velocities 

lICF pea nee “.ovii-v rs orà Vflre ucino es. Vox 
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FOR ORDERS CALL: OR FAX {24 HOUK..): 

800-947-5508 800-947-9003 
212-444-6698 212-444-5001 

OVERNIGHT AND RUSH 
SERVICE AVAILABLE 

E- Mail at 76623.570@compuserve.com 

CARVER 
CA-400/CA-900 
Stereo Power Amplifiers 

Designed from the ground up for fixed installation applications. the 
CA-400 and CA-900 are manufactured under the most stringent 
quality control procedures and are backed up with a full five year 
warranty covering all parts and labor 
• 3- position barrier strip screw terminal inputs can be used with 
balanced or unbalanced Imes 
• Independent CH 1 8 CH 2 level controls with 11 deluded positions. 
• Dual mono mode for operating both channels with a single 
mono input 
• Bridged mono mode los combining the power of both channels 
into a single higher powered channel 
• Internally configurable for parallel mono mode. for single channel 
low impedance operation. 
• Internal jumpers to bypass left and Rght Level Controls. 
• Internal connection points for add-on accessories like the 

optional Balanced Transformer Kit 
• Independent CH 1 and CH 2 speaker relays will instantaneously 
disconnect if fault conditions such as over temperature. short cir-
cuit or D.0 offset is detected. 
• Power Ready. Signal Present and Clip/Protect indicators 
CA-400 features: 130W per channel into 8 ohms, 

200W per channel into 4 ohms. 

CA-900 Matures 325W per channel into 8 ohms 
450W per channel into 4 ohms 

Stewart 
Power 

Amplifiers 

PA- 1000 

PA- 1400 

PA- 1800 

• High Irequency svotch mode power supply fully charges 120,000 
times per second ( 1000 limes faster than most power supplies) 
requiring lar less capacitance for filtering and storage 
• High speed recharging also reduces power supply -sagging- that 
afflicts other designs 
• Incredibly efficient. 5 PA- 1000 or PA- 1400's (4 PA- 1800's) can 
be run on one standard 20 amp circuit. No need for staggered 
turn-on configurations or other preventive measures when using 
multiple amp set-ups 
• They produce smooth and uncolored sound. while offering very 

full detailed low end response and tons of horsepower 
• Each acres a full 5 year warranty on pans and labor 

PA- 1000 ... ions 9 lbs. is 15" deep and occupies one standard rack 
spec, •! is 1000 watts into Ata when bridged to mono 

PA- 1400 its 16 lbs, is 15" deep and takes 2 standard rack 
sow,. .,• rs 1400 walls into 401 when bridged to mono. 

PA- 1800 • tris 17 lbs. is 17" deep and takes two rack spaces. 
• watts into 412 when bridged to mono 

Performance Series 
Amplifiers 

eáiv 

Performance Series 1 
300 Watt Power Amplifier 

• Measuring only 35 inches high and we,ghtng 26 pounds. the 
Series 1 delivers more than 150 watts per channel 
• Its welded steel chassis is unbelievably strong while a custom 
heat sink extension provides exceptional thermal capacity 
• An internal fan provides quiet background noise levels for critical 
monitoring applications and when pushed hard the cooling sys-
tem insures continuous cool operation even in the most 
demanding siluatrons. 
• Active balanced inputs with both XLR and 1/4- phone jacks 
• Supplied with quality 5-way binding posts for highly reliable 
speaker connection. 
• Front panel handles are reversible lor either rack mount installa-
tion or easy handling. 
• LEDs are provided for signal presence and clip indication, the 
detenled gain controls have large knobs for easy front panel 
adiustments. 

Performance Series 2 
600-Watt Power Amplifier 

• Same as above except the Series 2 weighs 32 pounds and deliv-
ers more than 300 watts per channel 

Performance Series 4 
1200-Watt Power Amplifier 

• Same as above except the Series 4 weighs 53 pounds and deliv-
ers more than 600 watts per channel 
• Has a switch selectable clipping eliminator that prevents damage 
to the speakers 

SAMSON® MIXPAD 9 
Ultra-Compact 9-Channel Audio Mixer 

A remarkably compact 9-channel mixer, the MIXPAD 9 offers professional audio performance and a wide 
range of user-intensive features. It boasts low noise and distortion specifications, includes wide- range 
gain trim controls for both rnm and line inputs and provides exceptionally low group delay over the full fre-
quency bandwidth for a more transparent. open sound. It also has a very high slew rate—usually Mund 
only on larger, more expensive mixing consoles—allowing it to react very quickly to transients and main-
tain a crisp, articulate sound It offers phantom power (48v) for use with condenser microphones and an 
in-line power supply eliminates magnetically-induced hum. 

•3 mmilme inputs and 3 stereo channels (total 9 inputs). 
•2 ausrlrary sends for effects and two Stereo returns 
*Independent 2-band shelved EU, pan control for mono chan-
nels and balance control for stereo channels 

*Adjustable nee input trims allow use with a wile zanety of mica 
-Phantom powered XLR mm Input connecto-s 
•Peak LEDs for left and right main outputs 
*Extremely durable extruded aluminum chas 

MICRO SERIES 1202-VLZ 
12-Channel Ultra-Compact Mic/Line Mixer 

Usually the performance and durability uf smaller 'fusers drops in direct proportion tu 
their price Fortunately. Mackies fanatical approach lo pro sound engineering has result-
ed in the Micro Series 1202.1.(12. an affordable small mixer with studio specifications and 
rugged construction. It delivers no-compromise, non-stop. 24-hour-a-day professional duly 
in permanent PA applications. TV and radio stations. broadcast studios and editing suites— 
where nothing must ever go wrong. 

• Working S/N ratio of 900B, distortion below 0.025v across the • Switchable phantom-powered (48v) Inputs cordenser nuts 
entire audio spectrum and .28 dB balanced line drivers. • Every input channel has a gain control, pan pot. low Eft at Mt 
• 4 mono channels with discrete. balanced balanced mic/line Hz. high (CI at 12.5 kHz and two au> sends reth 20dB gain 
inputs and 4 stereo channels ( 12 inputs total). • Master section includes two stereo returns. le Aphone level 
• Line inputs and outputs work with any line level. from instru- control and metering. 
ment level, to semi- pro - 10d13, to professional .4dB. • Sealed rotary pots resist and other contaminants. 

MS1402-VLZ 
14 x 2Compact Mic/Line Mixer 

Maclue's lanatical engineers have done it again. Balanced inputs and outputs. 3-band 
ED. AFL/PFL and deluxe tape mondonControl Room feature Nice long 60mm faders, 
six studimpality net prearnps and extra All 3-4 stereo bus—in less Man 1.3 square 
feet of space. 
• Studio grade MIC preamps Ichs. 1-6) with high headroom, low 
noise and phantom power. Also incorporate low cut litters to 
cut mic handling thumps, pops and wind noise. Lets you safely 
use low shelving E0 on vocals. 
• Trim controls ( ch 1-6) with ultra wide range (. 10 to -40dB) 
handle everything from hot digital multitrack feeds to whisper-
ing lead singers and older, low output keyboards. 
• Pan control with constant loudness and high L/R attenuation 
so you can pan hard left or right without bleed-through. 
• Two au> sends per channel with 15,113 extra gain above Unity 

The new MS- 1202, 1402 and 1604 all include VLZ ( Very Low Impedance) circuitry at critical sig-

nal path points Developed for Mackie 's acclaimed 8-Bus console series. VLZ effectively reduces 
thermal noise and minimizes crosstalk by raising current and decreasing resistance. 

• 60mm log-taper faders are 
accurate along their whole length of 
travel and employ a new long-wearing contact 
material for longer fader life & upen resistance to dLst, smoke etc. 
• Control room/phone matrix adds incredible tape monitoring. 
mixdown and live sound versatild y. 
• Mute switch routes channel output to extra AIT 3-4 stereo bui. 
Use if for feeding multitrack recorder channel! •. iteating a sub-
group via controlroomiphones matrix. mondcr n a signal before 
bringing d into the main mix or creating a" rritn minus". 
• Solid steel chassis instead of aluminum or plastic 

CR-1604 VLZ 
16-Channel Mic-Line Mixer 

the hands-down choice for major louring groups. sludio Session players, as well as 
broadcast and sound contracting The new CR-1604 VLZ features everything you 
would expect from a larger console, and then some! 24 usable line inputs with special 
headroom/ ultra-low noise Unityplus circuitry. seven AUX sends. 3-bandEO. constant power pan 
controls. 10-segment LED output metering and discrete front end phantom-powered mic inputs 
• Lowest noise and highest headroom (90 dB working S/N and 
108 dB dynamic range). Many drummers consider it the only 
mixer capable of handling the attack and transients of acoustic 
and electronm drums 
• Genuine studio-grade phantom powered, balanced input rim 
preamps on channels 1-6. All CR-16114 VU (and optional XLR10 
for ten more) discrete input mic preamp stages incorporate four 
coniugate-pair large.ernitter geometry transistors So. whether 
recording nature sound effects or heavy metal. miking flutes or 
kick drums, you gel he quietest. cleanest results possible. 

• True 4-bus design with channel assigns tut.. or main L R 
• 3-band ED with mid-frequency sweep and low oat switch. 
• AFUPFL solo and mute switches with overloadandargnal pre-
sent indicators. 
• Rear panel features include insert pas and 1 4-Inch /XLR con-
nectors on every channel. as well as RCA tape OroutS/OutputS. 
• New, standard size channel trim pots are found dt tie top of 
each channel. 
• Rotary input/output "pod" allowing three Merril psitions fcr 
set-up. 

TASCAM 
M2600 Midi Series 
16/24/32-Channel 8-Bus Mixers 

LOW NOISE CIRCUITRY 
• Goan, inalo coMpletely redesfgned lOw noise CirCullry wflh Absolute 
Sound Transparency'. the M-2600 delivers high-quality. extremely 
clean sound No matter how many times your signal goes through the 
M-2600.11 won't be colored or altered. The signal remains as close to 
the original as possible. The only coloring you hear is what you add with 
creative EC) and your outboard signal processing gear 
• Double reinforced grounding system eliminates any hum. 
World-class power supply provides higher voltage output for 
better headroom and higher S/N ratio. 

PREMIUM QUALITY MIC PRE-AMPS 
• The M.2600's mic pre-amps yield an extremely low noise floor. 
enormous headroom and an extremely flat frequency response. 
It also increases gain control to an amazing 51dB Plus, you get 
phantom power on each channel 
• Accepts balanced or unbalanced 1/4' inputs. and low- imped-
ance XLR tacks. Better still, the TRIM controls operate over a 
51dB input range. For the hottest incoming signals, all it takes 
is a press of the .20 dB PAD button atop each channel strip to 
bring any signal down to manageable levels. Plug in anything - 
keyboards, guitars, basses, active or passive microphones, 
samplers and more. 

THE BEST AUX SECTION IN THE BUSINESS 
Versatile AUX section has 8 sends total. 2 in stereo. Send signal 
In stereo or mono, pre.or post-fader. Available all at once. Return 
signal through any of 6 stereo paths 

FLEXIBLE En SECTION 
Bi-directional split ED means you can use either a' bath ED sec-
tions in the Monitor or Channel path..or defeat lne eilect alto-
gether with one bypass button Other comparallestt zed mixer: 
will lock the shelving mix into the Monitor path only. Smiting 
your EC/ application. 

ADVANCED SIGNAL ROUTING OPTIONS 
Direct channel input switching Assign to one Of eight busses, 
direct to tape or disk. or to the master stereo be.. Because the 
group and direct-Ouf jacks are one and the same voL can select 
either Without repatching. 

ERGONOMIC DESIGN 
The M.2600 has a big studio feel. All buttons am âghtly spring 
loaded, lock into place and accomodate even hin hugest fingers. 
The faders and knobs have a tight. smooth "expensive" feel and 
are easy to see, reach and manipulate Center Meents assure 
zero positions for ED and PAN knobs. Smooth lung tf row 
100m.a faders glide nmely yet allow you lo post roo tnem secure-
ly without fear of accidentally slipping to another position 

Panasonic 
SV-3800/SV-4100 
Professional DAT Recorders 

• 
• — 7.7f.f09e.; e  

Designed tur prutesswal appbcations. the SV-3800lSV-4100 
have highly accurate and reliable transport systems with search 
speeds up to 4000 normal. and 20-bit D/A converters to satishy 
the highest professional expectations both in terms of sound 
and functionality. 

31,3800 Features, 
• Recording via analog Inputs otters sampling rates of 44.1 or 
48kHz. When recording through digital inputs. it automahcally 
clocks to incoming frequencies of 32/44.1 or 48kHz 
• 01R-balanced digital inputs/outputs plus consumer format 
coaxial and optical inputs/outputs. 01R-balanced analog 
stereo inputs/outputs. Output level is selectable between .445 
and - 10db The input level is .4d5 
• Built-in shuttle wheel has two variable speed ranges: 3 to 15x 

in Play mode and 1/2 to 3x normal speed in Pause mode . 
• High speed transport enables searching up to 2500 normal 
speed. Search up to 400x normal speed is possible once the 
tape has been scanned In Play. FF or REV mode. This ensures 
access to any point on a two-hour DAT in under 30 seconds 
• Ramped record mute and unmute with three seconds fade-in 
and live seconds fade-out provides automatic level changes at 
the start and end of a recording. 
• Comprehensive display includes program numbers, absolute 
time, program time remaining time and Table of Contents 

SV-4100 Has ell the features « the 3V-31100 
Offers enhanced performance required for professional produc-
tion, broadcast and live-sound systems. Features such as 
instant start. external sync capability and enhanced system 
diagnostics make the SV-4100 the DAT quality standard. 

Fostex 
D-5 

Digital Master Recorder 
With professional Matures and a consumer 

price tag. the D-5 satisfies a lot 
of requirements It records or 
playsback four hours of music. 
includes optical and digital 
input/output. and TOC func-
tions that are as easy to use as 

a CD player. It's also equipped with 
basic pro features such as ID editing func-

tion. GPI and XLR connectors and 3000 speed 
locale and search functions 

• Playback/record audio m0132/44.1/48 kHz sampling in SP 
(standard play) mode. Equipped with LP ( long play) mode. It 
can play/record at 32 kHz up to 4 Ins on a 120 minute cassette. 
• Analog interlace includes svatchable (.4dB/-10dB) balanced 
and unbalanced XLR inputs and outputs. 
• AES/EBU digital interlace (XLR) for professional use and opti-
cal ( S/PDIF) input/output for consumer/semi-pro connections. 
• 5-pin GPI input connector allows Play. Stop 8 S- ID search to 
be implemented through commands from an external source. 
• Records CD- C1 code sync ID, enabling precise music start up. 
When performing digital signal transfer from CD through it s 
optical input. the D5 precisely records S- IDs according to the 
track number and index inlormation ol the CD-O code. So even 
il there is a break in the middle of a song or there isn't a non-
recorded section between two songs you can locate to the S-
ID location (eg. beginning of song) precisely. 

D-10 
Digital Master Recorder 

• Stintchable 44.1 and 48kHz sampling freguecies 
• Analog interlace includes switchable 01.R-balanced (.4dB) 
and unbalanced RCA -11003) inputs and outputs. 
• Equipped with and 01R-balanced AES/EBU digital interlace and 
optical (S/PDIF) Input/output conlorming to IEC consumer 
• Built-in EIMB RAM (4 MB x 2) offers Instant start as well as 
scrubbing at 1m/second accuracy 
• Advanced log/shuttle for precision cueing and monitoring. 
• Auto Cue provides automatic locating to the exact start of 
audio modulation during ID search and tape loading. 
• Unniersal GPI mput/output enables easy and last assemble 
editing, based on A-time between a pair of D.10s. 
• Swttchable 2-position reference level. - 12dB/-20d8. 
• Start and Skip IDs as well as up to 799 P-NOs can be recorded 
and played back 
• 10-digit key-pad lets you store and recall 100 cue points 
• Continuous or peak reading level meters can display available 
headroom wIth an accuracy of :0 1dB 
• Reads and displays A-time or Pro R-time, also provides PCM 
mondonng. 
• Optional 8333 interface card adds timecode and RS-422 (X 2) 
functionality to the D-10 

-Reads an external timecode and records on the sub-code area 
-Reproduces and outputs the timecode from sub-code area 
-Switchable RS-422 and ESbus protocols. UsIng the ESbus, up 
to 16 D- 10s can be daisy chained 
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TO INQUIRE ABOUT YOUR ORDER 

800 221-5743 • 212 807-7479 

OR FAX 24 HOURS 212 366-3738 

119 WEST 17TH STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10011 

Store é:‘ Mall Order Hours 

Sun 10-4.4.5 • Mon & Tues 9-6 Wed & Thurs 9-7:15 • Fn 9-2 • Sat Closed 

EQUIPMENT LEASING AVAILABLE 

EvN 
PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO 

TASCAM 
DA-P1 Portable DAT Recorder 
• Rotary two head design and 
two direct drive motors for the 
best transpon in its class 
• XLR-balanced mmdine inputs 
(with phantom power) acceptf 
signal levels from -60dB to .4dB. 
• Analog line inputs & outputs ( unbalanced) plus S/PDIF (RCA) 
digital inputs and outputs enable direct cigita transfers. 
• Uses next generation ND g DIA converters for amazing quality. 
• Supports 32/44.1/48kHz sample rates & SCMS-free recording. 
• Included in its design is a MIC limiter and 20dB pad to achieve 
the best possible sound without outside disturbances. 
• IRS jack .1 level control to monitor sound writ any headphones. 
• Ball tough, the DA-P1 is housed in a so id, well-constructed 
hard case It includes a shoulder belt. AC adapter & 1 battery. 

SONY 
TCD-D8 

DAT Walkman Player/Recorder 
• Long Play ( LP) mode allows 4 
hours of record/playback of 12- bit 
audio on a single DAT cassette 
• Equipped with digital coaxial and 
optical input connector. Also has 
analog Ma and Line inputs. 
• High-speed Automatic Music 
Sensor search function finds & plays tracks sk ps forward or 
back up to 99 tracks. all at 100x normal speed. 
• Digital Volume Limiter System Increases listeniug comfort & 
sound quality by automatically adjusting for sudden level changes. 
• Two-speed cue- review lets you hear sound while player is in 
fast-wind modes, up to 3x or 25x normal speed. 
• LCD display with backlit windows clearly shows recording 
level, track number, operating status and 4-segment battery 
indicator, even in low ambient light conditions 
• Optional RM-D3K System Adapter Krt for complete digital 
interlace. It has inpuVoutput connectors for both the optical 
cable & the coaxial cable. Also Includes a wireless remote control. 

TCD-D10 PRO II 
Portable DAT Recorder 

• Has balanced XLR input switchable 
me (-60dB) or line (.4d8) 
inputs. A 12-pin digital con-
nector provides interfacing 
with AES/EBU digital sig-
nals of 32/44.1/48.0 kHz 
sampling rates. 
• Comprehensive sell-diagnostics func-
tion constantly monitors the rotation of the 
head drum, capstan and reels The tape transpert mode and 
load/unload time are continuously checked as well. 
• Up to 99 start IDs can be recorded in the subcode area. When 
the record button is pressed. the start ID is recorded automati-
cally for 9 seconds During recording, it can also be added 
manually to any position of the tape Search tor start IDs is 
100X normal speed. 
• 20-segment digital peak level meters include overload indica-
tors Closely tracks input signal for accurate level indications 
• During playback, the date and time of recording is displayed. 
• Has a record-level limiter with a last attack time of 300ms. Mit 
affenuatar prevents distortion by suppressing signal level 20 dB. 
• Immediate playback is possible through a built-in speaker. 
• Supplied wired remote controller also accepts a mic holder 
Two mic stand screw adapters are also supplied. 
• Supplied NP-2211 rechargeable battery provides 1.5 hours of 
operation. Optional NPA-D10 battery adapter &males 1 hour o 
AA bret Supplied ACP-88 AC adapter operates on 100-240v 
50/60 Hz. 

PORTADAT 
POR1000/POR1000TC 

Professional Portable 
DAT Recorders 

• Direct drive transpon with 4 heads tor confidence monitoring. 
• Balanced OLA mic and line analog inputs and two RCA analog 
line outputs Digital inputs and outputs incode S/PDIF con-
sumer ( RCA) and AES/EBU balanced (IR 
• Left/Right channel mic input attenuation seler.or(OdB/-30d8) 
• 48v phantom power, built-in limiter 8, intemal monitor speaker. 
• Illuminated LCD display shows clock and counter, peak level 
metenna margin display, battery status. ID number, tape 
source status and machine status. 
• Supplied Nickel Metal Hydride rechargeable battery powers the 
PDR1000 for two hours The battery has no "memory effect" 
and is charged in two hours with the supped AC 
Adapter/charger. 

RDR1000TC Additional Features: 
In addition to all the features of the PDR1000 recorder. the 
PDR1000TC is equipped to record generate and reference to 
time code in all existing international standards. 
• All standard SMPTE/EBU time codes are samorted, including 
24. 25. 29.97 (drop frame and non-drop frame) and 30 fps. 
• External syncronization to video. field sync and word sync. 

kl_Roland 

POWERFUL EDITING 
• Time compression, pitch compression 
• Completely non-destructive cutting. 
erasing, copying 
• Very fast looping for music or 
ambiance editing 
• Scrub preview and preview to. 
from and thru 
• Six levels of waveform zoom 
• Optional RS-422 interface ( D10-800D. 
for 9-pin control from video editor 

FLEXIBLE I/O STRUCTURE 
• Full digital patch bay 
• Stereo AUX send buss 
• Two stereo AUX returns 
• Direct channel outs 
• Digital stereo input and two digital 
stereo outputs 
• Four balanced analog Inputs with gain 
controls and four balanced analog out-
puts with option for 4 more 

FULL AUTOMATION 
• Dynamic and snapshot automation of 
level, pan, 2-band E0, including 
frequency select, boost and cut 
• Microscope editing of automation data 
• Phase level editing of level, crossfade 
and fade ir/out 

DM-800 
Digital Audio 
Workstation 

The DM-800 is a compact, stand-alone multi-track disk 
recorder that provides an amazing array of features at 
an unbelievably low price. Whether for music produc-
tion, post production or broadcast. 
the DM-800 will make your work simpler, faster, more 
productive and more profitable. A full function worksta-
tion. the DM-800 performs all digital mixing operations 
from audio recording. to editing, to 
track-bouncing, to final mixdown. It fully supports 
SMPTE and MIDI time codes and also features a built-
in Sample Rate Resolver to synchronously 
lock to any time code. 

TRIGGER FLAIURES: 
• Trigger mode top ay am, combination 
of 8 tracks for vocal "Iyins or sound 
effects placements 
• Advanced trigger made for live opera-
tion with preset or cael kp cue of phras-
es to be played one lb T another 

MIDI FEATURES: 
• MIDI machine colter.' 
• Internal tempo map:. 
• Accurate editing by ais and beats 
sub-beats 
• MIDI clock and sang position 
ponter output 
• 8 MIDI triggers for latent phrase 
playback HIGH QUALITY SOUND 
• MIDI trigger of reaped and punch in/out • Sampling rates of 48/44.1/32 kHz 
• Tempo maps from «tonal sequences • 18-Bit A/O and DÍA with 128 and 
MIDI or tap input. 8 times oversampling 

• 24-bd internal processing 
ACCURATE SYNCHRONIZATION 
• Frame accurate syrk le any time code VIDEO OUT 
• Locks to MTC • Composite, S-video, digital RG8 output 
• Generates and react, at types of • All track overview with infante level of 
SMPTE. including 00.5, 29.97 (Drop/ project zoom 
non-drop) and 30 fames per second • Views of phrase and waveform editing 
• Incoming SMPTE resmaped to output • Very accurate level mMeters 
lads • Track status and time location 

RECORDING OPTIONS 
• Records to standard SCSI hard drives 
• Up to 24 hours recording time possible 
• Uses Magneto Optical or Syquest dri-
ves for fast project changeovers 
• Optional Internal 2.5" Drives for 
ponable operation 

PROJECT CATALOGING 
• Up to 150 protects on line at once 
• Easy cataloging of sound effects and 
protects 
• Easy transfer of sounds from one pro-
ject to another 
• File compatible with DM-80 

ALESIS adat xt 
8-Track Digital Audio Recorder 

An incredibly affordable tool, the new OAT-XT sets the standard in 
modular digital multitrack recording. Irlth new features & enhanced 
capabilities. the ADAT-XT operates up IS four times faster than the 
comma' ADAT. offers an intelligent sofrware-controlled tape trans-
port and provides onboard digital Marro and flexible autolocabon. 

Stunning Audio: 
• Incorporates ultra-high fidelity 18-bd. 128 X oversampling NC 
converters which provide bener-tharCD audio quality. 
• For outputs. the DIA converters provide 20-bit, fle oversampling per-
formance for a flatter frequency spectrum, improved phase 'espouse 
and much less low-amplitude distorbon 
• Frequency response is 20 Hz to 201(1,z z0.5dB, S/N ratio is greatr 
than 92dB. crosstalk between channels is better than -90dB fe 11.110 

Flexible Inputs and Outputs: 
• Servo-balanced 56-pin ELCO conneator operates at .4dB for inter-
facing with consoles with .4 dB balanced/unbalanced inputs/cwtouts. 
• Also includes unbalanced - 10013 inpots/outputs ¡phono connectas). 
• Has an electronic patch bay built-in it can be dsed with stereo and 
4-bus consoles 
• Multiple Clairol Digital I/O can carry up to eight tracks at once com-
pletely in the digital domain. The Mortal I/O combined with the ADA-
Synchronization Interface make it completely compatible with any 
ADAT-format recorder or other devins that use Alesis' proprietary 
digital protocol. 

Digital Editor: 
• Make flawless copy/paste digital edits between machines or even 
within a single unit. A new Track Cam feature allows you to male .. 
digital clone of any track (or group el tracks) and copy it to ary other 
track (or group) on the same recoraer. This allows you to assemble 
composite tracks for digital editing 
• Use two or more ADAT-XTs and thelape Offset feature lets you 1.copy 
and paste not only from track to trek. but from location to localism-
lape Offset assembles the elements of a project with a minimum or 
repetitive over dubbing. It changes ere relative tape position of a 
slave XT to its master. so you can "try" audio to drtferent local one un 
each tape. 
• Track Delay feature allows you to allay the time reterence of a track 
by up to 170ms. With Track Delay, ',ou can easily change the groove 
of a tune. Track Delay is individually adjustable on each channel uni 
is excellent for fixing slight timing errors in recorded tracks (player 
lags behind or rushes the beat). In wordings voth multiple micra-
phones, you can time-align each track, precisely compensating far 
the spacing between mics with accuracy to 0.0001 seconds. 

Intelligent Transport: 
• Rewinds and fasl-forwards up to to 4X taster than the 
original ADAT. 
• Advanced transport software continuously monitors 
autolocation performance and the head constantly reads 
ADAT's built-in sample-accurate time code—even in fast 
wind modes 
• Newly developed Dynamic Braking software allows the 
transport to quickly wind to locate points while taking 
every precaution to treat the tape gently. 

Onboard Autolocator with Auto Record: 
• Onboard 10-point autolocate system provides quick 
access to multiple tape locations. Four specialized locate 
points make your recording sessions quicker and easier 
• Auto Play automatically enters Play the moment any 
autolocation point is reached, Auto Return automatically 
rewinds at the end of a loop. 
• Auto Record function lets you automate punch-in/punch. 
out times that are accurate to 1/1 00th of a second. 
• Rehearse Mode allows you to enter or exit record modes 
without actually laying tracks to tape. 
• To record on the fly, you can even use the individual 
Record Enable buttons to punch in and out of tracks. 
• Includes remote control with transport and locate func-
tions, offers a footswitch jack for hands-free punch-in. 

Optional Accessories: 
• BAC Master Remote Control lets you command up to 128 
tracks from a single location, with 460 nameable locate 
points. SMPTE & MIDI synchronization & extensive digital 
editing power. 
• AI-1 Digital Interface offers sample rate and digital format 
conversion between the ADAT-XT's Optical Digital 
Interface and AES/EBU and S/PDIF formats 
• A1-2 Synchronization Interface allows synchronization to 
video and film. The AI-2 offers compatibility with video 
recorders and editing systems (including TimeLine's Lynx-
2 system) and can issue MIDI Time Code and translate 
MIDI Machine Control commands to the ADAT-XT. 

We Are Also Authorized For the Following... 
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Digital 
Multi-Track Recorders 

TASCAM 
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The first thing you notice aboJI the eight cl-annel DA-88 is the size 
of the cassette - it's a small Hi-8mm video . rasselle You'll also 
notice the recording time - up to 120 minuMs. These are just 2 of the 
advantages of the DA-88's innovative use of 8mm technology. 
• The ATF system ensures that there will berm tracking errors or 
loss of synchronizatron. The DA-88 doesn't even have (or need) a 
tracking adjustment. All eight tracks of audio are perfectly synchro-
nized. What's more, this system guarantees perfect tracking and 
synchronization between all audio tracks im all cascaded decks - 
whether you have one deck or sixteen ( unto 128 tracks!). 
• Incoming audio is digitized by the on-board 16-bit D/A at either 
44.1 or 48KHz The frequency response is flat from 20Hz to 20KHz 
while the dynamic range exceeds 92dB 
• Execute seamless Punch-ms and Punch- outs. This teature afters 
programmable digital crosstades, as well e, the ability to insert new 
material accurately into tight spots You can even delay individual 
tracks whether you want to generate special effects or compensale 
for poor 

Fosrex RD-8 
Based on the S-VHS format, the RD-8 is designed tor the home pro-
tect or professional recording studio. Features include up to 40 min-
utes of recording time on a single tape. no seless punch-in/out • 
selectable sampling frequencies of 44.1 and 48kHz and pitch and 
track delay controls. Systems are expandable from 8 to 128 tracks 
and there are a wide variety of options enable. 
• Full transport control is available via the RS-422 port, providing 

full control right from your video bay. The RD-8 records at either 
44.1 or 48KHz and will perform Pull-Us end Pull-Down functions 
for film/video transfers. The Track Slip fisture helps maintain per-
fect sound-to-picture sync and the 8-Channel Optical Digital 
Interlace keeps you in the digital domain. 
• The S-VHS transport in the RD-8 was selected because of its 
proven reliability, rugged construction aid superb tape handling 
capabilities. 8 tracks on S-VHS tape aloe much wider track widths 
than is possible on other digital tape tot-nato. 
•with its LCD and 10-digit display panel. the RD-8 is remarkably 
easy to control. You can readily access 100 locate points, and 
cross-lade time is fully controllable in machine to machine editing 
Table of Contents data can be recorded fin tape. 
• Since the RD-8 is fully ADAT compliant. your machine can play 
tapes made on other compatible machins. and can be controlled 
by other manufacturers ADAT controller.. Your tapes will also be 
playable on any other ADAT deck. 

SONY 
PCM-800 

Based on the success of Sony's multi-channel DASH-format 
recorders. the PCM-800 is an affordable knd expandable 8-track dig-
ital system that employs Hirl tape technology. 
• Combines flawless sound quality. Outstanding reliability and pro-
fessional audio interfacing with AES/E8.1 digital I/O and XLR ana-
log I/0 connections. 
• Combines all basic audio tunctions such as precise auto punch 
in/out digital cross fade technology. external synchronization with 
SMPTE/EBU time code and selectable sr mpling frequencies ot 44 1 
and 48kHz. 
• Also features a shuttle dial for precise tom control, variable speed 
playback of 6% in 0.1% increments eat a flat frequency response 
from 20Hz to 20kHz. 
• Up to 16 PCM-800's can be operated in perfect sync with optional 
FICC-S1 sync cables, providing up to 1'uktl channels of digital audio 
recording and reproduction. 
• Optional DABK-801 Sync Board provides SMPTE/EBU time code 
generation and chase synchronization T can be locked to the 
incoming time code with subframe accurate offset, which is ideal 
for audio-blow-video applications. 
• The DABK-801 also provides complete video synchronization to 
external video reference signal. 
• Optional RM-0800 provides comprehensive remote control over all 
functions of the PCM-800. The RM-1)800 can control up to six 
units for up to 40 channels of digital Julio 
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-FROM PAGE 80,JEFF LYNNE 

Lynne: Absolutely. I had used the big 
orchestras-40-piece with a choir now 
and again. That was how I had always 
envisaged it sounding, and once Ed 
done that, what would it be? Just gui-
tars or something? It had run its 
course, and Ed had lots of fun doing 
it, but it becomes a labor after a cer-
tain time. 
Bonzai: At this stage, do you think 
of yourself as a producer, a writer, a 
performer? 
Lynne: I like to think of myself as a bit 
of each, really. I haven't done a lot of 
performing lately, but I've done a lot of 
producing. I love to sing as well, and I 
love to play, so I think of myself as a 
jack of all trades. 
Bonzai: What was your first big pro-
duction job outside of your own 
records? 
Lynne: My first big one was for George 
Harrison, Cloud Nine. I'd previously 
done a couple of songs with Dave Ed-
munds and one night at dinner, he 
said, "Oh yeah, I forgot to tell you— 
George Harrison asked me if you'd like 
to work with him on his new album." I 
said, "What?!" And it turned out George 
had been looking for me to hang out 
with and see what happened. We met 
and got along really well. 
Bonze You'd met him before at the 
White Album sessions? 
Lynne: Yes, just to shake his hand and 
say hello. That was all. It was almost 20 
years before we met again. 
Bonze: Nice reunion, and the album 
did quite well. 
Lynne: It did fantastically well, and that 
led to Tom Petty stopping me on the 
street in Beverly Hills. He was in his car, 
honked and pulled over to the curl) 
and said, " I've just been listening to 
George's album, and I love it." Then he 
asked if I'd fancy working with him. So, 
a couple of days later I went over to 
Tom's, and we wrote "Free Falling." 
That was a good start. 
Bonzai: 1989 brought us Full Moon 
Fever... 
Lynne: And before that, the Traveling 
Wilburys, of course. That whole album, 
and then Roy Orbison, "You Got It" and 
the Mystery Girl album. It was quite a 
period. I had three albums in the Top 
Five. It was unbelievable, having not 
produced anyone but myself before 
that. I was quite thrilled with it, and, of 
course, the Wilburys went on to do 
other things and did really well. 
Bonzai: Such great work with the 

Wilburys—how did things fall together? 
Did the captain's hat fall on different 
heads at different times? 
Lynne: Oh yeah. Mainly, it came 
about from an idea when I was work-
ing with George. We had hung out 
well before we started recording, be-
cause I suppose George wanted to 
know how we would get on. I think 
he just likes to work with people who 
he likes. Anyway, it turned out we got 
on great. We had all the same interests 
and lots of silly things as well. At 
night, after we'd finish the sessions 
we'd have a drink and say. -Wouldn't 
it be great to have a group with any-
body we want?" That's how it really 

You can keep laboring 

on songs, and sometimes 

you can actually 

get them better. 

But usually, 

a good song is so 

simple that you don't 

really have to 

change anything. 

came about. George said, " I'll have 
Bob Dylan," and I said, "Then I'll have 
Roy Orbison." We'd both known Tom 
and I had been working with him, and 
Tom seemed the ideal person, and 
then it all fitted together. 
Bonzai: Where did you all end up 
together? 
Lynne: In Encino at Dave Stewart's stu-
dio. Actually the first time was at Bob 
Dylan's studio for "Handle With Care," 
and then over to Dave Stewart's studio. 
We literally did a song a day. We'd sit 
around a table with five rhythm guitars 
going, and somebody would come up 
with a riff, we'd all join in and take it 
from there. We'd come up with a few 
more ideas, then do the lyrics in the af-
ternoon, early evening, sing a rough 
vocal on them. They were little cre-
ations each day. 
Bonzai: And how about that drummer? 
Lynne: Of course, we had our pal Jim 
Keltner who was brilliant as always. 
Helluva great drummer, Jim, he's my fa-
vorite drummer—apart from Ringo. 
Don't get me wrong! [Laughs] 

Bonzai: How did it happen with Roy 
Orbison? Just a cold call to him? 
Lynne: Funnily enough, with Roy it 
was me as a fan from way before, in 
1985. He was my favorite singer of all 
time. I got his number from my man-
ager, Craig, and gave him a call in 
Nashville. It was just to say hello, real-
ly, and I was hoping he didn't tell me 
to sod off. But he was a lovely guy, 
very sweet, and he said, "Why don't 
you come down to Nashville and we'll 
try to write a song?" I was absolutely 
thrilled and went down, but we didn't 
actually finish anything. But it was 
such a pleasure hanging out with him 
at his house for about three days. We 
tried little bits and pieces but we never 
actually nailed anything. 

About a year later, I got this call out 
of the blue saying, -Hi, it's Roy and 
I'm living in Malibu, and I'm ready to 
work." Brilliant! So, he came over to 
my house, and we wrote "You Got It," 
which is a pretty good one to start 
with, and then "Love's So Beautiful" 
and "California Blue." Tom was there 
too for "You Got It" and "California 
Blue." We just knocked these songs 
out. I had a little Casio plastic thing 
with Roy and Tom on guitar. It all 
came very quickly, and we recorded 
at Mike Campbell's garage and then 
mixed them at a big studio. 

The songs came quickly—no time 
to sit and ponder, saying, "Oh, I won-
der if that bit's right?" It was just done 
the way records used to be made, 
much like the Wilburys. You just do 
them, and if they're good, great; if 
they're not, don't try to squeeze more 
out than there is. It's a lovely way to 
do it, but it gets increasingly more dif-
ficult to do because you've got so 
many options. 
Bonzai: Have the multitude of options 
created a trap? 
Lynne: Well, you can disappear up 
your own whatzit, you know? You can 
just keep laboring on something that 
maybe doesn't want to be labored on. 
Three months later, you'll hear the tape 
after you've messed with it and you go, 
"Shit, it was really good like it was!" 
[Laughs] There is a danger of doing that. 
But it's true that you can improve 
songs. It's not guaranteed to mess them 
up. Sometimes you can actually get 
them better. But usually, a good song is 
so simple that you don't really have to 
change anything. 
Bonzai: It's been awhile since George 
released a solo record. Is that in the 
works? 
Lynne: Yes, it certainly is. Hopefully, 
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we're gong to start on that som We've 
also been talking about another 
Wilburys one. 
Bonzai: Great news! 
Lynne: Well, there's been mumblings 
of it. I speak to George quite regularly, 
and he's up for it. I think Tom is, as 
well. We just have to catch Bob off the 
road. 
Bonzai: Hard working Mr. Dylan. 
Hasn't it been great to see him the last 
couple of years? 
Lynne: He's great, Bob. It would just 
be nice if we could get everybody to-
gether at the same time and get in that 
room and make some new tunes up, 
have some fun. 
Bonzai: What about your solo career? 
It's been five years since Armchair 
Theater. 
Lynne: I know, can you believe it? 
Don't tell EMI, though. I was supposed 
to have delivered the next one a year 
later. Just kidding, but I've got loads of 
songs ready to go. It's just a matter of 
singing and playing them. I just moved 
into a new house, and I'm building a 
studio, and that takes up a lot of time. 
Bonzai: What pieces of major gear are 
you planning for your workspace? 
Lynne: Just a nice English desk, made 
by Raindirk. I brought it from England, 
and I have two 24-tracks and lots of 
outboard gear. 
Bonzai: What was your first musical in-
strument? 
Lynne: Guitar, when I was 15. 
Bonzai: A late starter... 
Lynne: Yes, but I loved it so much. It 
sounds like the old cliché, fingers 
bleeding, but you don't care. 
Bonzai: What kind of guitar? 
Lynne: The first one I ever tried was a 
friend's guitar, an Elvis Presley plastic 
guitar with one string. I learned all the 
Shadows' songs on one string using 
one finger. I played all their songs, 
with one string up and down like a 
dervish up and down the neck. And 
then, my father bought me a Spanish 
guitar. It was a bit battered, but it 
worked and had six strings. That's 
what I learned on. 
Bonze How about keyboards? 
Lynne: Well, at my parents house, 
there was a piano in the front room. I 
sort of commandeered the front room 
with my instruments. There was a 
piano, so I used to transpose, play a 
chord and then find out what it was on 
the piano. It was just a simple process 
of learning, and eventually after a few 
months you become a little familiar 

with it, but they're all the sanie chord 
shapes, and it took me awhile to learn 
all the inversions. 

The first songs I ever wrote were on 
that piano while in the Idle Race, and 
some in The Move. I just found it more 
interesting to write songs on a piano, 
maybe because there was more hap-
pening, with strange chords happening 
with the different bass notes, as op-
posed to on a guitar where you tend to 
just play chords and not figure out 
funny bass notes. These happened by 
accident, so I think that's why the key-
board was more interesting for me to 
write songs on. 
Bonzai: At that early age, did you see 
your whole life unfolding as a musician? 
Lynne: I wanted it to. I left school 
when I was 15. I could have stayed on 

When I started out 

writing songs, 

I never used to 

listen to 

what was on 

the radio. I used to 

play my own stuff, 

the way I wanted it. 

I'd think, 

that's what I want. 

but I dropped out because I wanted to 
go to work and get some money. Not 
very much money, of course. But I 
found that getting up at 7 o'clock in 
the morning wasn't going to work for 
me. I desperately didn't want to do 
that, and I desperately wanted to play 
guitar. I just had these little jobs where 
you didn't have to do much. You 
could hide and play guitar and sit 
there quietly practicing while you 
were supposed to be working. I got 
the sack on most of these jobs for not 
doing anything. 

So when this advert appeared in the 
Birmingham newspaper for a "keen 
lead guitarist," I went for the job. It was 
for a group called the Night Riders, 
which was my favorite group in Birm-
ingham. I got the job, luckily, when I 
was 18. 

The funny thing is, my mother used 

to come running up the stairs every 
morning, really early, saying, "Get out 
of bed, you lazy sod." So, I got this job 
and the first day, a Monday, she comes 
bounding up the stairs, "C'mon, get 
out of bed!" I said, " Listen, mum, I 
don't have to get up ever again. I'm a 
professional musician now." [Laughs] I 
was a bit cocky, I suppose, because I 
didn't realize maybe someday I 
wouldn't be one. I just figured that's 
what I was going to do. I had tunnel 
vision in that area. 
Bonzai: Well, things seem to have 
worked out pretty well. 
Lynne: Yeah, can't complain. 
Bonzai: The situation in the music busi-
ness is very different now than when 
you were getting started, isn't it? 
Lynne: Oh, yeah, absolutely. It used to 
be so simple and easy and innocent, 
you know? You just made a record, and 
they'd go, "That's great, let's put it out." 
Then it would be in the charts. Either it 
was that simple, or I was doing good 
stuff, I don't know. 
Bonzai: Any advice for a teenager 
today in 1996? 
Lynne: Well, I think they've got it cov-
ered now. They all start out with a 
lawyer before they've written a song. 
It's a sad thing that it has to he that 
way, but it's a good thing for them. 
They don't fall in the hole of having 
problems in that area with contracts 
and all that. 

Musically, I suppose, just try and 
be yourself and don't copy trends and 
just try and make your own music. 
When I started out writing songs, I 
never used to listen to what was on 
the radio. I used to play my own stuff, 
the way I wanted it. I'd think, that's 
what I want. I don't care what any-
body else is doing. That's why I didn't 
really get into the heavy guitar thing. I 
felt I could write songs, and that was 
the most interesting for me, and then 
to produce them and play guitar. The 
passion was there, rather than going 
out on stage and doing big guitar 
solos. I wanted to make a whole 
thing, write it and then make it into a 
record. That was the biggest thrill—to 
see a real record, just a vinyl one. 
Wow, it's a record. 
Bonzai: Is it still a thrill when a record 
comes out now? 
Lynne: It's a thrill, but every time there 
is a bit of trepidation. Once it gets into 
the Top 20, it's a thrill, yeah. 

For tonight's performance, the mie of 
The Walrus will he played by roving 
editor Mr. Bonzai. 
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—FROM PAGE 186, DWIGHT TIVILLEY 

nately the debut album was far from fin-
ished when the single hit the charts, and 
"immediately after the single hit, Leon 
left Shelter, and the record company fell 
apart," Twilley recalls. "We had a sec-
ond single, 'You Were So Warm,' bub-
bling under the charts, and then it all 
caved in." Sincerely was a critical smash 
when it finally came out in the summer 
of '75, but with Shelter in such disarray, 
it didn't fare particularly well commer-
cially. In 1977, he cut a second album, 
the shimmering pop confection Twilley 
Don't Mind (my personal favorite), for 
Shelter, which by then had been ab-
sorbed by ABC. Working at the Sound 
Lab and Shelter Studios in L.A., Twilley 
and Seymour were aided again by 
Schaper (who got a co-production cred-
it), Barth, Noah Shark and the mysteri-
ous fader-puller known simply as Max. 
Together they helped refine the Twilley 
sound, which combined the melodic 
sheen and layered sophistication of 
middle-period Beatles productions, with 
some of the raw slap-back verve of 
early Elvis. Whereas Sincerely took 
nearly a year to make, Twilley Don't 
Mind was cut in just two months—"a 
normal L.A. studio trip," Twilley calls it. 

Twilley and Seymour split up after 
that second album, and though Twil-
ley's subsequent albums definitely 
missed Seymour's warm vocal touch 
(Seymour had a successful solo career 
of his own for a few years; he died of 
cancer a couple of years ago), Twilley's 
songwriting gift remained undimin-
ished, and his arrangement and produc-
tion ideas continued to flower. Albums 
like Twilley (a.k.a. The Checker Board 
album because of its cover design) and 
Scuba Divers were filled with strong 
tunes and great performances (an-
chored, as always, by guitar phenom 
Bill Pitcock IV). During this period, 
Shark, Max and Schaper did much 
of the engineering, but Twilley also 
worked with engineer Clay Rose and 
with producers Jack Nitzsche and 
Chuck Plotkin on material that later be-
came known as The Great Lost Twilley 
Album. Twilley says of his own studio 
chops, "I never was really a technical 
guy. I just knew enough to be able to 
tell the technical guys what to do, and 
I've always worked with really good en-
gineers who understood what I was 
going after. I've always had a pretty 
good idea of what I want to hear, and 
I've usually also had some idea of how 
it could be done, but I wasn't actually in 
there turning knobs that often." 

There's a timeless quality to Twilley's 

strongest songs that has allowed him to 
remain remarkbly true to his original 
musical vision without any of his work 
sounding particularly dated. It's not a 
tremendous leap from "I'm on Fire" to 
last year's "That Thing You Do" (written 
for the forthcoming Tom Hanks film of 
the same name), and Twilley is quick to 
admit, "Nothing's ever changed the way 
I make music. I've sort of been in my 
own world all along. I never really 
cared much about what other people 
were doing. In the beginning, Phil and I 
thought we were creating the next 
sound and that we'd alter radio," he 
says with a little ironic laugh. He does 
acknowledge at least a flirtation with 
one passing radio trend, however: 

"In '84 began the period when 
everybody said, 'You've gotta have the 
drum machine,' so that was my drum 
machine phase. I think it began a real-
ly terrible time in recording, because 
the prevailing thinking there for a 
while was if the tempo wasn't ab-
solutely perfect then it was a terrible 
mistake. I remember someone saying 
to me, 'Maybe you won't notice it, but 
the listener in Iowa will sense that 
something is wrong.' So I gave in—it 
was something I hadn't done, so I gave 
it a try. I'm still proud of that material, 
but it wasn't my favorite way to work, 
and I think they were wrong about that 
listener in Iowa." 

Twilley has had a couple of minor 
hits through the years—such as "Girls" 
and "Little Bit of Love"—and he was, as 
he puts it. one of the guinea pigs of the 
early days of MTV, which was interest-
ing." But his career has never quite 
taken off the way many expected it to. 
He remains philosophical about it all, 
however, and proud of the fact that he's 
always been able to make a pretty good 
living off publishing royalties (having 
Tia Carrere sing his ballad "Why You 
Wanna Break My Heart" on the chart-
topping soundtrack to Wayne 's World 
was a boon for him) and occasional gig-
ging. He's even got an unreleased 
album, The Luck (produced by Richard 
Podolor and engineered by Bill Coop-
er), in the can, ready to see the light of 
day if he can generate record company 
interest in it. About a year ago, too, he 
moved back to Tulsa after nearly two 
decades in L.A. "I went through one too 
many earthquakes," he says. "My house 
was so damaged [in the 1994 Northridge 
quake] that I had to move everything I 
owned out of it, and then I was think-
ing, 'Well, do I really want to just move 
down the block?' I'm really glad I came 
back [to Tulsa]. I was in L.A. not too 
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long ago, and I couldn't believe id 
been there all those years." 

These days, Twilley is still writing 
songs and is in the process of building a 
home studio, which he says he'll likely 
equip with "a few ADATs. It's nice that 
a lot of the equipment that used to be 
out of reach is now more inexpensive," 
he says. " It used to be it would cost you 
$5,000 to have echo, and now you get 
those little Alesis things for $250 and 
you sound pretty damn good. I always 
thought there was something wrong 
with the equipment thing, because it 
seems that guys like me and other 
artists, when they get to a certain stage, 
they shouldn't have to pay for the 
equipment. An artist should have paint. 
There should be people who sponsor 
recording artists, because equipment is 
too expensive." He pauses and then 
adds, "I can dream, can't I?" 

He adds, "The record business is a 
lot more money-oriented and a lot less 
music- and artist-oriented than it's ever 
been. The general message of so much 
of what's on the radio is this sort of 
dark, urban thing. Well, every place in 
the world isn't dark and urban. Why is 
that all that's on the radio? One of the 
things I'm proud of in my career is that 
I've always tried to keep a positive mes-

sage. I've never incited any riots or tried 
to lead anyone astray. I just do what I 
do, and there have always been enough 
people who like it that I keep on doing 
it. I'm always looking ahead." At the 
same time, XXI is a tuneful and invigo-
rating look back at an artist \\ ho's al-

ways played by his own rules. 

-FROM PAGE 1-.2. LOI DON WAINWRIGHT M 

for the most part all the emphasis was 
on getting Wainwright's best perfor-
mance. Crucial to this end. Lesser says. 
was creating the proper atmosphere. 
Grown Man was recorded and mixed 
over a period of six weeks last year at 
RPM Studios in New York ( with addi-
tional overdubbing at Knoop Music in 
New Jersey). Lesser says that for some-
one like Wainwright. who is used to in-
teracting with audiences, the studio can 
be a very sterile environment. "RPM is 
a single-studio operation that's very 
homey and c()mf()rtable. When Loud (g) 
walked into the studi), his area to re-
cord in was set up kind of like a living 
environment and not like a recording 
studio. The lights were dimly lit; there 
was a reading lamp there; a nice, com-
fortable chair for him to sit in between 

takes; and a different chair to perform in. 
"The studio also has amazing state-

of-the-art vintage equipment," Lesser 
continues. "I say those words in the 
same sentence, but it really is the hest 
of both worlds. The old Neve 18068] is 
wonderful, and the owner, Bob Mason, 
has been a collector of vintage tube 
mies for a long time, and he's got a 
great collection." Lesser miked Wain-
wright's Martin 1)-21 in stereo with a 
B&K 4011 up from the hole toward the 
neck, and a Neumann 1167 on the body 
and wood. A little bit of pickup was 
mixed in, along with some direct run 
through a tube 1)1. "On a couple of the 
songs. we used the direct a little more," 
Lesser says, "but most of the time its the 
acoustics of the mies in stereo." 

Wainwright recorded his guitar and 
vocal parts simultaneously, without 
headphones (which Lesser says give 
him too much of a microscopic view of 
his sound). Lesser encouraged him to 
move around as much as he wanted. 
"But the phase-relationship of the three 
mies had to be totally locked in," Lesser 
says. "or all of a sudden his voice would 
sound very distant. We played a bunch 
with positioning. Occasionally, we 
would stop a take if he moved so far 
out of position that we started losing the 
sound. Of course, if the take is there, 
that's the primary thing. If there's a little 
bit of a funny sound, that takes a way, 
way back seat on a record like this." 

Lesser used the studio's Stephen 
Paul-modified Telefunken ELAM 251 on 
Wainwright's voice, through an LA-2A 
and the Neve electronics to the Studer 
A8(X) 24-track. Very little EQ or process-
ing was added to the lead vocal, and 
the tracks are almost all wholly intact, 
unedited takes. -We also didn't do a lot 
of takes." Lesser says. " If he wasn't get-
ting a tune, we'd generally move on to 
another song and come back to it later 
to get the spontaneity of that first-time 

With the key element of Wain-
wright's performance in place, the team 
began adding instrumental parts around 
the finished vocals. " Basically." Lesser 
explains, " if a song held up completely 
barebones guitar/voice, we would leave 
it like that." But where they saw the op-
portunity to enhance or augment the 
vibe of a song. they would bring in mu-
sicians one at time. ("To make a take 
sound natural that has so much give 
and take in terms of the metronome," 
Lesser points out, "you really have to 
[add parts] one at a time.") 

Working out parts was a very collab-
orative, liquid process. Lesser and Wain-
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\\Tight called on an intimate group of 
musicians whom they knew would be 
responsive to the nuances of Wain-
wright's songs and performances. "To 
get the best out of a musician," Lesser 
says, "you have to let them feel what 
they're feeling. It's probably impossible 
to tell a musician to play something ex-
actly the way someone else wants it and 
expect it to be coming from their heart. 
We work with people because we re-
spect their ideas. So we may give them 
a chord chart and a basic overview, and 
then what winds up on the record will 
be developmental as we record it— 
make suggestions, make edits here and 
there. I like the interaction between the 
musicians and songwriter." 

One of the most intriguing interac-
tions was between Wainwright and his 
19-year-old daughter, Martha. She sang 
with him ( against him?) on "Father 
Daughter Dialogue." a song recounting 
a dispute about songs. "Since she can 
sing," Wainwright says, "and since she 
was the person with whom I had the 
argument to begin with, it was an obvi-
ous choice. We did that one live— 
there's nothing punched in about that. 
So there was some interesting angst in 
the room." 

Martha also sings backing vocals on 
"The End Has Begun." a dolorous tune 

about the end of a relationship. "The 
concept always sounded like marching 
off into the sunset or a funeral proces-
sion," Lesser says, "so we had [drum-
med Richard Crooks do his parade-ori-
ented cadence on the snare, which had 
no snares on it, so it gives it a kind of 
haunting, hollow sound." The song 
also features David Mansfield on the 
bouzotiki, a large, double-stringed in-
strument similar to a bass mandolin. 
"That was David's suggestion," Lesser 
says. "and we loved it as soon as we 
heard it. He'd always wanted to try it 
on a record, and it was just perfect." 

Mansfield also added smokin' elec-
tric guitar to the infidelity-minded rave-
up "just a John." a cut that illustrates the 
wisdom of having musicians play to 
Wainwright's finished track. "I don't 
think we could ever have gotten such a 
great take from Loudon himself if we'd 
recorded it with the heavy guitars and 
the drums from the beginning." Lesser 
says. "I think he would have been try-
ing to push his vocals too hard over the 
bigness of the sound. As is, we have the 
combination of a punchy but intimate 
vocal surrounded by this tough. rockin' 
track." ( Listen also for Wainwright and 
Lesser's chain-gang-style "cha's!" pulsing 
in the background.) 

The success of the collaborations is 
audible throughout Grown Akm—the 
record is rife with musical settings that 
make it easy to get caught up in Wain-
wright's warm, natural vocal perfor-
mances. It may not be a fancy produc-
tion. but its loaded with personality and 
charm, like Wainwright's shows. "The 
vocal and the song are like the picture 
to me," Lesser says, "and the music and 
track are like the picture frame—you 
don't want the frame to interfere with 
your enjoyment of the picture. They 
should lx>th \\/( n-k together perfectly. 

-We chose to mix on the same 
board that we recorded on," he adds, 
"because we were enjoying the way 
the rough mixes sounded. It's not the 
kind of record that we wanted to hype 
up and sizzle out. We were into the 
warmth of the record, and to maintain 
that we stayed and mixed at RPM." 

After the album was completed and 
ready for mastering ( by Greg CaIbi at 
Masterdisk). Lesser got a call frcun Wain-
wright, who had been struck by an in-
teresting idea: opening the album with 
an a cappella track...sung in the show-
er. So they regrouped and set up in the 
shower at Beartracks Studio ( Suffern, 
N.Y.). to record "The Birthday Present." 

"I wanted spontaneity:. Lesser says. 
"and I also knew they didn't have a re-
ally large hot water heater, so I wanted 
to have everything set up for capturing 
a single take." They set up a couple of 
U87s outside the shower but were ner-
vous that they might not have enough 
presence on the voice. Co-engineer 
Steve Regirla suggested putting a Shure 
SM57 in the shower under the water. 
The only problem was how to prr)tect 
the mic. 

"We decided to put a condom ()ver 
it," Lesser laughs, "but of course no-
body at the studio had a condom. So 
we had to send the 17-year-old female 
receptionist to the drugstore with strict 
instructions to get unlubricated, be-
cause we didn't want oil getting into 
the mie element. She was very embar-
rassed, but finally we convinced her to 
go. She came back around 20 minutes 
later and told us that the pharmacist 
had tried to talk her into getting the lu-
bricated ones, saying she'd like them 
much better. She kept saying. 'No, you 
don't understand, this is for a recording 
session,' and the pharmacist was going. 
'Yeah, sure kid.' " 

-So we put the condom over the 
mic." Wainwright says, "and I actually 
took off my clothes—no one was 
there—took the shower and sang the 
song." 
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Sales • Consulting • Training 

(415) 487-2323 

ull layout, full color 4-page booklet, full c 

jewel box, fibn, assembly, and shrinkwrap.' 

e shipping included! 
•ut our other packages. 

6) 871-9317 

Pe $1. e-1 
100 — 12" VINYL LP'S* 
METAL PARTS • LACQUER MASTER 
TWO COLOR LABELS 
WHITE JACKETS W/HOLE 
WHITE INNER SLEEVE 
TEST PRESSINGS • SHRINK WRAP 
ADOMONAL COPIES $ 1.10 EACH AT DAlf Of ORDER. 

$699.00 

Ask for our free brochure' , 

500 — 7" VINYL 45'S $ 599.1:10 

MASTERING • PROCESSING • TESTS • 2-COLOR LABELS 

Rainbo Records and Cassettes 
1738 Berkeley Street, Santa Monica, (A 90404 • ( 310) 829-3476 • fax 1310) 828-8765  
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BOOKSHELF 
INFORMATION RESOURCES FOR MUSIC PROFESSIONALS 

> The most comprehensive listing of resources for music 

industry professionals and hobbyists 

> Convenient and cost-efficient "one-stop shopping" for 

retailers and school bookstores 

> Educator review-copy program for established music 

business and recording programs 

> Contract publishing services for independent industry 

publishers and authors 

1300KSI ¡ ELF' 

Call 

Mix Bookshelf is the world's leading resource for 

information on recording technology and the music 

industry. Tens of thousands of musicians and audio 

professionals rely on the Mix Bookshelf Catalog 

for the best selection of how-to books, career 

guides, reference manuals, textbooks, instruction-

al videos and sample CDs available anywhere. 

us, toll-free! 

(800) 233-9604 
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MARKETPLACE 

PREMIUM CUSTOM LOADED BULK AUDIO CASSETTES 
HIGH BIAS (TYPE II) CASSETTES FOR MASTERING AND/OR ORIGINAL RECORDING 

TDK PRO SA BULK 
UNLABELLED AND uNBOxED • MAGNETIC ' GLEN,. 5-SCREW SHELLS 

Ouarally C-10 C-20 C-30 C-45 C-60 C-90 C-100 

25-99 $0.31 $0.37 $0.44 es() eat $082 $0.90 

100-999 $028 $0.34 $0.40 $0.46 $0.55 $0.77 $0.90 

1000 • $0.25 $0.30 $035 $044 $0.52 $0.76 $0.87 

MAXELL XLII BULK 
UNLABELLED AND uNBOxED • MAGNETIC MEDIA CLEAR OSCREW SHELLS 

Ouaralty C-10 C-20 C-30 C-45 C-60 C-90 C-100 

25-99 $032 $0.37 $0.42 $0.54 $0.61 $0.83 $0.90 

100-999 $030 $0.34 $0.40 $0.49 $ass $0 79 $0.90 

1000 .. $0 27 $0.32 $0.38 $0.47 $0.52 $0.76 SO 87 

PREMIUM ROUNDED-EDGE ALL CLEAR NORELCO BOXES A 80.13 each 

I2-up labels 3ge per shee . 6-up Inset, card. J•cards) 305 pan thee,. 
All In, lengths loaded and armed at next 'leanest length Loaded PresPela To no. 

NOW! RECORDING SYSTEMS, INC. 
32 WEST 39TH STREET, 9TH FLOOR, NEW YORK, NY 10018 
Telephone: 212-788-7800 • 800-859-3579 • Fax 212-768-9740 
We Accept VISA . Maste•Card - American Express or UPS COD Cash Only 

CD & CD ROM Manufacturing 
309 E 90 St - B NY, NY 10128 
(800)344-4361 ( 212)369-2932 

THE BEST CD MASTERING... 
Unsurpassed mastering quality by Bob Katz. Custom hardware and software, 128x 
Oversampling 20-Bit A to D, Unique Digital Processors, Sonic Solutions Editing, 

Tube and Solid State Analog Recorders, 
CO Mastering is an art. Levels, lades, equalization, spacing... 

everything is important to you and to us. 

CD-ROM Pre-mastering, Replication - CD-R Data Storage & Archiving 
Manufacture of 50 CD-ROMs to thousands. Hybrids? Mixed mode? PC? Mac? . . 
No Problem! Transfer Macintosh or IBM disks (hard drives or removables) to CD-R. 

CO REPLICATION... 
1000 CDs at $1.55 w/jewel, shrink, insertion. 2500 at $1.50 and free Glass Master. 

CO Booklet Printing and Graphic Design ... 

1000 4- Panel Booklets $0.37/ea. Full-Color Outside & Tray, B&W Inside 
Internet CO mastering website - http //www gamy coml-bobkatz 

If you're ready to stand out from the competition, 
Marketplace is ready for you! This high- profile 

advertising section gives you the opportunity for a 
large ad ( up to 1/4 page), with optional color to 

enhance your company's image. For Mix Marketplace 
Rates call Robin Boyce (800) 544-5530. 

COMPACT DISC MANUFACTURING 
CASSETTE 

FIR E E CATALOG 

8101111-289-9115n 
CO RFPEICAIION 
CASSETTE THIPLICAIION 
DIGITAI M.ISIIRING 
GRAPHIC RESIGN 
PRINTING 
PACKAGES 
ONE Off Cfls 

. 

)0/111 Ilear and lee/ the Derence 

LOE/1TnL FAcI TCD121, II2ECT .41\10 ! 

• Data Formatting • One- Offs • Pre- Mastering • 

• Mastering • CD Audio • Production Management • 
• Mixed Mode • Hybrid • Multimedia CD-ROM • 

Optical Media • CD Express Services Group 

51 East Campbell Avenue, Suite 170 

Campbell, CA 95008 

(408) 376-3511 • ( 800) 347-2664 OPTICAL MEDIA 

îfàh 
fce 

ooâ 9b0e 
115@ft 

• INNOVATIVE MASTERING 

• CUSTOM CD, CASSETTE 
RECORD PACKAGES 

• HIGH IMPACT GRAPHICS 
• COMPETITIVE PRICING 

• DEDICATED SERVICE FOR 
20 YEARS 

C' 
CKENSACK, NJ 07601 

2011 ,189-1771 
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MARKETPLACE 

lePROTAPel 
I, I NORTHWEST 

Some of Q1UEENSRYCHE 
our PEARL JAM 

clients SO1UNDGARDEN 
ALICE IN CHAINS 

BLANK TAPE 

AND MEDIA 

FOR AUDIO, 

VIDEO AND 

DATA STORAGE. 

EVERY MAJOR 

BRAND AND 

FORMAT. 
TOLL FREE: 800-331-6107 or ( 206) 441 - ti27. 

2412 2nd Ave.. Seattle, WA 98121 ia 

From Jimi Hendrix to 
Guns N' Roses, Manny's 

has been the first choice of 
legendary musicians for 

almost 60 years. 

Experience the tradition of 

Manny's legendary service, 

expertise and extensive 

equipment selection. 

Call 212/869-5172 

or write for your FREE 

product catalog today 

and become part 

of THE LEGEND. 

(Add S2.00 shipping and handling 
outside Continental U.S.) 

Manny's Mailbox Music 
48th Street At Your Doorstep 

156 W. 48th Street, NY, NY 10036 

Hours 10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. EST M-F 

litilIETPLACE 
When You're Ready to Stand Out From the 

Competition, Marketplace Is Ready for You! 

(SOO) 544-5530 

9ead911,a,zoloeiekzatatittnv 0493 

LOOK NO FURTHER 
(Well, rust a little further) 

Fully Packaged CD's - $ 1.20 
CD-Audio • CD ROM & CD Enhanced 

Real Time & High Speed Cassette Duplication 
Digital Editing • Graphic Design • Printing 

ve with our Retail Ready Packages 
Label? io? We offer PRO VOLUME DISCO 

AM-tech 
1-800-777-1927 

e-mail: 74043.1473@compuserve.com 

di-Tapes/300 CDs only SI 
add 200 more of each for only 8300 

• complete retail-ready packages • 

Coll Today For Your Free Color Catalog! 

1.800.458.6405 

/Free Macintosh. D 

/Top Quality Duplication 

/Finest Materials 

/Fast Turnaround 

/Satisfaction Guara 

The PML MS 2/8 represents a great 
value in MS stereo microphones! 
Their compact size, light weight, 
and excellent sound quality make 
them perfect for virtually any location 
recording task. All for the very reasonable 
price of S1,450. 

Zero THD offers o full range of PML microphones. 

Zero THD • 1710 West Fullerton 2nd FL. 
Chicago, II 60614 
Phone: 312.665.9066 • Fax: 312.665.9067 
75407,1104@comPusERvE.com 

INDESTRUCTÍMJFF 
THE #1 SELLING ATA RACKMOUNT CASES 
311: THE PLANET! 

• Available in 2u, 'Su. bu. 8u, 10u. : 
& 12(1 ',PIPS • 

• All rackmount hardware included l• 
• SKB's exclusive lifetime 
warranty to the original owner 

Stu.,,. 

I40/1 288-7200 ax 
/ 

444-31-4›2»9 

Lo0-011 to Ow •ote 
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IVIARKEI1PLACE 
• 

CD & Cassette Prices 
That Are Down To Earth! 

CD's 

500 - $ 1070 

1000 - $ 1635 

CD Packages Include: 
Glass Master 
Full Color 2 Panel Booklet 
2 Color on CD Printing 
And Much More ... 

A CASSETTES 

500 - $555 

VI 1000 - $745 

,c> 

Toll Free 

1-800-876-5950 
We Accept VISA/AmEx 

ANCI1OR YOUR SpEAkERS 
WITH 

SOUNd ANChOR STANdS 

our system will perform to its 
.1 potential- wfien ou get your mcmitois. 
off the meta- e, reperfy positioned 
and supported 

  • STABLE • RIGID • 
SOUND • DAMPED • 

SOUNdANCII0FtS INC. 

ANCHORS (407) 724-1237 

NEW PATENTED 
ANTI-JAM SELF-CLEANING 

ENDLESS LOOP 

HOLD-A{ A LC. 

CHEATING YOURSELF? 
Most Ilk* you are - If ycu' re not producing 
"ON HOLD" telephone tapes. BIG PROFITS 
being made, just ask AT&T fa' their monthly 
prices. Call or fax fa- HOLD-A-CALL info. & 
a sample of our new "ANTI -JAM/SELF-
CLEANING" ENDLESS LOOP. 
Also ask about our Dealer Lead Program. 

MANN ENDLESS cassErrE INDUSTRIES 
3700 Sacramento, san Francisco, CA 94118 

TEL (415)221-2000 
FAX: (800)683-7569 or (415)387-2425 

LFCI »EN Leasi 
DIRECT LENDERS 

SPECIALIZING IN AUDIO - VIDEO EQUIPMENT 

No Down Payment 

Application Only For Up To $50,000 
=> New at Used Equipment 

CALL: (800) 626 - LFCI 

CALL OUR FAXBACK SERVICE: (803) 3 6 3-5 9 3 6 

APPLICATIONS, QUALIFICATIONS, LEASE PROCESS 

ALSO APPLY FOR OUR $ 10,000 CREDIT C,- RD/ LEASE 

PROBLEM SOLUEO, 

Eco CHARGE 

A„„„EIONS 

The new GAMMA rechc4nable 
battery system offers sirreicity, 
incredible perforagmck and reliability 
for all types of portable op'notions. 

Designed especially for te demand-
ing 12 vo ements of the HHb 
P,p/tad Pti-2, and PD-4 Ulaniv4IWA' 
po ffikE recoglers, the new 
m is the ,ultimate solution to 

ficiencies 

1-

By using a iciency 
sealed lead acid ftik are.' 
makes even the mes in; • 
recording session a bree 

Eco-Charge also offers reiharge'ahl— er* 
power systems for all portable/if 
and analog recorders. In addition,ég-
the product line, Eco-Charge con A-
vide custom designed power system* 
to accommodate your individual needs. 

RO. Box 956 • Boulder, CO 80306 • TEL 303.449.5761 • FAX 303.449.1545 
ORDERS 800.361.5666 

SOUND 
El Y A UDIOBIC 

Audio cassette duplication 
Digital and Analog 

Graphic Services 

Custom Packaging 

Personalized service 

Audiobec Inc. 
600 Port-Royal West Montreal, Oc, Canada H31 2C5 
Tel.:(514)384-6667 • MX: 15'10 388-1480 
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MARKETPLACE 
• 

GET IT e4157 
Don't trust your audiophile cassette  duplication needs to anyone else 

Progressive Music 

Avail: VISA & 
Master Card 

2116 Southview Ave. 
Tampa, FL 33606 
(813) 251-8093 
FAX (813) 251-6050 
Toll Free: ( 800) 421-TAPE 

All Complete: 
4-Color Pkgs, Printed Inserts, Chrm 
Tape, from your DAT or CDT 8i Film 
500 CD's $1,175 
500 Cass $685 
1000 CD's $1,630 
1000 Cass $985 
500 CD's + 500 Cass $ 1,860 
1000 CDs + 500 Cass $2,315 

GENUINE STUDER. 
- 

411 

Why settk for a copy when you can 
afford the original? 

S 11 DF R ACFMEN your Studer tape machine. They offer better frequency response and 
En:Am have always been the best option for 

itvl ice -he life of third-party parts; they're rigorously tested; and there's 

ithe confidence of knowing there are real Studer parts in your headblock. 

In the past, Studer quality cost you extra. But now we can offer gen-
uine Snider heads at virtually the same prices as the imitations. Call our 

Nashville office at 615/391-3399 for full details. And get your hands on 
Genuine... 

414 

STUDER 
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO EQUIPMENT 

H A Harman International Company 

615/391-3399 
Uáríltvide Distribution: Studri; Regritsdoti: Suitze-Lnui +41 (0)1 870 75 11 

O I i L 
A PRODUCTION RENTAL SERVICE 

OFFERING THE FINEST IN 

STATE OF THE ART & VINTAGE 

RECORDING EQUIPMENT 

CALL US, TOLL FREE 

(800) 446-3278 

MasterCard VISA '°1 

WEB SITE, http://www.digitaldispatch.com/dd 

The ADAT Exchange 
A Service of Hi-Tech Audio. 

Upgrade to the outstanding new Alesis Adat XT 
with our generous trade-in program. We also offer 
used Adats with a 30 day warranty, in addition 
to a complete line of professional audio 
equipment for purchase or rent. 

tr (415) 742-9166 
Reducing audio stress since 1983. 

HITECH 
AUDIO 
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CLASSIFIEDS  
MIX Classified Ads are the easiest and most economical MeattS to reach a bu yer 
for your product or service. The classified pages ofMix supply our readers with a 

valuable shopping marketplace. We suggest you buy wisely; mail-order consumers 
have rights, and sellers must comply with the Federal Trade Commission, as well 
as various state laws. Mix shall not he liable for the contents of advertisements. 
For complete itermation on prices and deadlines, call (800) 544-5530. 

Acoustic 
Consulting 

VYVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVYTYVVVVVVVVVVV 

Good Gear In A Bad Sounding Room 
Sounds No Better Than Bad Gear. 

STUDIOFOAM SOUND ABSORBENT WEDGES 
There's no easier or more affordable way to make your 
room & mixes sound better— period. No other foam fine 
beats our absorbency, flame retardancy, color selection, 
longevity, speedy delivery...or prices. Now with free 
freight! We also sell great sound barriers & much more. 
NEW! ACOUSTICS 101, an easy-to-understand guide that 
gives real-world advice about how to build a sound stu-
dio or turn your place into one. Learn how to float floors, 
soundproof walls, choose the proper doors & more. You 
won't find better bottom-line advice anywhere else! Just 
$11.95 incl. postage. Order your copy today! 

Users: AT&T • NASA. Sony • Shure • Ford • Kodak. Warner Bros.. 20th Cent. Fox • Universal Stud-
ios . Maury hutch Show • Hitachi Toshiba • Dennis DeYoung ( Styx). Baldwin. Eddel • Mike Wanchic 
(J. Mellenoamp). Rockwell • US Gov1.0pryland. Dominic Guss (Stevie Nicks, The Outfield, Kurzweil) 
• Guido Welsh (TBN, WalMart) • Carvin • WhisperRoom • Pat Duke Mice of MoDonalds & Miller 
Brewing). Martin Marietta • Manley Labs • NJJ (NFL on Fox, Coke). D. Ervasti Mice of NFL on Fox) 

USAFoam • 11571 E. 126th, Fishers IN 46038 • (800) 95-WEDGE • Fax (317) 842-2760 
1111A11111À11ÀÀÀÀÀÀÀÀÀÀÀÀÀÀÀÀÀÀÀ 

STUDIO DESIGN 
CONTRI . & STUDIOS 

SYSTEMS • TURNKEY PROJECTS 

ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS 

ROSATI ACOUSTICS 
INNOVATIVE DESIGN & CONSULTING 

18 YEARS • BOSTON, MA 

617-423-5546 • 800-423-5505  

SILENT 
FAX 
OR 
INFO 

(OD SR4-79.4 

58 Nonotuck Northampton. MA 01060 

RIDER (800) 484-1003 Code# 003 
lentOcrocketcom • ho fivAYw.crockencon8-sden 

cousticon Fabric Panels • Sound Barrie 
Isolation Hangers • A.S.C. Tube Traps 
Silence Wallcovering • VVhisperWedge 

Melaflex • S.D.G. Systems • Hush-Foam 
R.P.G. Diffusors • Sonex • NoiseMaster 

Business 
Opportunities 

500K Digital Post Recording/ 
Sound Editorial Facility in the 
Burbank Media District, near NBC, 
Disney, Warner Brothers, seeking 
consolidation, joint venture or work-
ing partner. MAJOR FILM CO. 
clients. Contact principal @ (818) 
559-1417. 

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE 
your new or existing small business. 
Grants/loans to $800,000. Free 
recorded message: (707) 448-0270 
(NL3). 

Employment 
Offered 

Recording Engineer 
Radio Announcer 

ON THE JOB TRAINING 
IN MAJOR LOCAL RECORDING 
STUDIOS/RADIO STATIONS 

Pad hire, nights, weekends. No experience 
required. Free brcchure and recording tells how. 

1-800-295-4433 
http://www.sna.com/musicbiz 

Editors for prod. of books-on-
cassette for publisher. We will 
pay by finished hr. Must own 
Pro Tools, give direction & have 
access to recording studio and 
voice-over talent. Send quality 
sample DAT. Prefer editors with 
home studios. Write PO Box H, 
Novato, CA 94948. 

Normandy Sound, New Eng-
land's Number 1 48-track, SSL/ 
Studer recording studio, is now 
hiring experienced Assistant 
Engineers. Please contact Phil 
or Ralph at (401) 247-0218 or 
(401) 245-6080. 

MIX CLASSIFIEDS 
are _mur best 

advertising buy in the industry. 

PHONE ( 800) 544-5530. 

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY 
COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES 

OPEN POSITION ANNOUNCEMENT 

Assistant Professor of Physics (Audio Technology), temporary 
position, subject to budgetary approval, beginning fall semester 1996 
for AY 96/97. The Department seeks a person with strong interests 
in the technology of sound for its Audio Technology program. 
Responsibilities include teaching (mostly undergraduate), research, 
student advising, departmental and University service. Candidates 
are preferred with research interests in acoustics and audio technol-
ogy. An MS in Audio Engineering or equivalent is required. Com-
petitive salary. The search committee will begin reviewing applica-
tions on April 1, 1996, and continue until position is filled. Send 
letter of application, resume and the names of three references to: 
Chairman, Department of Physics, American University, 4400 Mas-
sachusetts Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20016-8058. The Amer-
ican University is an EOE/AA institution, committed to a diverse 
faculty, staff and student body. Women and minority candidates are 
strongly encouraged to apply. 

Leading game developer in Mar-
in County, CA, seeks Sound  
Designer to develop high-qual-
ity sound effects for major inter-
active titles. Experience in TV or 
film post-production preferred, 
with an emphasis on creativity. 
Please submit resume and demo 
tape to: 

PO Box 10307 
San Rafael, CA 94912 

Sound Designer Opportunity 
Attn: Human Resources 

Equipment 
for Sale 

On 

The Next 

G lion 

of Professional 

Console 

ARGOSY Housings" 

INFORMATION: 1(800) 427-5698 
Outs.de US 314 346-8549, Fax 314 348-2769 
ACI • RI 3, Box 4374.A • Osage Beach. MO 65065 

tired of tape-based automation ?? 
interested in a low-cost alternative ?? 

..eneel'ape hamed au.nutoon  4, 9,6, 

ARMS Il to MIDI-CONVERTER 

only S1495.00 
clan mot', bud ',ma'am., 

MOT .1.111mm on any .equerh.cr and unlop.hth, pen., of 
disk-based computer automation 

.ort,titM1 Mt 1. MA RIUSON...1 SOUND 11111RKS1411, koneok. 

DSL ELECTRONICS 2141115.3 1122 fam 20069-135 

TUBE MICS 
Neumann, AKG, Telefunken 
BOUGHT/SOLD/SERVICED 

Power supplies for 
most tube mics. 

Bill Bradley Microphones 
Visa/M.C. accepted 

(216) 723-6494 
Fax: (216) 723-6595 

MARQUETTE 
AUDIO LABS 

* RECORDING EQUIPMENT * 
V-72. V-76. NEVE. MINX, LANGEVIN. 

MICR. PREAMPS. COMP/I.MTRS. MORE 
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Equipment 
for Sale 

.••• 

The Best Prices, 
The Best Service 

Soundl 
thin k irl§ 

you'll ever find on... 

cligidetsior-1 

11-1F-51.5a 

541-386-2682 

Pro-Audio Equipment 
Sales & Rentals 
Comprehensive selection, 
dependable service, honest 
advice. (415) 742-9166 

Hi-Tech Audio 

[SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 2181 

Used Equipment For Sale: 
TASCAM 644 POTSTUDIO, 
644 Midstudio, 8-channel, stereo, 
4-track cassette w/dbx. $900: 
ALLEN & HEATH CONSOLE, 
SR-424 w/power supply, 4-group, 
stereo and mono outputs, 24 
inputs, Stereo and mono P.A. ap-
plications and stereo/4-track 
recording, $1,400 SONY PCM-
501; SONY PSM-701 digital 
processor, can be used with any 
VRC to turn VCR into digital 
tape recorder, $800; ROLAND 
DM80-8 remote and mixer, 
$5,000. Mention this ad and get 
these items for their discounted 
prices. (800) 300-0733; ask for 
DARRIN. 

Trident Series 70 mixing desk. 32 
input, 4 aux., good condition, $6.5k; 
Vintage RCA tube mic preamps, 
$700 ea., (6) @ $2.5k; Telefunken 
16-channel mixing desk, Discrete 
stereo bus only, non-tube, $4k. (610) 
604-0248. 

RELAX ... 

WE HAVE WHAT 
YOU NEED. 

800091841/4 800 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 21! 

SINGERS 
Unlimited Backgrounds" 
Frorn Tapes, Rcords, & CDs 

with the .ripson Vocal Eilminatcw'" 
Visit our Internet Site at 
hdp://www.ltsound.co 
LT Sound Dept MX, 

, 7988 LT Parkway 

24 Hour Demo/Infostatte -t • 
Lithonla, GA 30058 

Line (770)482.2485 • Ede 
Best Vocal Eliminator", Key Changer, Voice Enhancer! 

If REMOVE - 
a VOCALS 

DAN ALEXANDER AUDIO 
BUYS, SELLS AND REPAIRS 
RECORDING EQUIPMENT. 

(415) 546-0200 
FAX (415) 546-9411 

Akai ADAM 12-trk digital recorder 
w/remote & meter unit, 0 hrs., 
under warranty, $4,300; Amek 
Hendrix 40-input console w/Su-
pertrue automation, $55k; Turtle 
Beach 56k digital editor, $600. 
Ph: (910) 632-1004. Fax: (910) 
632-9765. 

ADC TT Patchcords NEW! 
$8.95 

1/4" TS or T.T. IRS T.T. Bays, 
$99 up. Trade-ins? We sell all kinds 
of used gear. Audio Village (619) 
320-0728. Fax: 320-2454. 

UPGRADE YOUR VOCALS 
Variable Acoustic ( ffiripressian' 

You choose 1 or 2 screens & distance between screens 
I , er ‘1,11.ikc % mho. ',on, SIC 

Masted-genic.. Pai‘le4 Park. I II`, 
• or 5 inch diarnetci teen. 532.* 
• . 1th coosenc. & . Loup $54. ikt VLESS.p 
• 4,1.114141c. repla.c.11,10 rem. • 0 „, vC•CE SCREEN1 

• money hack guarantee .lonping PO K.. ) 14 New Pant NY 12561 
call, fai or write for FREE brochure (800) 252-1503 or (914) 255-3367 

AUDIO WORLD 

ball and socket 
positioning w/ 

min thread 

Specializing in New, 

Used & Vintage Gear 

MICROPHONES 

PREAMPS 
COMPRESSORS 
CONSOLES 

RECORDERS 
& MORE! 

Authorized Dealers for 
Anthony DeMana Labs 

We Rack Modules 

We Buy Gear 

"Best Gear On Earth" 
  Call or Fax 

Sales: (818) 884-8400 or (310)275-4277 
Fax: (818) 340-4331 

BOUTIQUE AUDIO & DESIGN 
Custom racks and power supplies 
for all vintage modules. Qualified 
vintage microphone repair and 
restoration. Guaranteed repair and 
restoration of all vintage recording 
equipment. 414-Tube mic mod, 
sounds great, priced right. E-mail 
boutiquea@aol.com. Web: http:// 
home.navisoft.com/boutiquea. 
PH (818) 708-7716 FAX (818) 
708-7105. 

Soundcraft 8000 24-ch, frame 
w/matnx config. with 20 mic & 4 
St. line inputs. Mic mod provide 
4-band EQ with sweep 2 middle 
bands, input atten, phase rev, phan. 
power ch selectable, 8 aux mixes 
(jumper config to pre/post send). 
8 gp out, 8x8 matrix, to St. output. 
H/phone/cntrl room mix. 5 yrs 
old used in fix local. New $20k, 
used $7,500 +ship. Contact Jim 
Evers at Corn Stock Theatre, PO 
Box 412, Peoria, IL 61651-0412. 
(309) 676-2196. 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
PRO AUDIO 

NEW, USED AND VINTAGE 
THE LAST CALL YOU'LL HAVE 

TO MAKE! 
Phone: (818) 222-4522 
Fax: (818) 222-2248 

Marantz CDR 610 professional 
CD recorder. Like new. $3,200. 
Sony F-1 portable with AC pow-
er adapter, $500. Call Steve at 
(818) 762-2232. 

Lunn 

ORIGINAL STYLE VINTAGE SHOCKMOUNTS 

Neumann, U47, U87, U67, 563, 

UM57, SM2, SM69, 582 

AKG C 12, C24 

Yokemounts for Neumann M49/1150 

$350.00 ea. plus shipping & COD 

SASE for BLUE Flyer On, 

vintage microphones, parts and accessories. 
Beautiful custom mahogany bones available. 

818.986.BLUE (2583) 
FAX 818.784.7564 

ÉD 

America's best disc, tape & 
component storage system 
Stackable, portable oak units 
hold all recording formats 
Free maiiintdcr brochure 

Per Madsen Design 
PO. Box 8824M 

San Francisco. ( IA Q4(88 
1415) 822-4883 

MAJOR STUDIO SALE 
Studer A820 24- track, full rem-
ote, auto- align, very low hours, 
pristine, $44,625; 24 Dolby CAT-
280 SR cards, $ 12,400; Klark-
Teknik DN60 RTA w/AKG 451-
E, $ 1,399; Dolby 360SR (2) NR 
units, $ 1,230; Luxtrol 1800W stu-
dio dimmers, $350 ea.; TimeLine 
LYNX units, $ 1,475 ea.; Sony 
V05800 3/4" video deck, $2,328; 
plus lots of other Class A studio 
gear in superb shape. For a 
complete listing call (802) 862-
5184 from your fax machine. 
Questions? Call (802) 658-1270, 
ext. 201. 

Interface Questions? 
We Can Help Make The Connection! 
Specializing in Digital Audio System Design 

• All Major Product Lines 
• Mixing Consoles 
• Recorders•DAWS 
• Al a pliflers•Preamps 
• Microphones 
• Prorecstng 

• Sales 
• Design 
• Const iltation 
• Installat ion 
• Service 

Communication Task Group, Inc. 
716-873-4205 800-367.2844 702-736-7542 

Major ( red it Cards Accepted 
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MEYER: MSL3, $2,600 + $ 120 
alum. dolly; 650R2, $1,200; M-
3T $ 1,250; M3, $ 1,100; B2-
AEX, $800. EV: MTH4/64BPF 
+MTL4BPF w/dolly, $ 6,100 
per stack. DELTAMAX DML-
1162APF, $ 1,325. ADAMSON: 
B218F, $ 1,200;MH-225F/DH-
1A, $ 1,580; YAMAHA PM1800-
40 w/case, 2 supplies,$12k. 
SOUNDTRACS MR3210 moni-
tor console w/case, 2 supplies 
$5,500. AVOLITES QM500-90 
console with case $ 15.5k, 
ELECTROSONIC 3 by 3 VIDE-
OWALLS (Hantarex) Corn 36, 
$14k; Pic Bloc 3, $22k. All 
equipment professionally main-
tained and in excellent condi-
tion. No Sales Tax! Rob or 
Benny (716) 854-3607 or (416) 
752-1371 WESTBURY NATIONAL 
Show Systems. 

NEUTRIK TT CABLES1 

$10.99 (24") 

Also: 12/18/36", 5 colors 
THREE year warranty! 

(615) 367-9242 
GREEN DOT AUDIO 

35mm MAGNETIC DUBBERS: 
Magna-Tech Reproducer/Recorders 
w/Interlock: MD-235, MD-636, MR-
436 for sale. Call Michael Temmer, 
(212) 206-1475. Fax: (212) 929-
9082. 

Consoles: Neve 16x4x2, 10x2, 8x2 
• Telefunken U48 (original, mint) • 
U48 (modified) • RCA-77D • '62 
Strat • Mitsubishi X86 • Aphex B 
exciter • Rockman Sustainer/Cho-
rus/Delay. (804) 464-4924, Wind-
mark Recording 

VINTAGE NEVE-1272 PREAMPS 

$929.00 Single channel 
$1539.00 Two channel g4t44114d4z11 

EIVTERRRISES 

14300 mone•se Street • Sherrnan Oaks, CA 91423 
818784.2046 FAX 818784.0750 

We Specialize in Audio/Video Equipment 

f....t . Fast, Easy Qu on alificati To.‘ ppy o lr Request 

No Financial Statements Necessary Additional Information Call ' 

True Lease or Finance Lease Option Jeff Wetter Today. 

(77.11.3....4-1EX LEASE! Inc. ii: rim COMMERCIAL EQUIPMENT FINANCING 
 Loans By Phone: (800) 699-FLEX 

Fax: (214) 578-0944 

VINTAGE USED 
CONSOLES: SSL Digital Post-Production System, call*SSL 4048 
E/E 32 in, $ 135k*SSL 4040E/G, $125k*SSL 6018E/C (24E, 24C), 
$175k'Neve VR60 w/FF, $325k*Neve 8038 (32 1081), $ 125k* 
Neve 8108 w/Necam auto, $45k*Neotek Elite 32x26, $21WTrident 
70 28x16, $11k*TAC Scorpion II 24x16, $7.5k*Trident 65 32 in, 
$7.5k*AMS Audiofile. RECORDERS: Studer A80, 800, 827, 820, 
call'Otari MTR 9011, $18k* Otan i MX80, $15k* MCI JH24, $8.5k' 
Tascam MS16 (30 ips), $4.5k. MICS: Neumann U87, 67, 47, 
M49, TLM70, call* AKG C414, C12, "The Tube." REVERBS & 
DELAYS: AMS RMX16 w/remote, $5k* Lexicon 480L, call*Lexi-
con PCM70. S1.350*Roland R880, call'Yamaha SPX90, $375. 
COMPRESSORS Neve 83065 stereo (Discrete)'(2) UREI LA4, 
call'MODULES ,P I 10-space rack (4) 550a, (2) 512, (2) Neve 
33114, call. MONITORS: Quested & KIRK. 

WE BUY NEVE & API MODULES, TUBE GEAR, VINTAGE MICS. 
WE ALWAYS NEED LEXICON 480Ls and EVENTIDE H3000s. We 
need Neve & SSL listings; customers waiting. NEW EQUIPMENT: 
Lexicon*Drawmer'Demeter*Millennia*Focusrite*tc electronic*Even-
tide*Manley*Fostex*FM Acoustics*AKG*Brüel & Kjaer'Quested*Ha-
fler'KRK*Neotek'Beyer*T.L.Audio*ADL*dbx*Sennheiser*AT*Syme-
trix*Soundscape Workstations*Proco* 

A. 

, 

liAnBORSOUNb 
1800 CENTRAL STREET ag VIDEO 
SAUGUS, MASS. 01906 

Ph: (617) 231-0095 Fax: (617) 231-0295 

You're not going to pay 
a lot for used equipment!! 

We can help you get affordable 
used Pro Audio equipment: 
P.A., amps, boards, etc. We can 
help sell your used equipt., too! 
• Shure SM59 mics @ $50 
• Crest 4001 amps @ $675 
• Soundcraft Europa 40 @ $25k 
• Yamaha PM 3000-40 @$19k 

Call for details & FREE catalog. 
H.T.I.C.S. 

(610) 865-9151 
Fax: (610) 758-9999 

E-mail: HTICS@aol.com 

Spectral Digital Workstation 
16 trk, loaded, less than 1 year 
old, warranteed, paid $24k, ask-
ing $14k. 

Liquidation-Lots of Stuff! 
Phone: (813) 747-2282 
Fax: (813) 748-8436 

CompuServe: 70662.3050 

Originator in DAT Tape Storage Systems. 

• DATRAX 60 Solid Oak in Natural 
or Black Finish 

• Nylon DAT Tape Carrying Cases 

• NEW! DAT Tape Storage Drawers 320 

NEW PLASTIC LINE: A DATRAX 40 • Video 
8mm Ras • Cassette Ras A A11$21.95 

Tel: 310.305.0317 • Feet 310.305.9167 

CALL TOLL FREE: 800.9.DATRAX 

BRYCO PRODUCTS, 8701 Falmouth Are., 
Suite 201, Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 

DATRAX 

miR'111111110 

e - e m 

-e -1-

Nee  VT-2 Dual Channel 
Vacuum Tube 

Microphone Preamplifier 

D.W. FEARN é 
610-793-2526 

Fan. 610 - 793-1479 

P.O. BOX 57 • POCOPSON, PA • 19366 

CUSTOM NEVE 56-INPUT, 52-
BUS CONSOLE WITH GML 
MOVING FADER AUTOMATION, 
$110k OBO. Every imaginable 
update & modification has been 
done, incl. doubling the patch-
bay size. This console has been 
well-maintained & is in exclnt. 
cond. Please contact Dave Ro-
sen CO Ocean Way Recording 
(213) 467-9375. We would also 
consider taking equipment in 
trade! 

Good Sound is the Absence of Bad Sound 

Klay Anderson Audio Inc. 
PRO 11310 S\I.ts \ E',1 SERVICES 
THE AUDIO SOURCE FOR 27 YEARS 

Call I - 800-FOR-KLAY 

FACTORY DIRECT CASES 
ftliteUR PRICES CANT BE BEAT 

Custom or stock sizes 
Call lot catalog or quote 

(800)645-1707 
In NY (516) 563-1181 
Fax (516)563-1390 

Roadie Products Inc. 

Mitsubishi Westar 44-input con-
sole, automated, 6 returns, four-
way fully parametric EQ, fully 
modular frame, extra power sup-
ply, huge patchbay. This console 
is one of the finest- sounding 
consoles around. Paid $ 106k. 
Asking $50k. Call (613) 226-3177, 
Leslie Howe. 

HARD DRIVES 

DIeldeœlgn Approved' 

Storage Solutions For 
Protools - Session 8 - Am2 

NEW 4gb REMOVABLES and 
CD-Rom Recorders. From $995 

Don't Settle For Dropouts 

Get Top Performance! 

Tel: (305) 749-0555 
Email: blgdisc@ool.com 

1310 DISC 
DATA STORAGE SYSTEMS 

SIXIDIEtTECH 
WORLD-CLASS QUALITY-COMPETITIVE PRICING 

INSTALLATION CONSULTATION LEASING 

AKG AMEK/Langley API Behringer Beyer B&K Brainstorm Bryston 
Calrec Canare DDA Demeter Digidesign Dolby-Pro Drawmer 

Dynaudio Equi.Tech Eventide Focusrite Fostex-Pro Genelec Hafler 
KRK Lexicon Mackie Microtech-Gefell Mogami MRL Neutrik NTI 
Optifile Otan i Pro-Co Sonex Sony-Pro SPL Soundcraft Soundfield 
Studio-Technologies Summit-Audio Timeline TL-Audio Tube-Tech 

Uptown Vac-Rac 4000 Z Systems and many more. 
AUTHORIZED SERVICE 

AMEK/Langley DDA Fostex Mackie MCI Otan Soundcraft Tascam 
9982 MONROE #407 DALLAS, TEXAS 75220 

PHONE: (214) 358-0050 FAX: (214) 358-0947 
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Equipment 
for Sale 

AT R  
Service Company 

The AMPEX Source 

• ATR100 sales and complete 

restoration services 

• 1r2" Two Track Mixing and 
Mastering conversions featuring 

performance selected Flux Magnetics 
precision heads. Performance plots 

provided with each conversion. 

Recontour and wear tracking 
services for all heads we sell. 

• Introducing HDV-2 Modular 

Tube Electronics for the ATR100. 

• Ultra low flutter mastering grade 

Urethane Capstan Assemblies for 
ATR100 and ATR124 

Contact: Michael Spitz 

Voice or Fax: 415-574-1165 

REP- Pro Audio & Video 

"Digital AN at its best" 
Recording & Editing Systems 

Outboards/Software 
plug-ins, etc... 

(413) 592-1153 9-5 pm est 
Fax: (413) 598-8282 
e-mail CO REPPro 

Looking for new/used record-
ing, keyboard, or outboard 
equipment? We've got tons of 
super clean used, as well as new 
products from Tascam, Alesis, 
Kurzweil, Roland, Mackie, Gen-
elec, Lexicon, Fostex, Yamaha, 
Korg, and hundreds more. Dis-
count pricing and Worldwide 
Delivery! 66 years in business. 
Trade-ins welcome. Visit our 
new 22,500-sq.-ft. location. Call, 
write or fax us today for price 
quotes and details. Also, find us 
on the Internet at sales@-
caruso.net. Start saving money 
today! Call Caruso Music, 94 
State St., New London, CT 06320 
USA. (203) 442-9600. (203) 442-
0463/fax. 

Telefunken V72, 76, 77, 78, U-
73, Telefunken Tubes UF14, EF-
14, EF804S, AC 701. Neumann 
rnics, many more; for actual list, 
call Christian (212) 674-5712 
or Akzent Audiotechnik. Germa-
ny. 0049-(0)721-373622. Fax 
373611. 

WE BUY, SELL AND TRADE 
VINTAGE EQUIPMENT 

HERE WE GO...KICKING & 
SCREAMING INTO THE 90s 

YOU CAN NOW VISIT US ON 
THE WORLD WIDE WEB!!! 

http://www.mercenary.com 

YOU CAN FIND OUR 
LATEST IN-STOCK LISTS 

GET REAL EQUIPMENT 
REVIEWS FROM GUYS 
WHO CAN BARELY WRITE, 
BUT KNOW HOW TO MAKE 
GREAT SOUNDING 
RECORDS. 

LEARN ABOUT RECORDING 
TECHNIQUES FROM REAL 
ENGINEERS...NOT JUST 
SALES WEASELS...SPECIAL 
GUEST APPEARANCES 
FROM THE REAL 
PROFESSIONALS. 

SOON YOU'LL EVEN BE 
ABLE TO SCORE 
INCREDIBLY COOL 
MERC SWAG (SHIRTS, ETC.) 

"this is not a problem" 

IF YOU'RE NOT A COMPU-GEEK 
(508) 543-0069 TEL 
(508) 543-9670 FAX 

Mix Classifie( : (800) 544-5530 

TRADING POST 

Pro Gear on the Web 
(800) 316-2681 

http://soundwave.com  
(800) 316-2681 

100's of free listings updated daily 

\r"---<r-rinJ, 

IIIISIC HINE ELECTRONICS 

VACUUM TUBE DIRECT BOX 

The legendary sound and quality 
construction that has travelled 
millions of tour miles, and made 
multi platinum studio albums. 

************* 
Stocking vintage refurbished 

Neve and API consoles, modules. 
U-47 tube replacement for low 
noise, plug in installation $175 

212-343-0265 

VINTAGE HAMMOND ORGANS 
"Music's Most Glorious Voice" 
B-3's, C-3's, A- 100's, and Leslie 
speakers. Quality units, parts, 
collectibles. I ship worldwide. 
Ready Buyers Please! 

Call John O. 
(617) 447-5612 12pm-8pm EST! 

Fax Anytime. 

CORD-LOr 
Velcro" cable-
s in a variety 
sizes, styles, 
& colors, plus 

It tom printing & 
abrication! For a 

sample & brochure call 
1-800-CORD-LOX 

SONIC BOOM! 
The German V-Amp-Specialist! 
You like tube EQ's & Mic pre's? 
A V72 w. high-frequency shelf is 
the solution. Direct w.+4 out is 
also avail. Call for details. 100% 
money back + 50% of ship.! 

Call (415) 642-8586/ 
Fax (415) 642-8589. 

SOUND ANCHOR 
SPECIALTY AUDIO STANDS 

(407) 724 ,1237 
DESIGNED FOR ULTIMATE SOUND 
PERFORMANCE BEHIND 
CONSOLE AND FREE SPACE 
APPLICATIONS. 
STiviiidAKI &CUSTOM ModEts 
SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE 

LF 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 217 

Plea 

Quality Vintage Gear 
NEVE PARTS AND REPAIRS 

516-674-4939 

OMNIFMIK 
STUDIO I 0651 tupi to( rue 0.nmmaling rntésicoan 

800-332-3393 
P 0.1106 I 792 SAIZAU10, CA 94966 

HUGE SELECTION OF 
VINTAGE EQUIPMENT 

Consoles • Recorders • Microphones 

Compressors • Preamps • EQ's • Effects 

We specialize in precision rediaphragming 
of vintage microphones. 

Let us refit your damaged or sonically 
inferior mic with a brand new diaphragm. 

Highest Quality • Like Original 
All work guaranteed 

We can redo the following diaphragms: 
U47, U48, M49, SM69, UM57, U67, U87, 
SM2, KM54, KM56, KM84, CMV563 

& many more! 
We stock: Capsules, Tubes, Connectors, 

Cables, Mounts, Mic Boxes, Power Supplies 
/9 Custom Racking 

eicesi4c 
Phone: (818) 992-0999 

Fax: (818) 340-4331 
We Buy 8r Trade Equipment 
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PHANTOM 
POWERED 

PINK NOISE $155 
eceinGENERATOR 

MIC LEVEL 
FLAT 20Hz -20kHz 

CREDIT CARDS 
ACCEPTED 

1-800-521-9858 

Used Sennheiser MKE-2 
lavalier microphones 

Tested and ready to go! 
$99.00. 

Masque Sound & Recording 
(800) 307-8666 x32 
Fax (201) 939-4704. 

ODYSSEY PRO SOUND 

New & Used quality equipment 
Ground-up Studio Design & Install 

Consoles*Tape Machines*Mics* 
Outboard*Vintage* Tube*Classic 

Quality & Satisfaction Guaranteed! 
Buy, fist, trade quality audio gear. 
Call for new equipment quotes! 

FOR CURRENT LISTINGS CALL 
Tel: (508)744-2001 

MC Fax: (508)744-7224 VISA 

NEW, USED, DEMO 
EQUIPMENT 

BEST SELECTION OF 
DIGITAL/ANALOG 

RECORDERS, CONSOLES, 
DAWS, OUTBOARD GEAR 

Neve VRP48 Mint, Otan DTR900-
BII, Yamaha 02R, Otan Consoles, 
Alesis ADAT, Tascam DA-88, Sony 
PCM800, Otan Radar 24TK, Pro 
Tools Ill, All Digidesign Plug-Ins, 
Mackie 8-Bus, Apogee AD1000, 
Lexicon PCM80/90, TO Elec. M-
5000, CD Recorders, API, GML, 
ADL, Summit, Focusrite, Demeter, 
Lucas, TL Audio, Neumann, AKG, 
Microtech, RODE, B&K, Gene-
lec, Dynaudio. 

Studio and System Design, 
Financing, Factory Service/ 
Installation, Experienced and 
Knowledgeable Sales Staff. 
EAR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO 

(602) 267-0600 
http://www.ear.net 

96- pt., TT-BALANCED PATCH-
BAYS. Switchcraft D1634B. 
Not the cheaper imitations. For a 
limited time, available at AVR 
for $229 (cash price only). Quan-
tity pricing upon request. Call 
(617) 924-0660 or (860) 289-
9475. 

NEVE 8128 CONSOLE 
56-input w/Flying Faders. Com-
pletely rebuilt. Custom VUs. 
All extras! $ 135,000. 
Ampex ATR 102 1/2-inch 
machine. New record heart. 
$4,900. 
Call Mike (516) 481-0100. 

Prt)I-cssi cm al 
• Buy, Sell & Trade New 

Used & Vintage Equipment 
• Custom Vintage Module 

Rack Systems 
• Refurbishing, Repair & 
Maintenance Services 

Premier dealers for 
AKG • ADL • API • Aphex • Bruel & Klaer • BSS • dbx • DDA 

Demeter • Drawmer • Dynaudio Acoustics • Eventide 
Focusnte • Fostex • GML • Haller • KRK • K-T • Lexicon 

Mackie • Neotek • Otan • Quested • Sennheiser • Soundtracs 
Tannoy • TC Electronic • TL Audio • Trident • Tube- Tech 

IM Audio 
Design 
Inc. 

Design, Sales & Installation 
Currently Available: ADL 200 2 chnl Tube D.1.$650 • ADL 
1500 Stereo LA-2A type Comp $2,650 • Api 550B $ 1049 • 
550A1 $650 • 5608 $595 • API 28x16x24-Mint 60K •• Amek 
MozartRN 481/0 $95K • Neve 1066 $ 1.6K • Neve 1272 $500 • 
Neve VI-48/Necam 90k • SSL 4056E/GTR $ 175K • Neumann 
U47- U67- U87- M49-Call • AKG C12VR 3,500. Teletronix LA-3A 
$2K/PR • Urei LA-4 $ 1400/pr • Trident 80 32x24 $25K • AMS 
RMX-16, 1580S $4K • Tube-Tech CL1B $ 1.7K • Telefunken 
V78 $850 • TL Audio Valve Comp $1.5K • Otan MTR-9011 $20K 
• MX-80 $ 15K • Studer A827 $35K Sony JH-24 MAUI $ 14K • 
Neve V Rack-3 Eq/MicPre & 2 Dyn $6k • Pultec E0H-2 $2K • 
Les PCM70 $ 1.4K • Les 300 $4K• AKG C24- Mint $ 7K • More 

gear in stock, call for complete list • VISA/MC 

Ph 617-982-2600 Fax 617-982-2610 
357 Liberty Street Rockland MA 02370 

 • 

Dolby SRP rack, 24-ch. of SR 
with harness, pristine condition 
(one owner in home studio), 
$12,300 OBO; Aphex 9901 EQ 
for dbx 900 Series or similar rack, 
$225; 3M Studio tape dispenser, 
$60. Call Ross at (310) 829-
3135. 

The Studio POP Filter 
A Great Improvement on a ocod Idea, 

Open up Inc sound ol you' 

orals and vorce ovens 
vuthout annorng TOPS 

urnIng your best lake. 

• Standard rnrc stand 
adaptor oiler threaded brass Insert 
. Improved new double screen 

Only 524a 
aeGgiesefifee 

oka 2/61/01,12 

inc n,uqa,iapuv',-

AUDIO VISUAL ASSISTANCE 
55 SHERWOOD ROAD SHOP WOOD MN 55126 is 

PHONE FAX 612 48•1•9715 

Apogee 
Electronics 

has a number of 
remanufactured 

AD-500E stereo 18-Bit 
Analog to Digital converters 
we have taken in on trade. 
We are offering these units 
at a special price of $ 1,495 
with a one year warranty 

APOGEE ELECTRONICS 
Phone: (310) 915-1000 
FAX: (310) 391-6262 

MIX 

MARKETPLACE 
l'agy 214-218 

MUM AUDIO 
"THE SOURCE" 

SINCE 196; 

SPECIALIZING IN 
ALL TYPES OF RECORDING 
EQUIPMENT, SUPPLIES, 
DESIGN, INSTALLATION, 
AND CONSULTATION 

CONSOLES•D.A.T.•MICS 
MULTI-TRACKS 

MONITORS • AMPS 

CALL US TODAY 

MILAM AUDIO 
1470 Valle Vista Blvd. 

Pekin, IL 61554 
(309) 346-3161 

ORDER HOT LINE: 
800-334-8187 

FAX 309-346-6431 

ADAT UPGRADES— 
MIC MODS 

Component-level upgrades for 
mixing consoles, tape machines, 
mics and all outboard gear. Also, 
high-speed, high-quality mic pre-
amps. 

AUDIO UPGRADES 
6410 Matilija Ave. 

Van Nuys, CA 91401 
(818) 780-1222 

Fax (818) 346-2308 

GET SMART! 
The Alan Smart Stereo Compressor 

Now available in the U.S. exclusively from: 
Sunset Sound, Hollywood (213) 469-1186 

• Sales (800) 446-7677 • 
"Electronics for the Real World" 

AVR SYSTEMS INC. 

AUDIO VIDEO RECORDING SYSTEMS 
Your source for Profeasional Audio and Video 

equipment new and used. 

Ti Sex) GrEA_R_ 
•I4UNDREDS OF GIUAUTY USED AUDIO, 

VIDEO AND MUSICAL PRODUCTS AVAILABLE' 

'WE BUY, TRADE AND UST YOUR ITEMS FOR FREE' 

OVER 100 UNES OF "NEW" 
PRODUCTS' 

BOSTON HARTFORD 
(617) 924-0660 (860) 289-9475 

M eLi 372 MAIN. ST. WATERTOWN, MA 02172 
TEL (617) 924-0660 FAX (617) 924-0497 

CONNECTICUT ( 860) 289-9475 FAX (860) 291-9760 

MA) /996. MIX 223 



Equipment 
for Sale 

HIP STUDIO & MUSIC GEAR 
ADR, AKG, Ampex, API, dbx, 
Eventide, Fairchild, UREI, Focus-
rite, Hammond, Hohner, Lexicon, 
McIntosh, Moog, RCA, Roland, 
Teletronix, White, etc. (805) 967-
9494, leave fax #. 

PRO AUDIO 
ALESIS. AKG. DBX. PANASONIC AND 

MUCH MORE 
DISTRIBUTOR FOR ADVANCED 
ACOUSTIC SOUND TREATMENTS 

BEST PRICES NATIONWIDE 
206 624 2424 ASK FOR LOU 

For Sale: 
Sennheiser RS 2012 

"Six Pack" VHF RF 
A high- quality, portable 

6-channel system featuring: 
• 6 SK 2012 Body packs with 

MKE 2 mics 
EK 2012 Receivers 

• 2 SKM-4031 handheld mics 
Near mint condition. $7,000 

(800) 307-8666, ext. 32 
Masque Sound & Recording. 

EUROPEAN VINTAGE TUBE! 
TELEFUNKEN/SIEMENS Mic Pre 
V72, V76, V78 (ALSO BULK) NEU-
MANN TUBE MICS COMPRES-
SORS, EMT, more ASTROMAN 
LONDON for prices Phone 011-
44-171-224-2090 Fax 011-44-171-
486-4696 

• Major Brands • New, Used ir \nntage 

• Huge Inventories • Studio Liquidation 

• Authorized Dealer • We Buy Gear 

IN STOCK!! NEUMANN U47, U48, M49, KM64, KM53, SM69 
tube+FET, M269, U64 AKG C12, C24, C61, 422, SCHOEPS 
221b, STUDER A800 MkIII $32k; NEVE 16x2 Kelso, NEVE 5316 
36x8x16 w/3311(4), NEVE 8x2 (pre's, $10k, highpass), NEVE 24x6, 
$19k; NEVE 24-input mntr. mix, $3k; NEVE 5104 16x4, $10k; NEVE 
5104 Baby V Ch. Strip (dynamics 4-band EQ), NEVE 31105 EQ/pre, NEVE 
1079 (same as 1066), NEVE filters/gates, 33115/33114 (3-band EQ). 
$850/$950 ea.; 2254a; 33609, 1279, API 325 cards, CALREC 
AM6/17A comp., $1.8k/pr; CALREC 40x24x24 w/P015, 0-8 PACI-
FICA, $7k; FOCUSRITE RED2, $2.8k; ALAN SMART SSL comp., 
$3.2k, new; CALREC PQ14/PQ15/1161, AUDIX 35102 EQ/pre, V76, 
$850; V76m, $950; V72, $500; DOLBY-A 16-chan, SONY BVU5800 
3/4", $950 Call for list of SSIJNEVE 

VINTAGE KING (313) 965-0645p (313) 964-3338f. 
jh I. 

* New or Used Equipment 
* True Lease or $7.00 
Buyout 

* No Financial Statements 
Required for Transactions 
Under $50,000 

FOSTEX FOUNDATION 2000 
WORKSTATION. Includes: main 
processor unit, 540 meg APE 
hard drive (bigger drives avail-
able), remote control (HUI), 8x2 
Mixer DSP card, 5 DSP Expan-
sion slots, synchronizer, 2-ch. 
I/O card, other options available. 
New dealer demo, priced to liqui-
date. Call Richard at Richard 
Audio Inc. (514) 733-5131. 

Soundcraft Sapphyre mixing 
console, fully automated, mint, 
still under warranty. Asking price 
$25,000 U.S. Also, Dynaudio Acou-
stic speakers M3 studio line, 
(2) 12' each. Purchased August 
'95, $ 10,500. Call or fax (514) 
489-6639. 

NAGRA D 
Digital NAGRA 

STATE-OF-THE-ART 
4-channel 24-bit reel-to-reel 
Aluminum Case, Power 
7" Reel Adapter, Battery 

(301) 229-1664 
Never Used 

OCEAN AUDIO INC. 
SELLING AND BUYING USED 
EQUIPMENT SINCE 1 982 

RARE OLD YLIY,SI• STRA,L SOME 

VERY ;REMY PIECES AVAILAKE 

USED EQUIPMENT YOU ASK ?? 
NO ONE DOES IT BETTER! 

ti sly11)% I AITGF%r CV!) I ItiTIV,s 

(310)459-27430R FAX (310)454-6043 
(303)449-8322 OR FAX (303) 449-8558 
EMAIL DAVIDH06399A0L-COM 

Equipment 
Rentals 

HARBOR SOUND 

PRO AUDIO RENTALS 

PH: (617) 231-0095 

FX: (617) 231-0295 

CLASSIC EQUIPMENT 
RENTALS 

The largest collection of NEW 
& VINTAGE Pro Audio Gear! 

Featuring: 
Tube mics 
Tube limiters, 
NEVE/API modules, 
Vintage outboard gear 
Also in stock: 
Apogee 20-Bit converters, 
Tube Tech CL1b/LCA2b limiters 
Sony PCM 3348 
Tascam DA-88 8-ch digital rcdr 
Sony PCM-800 8-ch-digital 
Timecode DAT Recorders 
Sony 9850 3/4" Deck 
Pro Tools Ill 
Genelec 1031a monitors 

CALL (213) 467-3432 

Subscription Questions? 
Call 

(800) 843-4086 

Equipment 
Wanted 

LATHE 
WITH HEAD AND 

ELECTRONICS 

Rob: (419) 536-2302 
Fax: (419) 536-3273 

CUTTING LATHE WANTED 
NEUMANN VMS-80 
WESTREX, SCULLY 
GRAMPIAN, GOTHAM 
FAIRCHILD, ORTOFON 

heads, amps, tube limiters 
prefer complete working system. 

Kim (612) 869-4963 

EQUIPMENT WANTED 
BUY OR TRADE 

YOUR USED MULTITRACK 
RECORDERS 

AND CONSOLES 
EAR PROFESSIONAL 

AUDIO/VIDEO 
(602) 267-0600 

We want your used keyboard, 

recording and audio equip-
ment. We'll airmail you $$$ 
take your stuff in trade toward 
over 350 brands of new and 
used products. Come in or do 
it all through the mail. 66 years 
in business. Worldwide delivery. 
Visit our new 22,500-sq.-ft. lo-
cation. Call, write, or fax us to-
day for price quotes and details. 
Also, find us on the Internet at 
salesecaruso.net. Start saving 
money today. Call Caruso Mu-
sic, 94 State St., New London, 
CT. 06320 USA. (203) 442-9600. 
(203) 442-0463/fax. 

MERCENARY AUDIO 
WANTS TO BUY YOUR: 

NEVE-SSL-TRIDENT-AMEK 
UREI-TELETRONIX-FAIRCHILD 

PULTEC-LANG-LEXICON 
UNIVERSAL AUDIO-NEUMANN 

AKG-TELEFUNKEN-AMS 
ANYTHING THAT IS 
OF EXCEPTIONAL 
AUDIO QUALITY! 

"this is not a problem" 
(508) 543-0069 TEL 
(508) 543-9670 FAX 

Instruction 

MUSIC RECORDING INDUSTRY 
CERTIFICATE PROGRAM 

San Francisco State University 
College of Extended Learning. 
Classes taught by Bay Area pros. 
Expand skills and earn certificate. 
Engineering, management, song-
writing & more! 

Call (415) 338-1373. 
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RECORDING ENGINEER 
ON THE JOB TRAINING 
AT A MAJOR STUDIO 

IN YOUR AREA 

Keep your 
present job. 

No experience 
required. 

Train around 
your own schedule 

RECORDING-
ExPERIENCE 

©1-800-795-5750 

COMPASS POINT 
RECORDING SCHOOL 

Learn the arts of audio engineer-
ing and record production. An 
intensive training school in one 
of the world's greatest studios 
in THE BAHAMAS. For informa-
tion packet write: Box CB- 13045, 
Nassau, Bahamas or call (809) 
327-8282. 

ThunderBird 
RECORDING 

SCHOOL 

Extensive Training in the 
Recording Arts 

Hands-on, Apprentice-
Style Programs 

Limited Enrollment 

Call for Video & Brochure 

1-800-914-8004 

Mix Marketplace 
Mix Classifieds 

For Rates and Deadlines 
Call Robin Boyce 

(800) 544-5530 
email: hi is..c r•.(ardinal.com 

Maintenance 
Services & 
Repairs 

HEAD RELAP/ REPLACEMENT 

multitrack analog specialists 

Palatine, IL 
(800) 227-4323 

LEXICON 200 & 224 DIGITAL 
REVERB SERVICE 

Expert service repairs on all mod-
els. Quick turnaround and war-
ranty. Service for Lexicon Prime 
Time Delays also available. (508) 
875-1076 after 6 p.m. EST, or 
leave message. 

-- /Machine 
Service 

Fast, expert repairs on all DAT 
recorder brands & models 
including ADAT and DA-88 

Warranty Service on Most Brands 

Over 2000 Machines Serviced! 

UPS Pickup Service Available 
Compare Our Rates! 

Pro Digital Inc. 
DAT Recorder Service Specialists 

(610) 353-2400 

DP FrAED Fel' 
Expert solutions for all 
DAT recorder problems 

• All make, and models 

• Experienced. factor> trained tech', 

•East turnaround 

• Repairs. overhauls, parts 

"The PAT (knife,. in!" 

NXT 
GENERATION 

201 -579 -4849 Fax 201-579-6021 

New 
Products 

INNIALIMP-MMILMIP-MMILMIP 

The Rolling Stones, Aerosmith, 
Van Halen, 
Steve Vai, 

Chris Isaak, 
Neil Schon, 
Joe Blaney, 
Andy Johns, 
Tom Size, 

Matt Wallace, 
Charlie Sexton, Joe Chiccarelli 

WHA I MAKI S IHI Si 1l)l? 

Among other things, hoong the right tools 
for the job. Enter he («RUMP' 

With the se amp, an age old interlace 
problem of providing correct impedance and 

level adiustment betwen all professional 
audio equipment to any instrument amplifier 

has been solved. 

The Re amp is designed end built for this and 
cther applications by engineer John Curuberti 
for records with Joe Satnani, George Lynch, 
Michael Muffing, and The Neville Brothers. 

RearrIP 

OD1 

CET A Rear111.- TODAY!!! 

Worldwide distribution by: AXI 
T 617 982 2626 F 617 982 2610 
- dearer Inquines welcome 

Recording 
Services 

Your music on 

Cassettes & Vinyl 

CDs frormt to a million • 

Low prices • fast, friendly service 

Everything included, no hidden charges 

Mastering. Sound] Enhancement 

847-945-6160 
Big Dreams Studio 

CO & CD ROM Manufacturing 

The Best CD mastering... 

CD Booklet Printing and 
Graphic Design ... 

!perli (800)344-4361 fi., (212)369-2932 

ogA/N - See us in AI, Viuwinq,,, 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 215 

Custom CDs 
c..eir.V.1(10 

s%e-
epe 

Cos • 
1000 CDs- Packages fromS/750 

MASTERING ON SONIC SOLUTIONS 
NONOISEn. • CUSTOM GRAPHICS 
Call NOW for A Persooal Estimate 

MasterWrks@aol corn Memphis 

CUSTOM COMPACT DISCS 
Affordable single-copy CDs 
starting at $30. Write, call 

or fax for information. 
46 PRODUCTIONS 
42W557 Hawk Circle 
St. Charles, IL 60175 
TEL: (800) 850-5423 
FAX: (800) 2c3-1725 

email: FortySixPigaol.com. 

LOWEST PRICES ON 
REAL-TIME DUPLICATION! 

300 Chrome (up to 45- min.) 
4- color J-Card, Imprint, Shrink, 
$649.99 includes P/U + Grnd 
shipng. Visa/MC/Disc. ACCU-
RATE AUDIO LABS INC. (800) 
801-7664. 

SINGLE 
COPY V VS 
Prices start at $29 for one disc! 

Includes: Insert 8 tray cards, disc labeling. 
photo on artwork, paper 8. font choices, 
1-2 day turnaround 8. return shipping! 

Discounts start at 2nd disc' Call for info-pack 

,mSuHuAnNDEEDIXA 713-988-6626, 

Coffey Sound 
PRODUCTIONS ND. COMMUNICATIONS 
SALESIS RVICE/RENTAL 

(213) 876-7525 

(818) 759-0240 
3479w cahuenga blvd 

hollyerood, ca 90068 
hue Ilwfm coif eysound.com 
coffeysound O earthlink.net 

Motorola 
RADIUS 
2 •Way 
Radios 

DRT Mastering 
You will have the big, high-impact 
maior-label sound that sells discs.. 
or the work is free! Custom signal 
chains. First class results. Outrageous 
replication prices. Free brochure. 
800-884-2576 won,. dronanterinp.canexthle, 

elk'« DIO/CD410111111 

#1 Wholeukr to the industry 

• Let Us Enhapce yer, Mix with Digital astering" 
Digital Mastee,*„sL‘...ellttte„ip $ 10 a track 
0:l, S, He( rl, l',000/Mn) 

24 HR 713-781-1963 

CASSETTE DUPLICATION • VINYL RECORDS 

Replication for Labels Et Multi-media Producers 
Also, Complete, Retail- Ready Packages with 

Graphics Design & Packaging. 

CALL FOR OUR CATALOG' 800-455-8555 

Manufacturing for Independents, Since 1977 

I/ I) / 996. MIX 225 



Recording 
Services 

CD RECORDABLES 
AS LOW AS MOO RUM 

Your Logo/Fast Turnaround 
ADVANCE/ PRE-RELEASE 

REFERENCE/ ROM BETA COPIES 
CD MASTERING DIGITAL EDITING 

CD PRODUCTION DIGITAL TRANSFERS 
DB Plus DiCoiTAI. SERVICES, INC. 

250 W 57th Street., Suite 725 
New York City, N.Y. 10107 
212-397-4099 / 397-2207 Fax 

Need f.04-• DRUMS un your 

•.¡ adal TRACKS??? 

trSib Call Jiro McCarty 
•,1 •Icrechts include fin • Ringo 

• Starr. John Steven) n ', Inn Reddy) 
1 (800) 484-6368 EXT. 7298 

Reasonable rates Fed Ex. U PS.. or US. Mail 
Free demo tape available Money back guarantee 

The Perfect Mix* 
'Come Mix With Us" 
Digital Recording Studio 

• CD singles, Cassettes 

• Convert tapes to CD 
24 Hr. Phone or Fax 

S305) 665-4661  

Records Tapes 
CD Services 

CAMA. DIGITAL DUPUCATION SERVICES 
cos. CD-RS à CASSETTES 

Real Time Cassette Duplication 

From A Digital Source 

• Protooés Plastering 
4e'ik' • Color Separation 

• Artwork 
• Congest» Packaging 

FAST QUALITY SERVICE 

We Accept NI Major Credn Cards 

1-800-541-2214 of (9041 264-8877 

Cap al Digital DuphcatIon Sennces 

lndutrial Loop. Suite 171 . Orange Park, FL 32073 

Call for a FREE catalog Horre of Capal Records. 

The Real-Time. Short Run Specialist! 

100 Supplied J-Card s 1 73* 
1(H) 11/W Tapes 5 I 99* 
100 hill Color S2-19* 
200 hill Color 5449 
300 hill Color $599 
CD $39.95 %Miller 5 10  
Cbrume Tape :4- Shell Printing 

Free Graphics e \\ rapped 
Every Tape Direct From DAT 

11. K. Productions 18001831-66M 
6ll 114w Culls 

*Paper labels on runs under 200 

AAPEX 
ULTIMATE FIDELITY 

The world's largest Nakamichi 
real-time cassette duplication 
system. Full-service packaging. 
50 to 50,000 qty. Outside CA, 
call toll-free (800) 323-AAPX 

or (415) 492-1300 
—Call AAPEX today! 

COMPACT DISC MANUFACTURING 
CASSETTE MANUFACTURING 

11110-289-11155 
ulnae s 1516)244 0800 
CO REPLICATION • CASSE'ÍE 
DUPLICATION • DIGITAL 
MASTERING' GRAPHIC DESIGN 
PRINTING • PACKAGES 
ONE OFF CDs 

MUSIC 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 215 

• 

ENOtMEASSNNLOOP 

40) 

REUABLE 

"ON HOLD" 
TAPEriPLATERS 
'HAM IN USA 

CALL OR FAX FOR 
SAMPLE TAPE 

MANN ENDLESS CASSETTE INDUSTRIES 
3700 SACRAMENTO ST , SF , CA 94118 

TEL : ( 415)221-2000 FAX (800)683-7569 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 217-i 

INDEPENDENT RELEASE SPECIAL — MAJOR LABEL % AMY 1/1 
Our CD and cassette packages are the 
11105t complete. superior quaky, retail-

ready packages avadable, lust send us 
your master, photos, and liner notes. 

We do the rest! 

1,000 CDs 
Complete Package 

2,447 
(Add SOO cassettes ..,Je 1911' more) 

• 4-Panel Folder,4-Cokar (411) 
• 4-Color Tray Card (4)0) 
• 3-Color CD Disc Printing 
• From Your DAT, 1630, or CDR 
• Color SeparatIons, Typesetting. and 
Graphic Design Included! 

, ForThr Most Complete Cl) and Casette Packages Available, Call l- 800-637-9-19t Musicraft 

1-800-TAPE WORLD or 1-8°1245-M1 
:Jell beat any price, 5 5 SHIPPING . FREE CAT 

SONY 
OAT-- 2,-, 
0A1,124.-
-.Tv 

MAULS IDE FUJI 

:Jr,'• ON 
09 

TAPE WORLD MAIM STAMM PA 1600) FAX 412.28.1208 
OVER 500 DIFFERENT SAME DAY SHIPPING WU 8.5 

28TH ANNIVERSARY 
FREE CATALOG 

CD-RS, HI-8, 

MINI DISKS, S-VH 

MASTERING TAPE 

A-DAT, R-DAT, BULK VHS 

PLASTIC REELS, BOXES 
NORELCO , SOFT POLY BOXES 

VIDEO BOXES & SLEEVES 

SINGLE & DOUBLE CD BOX 

DCC, MOD, DDS2 
AND WE OFFElt IN HOUSE Dili fT ON CASSETff PRINTING, FEATURING 

MORE THE LATEST APEX ULM VI OLD INKING PROaSS /24 • 48 HOUR SEFMCE 

DAT to Cassette Copies 
• 100 singles for $129 
• 100 30 min. w/box, $225 

Songwriter's Special! 
4 songs, 25 tapes each 

$129 with label 
For Free Brochure 

Call YMP, (319) 363-0329 

411114TH AVENUE•BROOKLYN,lit 11219 laisi 

ir AUDIO PRODUCTS IN  

LENGTH 
E.10 C-20 C-30 C-10 C-50 C-60 C-70 C-80 C-90 

TYPE 3M 
TDK SA .25 .30.35.19.44.49.53 . 58 .63 *TDK 

MAXELL 
XLII . 27 .32.38.44.47.52.67 . 70 .76 El BASF 
BASF 

CHROME .30 . 38.47.56.65.69.80 . 87 .89 AmPEx 
SUPER 

maxell 
IN NYC 718-435-7322 • 800-221-6578. 24 HOUR FAX 11E4853-2589 

,psters 
item 

4 

rtS 

‘fri. 
, Complete Full Color CD Package 

500 CDs: $999.00 
4 CD package includes: color 2 page booklet, 2 color CD 

label, all mastering, jewel box, shrink wrapping, 
graphic insertion. Film supplied by customer. 

lb 500 CDs: $ 1399.00 
We do it all! - Package 

Includes: Graphic design, film, color 2 page booklet, 
2 color CD label, all mastering, jewel box, shrink 

wrapping, graphic insertion 

CALL NOW I-800-582-DISC(3472) 

300 Retail-Ready Premium Cassettes only 51.40 each 
add another 100 at just 80t each! 

P 0 Box 160 
Maple Street 
N. Vassalboro, ME 04961 

Klarity Quality Packages Include: 

/Free Macintosh® Graphic Design 

/State-of-the-Art Duplication 

/Fast Turnaround 

/Superior Quality Raw Materials 

(Terrific Price 

/Satisfaction Guarantee 

Call Today For Your Free Color Catalog! 

1.800.458.6405 
CD, CD-ROM, Blank Tapes & Vinyl, Too! 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 216 
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Good Vibrations—RJR Digital 
ITS OUR 20TH ANNIVERSARY , 
Call for best prices & service in the industry. 

CD and Cassette packages include: 
• Mastering • Design • Film & Printing 

• Replication • Fabrication 

TOTALLY RETAIL READY! 
Fax On Demand: 1-800-828-6537 
Customer Service: (619) 267.-0307 

FAX us al: (619) 267-1339 

MIX 
MARKETPLACE 
13( 11 SHM\ 

Beams on Page 214 

1,000 CD'S 

$1,200! , 
Includes Jewel box, 2 color 
CD Imprint D shrink wrap 

1-800-491-8141 

CUSTOM LOADED 
CASSETTE BLANKS 

BASF * maxell 

any length up to C-94 
rushed to you in runs of 100 

cassettes. 

TRUTONE INC. 
HACKENSACK, NJ 07650 

Ph: 201) 489-9180 / (201) 489-1771 

Wholesale CI) 
1000 Cl):v 
1 49 5 .00 

Including Jewel Box,.2 color 

CD Imprint & Shrink Wrap 

(SOO-218-6-189  

Npacific 
coast 

sound 

works 

1,000 CD'S FROM: 

$1,0001 
on. SINK SOLUTIONS N. MANIC MOM 

MNOISE' . ilm• MUM 

Mc- MASTERING OP- PAMIR.. 

CD-Il Mc- ¡ON! 1888 

1-tram'" ENHANCED CDs 
11 ( 13830) .1.2 3t-2 MI 3.4 
MUMS» 4111 FAX 12181 888-8808 
84M Ileverly Blvd , he 500 LA, CA 8011411 

http:iiviscww.ltrax.cam 

TOM Pi/Cit SA 
Ceex.1199” 

(' 3') 

¡I I 1 7 

( ' E0(1, Cqt) 

CO. cnnnn. CM. 

19•7137119111717091/1L. 

ILPENI47, 

7 On - 7 3 9 I6 9 5 

NOW! YOU CAN CHOOSE! 
TOK PRO SA BULK MAXELL XLII BULK 

C-60 C-90 C-60 I C-90 

$0.58 $0.78 $0 61 $0.83 
• y. ,•oPS OF • AJAPEx • BA-ST • DENOA • D 
• II •MAXELL • SONY • TD« • TELEX 

TELEPHONE: 212.7111.7900 OR 900 969 369 
FAX: 212.999740 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 215 

LOW Prices! 

FREE Brochure! 

MAJOR Label Guide, 

FRIENDLY Customer Snicil-

Compact Disc Fi 
Audio Cassette Production 

18021453-3334 FAX ( 802)453-3343 

COMP LA 
got your nick ono CD 

NOW! 
,o) N's,Reke Pea - 
S10A0,DA401.. 

$ 199 

AO, 

N Make 
your own 

se8000, 
$845 C,6,1•It,ckagtub-16)16,11"). 

104 1,000 44446(esmnipt lo111,411 7SP446 

,t 3 
•‘' 

u 

500 CDs 
500 Cassettes 

-sr $2,590 
wdhadw 

• FREE Graphic Design • Includes Insert Printing 
• Motor Lobel Quality • No- fine-Print Guarantee 

Call today for your FREE, 
1995 full color catalog: 

1-800-468-9353 
24 HOURS TOLL FREE FAX 

ha-663-8030 1,1111-661-3411 

DISC MAKERS 

THE NAMES YOU KNOW AND TRUST... 
MN BIAS BULK-BLANK AUDIO TAPES 

UNBOXED-UNLABELED 

LENGTH 
*Tcle< 
pio_se, 

CO8Al2 

MBXEM 
XL I 

91 BASF 
CHROME 
PLUS 

II BASF 
CHROME 
SUPER 

C40 244 25 t 256 284 

C-15 264 27 t 30 c 316 

C-20 286 306 316 356 

C-30 33e Art 35 c 45 6 

C-I4 406 456 424 584 

C-62 476 506 504 684 

C-80 560 68 c 654 85 it 

C-92 626 756 726 876 

C-103 706 83 6 764 956 

ALL LENGTHS AVAILABLE - 1 MINUTE TO 126 MINUTES 

FULL LINE OF RECORDING 
AND DUPLICATING SUPPLIES 

C=I71 BASF 
TDK AMPEX ea 

11155011 son, Y 

DIRECT ON CASSETTE PRINTING 
CUSTOM LABELS AND .1-CARDS 

...FROM THE COMPANY YOU KNOW AND MUST 

Brooklyn, New York 11232 ,N RS Ceba, Puerto Rico 00735 el 764 5th Avenue, 145 Lauro Pinero Ave., 

In NYC Tel: (718) 369-8273   In Puerto Rico Tel: 
24 Hour Fax: (718) 369-8275 National Recording Supplies Inc. (809)885-2316 rjr 

1114 

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-538-2336 

CD 
MANUFACTURING 

CASSETTE DUPLICATION 
GRAPHIC DESIGN & PRINTING 
DIGITAL EDITING & MASTERING 

ESP 

1-800-527-9225 
EASTERN STANDARD PRODUCTIONS, INC. 

-`) GLENN DRIVE BUFFALO NY 
- 61 691.7631. FAX (716) 891.773: 

CD's • CASSETTES • VIDEO 

Complete State-of-the-Art Manufacturing 
Direct-from-Digital Real Time & High Speed Cassette Duplication 

CD's, CD ROM, CD Plus • Complete Graphic Design, Printing and Packaging 

500 CD pkgs. • VHS Hi-Fi Duplication • Blank Tapes & Accessories • 100% Guaranteed 

1-800-365-TAPE (8273) • 1000 CD Package - $149911 • Five Color Catalog 

Mc about our 
TENRIEM EASTCO PRO Ado Video Corporation 
ilk e•iiist cc)" (A cr ih flar leer-rue & tSr llorld 

40 Garclenelle Pkwy. Buffalo, NY 14224. Phone: (716)656-1296 • Fax: (716)6561510 

Complete CD & Cassette packages! 
Retail ready including 

full color inserts 

300 500 1,000 

CD's 975 9075 9637 

Cassettes 5396 5506 5752 

Bar-codes, CD-Rom, CD-R, Mastering, 

Design and Film services available 

1-800-928-3310 
World Audio Video Enterprises 
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Records Tapes 
CD Services 

G CD'S FAST 
*300 CD Special S849 

, *500 CD Special S999 
"with client provided CDR 

label Ills & inserts 
Digital Mastering, CO Rom 
& Graphic Design Available 

Silicon Graphics Digital Printing 
Full color inserts from $275 

10 free Posters w/comolete package 
Call (800) DIGIDOC 

DIGIDOC 
PRODUCTIONS 

eudio-nWition 
Compact Disc 

Cassette 
Manufacturing 

1-800-375-2060 

Call us before you 
order your CDs and 
Tapes, we will save 

you money. 

CRys-rALC.LEAR SOUND 
TAPENIASTERS 

1 - 800-

Your music on CD $50 
Custom One-off CD-Re 

••• 

1000 Compact Discs $1750 
1000 CDs/500 Cassettes $2150 

Frown DAT master, Includes assembly 
with custaner-oupplied inserts 

880-007 3 MC/ VISA 
ACCEPTED 

ai-r e. 
Record 8( Tape Mfg., InC. 

902 N. Industrial Blvd. e 
Dallas, 'DC 75207 e 

214-741-2027 
1-800-527-3472 
CD's Starting at 

$900" 

Sa 

MAJOR LABEL 
OUALITY & SERVICE 

* VINYL PRESSING 
SPECIAL RADIO & PROMO PACKAGES 

* COMPACT DISCS 
* CASSETTES 

qiedde* &de! 

DUI, DIRECT WITH THE FACTORY 
Manufacturing Tomorrow's Technology Today 

g••••  Music. Sollware. Games, Interactive 

Multimedia, Education, Entertainment, 
Databases, Photo CDs, Movies and 
Karaoke. Mastering and Pre-Mastering, 
up to 6 color printing, replication, 
graphics, shipping and packaging. and 
fulfillment. 

W I NC.S 
DIGITAL CORPORATION 

10 Commercial Street • Hicksville, NY 11801 
Tel. 516-953-2501) • Fax 516-933-2506 

Toll Free: 1 - 800-WINGS41 

HEALEYdisc 

TOLL FREE 1-800-835-1362 

COMPLETE FULL COLOR COMPACT DISC PACKAGES: 

500 CD's $ 1099. / 1000 CD's $ 1599 
CD Package includes color 2 page insert, color traycard, 2 color on CD printing, pre master & glass mastering, 

jewel box, shnnkwrap, insertion of graphics Does not include film or typesetting 

COMPLETE FULL COLOR CASSETTES PACKAGES: 

500 cuss. $614. / 1000 cuss. $909 • 
Package includes: 40-50 min. high bias tape, 1 panel J-card, digital running master, on cassette printing, set-up, 

Norelco box, shnnkwrap, insertion of graphics Does not include film or typesetting. 

Am j can. CI 
• 

41. Mu ,cture7g 

Castle Technology, Inc. 
Cassette Duplication 

"REAL TIME" 
C-10...$.90 C-20...$1.05 C-30...$1.15 

price includes chrome tape & box 
Single CDs Starting at $ 10 

(800) 636-4432 • Fax (615) 399-8855 

011111%Ille 
• COS 

• QUICK 
• BEST QUALITY 

• DIGITAL CASSETTES 
• PERSONAIJIEO SERVICE 

• TOTAL COMPLETE PACKAGES 
• LOWEST PRICES, CALL US LAST! 

43. (813) 446-8273 = 

Total Tape Services 
639 Cleveland St / Clearwater , FL 34615 

AUDIO a VIDEO CASSETTE 
COMPACT DISC • CD-ROM 

DUPLICATION  
NOW FEATURING THE 

—V— 

THE LATEST IN DIGITAL BIN 
TECHNOLOGY FROM 

gauss 
WMG,Irac. 
NIOnle, Kee.. 0.40•1P 

6737 E. 30th Street 
Indianapolis. Indiana 46219 

317/549-8484 FAX 317/549-8480 

tt% 

EMPIRE 

(w) AAA 

(716) 871•DISK (3475) 

FAX: ( 7161871.3917 

3407 Delaware Ave. 

Buttalo, NY 14217 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 214 

IZUDIOW0i1(1 
FACTORY DIRECT 

PRICES C:/lNI 
3111 az AMPEX TAPE 

Custom Mogami Cabling 

BULK CASSETTES 

1 OVER 70 P ESS1ONAL 
LINES 

Effleftic ))) 
Optical Media 1-800-476-8211 
Manufacturers of CD's, CD-Rom, 
CD -Interactive, and Cassettes 

11, Competitive prices on all projects 

.1) Extraordinary customer service 

• Accessible through the Internet 

1000 CDs from $1399 
10 CD Promo Packs from $375 
IMAM 
m o m  NOW ACCEPTING 

, 
INemet address. lotp://mero.bitIream.ne1/opsonic 
E Moil address opsonicertinereammet 
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500 CD & 500 Poster Package 
Includes: e Design 

s• • Film 
Call for your Brochure 

• Printing 
• All mastering 
• Manufacturing 

07- Shirts • Strckers • Stage passes • .0 0,4 j 0-4 

TAAG 

PROMO PACKS FROM YOUR DAT 
-I 0 CUZIes s -17 
RAnzorn AccEs rillEDi pRee-i-e2 

DIGITAL SRC, 
TO ORDER CALL: 800-684-8071 SIM mr 

48>Vt.1 FREE 
FOR INFO CALL: 41 5-389-1 959 DISCS ARE GUARANTEED 

Annlztan,T111:WA111.11(0 Sl• Since 
1975 

Studio Sales 8, ServiceS 

Full color CD & Cassette Album Packages Fast 

1000 full color CDs, complete $1,899 

CDRs overnight CDR blanks Rt@R • DATs ADATs • HI8 • VHS 

Blank cassettes • PC/Windows digital audio workstations 

Small to large orders • Warehouse prices 

Call 800-483-TAPE for Free catalogue 

fax: 904-398-9683 • Internet: warehous@jaxjaxnet.com 

Visa • MasterCard • Discover 

2071-20mx Emerson st., Jacksonville, FL 32207 • 904-399-0424 

RECORDING 
DUPUCATING 
SUPPUES 

ARCAL TDK AMPEX 3M 
BASF MAXELL 

Cassettes • Reel-to- Reel Tapes 
C- O's • Cassette Albums • Labels 
R-Dat's • CDR's • Video Tapes 

Data Storage Media 

ARCAL CORP. 
2732 Bay Rd., Redwood City, CA 90063 

TOLL FREE 1-800-272-2591 
FAX 415 369 7446 

gin WORKS 

(617) VI 0089 

RepluntIon •I omplele mastering lerene• 

'ID ROM • 1650 ( OR Iran ..... 'One Ulf n 

tii muleggle. %IA 01 I.V. 

CD-ROM 
CD-Audio 
CD-I 
Mixed Mode 
CD-ROM 
Audio & Video 

Cassettes 
RAW CD's 

75C 

Graphic Design 

Printing 

Interactive 

Media 

Slides 

Floppy Disk 

iron" your PCIVI 1630 or CO Masten a Fdrn Labe, 

SonIc Tel (617)424-0670 
Fax (617)424-0657 

rGot More Time Than Money? 1 
Try the Do-It- Yourself Klarity Kit 

only s395.00 
Complete Package Includes :300 prermuni cossette tope, 

quality tope duplication& on-shell printing, standard graphic 
design, Noreko clear boxes, printed gards F. closure tabs 

I F 1 pesky today! 
• troo.45e 6405 

5 yr. young 6 bedroom (3 full & 2 
half bath) HOUSE FOR SALE 
with IN-HOUSE RECORDING STU-
DIO. Blueridge Ave., Silver Spring, 
MD. Washington Metro area. Call 
Phyllis Newman, (800) 435-9001 
or (301) 604-1897, also http://-
www.remax.com. 

Video 
Equipment, 
Services & 
Supplies 
VIDEO w/TC FOR LOCKUP 

Rebuilt 3/4" w/Warr., Betacam. 
1" VTRs: SONY, JVC & AMPEX. 
JVC & SONY Remote Con-
trols. SONY VP- 5000, 5600, 
5800, 5850, BVU-800, 950, VO-
9800, 9850. Four-Month Warran-
ty. (212) 580-9551/(212) 206-
1475. Fax: (212) 929-9082. 
Michael Temmer. 

Miscellaneous 

CLASSIFIED 
AD DEADLINES 

July '96 issue 

May 15 

August '96 issue 

June 15 

Sept. '96 issue 

July 15 

Mix Classifieds 
(800) 544-5530 

Or 
FAX (510) 653-8171 

nie trot ref 01— Cr» 
1-811-711111.. LoIN Lt. 

MASTERING 

REPLICATION 

PERSONAL 
EXPERT 
SERVICE 

212 333-5953 
e-mail: 

digital force@morebbs.com 

TOTAL CD, CD-ROM 

& CASSETTE PRODUCTION 
330 WEST 58th ST 

NY, NY 10019 

The Power of Excellence sm 

GRAPHIC 
DESIGN 

PRINTING 

COMPLETE 
PACKAGING 

POSTERS 

TIMING ACCURACY METER 
RO-R $499 RD-T $249 

Tty a 1Zubeian Dragon for 2 weeka 
If not eatiefled, return for a full refund 
800.5130.5776  FAX 210.344.3299  

L  FAX your Mix Classified (510) 853 8171 
SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 216 

Our CD 8i Cass's are 

FIR It CHEAPER! 
(800) 421-8273 

Progressive Music 
SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 218 

Studios 

32-Track Digital Studio + over 
5,000-sq.-ft. home. Studio/lso-
Booth/Control Room designed by 
World Renowned John Storyk. 
Also wired by Famed Marc Inc. 
of NY. Located in Northeast PA. 
All equipment included. Call (717) 
628-5805. 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 218 

What Are You 

Looking For? 

Join the thousands of audio 

professionals who rely on Mix 

Classifieds and Mix Marketplace 

pages as their source for buying, 

selling, renting, & repairing 

pro audio gear 

MIX CLASSIFIEDS/MIX MARKETPLACE 

(800) 544-5530 

I MASTERING • MANUFACTURING • PRINTING I 

Diel-ROM 
FOR COMPACT DISCS • CD-ROM 

REAL TIME & HIGH SPEED AUDIO CASSETTES 

COMPLETE PACKAGES- COMPETITIVE PRICING 
GRAPHIC DESIGN STUDIO • FAST TURN- AROUND) 

PERSONALIZED EXPERT SERVICE 

1-800-815-3444 
(212) 730-2111 

130 Wt 412'rvri Street ••• /Yew York. NV 10036 
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MIX CLASSIFIEDS WORK FOR YOU 

Text rate: $100 per inch; eight (8) lines per inch (approximately 27-32 character spaces per line); one-inch minimum. $10 per bold line. Each 
space and punctuation mark counts as a character. $100 minimum charge for each ad placed. 

Enhancements: $10 black border, $15 for a grey-screened background, $25 for a reverse, $25 for Post Office box service. Charges are based on a 
per-insertion basis. 

Display rate: $125 per inch ( 1" minimum/half-page maximum). Display Classified advertising must be camera-ready, sized to MIX column 
widths and specs. Frequency discount rates available; call for information. 

Closing: Fifteenth of the month, six weeks prior to the cover date (ex: April issue closing is February 15). Ads received after closing will be 
held for the next month unless otherwise stated. Cancellations will not be accepted after the closing date. Copy changes and 
cancellations must be submitted in writing. 

Other requirements: Full street address (PO boxes aren't sufficient) and phone numbers must accompany all requests. All words to be bold should be 
underlined. Copy must be typed or printed legibly in standard upper/lower case. Publishers are not responsible for errors due to 
poor copy. Arrangement of characters may be altered in typesetting process due to space. The publishers are not liable for the 
contents of advertisements. 

The small print: 

Send coupon 
payment to: 

No stated or implied discounts allowed on new equipment sales. Publishers reserve the right to refuse or discontinue any ad 
deemed inappropriate. 

Mix Magazine Classifieds: Attn: Robin Boyce, 6400 Hollis St., # 12, Emeryville, CA 94608, tel. (800) 544-5530 
or (510) 653-3307; fax (510) 653-8171. email: boycemr@elvis.cardinalcom. Payment must be included with copy: check, 
Visa, MasterCard, or American Express accepted. Sorry, no billing or credit available. 

CATEGORIES AVAILABLE ( Clink Orlei 

J Acoustic Consulting 

J Business Opportunities 

J Employment Offered 

J Employment Wanted 

J Equipment for Sale 

J Equipment Wanted 

J Equipment Rentals 

J Financial Services 

J Instruction 

J Maintenance Services 

J Multi-media 

J Music Products/Software 

J New Products 

J Records, Tapes 8, 
CD Services & Supplies 

J Recording Services 
& Repairs 

J Services 0, Supplies 

J Studios 

J Video Equipment 

J Miscellaneous 

Attach Your Classified Ad Copy on a Separate Sheet, Typed 
Double-Spaced or Printed Clearly in Capital and Lower-Case Letters. 

Company Name 

Name 

Address no PO Boxes) 

City 

State Zip 

Phone 

Signature 

Display 15125 per inch) $ 

_ Text MOO per inch, 
_ one-inch minimum) 

_ Bold @$10 additional $ 

_ Border @ $10 

Reverse @ $25 

Screen @ $15 

Blind P.O. box @ $25 

TOTAL PAYMENT INCLUDED 

J Visa J MC J AMEX 

J Check/Money Order 

Card II 

(op 

TEST IT WITH TH E 

Mix Reterence 

TEST SIGNALS ON Co 
Mix +,1 \ GA/1Ni 

The editors of Mix, the world's leading pro 

audio magazine, proudly present the Mix 

Reference Disc. This collection of test tones 

on compact disc is invaluable for a wide vari-
ety of applications in recording, studio mainte-

nance and audio post-production. It features 

alignment tones, 1/3-octave bands, frequency 

sweeps, a digital black noise check, frequency 

response tests, dry instrumental perfor-

mances, SMPTE time code, a phase test, and 

tuning notes. The Mix Reference Disc 

replaces expensive analog alignment tapes 

and unwieldy tone generators—at a far lower 
price than competing test-tone CDs. 

• Tape Deck Alignment 
• Audio Equipment Calibration 
• Testing Sound System Performance 
• Troubleshooting & Diagnostics 

SPECIAL HALF-PRICE OFFER! 

Regularly $29.95, now only $14.95  
plus $4.95 shipping & handling, specify item " MRD " 

CA. CT. IL. ME, NY, PA and TX residents please add state sales tax, Canadian residents include 7% GST, 

ORDER NOW! 
Call toll-free (U.S. and Canada): (800) 233-9604 

International (908) 4[7-9575; 24-hour fax ( 908) 225-1562 (creel card ordcp, • • 
or write: Mix Bookshelf; do VVhitehurst & Clark, Inc., 100 Newfield Ave., Edison, NJ 08837-3817 
We accent Visa, MasterCard. American Express, Discover Card, personal check or money order Sorry, no CODs 

MIX 
Reader Service 

For more information 

about products and 

services advertised in this 

issue, fill out and return 

Mix's postage-paid reader 

service card! You'll receive 

information directly from 

the advertisers whose 

products interest you. 
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INTERNATIONAL UPDA 

-FROM PAGE 74, INFLIGHT PRODUCTIONS 

audio and video on demand. Before 
too long, all passengers will have indi-
vidual video screens that offer a variety 
of films, short subjects, shopping pro-
grams, games, etc., as well as extensive 
music programming. "They'll be MPEG-
encoded systems, where, instead of it 
being a tape source or a CD source, it's 
going to be driven from a hard disk file 
server, and this information will be 
downloaded to your seat. It will help 
the airlines in terms of space and relia-
bility, and it will help with security— 
you won't have all these videos to lock 
up. They're doing things with technol-
ogy that's on the ground but hasn't 
been generally used by airlines yet." 
The implications of this are tremendous 
as far as IFP is concerned. It's as if one 
company was providing all the audio 
and video programming for all three 
TV networks and was suddenly pre-
sented with cable. Business will be 
more than booming. 

To increase the company's efficien-
cy, and in preparation for big changes 
about to break in in-flight entertain-
ment, IFP is in the process of building a 
large studio complex, designed by con-
sultants AVD and architect Humphrey 
Cook, to accommodate the facility's 
audio and video operations under one 
roof. Mantle is working with consul-
tants from SADiE to network the 
rooms and complete the company's 
transition from quarter-inch to all-digi-
tal editing. "The audio side is moving 
over in four months' time, and at that 
point we'll have gotten rid of all of our 
quarter-inch machines, and we're 
going to go for it," Mantle says. SADiE 
is also working alongside the IFP en-
gineers to help develop new systems 
of working that will make the best use 
of the new digital equipment, and 
Mantle and his staff are really enjoying 
the rare top-priority attention. " If 
you're flying an airplane, obviously 
the most important thing is that the 
engines work, and the navigational 
equipment. And the avionics engi-
neers have to look after everything 
electrical on the aircraft. So the priority 
is that the navigational system works. 
We're usually at the bottom of the list. 
But the marketing departments will tell 
us if they get complaints because the 
tape player stopped or the CD 
jumped, because for passengers, one 
of the benefits of flying anywhere is 
that the in-flight entertainment is good. 
It's become a big thing." 

-FROM PAGE 20, FOR SALE 

spot by air? How about last year's 
Digidesign acquisition by Avid, or the 
even more recent Spectral ingestion by 
Euphonix? Then in the past there was 
Electro-Voice to Mark IV, Kurzweil to 
Young Chang and Hafler to Rockford. 
See? wherever there is audio, gasoline 
is nearby. There seems to be at least 
as much food chain activity in our little 
industry as there is in the software 
world. 

What does it all mean? 

SMELLY THINGS: BUSINESS 
Sometimes these consolidations are a 
great improvement. There are situations 
where a small but technically cool little 
company has the chops to develop a 
very nice product, but just doesn't have 
the bucks to manage a competitive 
presence. Then maybe a nice big com-
pany comes along and offers to provide 
that financial clout in return for 60% to 
90% or so of the little company. It is 

It may be 

worth watching 

to see who really owns 

the company 

that made 

what you bought. 

done, sales go up 1,500%, and all the 
people in the little company make 
more than they ever would have if they 
had tried to do it all alone, and the big 
company makes still more yet. Every-
body wins—the original developers, 
the acquirers, and us, the customers. 

Sometimes companies are bought 
just because a larger company wants to 
dominate the market the old-fashioned 
way—they buy it. They simply buy out 
their competition, tell everybody that 
there has been a "merger," and wait 
until somebody goes to the trouble to 
look into the deal and find out that it 
was an out-and-out acquisition. Then 
they claim that they will let the new ac-
quisition run as an independent, whol-
ly owned subsidiary for a year, and 
then they simply stop supporting the 
product and, when pushed, announce 
that the product is no longer made. A 
great trick if you've got the bucks: Buy 

your competition, murder it, wait a few 
more months and incorporate whatever 
gcxxi stuff they had that you didn't into 
your next toy. 

And then there is Vulture Capital. 
This stuff is great. The little guy invents 
something and then can't quite get the 
money together to get it to market. The 
vultures come in and give him all the 
money he needs, in return for all the 
children he will ever have in his life, 
and all the children his neighbors will 
ever have. The little guy spends years 
developing the toy, the big guy brings it 
to market, and the original inventor 
stands at the exit of 1-5 selling oranges 
to cars stopped in rush-hour traffic. 

And this is nothing. Japan has tech-
nical alliances and acquisitions down to 
a true art! They generate and dissolve 
technical alliances and consortiums as 
needed to maintain a financial profile 
that is basically impossible to compete 
against. For some reason, every time an 
American company tries this elaborate 
financial/political balancing act, it falls 
over and goes boom. (Remember the 
big U.S. memory consortium about a 
year ago?) 

Oh, yeah, the point. So what does 
all this get us? Well, in general, we, the 
audio industry, have been very, very 
lucky so far. The majority of all this 
dancing has actually helped the prod-
ucts, made them stronger, made them 
last longer. Though technical support 
seems to get worse as the owning 
company gets larger, the operation 
manuals get better, and the product 
usually gets tested more thoroughly to 
start with, so there are fewer technical 
problems to start with. All in all, this 
musical-chairs consolidation game 
doesn't seem to be hurting us. Keep 
in mind that this is pure luck; it could 
have easily gone the other way, as it 
has in many other industries. 

Still, it may be worth watching to 
see who really owns the company 
that made what you bought, and then 
who buys the company that made 
what you own. It might still all go bad 
at any time, with no notice. 

It's getting like the stock market— 
you might get stuck with heavy losses if 
you don't move fast when some big 
corporation makes a move. And you 
thought all you had to watch for was 
hardware obsolescence. Ha! 

SSC owns no fewer than five perfectly 
good graphics programs and eleven 
audio ones that are now totally or-
phaned, after having been eaten and 
urn.. .ejected by acquiring companies. 
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FEEDBACK 
A N'AWLINS EDUCATION 
Thanks for your stories about Cosimo 
Matassa and the New Orleans recording 
scene (March '96). As a staff engineer at 
Sea-Saint in the early '80s, I was fortu-
nate to hear at least several thousand of 
Cosimo's stories about the people he 
recorded and the techniques he used to 
record them—everything from what 
Ernie K-Doe did with his first royalty 
check to why those Fats Domino rec-
ords still sound so good today. I learned 
much more about the art and science of 
recording from those stories than I ever 
did in engineering school. Jay, you and 
Cosimo should write a lxx)k. 

Now, more than ten years later, as 
an engineer in L.A., I use the knowl-
edge I gleaned from the likes of Cosi-
mo, Allen Toussaint, Skip Godwin, 
Roberta ("Queen of the ten-minute 
alignment") Grace and Marshall Sehom 
as a young engineer in New Orleans 
every day. It's about time the impor-
tance of the New Orleans scene (past 
and present) is being recognized. 

Bob Kearney 
Tarzana, Calif. 

BIG MACK ATTACK 
Regarding the ink iew with Cosimo, it 
should he noted that it was not Jeep 
Harned who engineered/mastered 
those "great big band recordings." It 
was Mack Emerman, former owner of 
Criteria Studios. Criteria was the proving 
ground for early prototype MCI equip-
ment in the mid- to late '60s. Mack and 
Jeep worked very closely in the devel-
opment of the first MCI boards. I know 
because I worked as a bench tech for 
Jeep, then as an engineer for Mack, and 
I never saw Jeep touch a board. 

And for the younger folks, it's 
Grampian (cutter heads) with a "G," not 
"Rampian." 

Chuck Kirkpatrick 
Cooper City, Fla. 

P.S. Thanks for the Brian Wilson in-
terview. The Beatles are why I started 
out in music. Brian is why I stayed. 

MAKING A DIFFERENCE 
IN POLAND 
Re: Paul D. Lehrman's "Truth and Con-

sequences: What We Do Makes a Dif-
ference—Whether We Admit It or Not" 
(February '96). 
I very much appreciated this article, 

but probably wouldn't have written ex-
cept for certain personal events that 
happened in the past week. This part of 
the world has not forgotten (and proba-
bly never will) the events that took 
place during the Second World War, 
and yet, unbelievably, skinheads and 
neo-Nazis are increasing in popularity. 
I was given the opportunity of 

cooperation with a certain studio that 
services, among others, a neo-Nazi 
clientele. The realization that I made is 
that there is a difference between ser-
vicing neo-Nazis who make music and 
neo-Nazis who make neo-Nazi music. I 
can't and don't agree with everyone, 
but as long as I don't help them preach 
what I don't agree with, I'm okay. Make 
sense? Anyway, I may have lost the 
whole gig because of this fragment of 
the studio's clientele. I plan to show the 
owners this article—maybe if no studios 
and engineers would be willing to help 
these animals, then young airheads 
wouldn't he able to listen to their rot 
and would stop turning into neo-Nazis. 
An American in Gdansk, Poland 

BALANCING ACT 
I read with interest your articles on 
Broadway sound in the February '96 is-
sue. As a theater sound designer myself, 
it is always interesting to hear what oth-
ers are doing in our little neck of the au-
dio woods. Keep it up. 
I do have one gripe! In the "Looking 

in on Master Class" article by Mark 
Frink, he quotes specific delay settings 
for various systems at the John Golden 
Theater. Am I supposed to be im-
pressed? Unfortunately, I am not famil-
iar with the dimensions of the theater, 
and Mr. Frink makes no attempt to en-
lighten me. Had the article included the 
relative distances between performer 
and audience, and SR system and audi-
ence, as well as the delay settings for 
the different coverage areas, I could 
have worked out what Jon Gottlieb was 
working to achieve in his design. 

Conversely, Mr. Frink could have told 
me! Far more useful would have been 

information about if the various systems 
were delayed for coherence or prece-
dence, and what the relative delay/lev-
els were at the listening positions for the 
direct sound vs. the reinforced sound. 
Or even simpler, was the delay used to 
correct multiple arrivals, or induce imag-
ing, and how effective was it? 

Mark Frink isn't wholly to blame for 
the way he wrote his article. Unfortu-
nately, it highlights a trend in the audio 
industry, and the magazines that service 
that industry. I'm talking about the ob-
session with "gear," and the focus on 
what equipment you have, rather than 
how that equipment is used. Indeed, 
some articles in your magazine read 
like a catalog of sound equipment. I re-
alize that it is what your advertisers 
want, but it's not what your readers re-
ally want or need. Mix engineers used 
to he called balance engineers. 'Mix' = 
Balance. Get it? 

David E. Smith 
David E. Smith & Associates 
HoStoll. MaSS. 

MASTERFUL SOUND 
ON BROADWAY 
Thanks for the detailed info in the arti-
cle "Looking in on Master Class" by 
Mark Frink. I was really happy to have 
the info while on my way to the show 
last Saturday. From reading the article, I 
was looking forward to hearing excel-
lent sound reinforcement, which I did. 
What you did not prepare me for was 
the absolutely amazing sound design 
production. It is an intricate tapestry. 
The weaving of live and prerecorded 
material was seamless, and it was bril-
liantly produced. The multiple levels of 
consciousness as expressed in the 
sound were impeccable, believable and 
enthralling. It is such a thrill to hear per-
fection. Bravo! 

Howard Mandel 
Manager of Special Projects 
Rittenhouse Communications 
Yardley, Penn. 

Send Feedback to Mix, 6400 Hollis 

St. *12, Emeryville, CA 94608; fax 

(510) 653-5142; or 74673.3672@ 

compuserve.com 
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Sample Eidie's 
Latest work on 
"In From Tile 
Storm," 

a brilliant. 
orchestra 
homage t.] 
Hendrix With 
an aston.r.hing 
al-ray of some 
of the best 
players in the 
world. Leave it 
to Eddie to 
break mere 
rules. ('Net 
surfers snould 
check ow the 
RCAVICFORe 
Web Paga @ 
httpil 
rcavictorcom.) 
For a great 
read. pie up 
the Jimi Hendrix 
Sessions book 
by John 
McDermott 
with Billy Cox 
and Eddie 
Kramer (little 
Brown), and 
on video. 
Adventures In 
Modern 
Recordin 
(available from 
Mix Bookshelf. 
510-651-3307(. 

2.8 24•8 16.8 

INSTEAD OF BRAGGING ABOUT OUR 8•BUS 
CONSOLE AGAIN, WE THOUGHT WE'D BRAG ABOUT 

EDDIE KRAMER BRAGGING ABOUT OUR 8•BUS. 

Okay, bragging is too strong a word. 
But we are very proud when one of the 
most trnportant rule-breaking, producers 

in recording history has become 
a Mackie 8eBus fan. 

After all. Eddie Kramer's role, 
in the making of popular music 
has changed its sound foreveri. 
His recipe? "Make a record unlike 
anything that's ever been heard." 
So, while other engineers in 
London were churning out 
England's formula Pop of the Day, 
Eddie Kramer was across the 
console from a strangely-
dressed young man from Seattle 
named Jimi Hendrix. Together, 
they broke practically every 

sonic and musical rule in sight. The result 
was an aural legacy of such originality 
that it still sounds amazing — even 
revolutionary — a quarter century later. 

Eddie hasn't gotten any more 
conservative over the years. So it's not 
surprising that a man with Kramer's 
receptiveness to change would add a 
3208 to his creative arsenal A mixing 
console that costs hundreds of 
Thousands less than those he's workec 
Dn for most of his awe-inspiring career 

1. Including Hendrix. Led Zeppelin. Kiss, Buddy 
Guy. and more recently, his work with other Mack;e 
mixer owners: Sting. David Abbruzzese, Vinnie 
Colatuta. Stanley Clarke.Tony Williams. Steve tai. 
and Zarlos Santana. 
2. He hates the location of the B•Bus' talkback button: 
3. Ac cording to Eddie. Eric Shenkman Ispin Doctars), 
Little Red Wagon Mobile Recording Studio, Bootsy 
Collins and John McEnroe have purchased 
asks consoles at his urging. 

A console he says he likes for " sweet 
E0, dynamic range, and cleanness' 

Eddie wanted to do more than just take 
advantage of the creative and lifestyle 
options afforded by the project stidio 
revolution He also wanted to help DRIVE it 
So a year ago. we agreed to lend Eddie a 
32.8 in return for his feedback Since then, 
we've learned Eddie is not shy about 
expressing his opinions Luckily they're 
mostly good' 

And Eddie Kramer recommends Mackie 
consoles to his associates, too' In these 
cynical times when pop stars ac cept 
millions to "endorse products they admit 
later to having never tried), we al Mackie 
Designs think that's the only kind of 
"endorsement" worth 
having 

If you're in the market for a serious but 
affordable mixer, we hope you'll take a close 
look at the only 8-bus console Eddie Kramer 
says is worth having 

E US AT NSCA BOOTH #1629 
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way you play. 

Tarn it 

UP 

Tit 
SERIES 

With the all new TR Series loudspeakers, you can crank 
it all the way up. Because with protective SonicGuard-
Circuitry. they are more bulletproof than any speakers in 
their class. 

Fact is, we've already put the JR speakers through the 
most merciless torture test in the industry by cranking 
them at full throttle for 300 hours. So a 3-hour gig is just 
a warm up act. 

And while you're playing hard, rest assured your sound 
is never compromised. With features found only in higher-
end speakers, the JR speakers always maintain a balanced 
output of crisp highs and killer lows. 

At JBL our goal was to bring you a more affordable 
JBL speaker. not a cheap one. So turn it on. Turn it up. And 
give the new JR Series a listen. At this price, it's time to 
get a speaker that was made for the way you play. 

H A Harman International Company 

TR. MR. SR. The unbeatable line-up of sound reinforcement products from JR. Professional. 


